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Foreword
This abstract booklet provides a record of the thirtieth U.S. Department of Energy
contractors’ meeting focused on gas-phase chemical physics. The reports appearing in this
volume present work in progress in basic research contributing to the development of a
predictive capability for combustion processes. The work reported herein is supported by the
Department of Energy's Office of Basic Energy Sciences (BES) and, in large measure, by the
chemical physics program. The long-term objective of this effort is the provision of theories,
data, and procedures to enable the development of reliable computational models of combustion
processes, systems, and devices.
The objective of this meeting is to provide a fruitful environment in which researchers
with common interests will present and exchange information about their activities, will build
collaborations among research groups with mutually reinforcing strengths, will identify needs
of the research community, and will uncover opportunities for future research directions. The
agenda consists of an invited keynote talk, oral presentations by program PIs and for the first
time invited poster presentations from junior level researchers in an effort to increase the
awareness of the Gas Phase Chemical Physics program. Approximately one third of the PIs in
the program speak each year in rotation. With ample time for discussion and interactions, we
emphasize that this is an informal meeting for exchange of information and building of
collaborations; it is not a review of researchers’ achievements or a forum to define the future
direction of the program.
We appreciate the privilege of serving in the management of this research program. In
carrying out these tasks, we learn from the achievements and share the excitement of the
research of the many sponsored scientists and students whose work is summarized in the
abstracts published on the following pages.
We thank all of the researchers whose dedication and innovation have advanced DOE
BES research and made this meeting possible and productive. We hope that this conference will
help you will build on your successes and we look forward to our assembly next year for our
31st annual meeting.
We thank Diane Marceau of the Chemical Sciences, Geosciences and Biosciences
Division, and Margaret Lyday and Connie Lansdon of the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and
Education for their important contributions to the technical and logistical features of this
meeting.

Michael Casassa
Larry A. Rahn
Wade Sisk
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Combustion chemistry diagnostics
Katharina Kohse-Höinghaus
Chemistry Department, Bielefeld University, Germany
The need for clean energy drives many recent studies in combustion research and applications.
Use of alternative fuels with different chemical functions, restrictions on harmful emissions,
and introduction of novel combustion strategies stimulate an increasing demand for information on combustion chemistry. Details of the reaction networks, of important pathways, of
sensitivities to specific conditions are crucial for the formation of certain intermediates and of
undesired products.
The presentation is planned to stimulate discussion by providing selected recent results in five
areas where diagnostics can be used to obtain insight into the combustion chemistry.
• Some specific features in the combustion of oxygenate fuels and hydrocarbon/oxygenate
blends will be highlighted. Still far from assembling a complete picture, important contributions have been made by many groups in the US and overseas to establish a basis for
predictive modeling of the combustion of esters, ethers, alcohols and their blends with
conventional hydrocarbon fuels. A more general approach for estimating structure-product
relations from chemically complex fuel molecules would be desirable.
• Diagnostic tools that have been used in the context of oxygenate fuels, including especially mass spectrometric techniques, have also been applied to study the chemistry of
fuel-bound nitrogen when burning model alternative fuel compounds with, for example,
amine functions. Such nitrogen-containing compounds may originate from pyrolysis of
plant matter, such as wood bark, or from other biological waste. The combustion chemistry of such fuel components must be considered as largely unstudied.
• When analyzing the intermediate and product species pool in combustion processes, especially in situations where the available information is incomplete, mass spectrometry – although intrusive – is indispensable, and mechanisms are validated by such techniques.
Following earlier investigations of molecular beam sampling with probes, accurate laser
measurements today offer the potential to revisit such perturbation effects. Some recent
results will be highlighted to discuss useful strategies.
• Sensing and controlling the combustion status under practical conditions will potentially
have to rely on optical information. Laser tools offer a broad wavelength range and many
options for the detection of radicals, and alternative fuels may warrant tolook at different
species than would be measured when addressing conventional hydrocarbon flames. Also,
chemiluminescence is widely advocated as an intrinsic combustion sensor, and some aspects will be presented of using this information quantitatively.
• Finally, combustion regimes are becoming attractive where high efficiency and low emission might be beneficially combined. As one of these approaches, low-temperature combustion will be addressed using both a novel burner and a homogeneous or catalytic flow
reactor, and issues for analysis of the combustion chemistry under such conditions will be
discussed.
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Two- and three-state conical intersections in molecular systems
Spiridoula Matsika
Department of Chemistry
Temple University
Philadelphia, PA 19122
smatsika@temple.edu
Conical intersections between two and three states of the same symmetry have been
found to play a key role in nonadiabatic processes. Two-state conical intersections have
been known for a while and their importance is now widely recognized. Three-state conical
intersections, actual degeneracies between three electronic states that are not imposed by
symmetry, are less known, but they have been shown in recent years to be present in many
polyatomic molecules. These features may exist when there are at least five degrees of
freedom present in the molecule. Their importance and effect on nonadiabatic dynamics
are not well understood.
The importance of conical intersections is being investigated in a variety of photoinitiated processes. Large scale ab initio multireference configuration interaction methods are
being used to locate and characterize conical intersections and examine how they influence
the excited state properties of molecular systems. We will present studies on biologically
relevant systems, and particularly the nucleobases and their analogs, where we have found
many seams of two- or three-state conical intersections that can complicate the potential
energy surfaces and dynamics of these systems.1−4 It is shown that the accessibility of
conical intersections is a key factor in determining their fluorescence properties. Implicit
effects of three-state conical intersections are investigated by calculating nonadiabatic coupling terms, and it is demonstrated how the phase of the nonadiabatic coupling terms can
be a diagnostic for the presence and location of additional seams.4
The topography of the conical intersection region that couples the electronically excited
and ground state potential energy surfaces can affect the product distributions of photoinitiated reactions. We will demonstrate this in collisional quenching of electronically excited
OH A2 Σ+ by N2 or H2 . The rotational excitation of the OH X2 Π products and branching
fraction are found to be dynamical signatures of nonadiabatic passage through the conical
intersection region.5
1. “Radiationless Decay of Excited States of Uracil through Conical Intersections”, S. Matsika, J. Phys.
Chem. A, 108, 7584-7590, (2004)
2. “Three-State Conical Intersections in Nucleic Acid Bases”, S. Matsika, J. Phys. Chem. A, 109,
7538 - 7545, (2005)
3. “Radiationless Decay Mechanism of Cytosine: An Ab Initio Study with Comparisons to the Fluorescent Analogue 5-Methyl-2-Pyrimidinone”, K. A. Kistler and S. Matsika, J. Phys. Chem. A, 111,
2650-2661, (2007)
4. “Three-State Conical Intersections in Cytosine and Pyrimidinone Bases”, K. A. Kistler and S.
Matsika, J. Chem. Phys., 128, 215102, (2008)
5. “State-resolved distribution of OH X2 Π; products arising from electronic quenching of OH A2 Σ+
by N2 ”, L. P. Dempsey, T. D. Sechler, C. Murray, M. Lester, and S. Matsika J. Chem. Phys., 130,
104307, (2009)
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The Ignition of Jet Fuel Relevant Hydrocarbons at Engine Conditions
Matthew A. Oehlschlaeger
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY
oehlsm@rpi.edu
Overview
This AFOSR sponsored project is aimed at understanding the oxidation and ignition kinetics for
jet fuels through shock tube studies. Our group has recently constructed a heated shock tube
facility capable of elevated pressure homogenous gas-phase kinetic measurements of the ignition
and oxidation characteristics of low vapor pressure hydrocarbon compounds such as those found
in current (gasoline, diesel, and jet fuels) and future transportation fuels (Fischer-Tropsch fuels,
biofuels, oil sands fuels, and others). Shock tube measurements of the ignition delay times of
individual hydrocarbons found in and representative of those found in jet fuels at conditions of
relevance to aero-propulsion devices are in progress. To date, a large range of compounds have
been studies from the various classes of hydrocarbons found in high concentrations in jet fuels
(n-alkanes, iso-alkanes, cyclo-alkanes, and aromatics). These measurements provide: 1) kinetic
targets for the development and assessment of oxidation mechanisms for many compounds for
which targets are sparse or do not exist in the literature, 2) an assessment of the influence of
organic structure on reactivity, and 3) data needed for the development of surrogate mixtures for
jet fuels and their detailed kinetic mechanisms.
Recent Progress
New Shock Tube: A new shock tube has been designed and constructed for the investigation of
fuel chemistry at elevated pressures (reflected shock pressures up to 200 atm). The stainless steel
shock tube has a 5.7 cm inner diameter, a 4.1 m long driven section, and a 2.6 m long driver. The
shock tube, mixing vessel, and filling manifold can be heated with an electronically controlled
electrical resistance heating system to temperatures up to 180 ºC. Measurements of temperature
on the inner wall of the shock tube indicate that the temperature is uniform within ±2 ºC, the
thermocouple measurement uncertainty. This facility allows the investigation of low vapor
pressure fuels, for which limited kinetic targets are available, at pressures and mixture
compositions (fuel and air mixtures) relevant to aero-propulsion and internal combustion
engines. The shock tube has been fully characterized and uncertainties in post-shock temperature
and pressure are estimated at 1-1.5%. Ignition measurements were made for iso-octane mixtures
at a wide range of conditions for comparison to previous well established literature data from the
groups at Aachen, Fieweger et al. (1997) [1], and Stanford, Davidson et al. (2005) [2], for
validation of the shock tube and measurement techniques.
Ignition of jet fuel relevant compounds: Ignition delay time studies have been carried out for a
large number of individual hydrocarbon compounds in reflected shock experiments for
conditions that range from 750-1500 K, 7-60 atm, and Φ = 0.25-1.5 in air. The focus of our work
thus far has been on ignition measurements for individual hydrocarbon compounds from a
variety of organic classifications that are found in relatively high concentrations in jet fuels or
are representative of compounds found in jet fuels. Some of the compounds investigated have
been the subject of previous shock tube and/or rapid compression machine ignition studies.
However, for many of the compounds these ignition studies represent the first measurements or
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the first measurements at conditions relevant to aeropropulsion and internal combustion engines.
Measurements have been completed for the following:
C7-C14 n-alkanes, iso-octane (2,2,4-trimethylpentane, a
reference fuel for octane number), iso-cetane
(2,2,4,4,6,8,8- heptamethylnonane, a reference fuel for
cetane
number),
cyclopentane,
cyclohexane,
methylcyclohexane,
ethylcyclohexane,
decalin,
toluene, the three xylene isomers, ethylbenzene, and αmethylnaphthalene. Ignition delay times for these
compounds have been made using simultaneous
pressure and electronically excited OH emission
measurements near the shock tube end wall; see Fig. 1
for an example ignition time measurement.

Fig. 1. Example ignition time measurement.

N-Alkanes: As an example of our work on
hydrocarbon ignition, a brief description of the major
kinetic conclusions from of our work on n-alkanes is
given. Figure 2 shows a comparison of ignition time
measurements made near 12 atm for stoichiometric nalkane/air mixtures. The graph includes data for nheptane, n-decane, n-dodecane, and n-tetradecane
ignition measurements obtained in our heated shock
tube facility and results from other shock tube and
rapid compression machine studies for these
compounds. This comparison and comparisons made
at other conditions (pressures and equivalence ratio)
show experimentally, for the first time, that the
reactivity of n-alkane/air mixtures for C7 and larger nalkanes vary little with n-alkane chain length, for
mixtures with approximately common carbon content Fig. 2. Measured ignition times for Φ = 1.0 nalkane/air mixtures at 40 atm.
at elevated pressure conditions. The similarity in
reactivity for n-alkanes observed experimentally is in good agreement with the recent predictions
of LLNL (Westbrook et al., 2009 [3]) and Milano (Ranzi et al., 2005 [4]) kinetic modeling
studies but is in disagreement with the kinetic modeling of the Nancy group (Biet et al., 2008
[5]). Hence, this data has cleared up, to some degree, disagreement within the kinetic modeling
community as to influence of n-alkane length on reactivity. The similarity in reactivity for long
n-alkanes can be explained by examining the primary reaction pathways and intermediates,
which obviously vary significantly with temperature.
For shock tube experiments at temperatures below 1400 K the n-alkanes are primarily consumed
via H-atom abstraction by small radicals (O, H, OH, HO2, CH3, and others) to produce alkyl
radicals; at T > 1400 K n-alkane thermal decomposition competes. At higher temperatures (T >
900-1000 K) these alkyl radicals primarily decompose, which can be proceeded by isomerization
(H-atom transfer), to produce olefins, most of which are ethylene and propene for all n-alkanes
regardless of chain length. Therefore, at higher temperatures the intermediate olefin pool for all
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n-alkanes is very similar, provided that the mixtures are of common carbon content, and
therefore the ignition times are very similar.
At moderate to lower temperatures the explanation for the similarity in reactivity is different. At
lower temperatures (T < 900-1000 K) alkyl radicals can add directly to O2 to form alkylperoxy
radicals (RO2) which can dissociate back to alkyl and O2 or isomerize to form hydroperoxy alkyl
radicals (QOOH). The QOOH can add an additional O2 to form hydroperoxy peroxy
(OOQOOH) which can quickly isomerize to a ketohydroperoxide and an OH radical. The
ketohydroperoxide can decompose to form a second OH radical and another radical. In total, this
reaction sequence produces three radicals from the original alkyl radical and thus chain lowtemperature radical branching. At moderate temperatures (700-1000 K) this low-temperature
branching reaction pathway competes with the dissociation of QOOH to form different products:
olefins and HO2, cyclic ethers and OH, and β-scission products and alkyl radicals. This moderate
temperature pathway results in no radical branching and thus lower reactivity is observed in the
moderate-temperature negative-temperature-coefficient (NTC) regime than at lower
temperatures where QOOH + O2 is faster than QOOH decomposition.
The similarity of the measured ignition times in all the experimental studies shown in Fig. 2 for
temperatures less than 1000 K implies that the moderate- and low- temperature reaction
pathways, described above, and rate coefficients are not strongly influenced by n-alkane chain
length for C7 and larger n-alkanes. In particular, reactions involving internal isomerization (RO2
→ QOOH and OOQOOH → OH + ketohydroperoxide), the rates of which are dependent on the
length of R for smaller molecules, must not be strongly dependent on length, for C7 and larger
alkyls. This conclusion is consistent with the premise that reactions proceeding through cyclic
transition states typically proceed through 5-8 member rings and in the case of larger alkanes the
addition of chain length does not add probable isomerization pathways.
Future Work
Future work will expand our ignition time measurements to multi-component hydrocarbon
mixtures to provide insight into the influence of fuel-fuel interactions on reactivity. We will also
begin evaluating surrogate mixtures and distillate jet fuels (Jet A and JP-8) to determine which
surrogates suitably mimic the reactivity characteristics of commercial and military use jet fuels.
Additionally, we have recently developed a ppm-sensitive mid-IR quantum cascade laser
absorption sensor for carbon monoxide which will be used to study both high- and lowtemperature fuel oxidation in shock tubes.
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Practical Explicitly Correlated Many-Body Methods
Edward F. Valeev
Department of Chemistry, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061

Abstract
Predictive computation of energy differences and properties related to them (equilibrium constants,
reaction rates, rovibrational spectra) demand convergent series of high-level wave function models in
combination with specially-designed basis set sequences. Unfortunately, the use of practical basis sets
results in unacceptably-large basis set errors. For example, the mean absolute and maximum basis
set error of heats of formations of small closed and open-shell molecules in the HEAT testset1 are
9.1 and 25.2 kJ/mol when using the correlation-consistent triple-zeta basis set. Reliable predictions
of chemical accuracy (defined as 1 kcal/mol = 4.2 kJ/mol) clearly requires more extensive basis sets
and computational costs increased by orders of magnitude. The cause of the large basis set errors
is fundamental: the qualitatively incorrect behavior of the standard wave functions when electrons
approach each other closely. Although carefully designed basis set sequences allow to reduce the basis
set error of molecular energies by empirical extrapolation, such approaches are often not reliable and
cannot be easily extended to properties.
To account for the basis set challenge from first principles we employ explicitly correlated R12
wave function methods. In R12 methods2, 3 the two-electron basis includes products f (r12 )|iji, where
f (r12 ) is an appropriate function of the interelectronic distances known as the correlation factor. The
many-electron integrals that appear in explicitly correlated methods are simplified by systematic approximations4, 5 based on the resolution of the identity (RI).6 At the MP2 level the use of R12 approach
allows to reduce the basis set error by an order of magnitude, with a disproportionately-small increase
in computational cost.
Here we will discuss our recent progress in extension of R12 approach to the highly-accurate coupledcluster (CC) methods for ground and excited states using the rigorous and perturbative routes. The
rigorous R12 extension of the CC method is formally straightforward but the resulting equations are
immensely complex and are not suited for manual implementation. To derive, manipulate, and implement these equations we employed an automated compiler that can handle the more general algebraic
structure of the CC-R12 equations, isolate the special R12 intermediates, factorize the resulting tensor expressions, and generate efficient computer codes. Evaluation of the nonstandard two-electron
integrals is also carried out by a high-performance computer code generated by a specialized compiler.
These developments have allowed us for the first time to investigate a range of unprecedented groundstate CC-R12 methods through CCSDTQ-R12. Application of these novel methods to small polyatomic
molecules results in absolute electronic energies of chemical accuracy and without any extrapolation.7
The work is underway to develop excited state and response CC-R12 capabilities.8
A more practical approach to R12 coupled-cluster methods is to introduce explicit correlation by
perturbation theory. We have developed a family of CC-R12 methods that treat geminal terms alone
(CCSD(2)R12 ),9, 10 or in conjunction with triple excitations (CCSD(T)R12 ),11 in a manner similar the
workings of the “gold standard” CCSD(T) method. The advantage of the perturbative route is that
the standard CC equations are not modified, and technical changes to the MP2-R12 code are minor.
We demonstrate that the CCSD(T)R12 method is a practical R12 variant of the CCSD(T) method with
performance similar to the rigorous CCSD(T)-R12 counterpart. For the aforementioned HEAT example,
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the use of the CCSD(T)R12 method allows to reduce the basis set error to 2.8 kJ/mol in mean absolute
sense and to 7.2 kJ/mol at most, all with the same triple-zeta basis set. Thus, the CCSD(T)R12 method
with only a triple-zeta basis set seems to reach chemical accuracy on average.
We will finally investigate how the R12 approach can be applied in a universal fashion to any
electronic structure model (wave function or density-based).12 Our approach is formally similar to the
perturbative CC route described above. We hope to apply such universal correction in conjunction with
multireference CC or CI models to quanitatively describe potential energies of bond breaking processes,
in ground and excited states, and other phenomena involving near-degenerate electronic structures.
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Multiscale simulations of nanoparticle formation in high temperature
conditions
Angela Violi
Departments of Mechanical Engineering, Chemical Engineering and Biomedical Engineering
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI, USA
Abstract
The process of combustion is the dominant pathway through which mankind continuously injects
particulate matter into the atmosphere. These combustion-generated particles are present not only
in very large amounts, but they are produced, at the smallest scale, in the form of clusters with
nanometric dimensions. Although the total mass of particulate emissions has been significantly
reduced with improvement of combustion efficiency and emissions control systems, the very small
nanoparticles are exceedingly difficult to control by the emission systems typically installed on
vehicles. In addition, the current emissions regulations are mass-based and do not address the
presence of nanoparticles. Predictive models of nanoparticle formation and oxidation that provide
detailed chemical structures of the particles currently do not exist, a fact that greatly limits our
ability to control this important chemical process.
The objectives of this work are focused on gaining a clear understanding of the chemical and
physical processes occurring during the formation of carbon nanoparticles in combustion
conditions and their fate in the environment. Starting from the chemistry of novel fuels, including
esters, the primary focus is to provide a detailed multi-scale characterization of nanoparticle
formation in combustion environments, through the use of novel simulation methodologies
operating across disparate (spatial/temporal) regimes. The use of ab initio simulations to describe
the reaction pathways for the breakdown of the fuel molecules, together with atomistic models,
such as Molecular Dynamics simulations, provides information on the reaction pathways from fuel
decomposition to nanoparticle formation in a chemically specific way. This approach establishes a
connection between the various time scales in the nanoparticle self-assembly problem, together
with an unprecedented opportunity for the understanding of the atomistic interactions underlying
carbonaceous nanoparticle structures and growth.
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Vibrational Autodetachment –
A New Experimental Approach to Intramolecular Vibrational Relaxation
J. Mathias Weber
JILA, NIST, and Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of Colorado,
Boulder, Colorado 80309, USA
Abstract
The distribution and relaxation of vibrational energy through molecules is a
process that is very important in many chemical phenomena. Consequently,
understanding internal vibrational redistribution / relaxation (IVR) of energy is critical
for obtaining predictive power in modeling of processes in complex chemical
environments. In this work, we use vibrational autodetachment (VAD) as a new
experimental approach to studying IVR.
If the binding energy of an excess electron to a molecule is less than the energy of
a certain vibrationally excited state, excitation into that state can lead to VAD. If the
lifetime of the excited anion with respect to VAD is short compared to the experimental
timescale, the absorption of a photon leads to the formation of neutral products and free
electrons with near unit efficiency.
Unless there is a direct coupling mechanism between the excited vibrational state
and the detaching mode(s), VAD relies to a large extent on IVR, resulting in the
excitation of vibrational modes that couple the anionic and neutral potential energy
surfaces. In the context of IVR, the situation of vibrational autodetachment (VAD) is
similar to the use of vibrational predissociation in that the initially excited zero-order
bright state is embedded in a continuum of dark states (the dissociation continuum and
the electron emission continuum, respectively). For VAD from polyatomic anions, an
excited vibrational mode is often not directly coupled to electron emission, and energy
needs to be redistributed into a mode that is.
Our model systems in this study are nitroalkanes, which have electron affinities of
about 1400 cm-1 [1], well below the excitation energies for CH stretching modes, with the
excess charge localized mostly on the nitro group. The low electron binding energy
facilitates VAD as well as direct photodetachment in the energy region of the CH
stretching fundamentals (2700 – 3000 cm-1). The absorption bands of the CH stretching
vibrations in the hydrocarbon are the zero-order bright states, while the nitro group serves
as a localized energy acceptor, as the most important vibrational modes coupling the
anionic and neutral potential energy surfaces are the NO2 wagging modes.
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The coupling of vibrational energy to electronic motion manifests itself in
macroscopic systems e.g. as thermionic emission. In a molecular description, the
coupling of vibrational and electronic motion constitutes a breakdown of the BornOppenheimer approximation. Ro-vibrational autodetachment (AD) has first been reported
by Lineberger and coworkers [2], where the excess electron on NH- was ejected after rovibrational excitation of the anion. The VAD approach has not been widely used for
spectroscopic purposes, and the only time it has been employed with a (partial) focus on
IVR was a few years ago by Johnson and coworkers, in the case of bare and Ar solvated
nitromethane anions [3].
In the present work, VAD spectra are compared to Ar-predissociation spectra of
Ar solvated nitroalkane anions [4]. In addition, low-energy velocity map photoelectron
imaging results for nitromethane anions without and with vibrational excitation are
shown. The “regular” photoelectron spectrum is interpreted with the aid of ab initio
theory and Franck–Condon factor calculations [1]. From photoelectron spectra resulting
from electron loss after vibrational excitation and comparison to the calculated density of
states of the neutral and the anion, we can draw conclusions on how vibrational energy is
coupled into the electron loss channel.
1.

2.

3.

4.
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photoelectron imaging spectroscopy of nitromethane anions: Electron affinity,
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Threshold Photoelectron Photoion Coincidence (TPEPICO) Studies:
The Road to  0.1 kJ/mol Thermochemistry
Tomas Baer (baer@unc.edu)
Department of Chemistry
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290
DOE Grant DE-FG02-97ER14776

Program Scope

The threshold photoelectron photoion coincidence (TPEPICO) technique is utilized to
investigate the dissociation dynamics and thermochemistry of energy selected medium to large
organic molecular ions. The reactions include parallel and consecutive steps that are modeled
with the statistical theory in order to extract dissociation onsets for multiple dissociation paths.
These studies are carried out with the aid of molecular orbital calculations of both ions and the
transition states connecting the ion structure to their products. The results of these investigations
yield accurate heats of formation of ions, free radicals, and stable molecules. In addition, they
provide information about the potential energy surface that governs the dissociation process.
Isomerization reactions prior to dissociation are readily inferred from the TPEPICO data.

The TPEPICO Experiment

The threshold photoelectron photoion coincidence (TPEPICO) experiment in Chapel Hill
is carried out with a laboratory H2 discharge light source. Threshold electrons are collected by
velocity focusing them into a 1.5 mm hole on a mask located at the end of the 12 cm drift tube.
Some hot electrons pass through a 2x5 mm opening located next to the central 1.5 mm hole. In
this fashion, two TPEPICO spectra are simultaneously collected, one for threshold and one for
hot electrons. Hot electron free data are obtained by subtracting a fraction of the hot from the
threshold TPEPICO data. The ion TOF is either a linear version or a reflectron for studying H
loss processes. The electrons provide the start signal for measuring the ion time of flight
distribution. When ions dissociate in the microsecond time scale, their TOF distributions are
asymmetric. The dissociation rate constant can be extracted by modeling the asymmetric TOF
distribution. A high-resolution version of this experiment with a molecular beam source and an
electron imaging detector at the Swiss Light Source (SLS) has been constructed and has been
collecting data since August, 2008. Because of the high photon flux, we have implemented the
first multi-start multi-stop coincidence scheme using a master clock as the time base. The
maximum photon resolution and flux have not yet been achieved due to some alignment issues.
However, 2 meV resolution has been demonstrated, which will yield onset energies accurate to
0.2 kJ/mol.

Recent Results

The Heats of Formation of HCCl3, HCCl2Br, HCClBr2, HCBr3, and Their Fragment Ions
Studied by Threshold Photoelectron Photoion Coincidence: The parallel onsets for Cl and Br
loss were measured for the following mixed tri-halide ions, HCCl3, HCCl2Br, HCClBr2, and
HCBr3 by threshold photoelectron photoion coincidence (TPEPICO) in order to establish the
heats of formation of the mixed halides as well as the following fragment ions: HCCl 2+,
HCClBr+, HCBr2+. The first zero Kelvin onsets were measured with a precision of 10 meV.
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The second onsets, which are in competition with the lower energy onsets, were established with
a precision of 60 meV. Because both the chloroform and bromoform have relatively well
established heats of formation, these measurements provide a route for establishing the heats of
formation of the mixed halomethanes within uncertainties of less than 5 kJ mol-1. A particular
effort was made to establish believable error limits in second onset energies (see figure below).

-1

Log(k(E)) (s )

Specific Rate Constants k(E) of the Dissociation of the Halobenzene Ions: Analysis by
Statistical Unimolecular Rate Theories Specific rate constants k(E) of the dissociation of the
halobenzene ions C6H5X+  C6H5+ + X (X = Cl, Br, and I) were measured over a range of 103 to
107 s-1 by threshold photoelectron-photoion coincidence (TPEPICO) spectroscopy. The
experimental data were analyzed by various statistical unimolecular rate theories in order to
derive the threshold energies E0. Although rigid activated complex RRKM theory fits the data in
the experimentally measured energy range, it significantly underestimates E0 for chloro- and
bromobenzene. Phase space theory (PST) does not fit the experimentally measured rates. A
parameterized version of the variational transition state theory (VTST) as well as a simplified
version of the statistical adiabatic channel model (SSACM) incorporating an energy dependent
rigidity factor provide excellent fits to the experimental data and predict the correct dissociation
energies. Although both approaches have just two adjustable parameters, one of which is E0,
SSACM is effective and particularly simple to apply.
This is an important study for us because
8
it clearly demonstrates the necessity of
using theories more sophisticated than
6
RRKM to extrapolate the measured rate
constants down to the 0 K dissociation
4
limit.
The Chapel Hill opinion of
SSACM
is that it is simply a first order
2
correction to PST and thus ideally suited
Exp
for ionic dissociations. There does not
0
VTST
appear to be much physical meaning to
SSACM
RRKM
the adjustable parameter, though. The
-2
PST
VTST is intuitively more appealing, but
the fitting parameters are difficult to
2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
4.50
5.00 predict and not unique.
Ion Internal Energy (eV)
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Ion/ZKE signal (arb. units)

Progress at the Swiss Light Source (SLS)
The VUV beamline at the SLS is rapidly becoming a smoothly running facility.

14.40

TPES and total ion scans in an Ar
beam below the Ar IE (15.760 eV).
TPES was obtained in coincidence
with Ar2+ ions. The TPES peaks are
about 7 meV wide. Electron velocity
map images at each photon energy
reveal the autoionziation paths of the
Ar2 Rydberg states. This scan was run
overnight on autopilot.
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Ar2 PIE
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Below is the breakdown diagram of
SiCl4+ between 17 and 26 eV obtained
15.75 at the SLS.

h n / eV

The best photon resolution obtained so far
has been 2 meV, which should also be the
best electron resolution. More work is
required to reduce Stark broadening of
electron peaks due to the 40 V/cm extraction
field. The machine runs on autopilot so that
2 people can work 24/7 for two weeks
without wearing themselves out. So far, the
focus has been on collecting breakdown
diagrams for molecular ions that sequentially
loose ligands, e.g. SiCl4+, until we see the
bare Si+ ion above 25 eV. The loss of Cl
from SiCl4+ at 10 eV is not shown. By
modeling the energy partitioning in the various sequential dissociation steps, we can semiquantitatively reproduce the entire breakdown diagram (solid lines). The only adjustable
parameters are the onset energies. The slopes of the lines are given by the statistical energy
partitioning. We have similar data for SnCl4, GeCl4, and BBr3. Deviations of the data from the
statistical model probably reflect non-statistical energy partitioning, which needs investigating.

Work in Progress and Future Plans

Some papers in progress include an accurate and reliable measurement of the t-butyl ion heat of
formation. This is being done with variable temperature TPEPICO apparatus in Chapel Hill
using CH3 loss from neopentane ions as the precurosor. The challange is to extract an accurate
onset for the methyl loss channel in the presence of a slightly lower energy CH4 loss onset.
With this in hand, we can determine the heats of formation of t-butyl iodide, and t-butyl
peroxide, both of which yield the t-butyl ion as an ionic product. Another study involves the
determination of the t-butyl-OO radical heat of formation by photoionzation of di-t-butyl
peroxide. This reaction is very metastable and its analysis has shown that simple RRKM and
SSACM yield different onset energies. Our calculatiosn suggest that the SSACM onset is the
correct one. This study depends on the accurate t-butyl ion heat of formation obtained from the
neopentane study. A third paper in progress involves the heat of formation of the C3H5+ ion.
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The challange here is that H loss from propene involves a slow reaction, whose rates must be
measured. Because of the small mass loss, the data analysis is challenging.
Future plans include further testing of the VTST and SSACM models for ionic reactions that
involve the loss of dipolar species. These are ones that have non-spherical potentials, which
often require special care. But, there are not many examples of such reactions. A study of
C6H5NO+  C6H5+ + NO is in progress. In addition, we will continue our study of peroxides in
order to obtain heats of formation of other peroxy radicals.
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Turbulence-Chemistry Interactions in Reacting Flows
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Combustion Research Facility
Sandia National Laboratories, MS 9051
Livermore, California 94550
barlow@sandia.gov
Program Scope
This program is directed toward achieving a more complete understanding of turbulencechemistry interactions in flames and providing detailed measurements for validation of
combustion models. In the Turbulent Combustion Laboratory (TCL) at the CRF, simultaneous
line imaging of spontaneous Raman scattering, Rayleigh scattering, and two-photon laserinduced fluorescence (LIF) of CO is applied to obtain spatially and temporally resolved
measurements of temperature, the concentrations of all major species, mixture fraction, and
reaction progress, as well as gradients in these quantities in hydrocarbon flames. The
instantaneous three-dimensional orientation of the turbulent reaction zone is also measured by
imaging of OH LIF in two crossed planes, which intersect along the laser axis for the multiscalar
measurements. These combined data characterize both the thermo-chemical state and the
instantaneous flame structure, such that the influence of turbulent mixing on flame chemistry
may be quantified. Our experimental work is closely coupled with international collaborative
efforts to develop and validate predictive models for turbulent combustion. This is accomplished
through our visitor program and through the TNF Workshop series. Although the past emphasis
has been on nonpremixed combustion, the workshop and this program are in the process of
expanding their scope to address a broad range of combustion regimes, including premixed and
stratified flames. We are also working to extend our quantitative multiscalar diagnostics to more
complex fuels by implementing a polarization separation technique for single shot
measurements. Within the CRF we collaborate with Joe Oefelein to use highly-resolved largeeddy simulations (LES) of our experimental flames in order to gain greater fundamental
understanding of the dynamics of multi-scale flow-chemistry interactions. We also collaborate
with Tom Settersten and Jonathan Frank to refine our quantitative LIF methods and to apply
complementary imaging diagnostics to selected turbulent flames.
Recent Progress
Work during the past year has focused on four areas closely linked to the new directions of the
TNF Workshop: 1) stratified flame experiments and data analysis (collaboration with
Cambridge University, UK), 2) development of a new processing approach for processing
Raman scattering data from hydrocarbon flames (collaboration with the Technical University of
Darmstadt, Germany) 3) exploratory measurements in laminar and turbulent flames of ethane,
ethylene, propane, and dimethyl ether (DME), and 4) buildup of collection optics and detection
hardware for polarized/depolarized Raman measurements and for improved OH PLIF imaging.
Stratified Flame Experiments and Data Analysis
In stratified combustion a turbulent flame propagates through a nonuniform mixture of fuel and
oxidizer. This mode of combustion is common on practical systems but is not well understood at
a fundamental level, and it represents an important challenge for combustion models. Stratified
combustion is also challenging for laser diagnostics because high precision in the measurement
of the local equivalence ratio, φ, is required and thin reaction zones demand high spatial
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resolution. In collaboration with Prof. Simone Hochgreb and Mr. Mark Sweeney of Cambridge,
we investigated two stratified burners using line-imaged Raman/Rayleigh/CO-LIF in
combination with crossed planar LIF imaging of OH. The first burner (Fig. 1a) uses parallel
slots and mesh to create a turbulent mixing layer between two streams to different equivalence
ratio. Data from this burner have been analyzed to extract statistics on the instantaneous
dissipation of reaction progress variable, which is an important quantity for some modeling
approaches and which had not previously been measured in any turbulent stratified flame.
Statistics of the flame surface density, curvature, and orientation have also been reported. We
recently conducted experiments on a new stratified burner (Fig. 1c) that operates at significantly
higher turbulence levels than the slot burner. This burner is intended as a target for validation of
RANS and LES combustion models. It has a central bluff body for flame stabilization and two
annular flow passages. Variable swirl may be applied to the outer annular flow. This swirl
burner was designed to complement a burner from TU Darmstadt. (See abstract by J. Frank.)
a)

b)

c)

Figure 1. a) Cambridge stratified slot burner diagram and example image combining acetone and OH
imaging [1]; b) measured results for 3D (angle corrected) scalar dissipation χc plotted vs. instantaneous
progress variable c with color indicating mixture fraction Z [2]; and c) photograph of the new annular
burner for investigation of stratified flames at higher turbulence levels.

‘Hybrid’ Processing of Raman Measurements
We collaborated with the group of Prof. Andreas Dreizler at TU Darmstadt, Germany to develop
a method of analysis of Raman scattering measurements that combines the best aspects of the
separate methods used by the two groups. This ‘hybrid’ method applies a matrix inversion
approach but uses lookup tables based on integration of regions of theoretically calculated
Raman spectra instead of polynomial curves based upon extensive calibration. The new method
offers significant advantages for processing of data from our low f-number transmission
spectrometer because the effects of optical bowing of the line image and beam steering within
turbulent flames can be corrected automatically.
Flames of Ethane, Propane, Ethylene, and DME
In order to evaluate the potential for extending high-quality multiscalar measurements to
turbulent flames burning more complex fuels, we measured Raman scattering spectra in heated
flows (up to ~850K) and in laminar partially-premixed jet flames of ethane, propane, ethylene,
and DME. Measurements were conducted in collaboration with TU Darmstadt during a visit by
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PhD student, Frederik Fuest (Jan-Feb 2009), and they included both high-resolution spectra and
spectrally binned (on-chip) data separated into two polarization components. The high
resolution results will be used to develop synthetic spectral libraries, which will subsequently be
used to extend the ‘hybrid’ Raman processing method to address these fuels. Some exploratory
measurements were also obtained in piloted turbulent jet flames of each fuel, so that relative
levels of fluorescence interference may be evaluated.
Enhancement of Measurement Capabilities
We are in the process of duplicating (in mirror image) the complete three-camera
(Raman/Rayleigh/CO-LIF) detection system that was brought on line in June 2007. The second
system will allow simultaneous detection of the separate polarization components of signal from
the test section, so that fluorescence interference and flame luminosity may be subtracted from
the Raman scattering signal. Implementation of this polarization separation technique as a
quantitative, single-shot method for turbulent flames is the critical path toward extending model
validation experiments to more complex fuels, including some alternative transportation fuels.
We have also upgraded the UV imaging optics for our crossed OH PLIF measurements. Light
collection has been increased by an order of magnitude, yielding significant improvement in
spatial resolution and accuracy of measurements of flame curvature in premixed and stratified
flames.
Future Plans
Research plans are closely aligned with two of the major priorities identified at the TNF9
Workshop (Montreal, August 2008). The first is to extend our work on stratified combustion to
flames with higher levels of turbulence. This is being done in collaboration with the University
of Cambridge (UK) and the Technical University of Darmstadt (Germany). In both cases, burner
designs emphasize well-defined boundary conditions for turbulent combustion models, such that
unambiguous comparisons of measured and modeled results may be achieved. Strong coupling
of the experimental and computational work on stratified combustion at Cambridge, TU
Darmstadt, and Sandia will be facilitated by funding from the Leverhulme Trust (UK) for
establishment of a research network. This three year grant to Prof. Hochgreb allows for research
exchanges (travel expenses) and annual workshops. The intent is to accelerate progress in this
research area and feed the larger (and less focused) model validation framework of TNF series.
Our second thrust will be to extent multiscalar measurements to turbulent flames of more
complex fuels. We expect to complete construction and installation of our second three-camera
detection system during the coming year. In parallel, we will work with TU Darmstadt to
develop synthetic libraries representing the temperature dependence of Raman scattering spectra
for methane, ethane, propane, ethylene, and DME, so that the hybrid processing method may
also be applied to fuels. It is hoped that detailed multiscalar results on the first turbulent flames
of the new fuels will be available within the next year.
[1] P. Anselmo-Filho, S. Hochgreb, R.S. Barlow, R.S. Cant, “Experimental Measurements of Geometric
Properties of Turbulent Stratified Flames,” Proc. Combust. Inst. 32, 1763-1770 (2009).
[2] M.S. Sweeney, O.R. Darbyshire, S. Hochgreb, R.S. Barlow, “Experiments on the Structure of
Stratified Flames in Low Turbulence,” US National Combustion Mtg., Ann Arbor, May 2009.
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Program Scope
The research program supported by this Department of Energy grant centers on
developing rigorous, predictive and insightful computational methods to model the
basic dynamics of chemical and physical processes of importance in gas‐phase
combustion. We have focused in recent years on developing full‐dimensional global
ab initio‐based potential energy surfaces (PESs) that describe complex unimolecular
and bimolecular reactions. These PESs are fits to tens of thousands or more of ab
initio energies using special polynomial bases that are manifestly invariant with
respect to all permutations of like nuclei. Dynamics calculations using these
potentials, which may contain multiple minima and saddle points, can be done for
long times and can reveal new pathways and mechanisms of chemical reactions. The
choice of reaction system to study is always motivated by experiments that challenge
and ultimately advance basic understanding of combustion reaction dynamics.
Recent Progress in “Roaming” Dynamics
H2CO photodissociation
We have extended our studies of the so‐called "roaming dynamics" in H2CO
photodissociation by explicit consideration of aspects of the interaction between the
the T1 and S0 electronic states in a
Schematic of the H2CO T1/S0 Reaction Profile
120
collaboration with the groups of
T1
Anna Krylov and Keiji Morokuma,
100
who used using different electronic
80
S0
structure methods to characterized
60
these intersections.P1 (Note: "Pn"
refers to publication no. n in list "
40
+
PUBLICATIONS SUPPORTED BY THE
20
DOE (2007‐present)." The lowest
0
energy intersections between T1 and
S0, determined by these groups, are
-20
located in the hydromethylene region
of the potential energy surface as indicated in the schematic figure shown above.
The configurations of these intersections are close to the geometry of the cis/trans‐
HOCO isomerization saddle point. We performed extensive quasiclassical trajectory
(QCT) calculations initiated at these intersection geometries using an updated global
potential energy surface. The new PES contains a high‐energy saddle point
connecting the molecular channel H2+CO to the HOCO region of the PES. (At the
energies of relevance to present photodissociation experiments this channel is
classically closed; however, configurations near this saddle point are sampled in the
dynamics calculations.) The QCT calculations find that isomerization occurs from the
HOCO region of the PES to the H2CO (as indicated in the figure), which then proceeds
to the molecular products by both the conventional molecular saddle‐point pathway
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and the roaming pathway. The results of these new calculations, i.e., the H2 and CO
ro‐vibrational distributions, are virtually identical to those obtained from
trajectories initiated at the S0 global minimum, which were reported recently.1,P2‐P5
The roaming mechanism, first uncovered by running QCTs from the global minimum
continues to apply to the trajectories initiated from the T1/S0 crossing
configurations.
CH3CHO Photodissociation
We reported a global PES for CH3CHO based on roughly 130 000 CCSD(T)/cc‐pVTZ
electronic energies in the single‐reference regions of the potential and augmenting
those energies with accurate CCSD(T)/cc‐pVTZ and aug‐cc‐pVTZ energies for many
fragments, e.g., CH4+CO, CH3+HCO, CH2CO+H2, C2H2+H2O, etc.P6 This potential was
used in QCT calculations of the
photodissociation of CH3CHO, which
Exp
1.0
EQ Dynamics
initially were done at a total energy
TS Direct Dynamics
corresponding to the 308 nm
0.8
experiment of Houston and Kable.2 New
calculations were done as part of a
0.6
collaboration with the groups of Scott
Kable and David Osborn, who measured
0.4
the IR emission from the vibrationally
very hot CH4 product, shown in the
0.2
figure to the left.P7 QCT calculations
were performed on the global PES and
0.0
0
5000
10000
15000
20000
25000
30000
35000
initiated at the CH3CHO equilibrium (EQ)
CH Vibrational Energy (cm )
geometry. In addition “Direct‐Dynamics”
QCT calculations were performed at the
MP2/ccpVDZ level of theory and basis. These were initiated at the conventional
molecular saddle‐point transition state corresponding to the dissociation of
acetaldehyde to the CH4+CO products. As seen in the figure there is good agreement
between the measured CH4 vibrational energy distribution and QCT trajectories
initiated at the equilibrium configuration, denoted "EQ Dynamics", but poor
agreement with trajectories initiated at the conventional TS, denoted "TS Direct
Dynamics". Based primarily on this results shown in this figure we estimated that
the dissociation dynamics to the molecular products is roughly 85% non‐
conventional TS. Animations of a number of trajectories indicate that there is
significant "roaming" of the CH3 group.
Ab initio IR Spectroscopy of cis/transHOCO
In collaboration with Anna Krylov (USC) a semi‐global PES was developed for the cis
and trans isomers of H2CO, based on fitting 17 262 CCSD(T)/cc‐pVTZ (frozen core)
energies.P8 A dipole moment surface (DMS) was also obtained by fitting the dipole
moment obtained with CCSD/6‐311G** (all electrons correlated) calculations. The
PES and DMS were used in rigorous vibrational calculations using the code
MULTIMODE,3 to obtain vibrational energies and intensities. The results are in very
good agreement with the recently measured matrix‐isolation spectrum of trans‐
HOCO.4
-1

4
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F+CH4 reaction
We reported a full‐dimensional, ab initio‐based PES for the F+CH4 reaction,P9 based
on an accurate composite method. This PES is the most accurate one currently
available. The first set of comparisons with experiments focused on those from
Nesbitt and co‐workers5 who determined the HF(v',j') product distributions at one
initial relative kinetic energy. Excellent agreement was found.
Future Plans
(1) We plan to extend the study of multi‐electronic state dynamics calculations of
H2CO photodissociation by explicitly considering the non‐adiabatic coupling. (2) We
plan further calculations of the F+CD3H reaction in order to make direct comparisons
with the experiments of Kopin Liu and co‐workers,6 who presented some evidence of
a possible resonance in this reaction. Liu's experiments detect the correlated
products CD3(v=0)+HF(v') and CD2H(v=0)+DF(v'). To model this quasiclassically
some method development will be needed so that the assignment of the ground
vibrational state of the methyl fragment is done as rigorously as possible. One
approach that we will investigate is to analyze the final vibrational energy
distribution of the methyl fragment by projecting the vibrational motion onto normal
modes and then perhaps using "Gaussian Binning"7 to obtain the mode‐specific final
states.
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Project Scope
Combustion processes are governed by chemical kinetics, energy transfer, transport, fluid
mechanics, and their complex interactions. Understanding the fundamental chemical
processes offers the possibility of optimizing combustion processes. The objective of our
research is to address fundamental issues of chemical reactivity and molecular transport in
combustion systems. Our long-term research objective is to contribute to the development of
reliable combustion models that can be used to understand and characterize the formation
and destruction of combustion-generated pollutants. We emphasize studying chemistry at
both the microscopic and macroscopic levels. Our current work is concerned with improving
the calculation of transport properties for combustion modeling.
Recent Progress
A review of transport property formalisms and their underlying parameterizations has been
conducted (In collaboration with Lucas Bastien and Phillip Price).
Diffusion, viscosity, thermal conductivity, and thermal diffusion are critically important in
combustion processes. They affect profile shapes, flame velocities, and pollutant production.
Relative to efforts directed toward improving chemistry, little effort has been directed toward
improving the description of transport in combustion models since the work of Kee et al.
[1986]. The state of the art is described adeptly by Wakeham et al. [2007]: “there was
considerable development in both transport property theory and experimentation between
1950 and 1970; between 1970 and 1986, these efforts were extended to more complex
molecular systems, and currently the field has stagnated with little new development and is
driven by specific application needs.” Sensitivity analysis [Brown and Revzan, 2005]
revealed that influential transport properties are as important in flame modeling as influential
reaction rates, and both should be taken into account when building chemical mechanisms.
Major products of this review are suggestions of the best approaches for improving transport
property evaluations under combustion conditions as well as improvements in their
underlying parameterizations.
Our first task was to assemble a large amount of viscosity data because it is the most
accurately measured of the properties, and experimentally determined viscosity coefficients
for pure substances and binary mixtures can serve as benchmarks for different theoretical
approaches. This is possible because there were large improvements in the instrumentation
for measuring viscosity during the 1970s, and measurements were made in the temperature
regime 70 to 2000 K, with the majority of these under 1000 K, with errors less than 0.5 %.
We are currently evaluating transport properties using different formalisms and comparing
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them with each other and to experimental values for the temperature range 1 < T* <10, where
T* = kT/ε and ε is the well depth. We have compared: Tranlib (CHEMKIN) of Kee et al.
[1986] that has been corrected for coding errors, the approach of Mason, Kestin, and
colleagues, MKC [Mason and Uribe ,1996 and Bzowski et al., 1990], with the Dipole
Reduced Formalism, DRFM, [Paul 1997 and Paul and Warnatz 1998]. Collision integrals for
the latter two are identical except for the case of molecules with dipole moments. We
calculated viscosities for pure substances that are simple non-polar molecules like rare gases
and CO2 using the same sets of potential parameters (from Paul and Warnatz) for each
approach, and they agree excellently with each other-indicating that each approach to
collision integral evaluation leads to the same values for 1 < T* < 10 where T* = kT/ε. We
also compared predicted viscosities calculated with Tranlib and DRFM –each with their
supporting data for each of the representative molecules over a range of temperatures. Rare
gas and “simple non-polar molecules” (Ar, O2, N2, CO2, CH4) viscosities calculated with
Tranlib, MKC, and DRFM agree with each other and with experimentally determined values
as well (relative errors usually less than 2 % and as high as 4 %).
Many molecules important in combustion including radical species have dipole moments and
all have polarizabilities. Values for these parameters are often incorrect in the Tranlib data
base. Errors in viscosities calculated with Tranlib are 3 % for H2O and 17 % for NH3 while
those calculated with DRFM are 2 and 3 %, respectively. This indicates that the two
approaches to correcting for dipoles are reasonable [DRFM approach is from Hirschfelder et
al., 1954], and argues for having correct values of dipole moments and polarizabilities.
Unfortunately, there are very few measurements of the transport properties of radical species,
and their supporting data are frequently incorrect. MKC only treats rare gases and simple
molecules and does not attempt any special treatment for properties involving polar
molecules and DRFM uses their dipole correction with newly estimated values of potential
length and energy scaling parameters. Figure 1 provides an illustration of how far apart
Tranlib and DRFM are for radicals and a “not so simple” polyatomic molecule.

Figure 1: Difference between the viscosities of
OH (○), HO2 (□) and H2O2 (+) predicted with
Tranlib and DRFM versus temperature.

Figure 2: Difference between computed and
experimental viscosities (32 values) over the space
of possible combined parameters: O2-CO2 mixtures.
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Note that the differences are in the range 50 to 140 % at temperature where radical transport
processes are especially important in flames. Measurements of the diffusion coefficients of
OH and HO2 at ambient temperature by Ivanov et al. [2007] agree better with the DRFM
values, which are 20 to 33 % higher than with Tranlib values, which are over a factor of two
larger. There needs to be further research on transport properties of radical species because
they are extremely important in combustion modeling.
Considerable literature exists regarding the importance of different combing rules that
attempt to infer binary interactions of unlike molecules from like ones, as well as a body of
literature regarding various approximation that are useful for treating mixture transport
properties. We used a multi component transport approach to calculate viscosities of several
binary mixtures each having a set of good experimental data for the pure species as well as
for the binary mixtures. Pure species viscosity data were used to fit pure species parameters,
εii and σii. We fixed the pure species parameters and fitted the combined parameters (ignoring
all combining rules) such that agreement between computed and experimental viscosities is
optimized. We found that there is no unique solution to this problem; but rather, there is a
whole set of couples (εij,σij) such that the error between calculated and experimental values
is minimized along a line (trough) as shown in Figure 2. Two very different sets of
parameters yield nearly the same accuracy. Further investigation revealed that there is one
set of potential parameters such that the agreement between experiment and calculation is
almost perfect (within experimental uncertainty) at every temperature over which the fit was
conducted. This is true for both pure substances and binary mixtures.
There are many combining rules, and several of these appear to be quite ad hoc without much
physical basis. We considered five combining rules that are frequently used. Each rule yields
values that are different from the optimum parameters determined from fitting, and generally
the geometric mean (GM) and the harmonic mean (HM) rules underestimated the εij value.
Although the various rules yield parameters that are quite different from the best combined
parameters, they are surprising close to the line (trough) describing the acceptable fits for
various couples of potential parameters, and are therefore able to provide reasonable, nonoptimal results. The harmonic mean rule works best in most cases, and the commonly used
arithmetic combining rule for σij tends to overestimate the value.
Current Research
We have also conducted sensitivity analysis of the deflection function, the cross sections, and
collision integrals with respect to a Lennard-Jones potential energy surface to understand the
sensitivity of molecular transport properties to the potential energy surface. We have
determined cross sections with a square well potential to further explore this.
We are also extending the transport property evaluation to temperatures beyond T* = 10. We
are using correlation formulae derived by Tang and Toennies to determine parameters for an
exponential repulsive potential from those of the Lennard-Jones potential for various
molecules. We are using MOLPRO within the SCF approximation to estimate molecular
polarizabilities, many of which can be compared with experimental values. By using the
correlations introduced by Cambi et al. [1991] and Pirani et al. [2008] and the computed
polarizabilites, we are estimating L-J parameters for transport property evaluation.
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I. Program Scope
The elementary reactions that determine the performance of a combustion system range
from direct H-atom abstraction reactions to complex reactions involving competing
addition/elimination mechanisms. The reaction rate and the branching to multiple product
channels can evidence a strong temperature and pressure dependence. While the total rate
constant for many elementary reactions is well-characterized, understanding the product
branching in complex reactions presents a formidable challenge. To gain an incisive probe of
such reactions, our experiments directly probe the dynamics of the product channels that arise
from long-lived radical intermediates along the bimolecular reaction coordinates. The work uses
the methodology developed in my group in the last eight years, using both imaging and scattering
apparatuses. The experiments generate a particular isomeric form of an unstable radical
intermediate along a bimolecular reaction coordinate and investigate the branching between the
ensuing product channels of the energized radical as a function of its internal energy under
collision-less conditions. They probe the reaction from each radical intermediate to the competing
product channels and determine the energetic barriers in both the entrance and the product
channels. When one of the competing product channels produces a heavy and a light cofragment, such as in the acrolein + H product channel from the O + allyl reaction described
below, the experiments offer a direct measurement of the microcanonical rate, k(E), of that
product channel relative to the other competing product channels from the addition mechanism.
The experiments use a combination of: 1) measurement of product velocity and angular
distributions in a crossed laser-molecular beam apparatus, with electron bombardment detection
in my lab in Chicago or 2) with tunable vacuum ultraviolet photoionization detection in
collaboration with Jim Lin at Taiwan's National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center
(NSRRC), and 3) velocity map imaging using state-selective REMPI ionization and single photon
VUV ionization of radical intermediates and reaction products. Our efforts this year continued
our study of the O + allyl reaction, probing the product channels that result from addition of the O
atom at an end carbon atom, and initiated new studies on a radical intermediate of the OH +
ethene reaction. In summary, the results develop insight on product channel branching in such
reactions and provide a key benchmark for emerging electronic structure calculations on
polyatomic reactions that proceed through unstable radical intermediates.
II. Recent Progress and Ongoing Work
A. O + Allyl
Our primary work this year focused on a continuation of our studies on the complex
dynamics of the O + allyl reaction. The work includes imaging experiments and scattering
experiments in our lab at Chicago, CCSD(T) calculations on the relevant radical intermediates
and transition states on the path to the energetically allowed product channels, and extensive
scattering experiments at the NSRRC in Taiwan in collaboration with J. J. Lin on the product
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channels accessed from the radical intermediate formed when the O atom adds to an end C atom.
Our work identifies all the product channels accessed from that radical intermediate and
experimentally determines the product branching fractions. (The latter requires measuring the
relative signal levels and calibrating, in separate experiments, the photoionization cross sections
of some of the radical and molecular products with respect to Cl atoms or standards like ethene.)
Before our work, a few key studies on the O + allyl reaction had attempted to probe the
product branching and dynamics of this reaction. The early bulk kinetics work of Gutman et al
(J. Phys. Chem. 94, 3652 (1990)) identified only the acrolein + H product channel as a primary
one, putting a <20% upper limit on the H2CO + C2H3 product channel. Later crossed molecular
beam experiments by Choi et al (J. Chem. Phys. 116, 2675 (2002); 117, 2017 (2002); 120, 7976
(2004)) focused on detecting only OH and H atom products; they also computationally
characterized (J. Chem. Phys. 119, 8966 (2003)) the multiple reaction pathways that can result
from the addition of O atoms to an end vs. the central C atom. Most recently, Casavecchia et al
(Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 9, 1307 (2007)) used soft-electron impact ionization in a crossedmolecular beams experiment to try to identify all the product channels. The data evidenced that
acrolein + H is a major product channel, but they were unable to definitively assign the product
channels resulting in their signal at m/e=29 and 27, concluding that “one or more C-C fission
product channels” contribute to the product branching.
Our first experiments, published this year,1 photolytically generated the radical
intermediate formed when an O atom adds to the end C atom of allyl and then definitively
identified all three major product channels resulting from this radical intermediate. The
photodissociation of epichlorohydrin at 193 nm produces chlorine atoms and c-OCH2CHCH2
radicals; these undergo a facile ring opening to the OCH2CHCH2 radical intermediate. . Stateselective REMPI detection resolves the velocity distributions of ground and spin-orbit excited
state chlorine independently, allowing for a more accurate determination of the internal energy
distribution of the nascent radicals. To elucidate the product channels resulting from the
OCH2CHCH2 radical intermediate, the crossed laser-molecular beam experiment uses VUV
photoionization and detects the products' velocity distributions. The data identified the three
dominant channels that contribute to the product branching: acrolein + H, ethene + HCO, and
H2CO + C2H3. A small signal from ketene product is also detected. The measured velocity
distributions and relative signal intensities at m/e = 27, 28, and 29 at two photoionization
energies show that the most exothermic product channel, C2H5 + CO, does not contribute
significantly to the product branching. The higher internal energy onset of the acrolein + H
product channel, detected in the velocity measurements of the acrolein product, is consistent with
the relative barriers en route to each of these product channels calculated at the CCSD(T)/aug-ccpVQZ level of theory, though a clean determination of the barrier energy to H + acrolein is
precluded by the substantial partitioning into rotational energy during the photolytic production
of the nascent radicals. The measured branching fraction to the H + acrolein product channel of
18% almost half that predicted using RRKM theory and the calculated transition states. This
suggests that the barrier for the 1,2 H-atom shift en route to the ethene + HCO product channel
calculated at the CBS-QB3 and CCSD(T) levels of theory may be too high (this isomerization
competes with the acrolein + H and H2CO + C2H3 product channels). Interestingly, it may also
reflect the fact that the transition state for isomerization and the transition state for C-H fission
are not dynamically separated; trajectory calculations are needed to understand this possibility.
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Our work this year has focused on the dynamics of the C-C fission product channels and their
branching fractions. We can determine the branching fraction to the H2CO + C2H3 product
channel from the measured signal intensity at m/e=27, C2H3+, dividing by the total number of
radicals formed, determined by detecting the momentum-matched Cl atoms, and correcting for
the appropriate kinematic factors and photoionization cross sections of each. (The
photoionization cross section for vinyl radicals measured by Neumark et al. and Taatjes et al.
play a role here.) The relative signal intensities at m/e=28 and m/e=35 similarly allow us to
determine the branching fraction to the ethene + HCO product channel (using photoionization
cross sections measured by Person and Nicole, J. Chem. Phys. 49, 5421 (1968), and put on an
absolute scale by Cool et al., Int. J. Mass Spectrom. 247, 18 (2005)). Our data can also allow us to
determine the absolute photoionization cross section of HCO radicals. This is a key unknown in
analyzing kinetics experiments in other labs. The data we have at 12.1 eV is subject to
contamination by daughter fragmentation of H2CO to HCO+, so our work in April at the NSRRC
measures the HCO signal relative to ethene at a lower energy and the photoionization yield curve
from there to the low ionization energies used by other workers (thus those measurements can be
put on a absolute scale using our data). We also are taking data at m/e=55 as our calculations of
the OCH2CHCH2 cation suggest it may be unstable relative to H2 elimination (the vertical IE is
10.3 eV while the structure at the adiabatic IE of 6.8 eV reveals a loosely bound H2…CH2CHCO
cation). Signal from the OCH2CHCH2 radicals formed with vibrational energy below the barrier
for isomerization to INT4 directly determines the energy of this barrier, which is key to accurate
predictions of the product branching.
Our computational efforts on this system include calculating all the relevant
isomerization and dissociation channels of the key radical intermediates in the O + allyl reaction
at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ level of theory, followed by predictions of the product branching
fractions using master equation modeling and RRKM microcanonical rate constants. Braams has
calculated a global potential energy at the B3LYP level of theory; trajectories on that surface
offer a valuable test of the statistical predictions.
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B. OH + Ethene
Our other major effort this year centered on the radical intermediate formed when an OH
radical adds to ethene. There has been extensive experimental and theoretical work on the OH +
ethene reaction: thirteen prior theoretical studies and a shocking thirty-eight prior experimental
studies, many focusing on the temperature and pressure dependence of the total rate constant.
The experiments evidence stabilized radical adduct at high pressure and low temperatures, but
become dominated by the H atom abstraction channel to form H2O + vinyl at high temperatures.
Our work investigates the products from the addition of OH to the C=C bond of ethene, forming
the HOCH2CH2 radical intermediate. Upon forming this adduct, one can expect a competition
between collisional stabilization of the adduct in the bulk and, if the adduct is formed with high
enough internal energy, its direct dissociation to ethenol + H, and its isomerization, via H-atom
transfer, to a second radical intermediate, OCH2CH3. This second radical intermediate leads to
the formaldehyde + CH3 and acetaldehyde + H product channels. Interestingly, there has been
two recent reports (Taatjes et al, Science 308, 1887 (2005) and J. Phys. Chem. A 110, 3254
(2006) and Cool et al, J. Chem. Phys. 119, 8356 (2003)) of ethenol production in ethene flames;
this observation is attributed to the ethenol + H product channel in the OH + ethene reaction.
We used bromoethanol to generate the HOCH2CH2 radical intermediate and measured the
velocity distributions of the Br(2P3/2) and Br(2P1/2) co-fragments in our imaging experiments with
state selective REMPI detection. This accurately determines the internal energy distribution of
the nascent HOCH2CH2radicals. We built a new photoionization detection system (using tripled
355 nm light with a photon energy of 10.5 eV) to detect the velocities of the HOCH2CH2 radicals
that are stable to dissociation. This combined with the measurement of the ethenol velocity
distribution that we plan to take in our upcoming trip to the NSRRC should allow us to directly
determine the relative energies of the isomerization barrier to the OCH2CH3 radical, which leads
to the formaldehyde + CH3 and acetaldehyde + H product channels, and the barrier for direct
dissociation of the HOCH2CH2 radical intermediate to ethenol + H. The most recent theoretical
work (Senosiain et al, J. Phys. Chem. A 110, 6960 (2006)) predicted the barrier to ethenol + H is
higher by 1.2 kcal/mol than the isomerization barrier. In contrast other recent theoretical work by
M. C. Lin et al (Chem. Phys. Lett. 408, 25 (2005)) predicts the barrier to isomerize to OCH2CH3
is higher, not lower, than the barrier for the HOCH2CH2 radical intermediate to dissociate to
ethenol + H. They conclude that the ethenol + H product channel would be the only significant
product channel to compete with the direct abstraction reaction that forms H2O + C2H3. Thus, our
experiments are designed to determine the barrier energies for the HOCH2CH2 radical adduct to
dissociate to ethenol + H and to isomerize to OCH2CH3. The velocity distribution of the ethenol
product can also determine the energy dependent branching fraction to the ethenol + H channel.
IV. Publications Acknowledging DE-FG02-92ER14305 (2007 or later)
1. Characterization of the Methoxy Carbonyl Radical Formed via Photolysis of Methyl
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Butler and F. Weinhold, J. Phys. Chem. A, 111, 1762-1770 (2007).
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Production and Study of Ultra-Cold Molecules Produced by Kinematic Cooling
David W. Chandler
Combustion Research Facility
Sandia National Laboratory
Livermore, CA 94551-0969
Email:chand@sandia.gov
Program Scope
The study of Chemical Dynamics is the observation and analysis of atomic and molecular
action. Both unimolecular and bimolecular action reveals information about the forces
that dictate the interactions. These forces are captured in the form of potential energy
surfaces. In general inelastic scattering reveals information about the repulsive wall of
the potential energy surface, in contrast long-range attractive forces dictate low-energy
collision dynamics. It is these long-range attractive forces that we hope to study in
greater detail. Previously we have done this by studying near threshold photodissociation events and in the future hope to perform low collision energy inelastic
scattering studies. During the last period we have finished our study of near threshold
(between 1 and 25 cm-1 above threshold) dissociation of NO-Ar van der Waals clusters.
This is equivalent of a low-temperature half collision. If we are able to trap samples of
cold molecules in electrostatic and magnetic traps we will be able to determine their
collision energy transfer characteristics at low temperature. This information is sensitive
to the long range part of the interaction potential. To compliment these studies we
propose a new line of study of quantum-state selective diffraction or Fraunhofer
scattering. In the past, our inelastic scattering study revealed to us a new technique for
cooling molecules to sub Kelvin temperatures, Kinematic Cooling. Kinematic Cooling is
the use of a single collision between a molecule and an atom that brings a subset of the
molecules to rest in the laboratory reference frame. We have recently studied the
scattering of NH3 and ND3 from Ne and Kr atom from Kr atom as these systems are mass
degenerate and produce the coldest samples.
We have spent effort of the last year investigating Kinematic cooling and trying to bring
it to a state where it can be used to study new collisional and spectroscopic regimes. In
the next period we plan on continuing our improvements in the technique and
demonstrate both high-resolution double-resonant spectroscopy and trapping of
molecules utilizing Kinematic cooling. Further we have in development a new cooling
technique that takes advantage of the same collision physics to slow molecules. This new
technique relies upon a collision between a molecule and an ultra-cold atom inside a
magneto optical trap (MOT). We believe this experimental arrangement will allow us to
make samples at microKelvin temperatures. Our first experiments are presently
underway. In addition, in the last year a radically new (and cheaper) design for a
miniature crossed molecular beam apparatus is also being developed for the study of
molecular beam scattering and photodissociation. This new design is the subject of a
Review of Scientific instruments paper.
Progress report:
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During the last year we have developed the Kinematic cooling technique for the “routine”
production of samples of millikelvin temperature molecules. One manifestation of this
physics has been the crossed molecular beam scattering of a molecular beam from an
atomic beam at 90o geometry. By picking the masses of the particles and the velocity of
the molecule one can dictate that molecules populating a particular quantum state come
to rest in the laboratory. We have produced measurable amounts of cold (milliKelvin
temperature range) molecules (NO, NH3, HCl) as well as cold atoms, Kr and Ne using
this technique. Recently we reported on a redesign of our molecular beam apparatus has
allowed us to not only produce kinematicaly cooled molecules but to also extract them
from the high density molecular and atomic beams. This is a major advancement in the
kinematic cooling technique and will be described below.

Figure 1: Image of Kr scattering off of Kr producing cold Kr atoms. Because the system is mass
degenerate the cold atoms are centered at zero velocity in the laboratory.

The major obstacle in kinematic cooling has been that only a small number of the total
collisions results in the formation of cold molecules, and the cold molecules are
necessarily formed in the interaction volume of the atomic and molecular beams. As a
result, cold molecules have a high probability of secondary glancing collisions with the
atomic and molecular beams that re-heat them. In the past year we have reported on our
success at reducing the destructive re-heating collisions for the cold molecules such that
our observation time is consistent with being limited by diffusion of the cold molecules
from our interaction region and not secondary collisions. Under these conditions we are
able to observe unconfined kinematically cooled ground vibrational Nitric Oxide (NO), in
the j=7.5 rotational state for over 150 s. An upper limit for the final average velocity is
estimated from the diffusion time of the cold molecules from the observation region
defined by the intersection of the atomic and molecular beams with the detection laser.
The diffusion of the cold molecules is modeled using a three-dimensional Monte-Carlo
simulation to account for the size of the interaction region and laser beam overlap. These
simulations are consistent with the data and give an average final velocity of
approximately, 4.5 m/s for the NO(X)j=7.5. We are now able to observe a single sample of
cold molecules in a field free region for up to 150 s that allows for the possibility of
trapping of the cold molecules.
This important result is graphically summarized in figure 2 we have, for the first
time, been able to establish a set of experimental conditions such that the cold molecules
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produced via Kinematic cooling are temporally separated from the parent atomic and
molecular beams. This conclusion is supported by our observations of the quantum state
dependence of the bi-modal decays for both the NO(X) j=7.5 and j=10.5 rotational states.
The temporally separated cold molecules can now serve as a starting point for several
new experiments including trapping and storing molecules allowing for cold collisional
studies and high resolution molecular spectroscopy. We have recently reported on
utilizing this technique for the cooling of ammonia molecules in collision with Ne. the
ND3 + Ne system as this should result in even colder molecules than the NO + Ar system
due to the mass match between the atom and molecule.

Figure 2: Normalized production and decay of the NO(X)j=7.5 compared with the NO(X)j=10.5 . The
NO(X)j=10.5 data is given by the marked with the square points and colored green while the NO(X)j=7.5
is marked with the circular points and colored red.

The scattering of a molecular beam perpendicular to an atomic beam is only one
geometry that can be utilized for cooling by kinematic collisions. If one imagines that the
atomic beam is moving very slowly, then one can see how the scattering of a molecular
beam from a continuously loaded MOT of alkali atoms is a special case of Kinematic
Cooling. If the molecule of interest has a mass very close to that of the alkali atom then
some fraction of the collisions will result in a transfer a significant enough portion of the
momentum to the alkali atom to slow the molecule in the vicinity of the MOT. This can
be thought of as a billiard like collisions of a fast molecule hitting a “stopped” atom and
transferring enough of its momentum to the “stopped” atom for it to be slowed
sufficiently and further cooled with glancing collisions with the cold atoms. When an
additional optical or electrostatic trap is superimposed upon the MOT then the cold
molecules, generated from the effective collisions, can be collected in the trap.
Molecules trapped in this manner will subsequently undergo collisional cooling with the
ultracold atoms that will further cool them to their temperature of around 100
microKelvin. Experiments are presently underway to demonstrate this technique
Future Work:
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We propose to both further the development of our crossed molecular beam scattering
program for the study of potential energy surfaces and to the further develop the process
of kinematically cooling molecules by a single collision with an atom for the production
of ultracold molecules. The utilization of those cold, state selected and oriented
molecules in unimolecular and bimolecular interaction experiments will be the
culmination of this research. Trapping molecules and holding them for long periods of
time inside electrostatic or magnetic traps will give us the ability to study both collision
dynamics of oriented molecules at low collision energy and photochemistry of unique mj
selected molecular samples. The Kinematic cooling experiments that are of highest
priority are the trapping of ammonia utilizing a quadrupole electrostatic trap, the trapping
of NO(23/2) by a magnetic trap, demonstration of the MOT cooling technique, and
demonstration of Kilohertz-resolution double-resonance spectroscopy with cold
molecules. Over the next period we will also extend our work on Kinematic cooling in
several areas and add a new effort in the high velocity-resolution scattering detection of
near side-far side interference scattering.
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1) D. W. Chandler and S. Stolte “ Inelastic Energy Transfer: The NO-rare gas system” 2007, Gas Phase
Molecular Reaction and Photodissociaiton Dynamics, editors K. C. Lin and P. D. Kleiber, Trans
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2) K. E. Strecker, D. W. Chandler Physical Review A. “Kinematic production of isolated milli-Kelvin
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Petascale Direct Numerical Simulation and Modeling of Turbulent Combustion
Jacqueline H. Chen (PI) and Ed Richardson
Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, California 94551-0969
Email: jhchen@sandia.gov
Program Scope
In this research program we have developed and applied massively parallel three-dimensional direct
numerical simulation (DNS) of building-block, laboratory scale flows that reveal fundamental turbulencechemistry interactions in combustion. The simulation benchmarks are designed to expose and emphasize
the role of particular physical subprocesses in turbulent combustion. The simulations address
fundamental science issues associated with chemistry-turbulence interactions that underly most practical
combustion devices: extinction and reignition, flame propagation and structure, flame stabilization in
autoignitive flows, autoignition under homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) environments,
stratified combustion, and differential transport of soot in turbulent jet flames. In addition to the new
understanding provided by these simulations, the resultant data are being used to develop and validate
predictive models required in engineering simulations.
Recent Progress
In the past year, significant computer allocations from INCITE grants and from the 250 Tflop
Transition-to-Operations at ORNL have enabled us to perform large 3D DNS of: 1) Mixture stratification
effects on the structure and propagation of stratified methane-air turbulent jet flames; 2) Intermediate
species mixing frequencies in turbulent premixed flames; 3) Stabilization of lifted turbulent ethylene/air
jet flames in heated coflow; and 4) Modeling of differential soot transport in a turbulent sooting
ethylene-air jet flame. Highlights of our accomplishments in the past year are summarized below,
followed by a summary of future research directions.
Mixture Stratification Effects on Propagation in a Turbulent CH4/Air Flame1,2
Three-dimensional DNS was performed of a stratified methane-air turbulent slot Bunsen fuel jet
issuing into a co-flow of burnt products. This configuration allows for intense turbulence to interact with
the flame front while preventing the flame from blowing out. Stratification is achieved by varying the
equivalence ratio along the span-wise (z) direction. The stratification levels studied are centered about
the perfectly premixed φ=0.7 case (Sankaran et al. 2007), extending via a low stratification case
0.4<φ<1.0, to a highly stratified case with equivalence ratio ranging from zero (pure air) to 1.4. The flame
is highly wrinkled with significant flame-flame interactions. Under these conditions the flame is
characterized by the thin reaction zones regime in which turbulent eddies penetrate the flame’s preheat
layer but are too large to disrupt the reaction zone. The result is a thickened preheat layer identified by the
reduction of the conditionally averaged progress variable gradient, compared to the laminar flame
gradient. As the equivalence ratio falls to φ=0.4 and subsequently drops below the lean flammability
limit there is a dramatic reduction in the heat release rate. The areas of weakly burning flame are
disrupted by the turbulent motions, permitting study of the broken reaction zones combustion regime.
As the initial fuel-air stratification dissipates due to turbulent mixing, the flames are subjected to
steep, time varying equivalence ratio gradients. Locations where the equivalence ratio gradients align
normal to the flame exhibit greatly modified burning rates and flame propagation speeds, compared to the
perfectly premixed case. Variation of propagation speed with the flame normal equivalence ratio gradient,
shows enhanced flame speeds when the products are richer than the reactants, with the reverse also true.
The strain rate normal to the flame is strongly correlated with the magnitude of the equivalence ratio
gradient, but not its orientation. Studying this effect using computations of both steady and unsteady
strained one-dimensional counterflow flames in the presence of equivalence ratio gradients (Richardson et
al., 2009) reveals the thermo-chemical basis for this observation. Specifically, equivalence ratio gradients
resulting in flames with richer, higher temperature products lead to enhanced equilibrium concentrations
of species such as the hydroxyl radical in the flame’s carbon monoxide-hydrogen recombination layer.
Diffusion of these highly reactive intermediate species towards the reactant side of the flame, as opposed
to thermal diffusion, are the main source of the increased reaction rate. Close agreement with the one-
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dimensional counterflow simulations with the DNS data establishes the stratified counterflow
configuration as a valid paradigm for understanding and modeling turbulent combustion with fuel-air
stratification. The presence of equivalence ratio variation through the flame implies that flame speed,
flame thickness or reaction rate can not be modeled accurately as functions of only the progress variable
and equivalence ratio. Models accounting for temporal and spatial equivalence ratio variation may be
advantageous.
Reaction-Diffusion Effects on Species Mixing Rates in Turbulent Premixed CH4-Air Combustion3
Advanced turbulent reactive flow models needed for the design of practical applications typically
require turbulent mixing frequencies or scalar dissipation rates. In the transported probability density
function (PDF) approach, for example, the chemical reaction rate appears in closed form and closure must
be achieved by modeling the molecular mixing processes. Reactive scalar mixing time scales have been
determined from DNS data for turbulent premixed Bunsen flames in the thin reaction zones regime with
reduced methane-air chemistry. Previous conclusions from single step chemistry studies are confirmed
regarding the role of dilatation and turbulence-chemistry interactions on the progress variable dissipation
rate. In particular, the dissipation rate is controlled by a balance between molecular dissipation and
gradient generation due to flame propagation, dilatation and compression of scalar gradients by turbulent
strain. The mixing rates of intermediate species which do not vary monotonically with progress variable
were up to a factor of ten greater than those of progress variable. They are not well modeled by existing
models for mixing rates of either the progress variable or of passive scalars. Effects of the so-called
dilatation term appear to be negligible for the intermediates. The effect of turbulent straining is also of
reduced importance, becoming negligible for the highest Damköhler number species, H atom. Instead, a
reaction-dissipation balance dominates the intermediate scalar gradients, driven by the premixed flame
structure. A new model for the ratio of intermediate species and progress variable mixing rates is
presented. The model employs the species gradients obtained from laminar flames to estimate the relative
magnitude of the species dissipation rates in the turbulent flame. The implied alignment of the species and
progress variable provides a good approximation since scalar gradients parallel to the flame make only
small contributions to the dissipation rate. The use of laminar flame data also provides a good
approximation for the relative magnitude of the species gradients, even in the thin reaction zones regime.
Overall, the new model accurately predicts the variation of the intermediate-progress variable mixing
frequencies for premixed flame Damköhler numbers greater than 0.5.
Stabilization of Lifted Turbulent Ethylene/Air Jet Flames in Heated Coflow4
Direct numerical simulation (DNS) of the near field of a three-dimensional spatially-developing
turbulent lifted jet flame in heated coflow is performed with a reduced ethylene-air mechanism to
determine the stabilization mechanism and the flame structure. The DNS was performed at a jet
Reynolds number of 10,000 with over 1.3 billion grid points. The results show that auto-ignition in a
fuel-lean mixture immediately upstream of the flame base is the main source of stabilization of the lifted
jet flame. This is verified by the presence of formaldehyde and hydroperoxy upstream of the flame. The
dynamics between the instantaneous stabilization point and the large-scale coherent jet motions are
investigated by comparing power spectra of the fluctuations of the stabilization point and the two-point
correlation function of axial velocity fluctuations over a transverse separation distance of the jet width at
the mean stabilization point. Both power spectra show a dominant frequency at a similar Strouhal
number of 0.035 showing the fluctuations of the stabilization point are indeed correlated with the passage
of large-scale coherent jet motions near the flame base.
Apriori Conditional Moment Modeling of a Temporal Ethylene Jet Flame with Soot13
Modeling soot formation in turbulent nonpremixed combustion is a difficult problem. Unlike most
gaseous combustion species, soot lacks a strong state relationship with the mixture fraction due to
unsteady formation rates which overlap transport timescales, and strong differential diffusion between
gaseous species and soot. The conditional moment closure model (CMC) has recently been applied to the
problem of turbulent soot formation. A challenge in CMC modeling is the treatment of differential
diffusion. 3D DNS of a nonpremixed ethylene jet flame with soot formation has been performed using a
nineteen species reduced ethylene mechanism and a four-step, three-moment, semi-empirical soot model.
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The DNS provides full resolution of the turbulent flow field and is used to perform a-priori analysis of a
recent CMC model derived from the joint scalar PDF transport equation. Unlike other approaches, this
CMC model does not require additional transport equations to treat differentially diffusing species. A
budget of the terms of the CMC equation for both gaseous species and soot is presented. In particular,
exact expressions for unclosed terms are compared to typical closure models for scalar dissipation, cross
dissipation, differential diffusion, and reactive source terms. The differential diffusion modelfor gaseous
species is found to be quite accurate, while that for soot requires an additional model for the residual term.
Future Plans
Stabilization of a N-Heptane Jet Flame in Hot Coflow at Diesel Pressures
Lifted turbulent jet flames in heated co-flows provide an excellent test case for chemical kinetics and
the modeling of the turbulence/chemistry interactions in turbulent flows. Recent DNS and PDF models
have revealed that the stabilization mechanism is primarily auto-ignition, but with turbulent mixing also
playing a role. Hence the kinetics of auto-ignition – relevant to IC engines can be studied in detail in this
configuration. DNS are planned at diesel pressures (~40 atm) to investigate the role of ‘cool flame’
chemistry and low-temperature heat release on lifted flame stabilization. Parametric studies will be
performed varying the co-flow temperature, jet velocity, pressure, and ignition quality of the fuel . Fuels
under consideration include n-heptane and oxygenated fuels like dimethyl ether. Previous strained
counterflow n-heptane ignition studies at diesel pressures show strong sensitivity of the thermal
dissociation reaction H2O2 → OH + OH to fluctuations in local mixing conditions, and hence differences
in the ignitability of fuels in a dissipative environment may influence ignition delays and lift-off heights.
Controlling Ignition Timing and Combustion Rates under HCCI Conditions through Stratification
HCCI combustion offers the potential of high diesel-like efficiencies with low NOx and particle
emissions. It achieves this by burning overall lean and dilute, largely through volumetric autoignition in
the absence of flames. As a viable alternative to spark-ignited engines, an important issue that needs to be
resolved is controlling the rapid rate of pressure rise and energy release at high loads. One strategy is to
control the rate of pressure rise through mixture and thermal stratification. The objective of the proposed
study is to determine the effect of different mean and root-mean-square temperature and concentration
distributions, particularly spanning the negative temperature coefficient (NTC) region, on the transient
evolution of ignition of fuel-lean n-heptane and dimethyl ether mixtures at high pressure in a constant
volume. In particular, the influence of scalar gradients, and dilution with exhaust gas recirculation (EGR)
on ignition front propagation and structure will be determined as a function of the level of stratification
and turbulence characteristics. Apriori evaluation of ODT/LEM models for HCCI will also be performed.
Apriori Lagrangian Particle Analysis of Reactive Scalar Mixing Models
Building on the latest study of mixing timescales in premixed combustion3, turbulent combustion
timescales will be analyzed in stratified and autoigniting non-premixed DNS data sets. The use of detailed
models for reaction and diffusion permits the effects of realistic thermal expansion (dilatation),
differential transport, and strain-scalar alignments to be investigated. In particular the results
of the modified flame structures arising due to mixture stratification will be assessed in comparison to
premixed flame mixing. The autoigniting non-premixed particle data will be probed to explore the
transition from passive low temperature mixing processes to flamelet dominated combustion. Having
shown that the reactive species all mix at different rates, depending on both the combustion mode and
regime, it is necessary to develop and validate mixing models capable of expressing the full range of
mixing behavior.
DNS and Modeling of Stratified Turbulent Flame Propagation and Structure
The library of benchmark data on turbulent stratified jet flames will be expanded by varying the
initial orientation of the fuel stratification such that the stratification is aligned with the direction of mean
shear. The instantaneous flame structure and propagation rates will be compared to new asymptotic and
laminar one-dimensional representations of stratified combustion, validating their use as a paradigm for
turbulent stratified combustion. Effects of fuel stratification on turbulent flame speed and flame surface
area will be analyzed in comparison to premixed flame data.
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I.

Program Scope

This research program continues to focus on the preparation and study of transient neutral
species and collision complexes relevant to combustion phenomena. In the past year, the primary
focus has been on the design and construction of a new cryogenically cooled ion trap to allow the
preparation of negative ion precursors to important neutral combustion intermediates with wellcharacterized internal temperatures. This new apparatus will allow us to extend our studies of the
HOCO free radical and the potential energy surface that governs the OH + CO → H + CO2 reaction,
by removing any ambiguity owing to internal excitation of the precursor HOCO¯ anion, and
allowing a more definitive determination of the direct and tunneling contributions to the H + CO2
product channel. Our goal is to provide detailed information on the energetics and reaction
dynamics of important combustion intermediates such as HOCO, allowing more quantitative
evaluation of the roles they play in combustion and the validation of theoretical approaches to
predicting the dynamics of combustion reactions.
With the construction of the fast beam linear electrostatic ion trap, this research program
will take the technique of photoelectron-photofragment coincidence (PPC) spectroscopy to a new
level. As we have shown in prior work, photodetachment of precursor anions in a mass-selected
negative ion beam allows the preparation of mass- and energy-selected neutral species if the parent
anions are internally cold. Particularly for high frequency vibrations, this is sometimes difficult to
establish, in particular with the kHz ion sources required for the single-pass experiments carried out
to date. By trapping and cooling molecular anions then synchronizing the ions oscillating in the trap
with our photodetachment laser, we will be able to study the dissociation pathways of the unstable
neutral products using current coincidence imaging techniques. The detection methods in use also
enable measurement of angular distributions for both the photoelectrons and photofragments,
providing further insights into the dissociative photodetachment (DPD) dynamics. We anticipate
that with the trap in use, a new generation of transition-state dynamics experiments on hydroxyl
radical reactions such as OH + OH, OH + F, OH + Cl and OH + H2 will become possible. In
addition, our effort to carry out studies of larger oxygenated radicals initiated last year will benefit
considerably as well, owing to the fact that in these larger polyatomic systems uncertainty in the
internal energy become even more significant.
II.

Recent Progress

A. Probing the OH + CO → HOCO → H + CO2 reaction by photodetachment of HOCO–
In the last year we completed publishing the initial phase of our efforts to study the OH +
CO → HOCO → H + CO2 reaction by photodetachment of HOCO– with a manuscript in Molecular
Physics focusing on finer details of the recoil-frame photoelectron and photofragment angular
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distributions in the dissociative photodetachment of HOCO– as it proceeds via unimolecular
decomposition of the energized HOCO free radical. This work builds on our earlier studies of the
OH + CO → H + CO2 potential energy surface.1,2,3 Anisotropic photofragment angular distributions
were observed in the HOCO–/DOCO– + hν → OH/OD + CO + e– channel. The anisotropy
parameters were obtained for the laboratory frame (LF) angular distributions of photoelectrons for
all three photodetachment channels (HOCO + e–, OH + CO + e– and H + CO2 + e-) at 388 and 775
nm and the photofragment angular distribution was also obtained for OH + CO. The photoelectron
angular distributions (PAD) were also studied within the photofragment recoil frame (RF) using the
coincidence data. The comparison of LF- and RF-PAD in the OH + CO + e– channel shows the
latter one is more isotropic, indicating that lifetimes of the neutral HOCO free radicals that
dissociate into OH + CO are commensurate with the period of molecular rotation. Estimated upper
limits of 9×10-13 sec and 1.3×10-12 sec were found for HOCO and DOCO dissociation into OH/OD
+ CO, respectively. Our ability to study the RF-PADs for the H + CO2 + e– channel was limited by
the small solid angle for detection of the light H atoms. This is a limitation that can be overcome in
the future by implementation of a larger area detector for the neutral photofragments.
This initial study of the more detailed dynamics of DPD in the HOCO− system provides
some insight into what could be obtained in a next generation experiment: detailed lifetimes as a
function of internal energy for HOCO. We have yet to record the huge data set required for this next
step owing to some open questions about the internal energy of the HOCO− and DOCO− parent
anions. In work published in 2007, we focused on isotope effects in the product energy distributions
and branching ratios obtained by the DPD of HOCO− and DOCO− at a photon energy of 3.21 eV.2
These experiments confirmed that that the H + CO2 + e- channel is open below the calculated
dissociation barrier,4 indicating that quantum mechanical tunneling is important for this channel.
The tunneling effect was found to be essentially removed by deuteration of the system.
Furthermore, it was found at all wavelengths that the OH + CO product channel is observed at and
slightly below the calculated energetic limit. In this case, tunneling is not possible and the most
likely explanation are hot bands in the HOCO− anion, assuming the quantum chemical calculations
on the energetics of this system are accurate. These results were compared with six-dimensional
quantum dynamics simulations of the DPD of HOCO− by Gray, Goldfield and co-workers.5 Good
qualitative agreement was found with theory, with the exception of the absence of significant
tunneling in the HOCO → H + CO2 pathway on the LTSH potential energy surface6 used in the
calculations. The LTSH surface was optimized for reproducing kinetic data, and has been found to
have a relatively poor description of the HOCO well and the barrier between the well and the H +
CO2 product channel. Theoretically, a refined potential energy surface for both the neutral and the
parent anion are required for more accurate quantum dynamics predictions. Experimentally, in light
of the discrepancies of the OH/OD + CO product channel results with theory, it is incumbent upon
us to resolve the outstanding issue of the parent anion vibrational temperature. This critical issue
will be addressed with the new cryogenic ion trap that is now being brought online as discussed in
the next section.
B. Cryogenically cooled linear electrostatic ion beam trap
An important focus of the project is to develop methods to allow greater control and better
characterization of the internal energies in the parent anions used to study the neutral reaction
dynamics relevant to combustion. To this end, we are constructing an electrostatic ion beam trap of
the type developed by Zajfman and co-workers.7 This trap will enable the study of internally cold
ions, leading to more precise determinations of the energies of molecular dissociation processes and
the internal states of various species, as well as remove ambiguities in dissociation processes due to
potential internal excitation.
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The trap consists of two electrostatic mirrors surrounded by cold shields held at 10K, as
shown schematically in Figure 1. Ions are injected through one of the mirrors, which is then
switched to the reflection potential prior to the first round trip, trapping an ion bunch. Ions
oscillating in the trap have well defined and consistent momenta, which makes it ideal for the
photoelectron-photofragment coincidence experiments carried out in this lab. There is a large fieldfree region at the center of the trap where a pulsed laser can interact with the trapped ions. This
interaction produces an electron which will be detected by an imaging detector placed above the
center of the trap cavity, and multiple neutral products that will continue downstream along the
center-of-mass trajectory and impact a second time-and-position sensitive detector, achieving the
kinematically complete measurement that constitutes photoelectron-photofragment coincidence
spectrometry. The ions in the trap will have nearly no exposure to room temperature radiation,
ensuring that they can radiatively cool over periods of milliseconds to seconds.8,9
The trap has been installed on
an existing translational spectrometer.
A
closed-cycle
cryogenic
refrigeration and vacuum pumping
system is now in place to maintain
the trap chamber at low pressures and
to cool the cold shields. Electronic
systems and software to monitor and
modify the parameters of trapped ions
have been developed and are
currently either implemented or in
testing.
Finally, a new data
acquisition system which records not
only particle hits from electron and
neutral detectors, but also the cooling
time for a given event is under
development
in
order
to
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the cryogenically cooled quantitatively investigate cooling
linear ion beam trap configured for carrying out dynamics of trapped ions. We have
successfully trapped O2+ and Ar+ ions
photoelectron-photofragment coincidence spectroscopy.
at 7 keV beam energy and are now
prepared to assemble and install the shields so we can commence to run at cryogenic temperatures.
In the meantime, we have been exploring the parameter space of the trap and optimizing trapping
lifetimes. Initial results are very positive relative to reported lifetimes by other groups. Lifetimes
are primarily characterized by two exponential factors, a fast component that represents loss of ions
not on proper trajectories, and a slow component due to collisions with background gas. 10
Conditions have been found to minimize the effect of the first decay, and provide for the slowest
rate of decay in the second component. Presently, ion density in the trap as a function of time is
being measured by the detection of fast neutrals on a microchannel plate detector downstream of the
trap, however, a ring pickup electrode has also been demonstrated that allows nondestructive
measurement of the oscillating trapped ions. The best lifetimes (1/e relaxation times) achieved to
date are 202 ms for Ar+ and 126 ms for O2+ at a background pressure of 2 x 10-9. Scaling the Ar
lifetime to compare with reported numbers shows that these lifetimes are ~30% longer than
previously demonstrated. 7 The vacuum chamber has been proven to 1 x 10-11 torr, so it is expected
that ultimately trapping times in excess of 10 s can be obtained given the inverse dependence of
trapping lifetime and ambient pressure.
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Initial indications of bunching dynamics suggest a dephasing of ions from the injected bunch
over the first 5 - 10 ms of trapping, with bunch signal disappearing completely around 12 ms after
injection. These relatively long natural bunching lifetimes suggest forced bunching by application
of an RF field with a frequency nearly equal to the trap frequency should be successful.11 By tuning
the trap frequency to approximately an integer multiple of the laser repetition rate, forced bunching
by an RF frequency phaselocked exactly to the laser output will ensure laser-ion overlap for each
laser shot. This system has been tested on the bench and promises to be very stable.
III.

Future plans

Once trapping is demonstrated and optimized for cryogenic operation, an analysis of the
cooling rates may first be carried out by photodissociation of a well-characterized molecular cation
such as H3+. We anticipate, however, moving expeditiously to convert to negative ion mode of
operation so we can carry out this year the important study of the HOCO− anion internal energy
needed to resolve the outstanding questions concerning the benchmark OH + CO → H + CO2
reaction. In addition, we will then be in a position to pursue completion of our studies of carboxyl
radicals and reaction complexes involving the hydroxyl radical with polyatomic molecules starting
with ionic complexes such as OH−(CH3) and OH− (CH3COCH3).
IV.
1.

2.

3.
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Z. Lu, Q. Hu, J.E. Oakman and R.E. Continetti, “Dynamics on the HOCO potential energy
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126, 194305-1 – 194305-11 (2007).
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I. Project Scope
Clean-burning renewable oxygenated bio-derived fuels are potentially important replacements for
conventional gasoline and diesel fuels, which may reduce dependence on imported petroleum and lower
net greenhouse-gas emissions. Our current research focuses on the chemistry of thirteen simple methyl
and ethyl esters chosen as surrogates for the long-chain esters that are primary constituents of biodiesel
fuels. Principal goals of these studies are: (1) show how fuel-specific structural differences including
degree of unsaturation, linear vs branched chain structures, and methoxy vs ethoxy functions affect fueldestruction pathways, (2) understand the chemistry leading to potential increases in the emissions of
hazardous air pollutants including aldehydes and ketones inherent in the use of biodiesel fuels, and (3)
define the key chemical reaction mechanisms responsible for observed reductions in polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, particulate matter, unburned hydrocarbons, and carbon monoxide when oxygenated fuels
are used as replacements for conventional fuels. Experimental measurements of the composition of
reaction intermediates for each of the thirteen selected model compounds, performed with flame-sampling
molecular-beam synchrotron photoionization mass spectrometry, combined with comprehensive kinetic
modeling, are key steps toward predictive descriptions of the combustion of practical biodiesel fuels.
II. Recent Progress
A. MBMS Study of Low-Pressure Premixed C5H10O2 Ethyl and Methyl Ester Flames. B. Yang, J.
Wang, T.A. Cool, T. Kasper, N. Hansen, K. Kohse-Höinghaus
Low-pressure premixed laminar flames fueled by three C5H10O2 ester isomers: methyl butanoate
(MB), methyl isobutanoate (MIB) and ethyl propanoate (EP), were studied using flame-sampling
molecular beam synchrotron photoionization mass spectrometry. Most intermediates were identified
using measurements of photoionization efficiencies (PIE) spectra and spatial mole fractions.
Comparisons of the compositions of reaction intermediates revealed fuel-specific differences in the initial
fuel destruction pathways.
Methyl ester versus ethyl ester:
For the low-pressure premixed flames studied here, primary fuel destruction pathways include Hatom abstractions and cyclic (four- and six-center) unimolecular dissociations. H-abstraction from the
methoxy group, followed by β-scission, leads to substantial formation of formaldehyde in methyl ester
flames, while abstraction of a secondary hydrogen from the ethoxy group, followed by β-scission,
accounts for the relatively high concentration of acetaldehyde among ethyl esters. The maximum mole
fraction for formaldehyde in the MB flame is four times larger than that in the EP flame, while the
maximum mole fraction for acetaldehyde in the EP flame is about eight and ten times larger than that in
MB and MIB flames, respectively. Similar trends were also observed in our previous study of the
combustion of the C3H6O2 ester isomers: methyl acetate and ethyl formate.
Moreover, the conclusion reached in previous work that, for ethyl ester flames, primary hydrogen
abstraction from the ethoxy group and six-centered dissociation may lead to the formation of C2H4 and
significant sequential yields of other C2 species is confirmed by this study. The high concentrations of C2
species in ethyl ester flames may potentially lead to higher benzene concentrations than for methyl esters.
However, several possible routes involving not only C2 but also C3 and even C5 species may contribute to
benzene formation. H-abstraction from acyl ester groups may also be important pathways to formation of
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unsaturated hydrocarbons. Indeed, we find that the MIB flame has a greater tendency to form benzene
than the EP flame, despite the observation that benzene formation in ethyl formate flames exceeds that of
imethyl acetate flames under identical flame conditions.
Linear ester versus branched ester:
MB and MIB differ by the chain structure of the alkyl in the acyl group. H-abstraction reactions
from this group may account for differences in the composition of intermediates caused by
linear/branched effects. There are three and two sites, respectively, for H-abstraction in the acyl group for
MB and MIB. As a consequence, ethyl ketene is formed in the MB flame while dimethyl ketene is
observed in the MIB flame, which is the most notable difference between these two flames. As for the
hydrocarbon species, MB favors the formation of methyl radical, ethylene and propene, while MIB only
favors the formation of methyl radical and propene. On the whole, linear/branched influences are not as
pronounced as the methoxy/ethoxy effects for these simple ester flames; however, this observation may
not be applicable for larger esters with high degrees of chain branching.
B. Experimental and Kinetic Modeling Study of Methyl Formate Low-Pressure Flames S. Dooley,
M. Chaos, F.L. Dryer, H.J. Curran, B. Yang, J. Wang, T. A. Cool, T. Kasper, N. Hansen
The high temperature oxidation of methyl formate was studied in low-pressure burner stabilized
flames. A new comprehensive mechanism for methyl formate H(C=O)OCH3 oxidation has been
developed, based upon expansion of a recent C1 mechanism and an added C2 subset. Predictions using
this kinetic model were compared with new quantitative measurements of species concentrations in lowpressure (22-30 Torr) laminar flames performed with flame-sampling molecular-beam synchrotron
photoionization mass spectrometry. These low-pressure flame measurements cover a broad range of
equivalence ratios from Φ=1.0 to 1.8 to complement previous high pressure (3 atm, 900 K) flow-reactor
measurements for Φ= 0.5 to 1.6, shock tube ignition delay measurements (2-10 atm, 1000-2400 K, Φ =
0.5 to 2.0) and burning velocities of outwardly propagating spherical H(C=O)OCH3/air flames at
atmospheric conditions for 0.6< Φ < 1.4. The generally good agreement of model predictions with this
diverse set of experiments provides a further validation of the proposed mechanism of methyl formate
oxidation and contributes to the description of the analogous chemical kinetics of larger methyl esters.
Methyl formate is a small chemical system and as such its oxidation is devoid of the production
of large intermediates. We have shown that the radicals formed by H-abstraction may beta-scission to
form only small molecules that are common intermediates in any hydrocarbon system: CO, CO2, CH2O
and the radical species, CH3, CH3O and HCO. Thus under the conditions of these low-pressure flames,
any detectable intermediate species with the exception of methanol and methane, which are shown to
form by direct elimination from MF, must result from radical recombination or addition reactions. As the
molecular structure of MF does not contain any carbon to carbon bonds, one would expect that the
formation of any C2 species would be minimal. This conjecture fails to consider the effects of radicalradical recombination reactions. Besides methyl-methyl recombination leading to C2H5 common to all
methyl ester flames, we suggest that close attention must be paid to other radical-radical recombination
reactions in order to account for significant under-prediction of C2H4 and C2H2 mole fractions in the MF
flames. The inclusion of this additional chemistry has practically no impact on the predicted profiles of
the other species and does not interfere with the model verifications provided by the high pressure
experiments, which have relatively small alkyl radical concentrations compared with the pools of
intermediates found in low-pressure flames.
C. A detailed chemical reaction mechanism for oxidation of four small alkyl esters in laminar
premixed flames, C. K. Westbrook, W. J. Pitz, P. R. Westmoreland, F.L. Dryer, M. Chaos, P. Oßwald,
K. Kohse-Höinghaus, T. A. Cool, J. Wang, B.Yang, N. Hansen, T. Kasper
A detailed chemical kinetic reaction mechanism has been developed for a group of four small
alkyl esters fuels, consisting of methyl formate, methyl acetate, ethyl formate and ethyl acetate. This
mechanism is validated by comparisons between computed results and recently measured intermediate
species mole fractions in fuel-rich, low-pressure, premixed laminar flames. The model development
employs a principle of similarity of functional groups in constraining the H-atom abstraction and
unimolecular decomposition reactions in each of these fuels. As a result, the reaction mechanism and
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formalism for mechanism development are suitable for extension to larger oxygenated hydrocarbon fuels,
together with an improved kinetic understanding of the structure and chemical kinetics of alkyl ester fuels
that can be extended to biodiesel fuels. Variations in concentrations of intermediate species in these
flames are traced to differences in molecular structure of the fuel molecules.
D. Composition of reaction intermediates for stoichiometric and fuel-rich dimethyl ether flames:
Flame-sampling mass spectrometry and modeling studies. J. Wang, .Yang, T. A. Cool, M. Chaos, F.
L. Dryer, T. Kasper, N. Hansen, P. Oßwald, K. Kohse-Höinghaus, P. R. Westmoreland
Molecular-beam synchrotron photoionization mass spectrometry and electron-ionization mass
spectrometry are used for measurements of species mole fraction profiles for low-pressure premixed
dimethyl ether (DME) flames with equivalence ratios ranging from near-stoichiometric conditions
(Ф=0.93) to fuel-rich flames near the limits of flat-flame stability (Ф=1.86). The results are compared
with predictions of a recently modified kinetic model for DME combustion [Zhao et al., Int. J. Chem.
Kinetics, 2008, 40, 1-18] that has been extensively tested against laminar flame speed measurements, jetstirred reactor experiments, pyrolysis and oxidation experiments in flow reactors, species measurements
for burner-stabilized flames and ignition delay measurements in shock tubes. The present comprehensive
measurements of the composition of reaction intermediates over a broad range of equivalence ratios
considerably extends the range of the previous experiments used for validation of this model and allows
for an accurate determination of contributions of individual reactions to the formation or destruction of
any given flame species. The excellent agreement between measurements and predictions found for all
major and most intermediate species over the entire range of equivalence ratios provides a uniquely
sensitive test of details of the kinetic model. The dependence on equivalence ratio of the characteristic
reaction paths in DME flames is examined within the framework of reaction path analyses.
III. Future Plans
To date, we have completed experimental measurements and data analysis for 7 of 13 simple
ester fuels. These 7 are methyl formate, methyl acetate, ethyl formate, ethyl acetate, methyl butanoate,
methyl isobutanoate, and ethyl propanoate. Kinetic modeling is complete for the first 4 of these. During
the next year we will finish all of our current proposed research on all 13 fuels. The remaining 6 fuels are
methyl crotonate, ethyl propenoate, methyl methyacrylate, methyl propenoate, vinyl acetate, and methyl
propanoate. The experiments are performed for 30 Torr flat-flames with equivalence ratios of 1.2 and
1.56. Flames of fuel isomers are of particular interest because they can be studied under nearly identical
flame conditions (flow rates, pressures, major species mole fractions, temperature profiles). These
similarities facilitate the interpretation of the respective intermediate species compositions in terms of
fuel-specific destruction mechanisms. For example, flames of the three C5H10O2 m/z=102 isomers exhibit
markedly different intermediate species compositions that reveal respective fuel-specific (methoxy vs
ethoxy functions, and linear vs branched chain structure) fuel decomposition mechanisms. These flames
can also be compared with those of three mono-unsaturated C5H8O2 m/z=100 isomers to examine the
effects of unsaturation on fuel decomposition. There are three pairs among these six fuels that have
similar structures, differing only in degree of unsaturation (i.e., methyl butanoate vs methyl crotonate,
methyl isobutanote vs methyl methyacrylate, ethyl propanoate vs ethyl propenoate).
These molecules have relatively simple structures compared with the long hydrocarbon chains
(up to 16-18 carbon atoms) of the component fatty acid esters of practical biodiesel fuels, which are
precluded for use in laboratory flame studies because of their low volatility. Nevertheless, these
molecules are well-suited for the proposed studies because they contain all of the structural functional
groups expected to account for fuel-specific effects and their structural simplicity enables comprehensive
quantitative kinetic modeling.
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Dissociation Pathways and Vibrational Dynamics
in Excited Molecules and Complexes
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Our research investigates the chemistry of vibrationally excited molecules. The properties and reactivity
of vibrationally energized molecules are central to processes occurring in environments as diverse as
combustion, atmospheric reactions, and plasmas and are at the heart of many chemical reactions. The goal
of our work is to unravel the behavior of vibrationally excited molecules and to exploit the resulting understanding to determine molecular properties and to control chemical processes. A unifying theme is the
preparation of a molecule in a specific vibrational state using one of several excitation techniques and the
subsequent photodissociation of that prepared molecule. Because the initial vibrational excitation often
alters the photodissociation process, we refer to our double resonance photodissociation scheme as vibrationally mediated photodissociation. In the first step, fundamental or overtone excitation prepares a vibrationally excited molecule, and then a second photon, the photolysis photon, excites the molecule to an
electronically excited state from which it dissociates. Vibrationally mediated photodissociation provides
new vibrational spectroscopy, measures bond strengths with high accuracy, alters dissociation dynamics,
and reveals the properties of and couplings among electronically excited states.
We have used ion imaging to follow the adiabatic and nonadiabatic dissociation pathways in ammonia, to
make new measurements on the vibrationally mediated photodissociation of the hydrogen bonded dimer
of formic acid, and to study the influence of vibrational excitation on the dynamics at conical intersections in phenol. Phenol is particularly interesting because of well-characterized one-photon photodissociation dynamics and clear theoretical predictions about changes arising from vibrational excitation prior to
dissociation. Most recently, we have begun measurements on the complex of phenol with CO to understand how complexation alters the competition between adiabatic and nonadiabatic dissociation and, in
particular, how it influences the vibrationally mediated photodissociation. In each of these cases, the goals
are understanding and exploiting vibrations in the ground electronic state, studying the vibrational structure of the electronically excited molecule, and probing and controlling the dissociation dynamics of the
excited state.
Ammonia and Phenol
Ammonia is a famously well-studied molecule that holds interesting opportunities for vibrationally mediated photodissociation experiments because it has both a nonadiabatic dissociation to yield ground state
NH2 + H and an adiabatic dissociation to form excited state NH2* + H. We have demonstrated that NH2*,
is the primary product from vibrationally mediated photodissociation through the antisymmetric N-H
stretching state (31) because the vibrational excitation preferentially drives the system along the adiabatic
dissociation path. Ion imaging has allowed us to detect the rotational structure of the products and to identify the electronically excited fragment.
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The ion imaging experiments also provide the angular distributions of the recoiling fragments, and we
have recently completed the analysis for the ground state NH2 product from photodissociation through the
excited symmetric N-H stretch (11) and through the excited antisymmetric N-H stretch (31). The angular
distribution for the first case qualitatively resembles that for dissociation through the origin (00) and
shows both parallel and perpendicular components depending on the rotational excitation in the NH2
product. In general, the two-photon excitation scheme introduces higher order terms in the initial alignment, and the consequences are particularly clear in the NH2* products from dissociation through the antisymmetric (31) N-H stretching state. In that case, the first (vibrational) excitation step has a transition
moment that is perpendicular to the C3 axis of ammonia, and the second (electronic) excitation step has a
parallel transition moment. The consequence is angular distributions that reflect these two alignments as
well as the dynamics of the dissociation.
Phenol is one of several heteroaromatic molecules that has multiple conical intersections that are accessible at different excitation energies. Our goal in studying phenol is to discover the influence that vibrational excitation has on the passage through or around these crossings. We have performed both onephoton and vibrationally mediated photodissociation
ion imaging experiments to extract the recoil energy
distributions. The figure shows schematically diabatic
potential curves for the ground (S0) and first two excited states (1ππ* and 1πσ*). The development of the
wave function of the system as it passes through both
intersections, 1ππ*-1πσ* (solid circle) and 1πσ*S0(dotted circle), determines the branching at the second intersection to form either ground state phenoxyl
by nonadiabatic dissociation or excited state phenoxyl
by adiabatic dissociation. Comparing the recoil energy
distributions of the fragments from one-photon dissociation of phenol-d5 with those from vibrationally mediated photodissociation shows that initial vibrational
excitation strongly influences the disposal of energy
into relative translation. Dissociation of phenol-d5
molecules initially excited in the O-H stretching region produces significantly more fragments with low
recoil energies than does one-photon dissociation at the same total energy. The difference appears to
come from the increased probability of adiabatic dissociation in which the initially vibrationally excited
molecule passes around the conical intersection between the dissociative state and the ground state to
produce electronically excited phenoxyl-d5 radicals.
Phenol-CO Complexes
Our experience with phenol, ammonia, and formic acid dimers prepares the way for our studies of the
influence of an adduct on dissociation pathways and dynamics in vibrationally excited molecules. Because complexes can influence bimolecular reactions, our vibrationally mediated photodissociation studies potentially provide insights with consequences beyond excited state dissociation. We have begun
studying one-photon dissociation in complexes of phenol with CO because we know that conical intersec-
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tions are important in the dissociation of phenol and that vibrational excitation influences the course of
that dissociation. We are in the position of studying both vibrational predissociation of the ground-state
complex and vibrationally mediated photodissociation of the excited state complex. The figure shows
types of spectra that we have observed in the phenol-CO complex. The top part of the figure is the (1+1′) REMPI spectrum
obtained by observing the parent ion in an expansion of phenol
with CO in a mixture of He and Ar. The features in the spectrum
agree with a previous observation of the transitions (J. Chem.
Phys. 111, 1947 (1999)), and using this spectrum we have optimized the conditions for the production of the complex of phenol
with only one CO molecule. Production of higher clusters, such
as phenol-(CO)2, is a competing channel that we have learned to
diagnose and avoid. The lower part of the figure shows the infrared ion dip spectrum obtained by observing the depletion of the
(1+1′) REMPI signal upon excitation of the O-H stretching vibration of the complex. We observe ion dip spectra of both the
bare phenol and the phenol-CO complex shifted from each other
by about 30 cm-1, in agreement with previous measurements (A.
Fujii, T. Ebata, and N. Mikami, J. Phys. Chem. A 106, 10124
(2002)). These two measurements set the stage for our next experiments. We intend to monitor the CO product of the vibrational predissociation and of the vibrationally mediated photodissociation to explore the effects of complexation on the dissociation dynamics.
Future Directions
The well-characterized ionization spectroscopy of phenol make it an attractive first target for vibrationally
mediated photodissociation of complexes, but the NH3-CO complex may be an even more interesting target, which we plan to pursue soon. The variety of complexes available, including ones with different
bonding motifs, offer a rich array of possibilities in which to study the influence of an adduct and initial
vibrational excitation.
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I. Program Scope:
The aim of this project is to better understand the mechanisms and product energy disposal in
elementary bimolecular reactions fundamental to combustion chemistry. Using the crossed
molecular beams method, a molecular beam containing highly reactive free radicals is crossed with
a molecular beam. The angular and velocity distributions of the products from single reactive
collisions are measured using Rydberg tagging methods or by single photon ionization using pulsed
VUV light sources.
II. Recent Progress and Future Plans:
a) New VUV light source for HRTOF and ORTOF:
The H + O2 → OH + O reaction is a prototype 3-atom reaction involving a deep HO2 well.
Although the reaction has received considerable theoretical attention1 recently, dynamical
experiments have been very limited.2 The chief experimental difficulty is associated with the small
reaction cross section, believed to be roughly an order of magnitude smaller than the hydrogen
exchange reaction (e.g., H + D2 → HD + D). Several years ago we introduced the oxygen Rydberg
TOF method3, which involves two-color excitation of ground state oxygen atoms O(3PJ) to high-n
Rydberg levels via an intermediate O(3S1) state:
O(3PJ) + hν (130 nm) → O(3S1)
O(3S1) + hν (∼305 nm) → O(n ∼ 30)
The Rydberg O atoms drift with their nascent velocities ∼30 cm through a field-free region to a
rotatable detector where they are field ionized and collected. We have employed this method for
studies of photodissociation reactions4 and bimolecular reactions5 of free radicals (e.g., CN + O2 →
NCO + O). In our original experimental implementation, pulsed VUV light at 130 nm was
generated by “2-1” four wave mixing of two 212 nm photons and one 582 nm photon in Kr.
Although we found this approach was suitable for photodissociation or reactions with large cross
sections, the sensitivity was limited because (unlike generation of Lyman-α, 121 nm), one cannot
phase-match at this wavelength.4 Consequently, the sensitivity of the method was found to be
insufficient to study the H + O2 reaction.
Highly efficient VUV generation at 130 nm was first reported by Muller and coworkers using 4wave mixing of transform-limited ns pulses in mercury (Hg) vapor.6 This approach is most general
and efficient if three independent input laser beams are each tuned near Hg resonances at the
precise wavelengths where index matching may be achieved. Pulsed beams in the VUV at the
millijoule level6 and continuous wave (CW) Lyman-α (121 nm)7 have been produced using variants
of this approach. During the past year, we have implemented this method in our laboratory on two
separate machines.
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For ORTOF, three unfocussed input
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Fig. 1: Oxygen TOF spectra from N2O photodissociation at
N2O at 130 nm, producing O(3P) + N2 (A)
1
130 nm. Peaks at t = 60 -85 us from O( S0) + N2 (X, v= 0as a minor channel which may be probed by
6); structure at t = 160- 250us from O(3P2) + N2 (A, v = 0ORTOF. Based on the signals obtained
3).
using our new configuration, we have
increased the sensitivity of the ORTOF
method by a factor of ∼100 relative to our original implementation.8 Somewhat surprisingly, we
have found that the nascent O(1S) from the dominant O(1S) + N2(X) channel can be detected
directly (without further excitation) by our Rydberg detector. The structure in the TOF shown in
Fig. 1 shows the vibrational progression in the ground electronic state N2(X) products, with v = 0 6 well-resolved; the second peak is due to the minor (∼1%) O(3P2) + N2(A) channel. The spectrum
shown in Fig. 1 corresponds to 3 minutes of data accumulation. A manuscript describing this recent
work is currently in preparation.8
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We believe that the sensitivity of our ORTOF setup is now sufficient to carry out a detailed
study of the H + O2 reaction. Because the thermal instability and the extremely high cost of HI
(>$6000 for a lecture bottle), an undergraduate student has set up a synthetic source of HI involving
its catalytic production from the elements. A fast photolytic H atom beam has now been
characterized in our laboratory and studies of the reaction will be underway shortly. In addition to
studies of the H + O2 reaction, we expect that ORTOF will be invaluable for studying the O(3P)
channels from reactions of a number of hydrocarbon free radicals with molecular oxygen, e.g., C6H5
+ O2 → C6H5O2 → C6H5O + O (3P).
The Lyman-α radiation for HRTOF experiments can also be generated free of residual UV
radiation using an approach similar to that described above. This is of considerable importance to
our program as it will greatly reduce background signals, particularly in studies involving
polyatomic hydrocarbon free radicals that previously were found to fragment extensively upon
absorption of residual UV at 212nm. We expect this will greatly expand the range of experiments
that may be carried out using HRTOF in the future.
b) Universal “Soft” Photoionization Detection of Products from Bimolecular Reactions.
Cassavecchia has elegantly demonstrated the use of low energy electrons for “soft” electron
impact ionization detection of products from bimolecular reactions in crossed molecular beams.9
One important feature of electron impact is that electrons are “universal” ionization detectors.
However, because of small electron impact ionization cross sections and the continuous nature of
this detector, this method generally requires continuous beams produced by discharge or by
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pyrolysis. Pyrolytic polyatomic free radicals are typically produced with vibrational temperatures
of several thousand degrees Kelvin. This degree of internal excitation complicates the
determination of potential energy barrier heights and derivation of thermodynamic quantities in
reactive scattering studies. The determination of branching ratios for competing reactions requires
knowledge of electron impact ionization cross sections, which typically must be estimated using
empirical methods. For polyatomic radical beams, photolytic sources have the potential advantage
that in most cases the internal energy distributions are substantially colder. Therefore, it would be
valuable to be able to carry out crossed beam reaction dynamics studies using pulsed photolytic
beams. However, the fundamental mismatch in duty cycle between pulsed photolytic beams and
continuous detection methods such as electron impact ionization or photoionization using
synchrotron radiation has hampered the widespread implementation of this approach.
Over the past year, we have pursued two different approaches to “soft” photoionization
detection of reaction products using pulsed VUV produced by tabletop light sources. The
advantage of pulsed VUV light sources is that the duty cycles of reactant production and product
detection are better matched, promising improved signal to noise ratios. In addition, by
photodissociation of stable precursors, it is often possible to determine absolute or relative
photoionization cross sections for different product channels.10 This should provide a potentially
more direct route to the determination of branching ratios for competing channels from combustion
reactions.
As in the ORTOF method described in the previous section, we have employed the use of 4wave mixing of unfocussed laser beams in Hg for production of VUV in our rotatable source
crossed beam apparatus. For example, by tuning to one of the Rydberg resonances in Hg, VUV
pulses can be generated with conversion efficiencies exceeding 1% at wavelengths around 125
nm.11 We believe this method is well-suited for photoionization detection of a number of
polyatomic free radicals produced in bimolecular reactions in pulsed beams.
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One class of reactions amenable to this approach
involves reactions of various isomers of alkane radicals
such as 1-butyl and 2-butyl radicals with molecular
oxygen.12 As a first step towards such studies, we have
characterized the photodissociation dynamics of 1iodobutane and t-butyl iodide using pulsed VUV
photoionization detection in our rotatable source
apparatus. Representative TOF spectra for the C4H9
and iodine atomic product channels, recorded using
pulsed 125 nm photoionization are shown in Fig. 2.
We find that for primary alkyl iodides, simple C-I bond
fission is the dominant channel, whereas for secondary
and tertiary iodides a competing pathway involving HI
elimination producing an alkene plays an important
role. Since one of the primary channels in alkane
radical reactions with oxygen involves production of
the alkene + HO2, in cases where the alkene + HI
channel from photolysis of the alkyl iodide is
important, this source will likely not be an ideal source
of alkyl radicals. Therefore, we are presently exploring
alternative approaches to production of alkane radicals
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Fig. 2: Experimental TOF and resulting P(E)
for 1- butyl radicals at 10o produced by
photlysis of 1-butyl iodide at 266nm using 125
nm pulsed photoionization detection.

such as 355 nm photolysis of mixtures of the appropriate hydrocarbons with molecular chlorine to
initiate the Cl abstraction reaction.
We have also carried out a number of preliminary but very promising experiments using
photoionization detection employing a home-built pulsed RF discharge-pumped Ar2* excimer lamp
operating at 128 nm. The lamp provides 250 μs long pulses at up to 200 Hz with peak photon
fluxes comparable to that achievable using the raw undulator output from the ALS. We have found
that the primary drawback of this type of light source is that the incoherent light beam is quite
divergent, making it difficult to relay-image the radiation into the ionization region of our detector.
After considerable effort, we have found that rather than trying to use refractive or reflective optics
for this light source, it is best to miniaturize the source in order to facilitate placement very close to
the ionization region of our detector.
III. Statement about DOE-supported publications for 2007-present:
Over the past 3 years, this DOE grant has supported the Ph.D. research of two students who
have now graduated, Marivi Ortiz-Suarez and Steve Kroner. Their research primarily involved
experimental studies of the quenching of electronically excited OH radicals by D2 molecules,13,14
and the VUV photodissociation of OH radicals.14 They also carried out preliminary experiments
laying the groundwork for our study of the H + O2 and OH + D2 (v = 1) reaction. Their work was
summarized in previous DOE abstracts and has been presented at several national meetings. During
the course of writing up their work, we found that some of this data was subject to interfering
signals from photolysis by residual UV radiation associated with VUV generation. Using our
newly-improved VUV light source, which allows separation of the VUV, we are presently
rechecking some of this data. We expect this process to be completed shortly and the backlog of
publications resulting from this DOE-supported research by these two students will be submitted
prior to submission of our DOE grant renewal.
The grant has also partially supported the Ph.D. work of David Proctor, a student who has been
working with the PI on the development of new pulsed VUV light sources as well as a novel
narrowband OPO-based IR light source15 to be employed in future studies of the reaction dynamics
of vibrationally excited species. David will be graduating in May 2009; the results of his thesis
work including publications acknowledging DOE will be submitted for publication shortly.8
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The focus of the research has shifted to the study of chemical-kinetic mechanisms
and the fitting of potential energy surfaces. The study of reaction mechanisms is global,
focusing on the composite phase space structure of the mechanisms and the chemical
implications of that structure. Global sensitivity analysis has been implemented, and is
being used to discern important reactions that need to be calculated more accurately,
including their thermochemistry and rate parameters. The global sensitivity analysis uses
two surrogates: HDMR (high-dimensional model representation) and the Gaussian
process model. This latter surrogate is being used for fitting potential energy surfaces.
Recent Progress
Phase space structure of reaction mechanisms
The abstract focuses on the composite phase
1
space structure of CO/CH2O/CH3OH combustion
2

(Li et al ). The procedure outlined here can be
applied to any reaction mechanism and the phase
space structure outlined here is generic, as is the
information that can be gleaned from such an
analysis. However, the quantitative details of the
analysis depend on a particular physical situation.
The case outlined here is for constant pressure, onedimensional premixed flames.
The top panel of Fig. 1 shows results for 12
premixed flames, which have four distinct mixtures
at the burner. The flame plots should be viewed
from left to right in the panel and are coded by color
and line type. Each of the mixtures was run for
three different temperatures at the burner. Although
there are 12 flames in the figure only eight curves
are obvious in the plot as two of the temperaturedependent triplets have all three of their curves lying
on top of each other. All the curves in the panel
have asymptotes that lie on the thick black curve.
All the flames in the panel were generated at P = 40
torr. For comparison the additional curves in the top
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2
panel that lie to the right of the black are shown for higher pressures (120, 400, and 760
torr). The flame profiles in the top panel of Fig. 1 approach one-dimensional curves
between 1500 and 1800 K, depending on the flame. This behavior is a result of a phase
space structure characterized by a set of one-dimensional manifolds, which form a 2D
surface in the phase space, as demonstrated in the bottom panel of Fig. 1. These surfaces
depend on pressure, with three pressures shown in the panel (40, 80 , and 120 torr).
The surfaces shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1 were generated for
stoichiometric CH2O + O2 flames and mixtures of CO, H2, CH3OH, which match the

Fig. 3
60

elemental content of the stoichiometric flames. The flames in the top panel of Fig. 1, as
well as the surfaces in the bottom panel are characterized by a set of asymptotic mixture
enthalpies. The full phase space of the mechanism is further characterized by a range of
elemental mixtures and the left panel of Fig. 2 shows surfaces for an additional set of
mixtures characterized by CH2O/O2 content.
The surfaces in Figs. 1 and 2 allow for a global comparison of different
mechanisms. The right panel in Fig. 2 compares the mechanism of Ref. 2 (blue, dashed
lines) with the C3 mechanism of Ref. 3 (red lines). It is clear from the right panel that
the two mechanisms give almost identical behavior in this region of phase space. The
analysis of the global phase space structure is a convenient way to monitor the changes in
chemistry as conditions vary. The top panel of Fig. 3 shows the way the local
eigenvalues change as the asymptotic enthalpy changes (characterized by temperature).
This is accomplished by moving along the black curve in the top panel of Fig. 1. The top
panel of Fig. 3 demonstrates that the eigenvalues cross, which indicates a change in the
chemistry of the mechanism and are a result of changes in time scale for different
reactions as conditions are varied. The results of this change are indicated in the bottom
two panels of Fig. 3, where the production rates of the eight most productive reactions are
shown along the one-dimensional manifold for a case to the right of the avoidance in the
first set of reactions and to the left in the second set of reactions. In particular, the bottom
set of reactions demonstrates that there is considerable production of hydrocarbon species
for the one-dimensional manifolds compared to the first set.
Fitting potential energy surfaces using a Gaussian Process Model
The basic approach is outlined in Fig. 4 for a Morse oscillator. A set of random
functions is sampled based on a Gaussian process (blue curves on the left top). The
values of the potential function (bottom left) convert this joint distribution into a
conditional distribution, conditioned on the sampled points (here there are 9). The red
curves in the bottom panel are a sample from the new conditional distribution. The
yellow curves give the 2σ error bounds of the conditional distribution. These bounds are
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repeated in the top middle curve along with the mean of the distribution (blue, dotted
curve), which is the fit to the function. Three additional points are generated in regions
of high error estimates, yielding a new conditional distribution and a new fit to the
potential in the bottom middle plot. A summary of fits with the Gaussian process model
is shown in the right most column of Fig. 4. The agreement with the exact potential is
very good with 16 points and nearly perfect with 33 points.
Future Plans
Global sensitivity analysis is being implemented at this time. This will be applied to the
methanol and C3 mechanisms, as well as larger ones. This methodology will be used to
highlight important reactions whose rate parameters and thermochemistry need to be
calculated more accurately. We will use the Gaussian process model to fit potential
surfaces of triatomic and tetra-atomic molecules.
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I.

Program Scope
Gas-phase ion chemistry and mass spectrometry techniques are employed to determine
energetics of hydrocarbon radicals that are important in combustion processes and to investigate
the dynamics of ion–molecule reactions. Guided ion beam tandem mass spectrometry is used to
measure the activation of endoergic ion-molecule reactions as a function of kinetic energy.
Modeling the measured reaction cross sections using statistical rate theory [1] or empirical
reaction models allows extraction of reaction threshold energies. These threshold energies yield
relative gas-phase acidities, proton affinities, or hydrogen atom affinities, which may then be
used to derive neutral R–H bond dissociation enthalpies using thermochemical cycles involving
established electron affinities or ionization energies [2]. The reactive systems employed in these
studies include endoergic bimolecular proton transfer reactions, hydrogen-atom transfer
reactions, and collision-induced dissociation of heterodimer complex anions and cations.
Electronic structure calculations are used to evaluate the possibility of potential energy barriers
or dynamical constrictions along the reaction path, and as input for RRKM and phase space
theory calculations.
II. Recent Progress
A. Threshold Collision-Induced Dissociation
We continue work to measure gas-phase acidities and other energetics of oxygencontaining hydrocarbons and of highly unsaturated hydrocarbons that are of interest in
combustion kinetic systems. Energy-resolved collision induced dissociation is used to measure
energetics of ion systems that can be related to neutral hydrocarbon molecules and radicals via
thermochemical cycles.
Experimental work is in progress on the threshold collision-induced dissociation of
peroxycarboxylate anions, HCOOO− and CH3COOO−. The goal is to measure the energy for loss
of O atom to form the carboxylate RCOO−. Combined with gas-phase acidities determined
recently in Selected Ion Flow Tube experiments by the group of Prof. Veronica M. Bierbaum
(University of Colorado) [3] and known values for the carboxylate anions, these measurements
will yield the enthalpies of formation for the peroxycarboxylate anions and the neutral
peroxycarboxylic conjugate acids, for which the thermochemistry is poorly established.
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Bierbaum and coworkers developed a four-step reaction scheme to produce the
peroxycarboxylate anions with HOO− + RCOOCH3 as the final step. We have successfully
produced the peroxyacetate anion with our flow tube reactor ion source and have conducted
preliminary dissociation experiments in our guided ion beam tandem mass spectrometer [4].
We recently further developed multiwell and multiple transition state statistical rate
theory (RRKM and phase-space theory) models to analyze the competitive collision-induced
dissociation of proton-bound dimers of carboxylate anions [5], e.g., [RCOO··H··OOCR′]−, which
possess multiple low-energy conformations in the doubly hydrogen-bonded complexes. The
relative dissociation energies provide the gas-phase acidity difference between the two
carboxylic acids. These methods are now being applied to analyze collision-induced dissociation
experiments on polyyne anions, HC2n− (n = 2, 3, 4), hydrogen bonded with reference acids such
as H2S and CH3CHO [6]. Because the polyyne carbon acids form weak hydrogen bonds, the
potential energy surfaces of the proton-bound complexes typically have two minima, [RH··X]−
and [R··HX]− with an intermediate barrier. Density functional theory calculations are used to
characterize the potential energy surface along the two dissociation coordinates and multi-well
transition state theory is used to characterize the sensitivity of the modeling of the product
branching fractions on the barrier height. The goal of this work is to refine the gas-phase
acidities of the polyynes, which will allow a better determination of the energies of the polyynyl
radicals, HC≡C–C≡C·, HC≡C–C≡C–C≡C·, and HC≡C–C≡C–C≡C–C≡C·, using previously
measured electron affinities [7, 8].
B. Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Obtaining C–H or O–H bond dissociation energies, and the enthalpies of formation of the
resulting radicals, from gas-phase acidities relies upon the negative ion thermochemical cycle
[2],
D(R–H) = ΔacidH(RH) + EA(R·) – IE(H),
and thus the electron affinity (EA) of the radical species. The electron affinities may be
accurately determined by photoelectron spectroscopy of the anions (conjugate base of the neutral
acid). Analysis of the negative ion photoelectron spectra is accomplished via Franck-Condon
simulations of the vibronic transitions. Over the past year, we have collaborated with the groups
of Prof. W. Carl Lineberger and Prof. J. Mathias Weber (both at JILA, University of Colorado,
Boulder) in Franck-Condon modeling of photoelectron spectroscopy experiments. In particular,
we extended and improved our PESCAL simulation program to allow (1) fitting of multiple
electronic transitions simultaneously, (2) fits in the original time or velocity domains for time-offlight spectrometer or velocity-mapped imaging experiments in addition to the electron kinetic
energy domain for electrostatic energy analyzers, (3) simulation of threshold photoionization
efficiency curves, (4) simulations of Franck-Condon intensities for hindered internal torsional
modes, and (5) treatment of transitions with large geometry changes that require use of
curvilinear coordinates.
In collaboration with the Weber group, we modeled the Franck-Condon intensities of
their near-threshold photoelectron spectra of nitromethane, CH3NO2−, which employed velocitymapped imaging techniques [9]. Velocity-domain simulations were used the simulate the spectra
and helped to verify the assignment of the electron origin and an electron affinity with improved
precision. In the anion, the internal torsion around the C—N bond is hindered, while the neutral
is essentially a free rotor. We determined the torsional energy levels from ab initio potential
energy curves (solving the 1D Schrodinger equation with a free-rotor basis set [10]) and then
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calculated the torsional Franck-Condon factors [11, 12] for comparison with the experimental
spectra.
Our continuing collaboration with the Lineberger group has recently involved FranckCondon analyses of new spectra of the CX2− and HCX2− (X = Cl, Br, I) systems. For CX2− the
experiments resolved a 10-year controversy regarding the singlet-triplet energy gaps of the
neutral dihalomethylene radicals [13]. Simultaneous fitting of the singlet and triplet transition
Franck-Condon profiles aided that effort. For HCX2−, the large geometry change between the
pyramidal anion and the pseudo-planar neutral dihalomethyl radical results in a complete
breakdown of the conventional computational techniques for treating normal mode vibrations in
terms of mass-weighted Cartesian displacements and force fields [14]. We have modified PESCAL
to use (non-orthogonal) curvilinear internal coordinates for the Franck-Condon simulations
including the effects of Duschinsky rotation [15] between the normal mode coordinate systems
of the anion and neutral electronic states. This work is currently in progress. Initial results show
reasonable agreement in the case of HCCl2− with more sophisticated quantum mechanical
treatments by additional collaborator Prof. Anne McCoy (Ohio State University) for the three
strongly coupled CH pyramidal bending mode, CCl2 symmetric bend, and CCl2 symmetric
bending vibrational modes [16]. Our PESCAL code has been used by several other groups
recently, for example references [17-21].
III. Future Work
Experimental work will continue on the ion thermochemistry experiments detailed above
and related work involving proton affinities in cationic systems. We are also further developing
our quadrupole ion trap/time-of-flight mass spectrometer apparatus [22, 23] with future
applications related to combustion systems.
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I.

Program Scope

The fundamental goal of this program is to develop the experimental techniques, diagnostics, interpretive concepts, and pattern-recognition schemes needed to reveal and understand how large-amplitude motions
are encoded in the vibration-rotation energy level structure of small, gas-phase, combustion-relevant polyatomic molecules. We are focusing our efforts on unimolecular isomerization in several prototypical systems,
including the HNC ↔ HCN and HCCH ↔ CCH2 isomerization systems. We are developing chirped-pulse
millimeter wave (CPmmW) spectroscopy as a technique that can be used in conjunction with Stimulated
Emission Pumping (SEP) and the Stark effect to populate and identify molecular states with high excitation
in local vibrational modes, which are of key importance in understanding isomerization processes.

II.
A.

Recent Progress
CPmmW Spectrometer and Acrylonitrile Photolysis

Chirped-Pulse Millimeter-Wave (CPmmW) spectroscopy is the first truly broadband technique for
Fourier-transform spectroscopy in the millimeter wave region. We designed the technique in collaboration
with the Brooks Pate research group at the University of Virginia, based on their pioneering Chirped-Pulse
Fourier-Transform Microwave (CPMW) spectrometer, which operates at frequencies up to 20 GHz. We
have built and tested a CPmmW spectrometer that operates in the 70–102 GHz frequency range. The
spectrometer can acquire up to 12 GHz of spectral bandwidth in a single shot, and initial tests indicate
significant advantage over existing millimeter-wave spectrometers in data acquisition speed.
The spectra in Figure 1 compare the CPmmW performance with that of the millimeter-wave absorption spectrometer previously used in the Field laboratory. The older spectrometer used a tunable W-band
Gunn oscillator as the radiation source and a liquid-helium-cooled InSb bolometer to detect absorption of
millimeter-wave power. In comparison with the scanned absorption spectrum in Figure 1.A, the Fouriertransform CPmmW spectrometer is capable of obtaining a spectrum (Figures 1.B and 1.C) of forty times
greater spectral width with two times greater signal-to-noise ratio at comparable resolution in half the
acquisition time.
The spectrum shown in Figure 1 can also be used to demonstrate the advantage of the CPmmW
spectrometer over the previous state of the art, the millimeter-wave Fabry-Perot cavity spectrometer of
Yamamoto, which would have required four times as long to collect a similar spectrum. Although the Yamamoto spectrometer requires only a few averages per ∼2 MHz cavity bandwidth step to achieve comparable
signal-to-noise, the collection rate of their spectrometer is limited by the time required to tune the cavity
at each frequency step to a maximum scanning rate of 1 GHz / hour. The necessity for long averaging
times in our CPmmW setup arises from the fact that we have insufficient power available to achieve optimal
polarization of the sample. For a molecule with a 1 D transition dipole moment, ∼1 W is required to achieve
a π/2 polarization over a 4 GHz chirp bandwidth in 500 ns, but our spectrometer only generates 30 mW.
We therefore expect that the sensitivity of the technique will improve significantly as the power available in
the millimeter-wave region increases.
Another advantage of the CPmmW technique is that it can be used to obtain spectra with meaningful
relative intensity information since all the frequency resolution elements of the spectrum are obtained and
averaged in every shot. Fluctuations in laser intensity and other laboratory conditions made relative line
intensities semi-quantitive at best in previous millimeter-wave spectrometers. We plan to put the accurate
intensity information of our CPmmW spectrometer to use in our investigation of the photolysis dynamics
of acrylonitrile at 193 nm. By measuring the nascent distribution of vibrational states in the photolysis
products, we hope to shed light on the photolysis mechanism, and in particular on the controversy concerning
the HCN/HNC product channels. The CPmmW spectrometer is a tool ideally suited to this investigation,
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because it can be used to make simultaneous measurements of the J = 1–0 rotational transitions of many
vibrational levels of both HCN and HNC that occur within a relatively narrow spectral region from 87–92
GHz. The intensities of all the lines will be averaged simultaneously over fluctuations in the photolysis laser
power, allowing the determination of accurate relative intensities.

Figure 1:

The performance of the CPmmW spectrometer is compared with that of the millimeter-wave absorption spectrometer
previously used in the Field lab. Panel A displays a 100 MHz bandwidth spectrum centered on the OCS J = 6 − 5 transition
recorded using the scanned absorption spectrometer. The signal-to-noise ratio is 670 and the acquisition time was 100 minutes.
Panel B displays a 4 GHz bandwidth CPmmW spectrum centered on the same OCS transition. The signal-to-noise ratio is
1500 and the acquisition time was 50 minutes. Panel C shows a vertical zoom of the spectrum in which lines arising from
isotopomers and excited vibrational states are labeled.

We have already made preliminary tests of the CPmmW experiment on acrylonitrile photolysis products. A survey spectrum of the photolysis products is shown in Figure 2. Rotational transitions of acrylonitrile, HCN, HNC and HCCCN are assigned in the figure. Note that after 1000 averages, only one line from
vibrationally excited HCN is visible over the noise. However, many more lines are expected to be present
below the noise threshold of the current spectrometer.
HCN (0 00 0)
J = 1-0

F = 2-1

HCN (0 20 0)
J = 1-0

HNC (0 00 0)
J = 1-0

F = 1-1
F = 0-1

C2H3CN
JKa Kc = 918-817

C2H3CN, JKa Kc = 515-415

HCCCN
J = 10-9
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Figure 2:

A survey CPmmW spectrum of the products of 193 nm photolysis of acrylonitrile. A mixture of 1% acrylonitrile
in Ar is expanded in a supersonic jet and photolyzed at 193 nm by a focused beam from an ArF excimer laser (∼4 mJ). ∼20
µs after the photolysis pulse, a chirped millimeter-wave pulse interacts with the molecular beam and the Fourier-transform
spectrum is obtained after averaging the time-domain FID from 1000 pulses (∼2 minutes).
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B.

High- and low-barrier unimolecular isomerization in S0 and S1 HCCH

The goal of our studies on the acetylene ↔ vinylidene system is to observe barrier-proximal states.
Many studies have demonstrated that the vibrational eigenstates of acetylene and similar molecules undergo
a normal-to-local transition in which the normal modes appropriate to describe small displacements from
the equilibrium geometry evolve into local modes in which the excitation is isolated in a single C-H bond
stretch or ∠CCH bend. The evolution of vibrational character is of particular interest in the acetylene
bending system because the local bending vibration bears a strong resemblance to the reaction coordinate
for isomerization from acetylene to vinylidene, with one hydrogen moving a large distance off of the C-C
bond axis while the other hydrogen remains relatively stationary.
1.

Experimental population of lowest energy local-bender eigenstates

While the existence of local bender eigenstates in S0 acetylene has been predicted by a variety of
theoretical models, including effective Hamiltonian fits to the available experimental data, experimental
verification of the character of these states has been difficult to achieve. We recently observed the first direct
evidence of the S0 local bender states. Using local bender pluck states on the S1 surface as SEP intermediates,
we recorded spectra that show a degenerate pair of levels with g/u symmetries in the energy region where
the local benders are predicted to emerge. The observed degeneracy corresponds with expectations for
the local bender states. The large geometric distortions associated with these states should lead to large
vibrationally-averaged dipole moments, which will distinguish them from ergodic states.
2.

Observation and theoretical treatment of vibrational levels of S1 cis acetylene

Aside from its utility as an intermediate for studying highly excited vibrational states of the S0
surface, the S1 state also presents the possibility of observing low-barrier isomerization from its transgeometry minimum to a local energy minimum at a cis geometry. This process has been the focus of many
theoretical studies, but it has been difficult to study experimentally because, though the trans minimum
has been exhaustively characterized, the transition from the ground electronic state to the S1 cis geometry
is electronically forbidden and no transitions to this conformer have previously been observed. In the course
of characterizing the S1 surface, several vibrational levels were observed which could not be ascribed to
S1 -trans or other electronic states. S1 -cis seems a likely candidate for explaining these interloper levels,
which were, surprisingly, observed below the energy of the calculated barrier to trans-cis isomerization, and
must therefore owe their intensity to mixing via tunneling with trans-geometry-localized states.
Simulated and experimental DF spectra (33 → S0)
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Figure 3:

The dispersed fluorescence (DF) spectrum of the 3v3 level calculated from the 3D DVR wavefunctions (downward)
is compared with the experimental spectrum (upward). The discrepancies in the intensities are due partially to the fractionation
of bright states in the experimental spectrum into some eigenstates that are non-existent in the reduced dimension calculation,
and partially to the neglect of the CH stretch coordinates when calculating the transition dipole moment.

As part of our investigation of the cis-well states, we undertook a discrete variable representation
(DVR) calculation to obtain information about the delocalized wavefunctions of S1 . Our reduced dimension
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DVR was designed to capture the planar isomerization dynamics due to modes v2 , v3 , and v6 . The initial
results appear to corroborate our assignments of the interloper levels to the cis well. Since the same type
of calculation can be performed for the S0 state, we have also been able to simulate absorption, dispersed
fluorescence, and SEP spectra (Fig. 3). We hope to use this capability to interpret and assign complicated
experimental spectra, as well as identify appropriate intermediate states for experiments that will probe
chemically interesting regions of the potential energy surface.

III.

Future Work

We plan to continue to improve the sensitivity of our CPmmW spectrometer by taking advantage of
new millimeter-wave technology and by incorporating a slit-jet molecular beam chamber. These enhancements will enable us to measure the populations of vibrationally-excited acrylonitrile photolysis products
and locate the acetylene local bender states. Combining our S1 DVR results with the survey capability of
CPmmW/DF spectra will guide us towards conclusive SEP expriments. We will record Stark effect spectra
of the S0 highly vibrationally excited levels, in order to measure the large predicted vibrationally-averaged
dipole moments of the barrier-proximal states. The accurate CPmmW intensity information will enable us
to resolve the controversy over the photolysis mechanism of acrylonitrile.
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Introduction
A few years ago our work took a new direction and is now focused on
fundamental chemical events taking place on carbon surfaces1,2 with the intent of
shedding light on their role in mediating the formation of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) from small molecular precursors and the growth of soot
particles.3 One of the exciting developments in this area of research has been the
discovery of techniques for preparing and studying single graphite sheets or
graphene, a two-dimensional material whose chemical reactivity is substantially
greater than that of multi-sheet graphite.1,2,4,5 In addition the electronic and
structural properties of graphene are quite unusual and depend on both the size
and shape of the graphene flakes, which are themselves essentially giant PAHs.
Graphene is, thus, an interesting model system in which to study the kind of
carbon chemistry that is likely to shed light on the properties of soot-like
materials. Interest in soot is ultimately driven by the environmental and health
implications arising from its formation in combustion reactions (particularly those
involving heavier, diesel fuels), which are nearly ubiquitous throughout our
society.3
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) has become a powerful tool for
interfacial studies of structure and chemistry mainly because of its ability to
investigate surface structure and dynamics with molecular or even atomic
resolution. For example, the same region of a surface can be investigated before
and after exposure to reactive species using STM tip engagement techniques1,2,
thereby extracting information about reaction mechanisms localized at single
atomic surface sites. In terms of chemical reactivity, the edges of large PAHs and
the surfaces of soot particles in the third stage of growth are analogous to the
edges of pits, defect sites and step edges on graphite and graphene. Exposure of
well characterized, defected graphite and graphene surfaces to oxygen or
hydrocarbon fuels (e.g. C2H2) in a controlled manner under ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) conditions, thus, provides an opportunity to investigate the fundamental
chemical steps involved in carbon chemistry and soot formation.
Results: Graphene on Metal Surfaces
Since many soot particles, especially those formed from diesel fuel, are
impregnated with heavy metal atoms, which are virtually certain to affect particle
reactivity,6,7 the interactions between carbon and metals or metal oxides are
important for obtaining a full understanding of soot chemistry. We have pursued a
number of experiments involving the interaction of PAHs and graphene with
metals, for example, the chemistry of hexabenzocoronene on ruthenium metal.8
This large PAH molecule remains intact on ruthenium, even at high temperatures.
In quite remarkable contrast is the behavior of hexabenzocoronene (HBC)
on a single crystal cobalt (0001) surface.9 After vacuum deposition on a clean Co
surface, HBC decomposes with relatively mild heating to form flakes of graphene
that are in excellent registry with the metal atoms on the Co surface. Experiments
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were performed using a low-temperature scanning tunneling microscope in a
UHV chamber, whose base pressure was 3x10-11 Torr. A cobalt single crystal with
(0001) orientation was cleaned in-situ by repeated cycles of argon sputtering and
subsequent thermal annealing at 570 K. Contorted hexabenzocoronene
molecules8,9 were deposited onto a 300 K, clean Co(0001) surface by vacuum
evaporation inside the UHV chamber. (Hexabenzocoronene (HBC) consists of a
coronene core and 6 benzene rings around the outside. Because of steric hindrance
the molecule is not flat, with alternate benzenes above and below the coronene
plane.) Following this procedure, the substrate and sample were annealed in-situ
at 600 K for 20 min in order to grow graphene flakes using HBC molecules as the
carbon source. The graphene flakes were then characterized by Low TemperatureSTM at 4.9 K. The low drift rate and stability of this device provides both
superior quality images and a platform on which to perform STS experiments that
have the potential to unravel the electronic structure and even the vibrational
signature of molecular adsorbates.
These graphene on Co(0001) samples have an on-top overlayer structure
wherein one of two carbon atoms in the graphene unit cell sits directly above an
underlying metal atom (on-top position or A-site). The on-top registry along with
the measured height of the graphene layer (~2.2 Å) is quite consistent with
theoretical calculations for the similar system of graphene on Ni(111). It is also
noteworthy that the inter-atomic distance between metal atoms on Co(0001) (and
Ni(111)) almost perfectly matches the distance between every other carbon atom
in graphene (lattice mismatch < 2%), which favors epitaxial growth of graphene
on these substrates.
Graphene flakes with zigzag edges and nearly triangular shapes, whose
lateral dimensions are 2~4 nm, can be readily seen on the Co surface. At a voltage
corresponding to tunneling at EF - 0.15 eV, (EF is the Fermi energy) triangular
flakes with zigzag edges exhibit enhanced tunneling along the peripheries. This
indicates that a high proportion of the density of electronic states (DOS) is
spatially localized near the edge regions of these triangular soot nanoflakes at this
specific energy level where there is a peak in the normalized STS conductance
spectrum.
Soot nanoflakes with zigzag edges but having a hexagonal shape have also
been observed in these experiments. Several of these flakes exhibit point-like
defects inside the hexagonal graphene samples that are likely to be reactive sites
for molecules such as acetylene. It will be interesting to compare the chemistry at
these sites with that of defected graphite by performing experiments similar to
those described in our earlier work involving defected graphite and acetylene.
As in the case of the triangular graphene nanoflakes, tunneling at a voltage
corresponding to EF - 0.17 eV shows relatively bright features along the periphery
of hexagonal structures. However, this feature is less distinct than that of similar
images for triangular flakes. It is interesting to note here that a recent theoretical
argument10 suggests that the edge states of hexagonal graphene flakes have less
edge character (more bulk character) than those of triangular flakes and leak more
into the inner region of the sample.
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These results show that soot-like graphene nanoflakes can be formed on
Co surfaces. In addition the electronic structure of these samples differs
depending on their geometric shape and can be readily probed by STM/STS. The
coupling of the graphene flakes to the metal surface as well as the relative
reactivity of different shaped flakes is presently under study. Nevertheless, the
possibility of correlating the electronic state energies and their spatial distribution
to subsequent chemistry is certainly a fruitful direction in which to pursue future
experiments.
Present and Future Experimental Program
It should be possible to probe the reaction mechanism via which HBC breaks up
and recombines on cobalt to form sizeable graphene flakes. Single molecule
manipulation with the STM can be used to bring two HBC molecules in close
proximity to each other, while temperature control can be used to mediate the rate
of reaction leading to the formation of these large organized structures.
Considerable insight into the mechanism for PAH chemistry on metals should be
forthcoming from such a series of experiments.
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Quantitative Imaging Diagnostics for Reacting Flows
Jonathan H. Frank
Combustion Research Facility
Sandia National Laboratories
Livermore, CA 94551-0969
jhfrank@sandia.gov
Program Scope
The primary objective of this project is the development and application of laser-based imaging
diagnostics for studying the interactions of fluid dynamics and chemical reactions in reacting flows.
Imaging diagnostics provide temporally and spatially resolved measurements of species, temperature, and
velocity distributions over a wide range of length scales. Multi-dimensional measurements are necessary
to determine spatial correlations, scalar and velocity gradients, flame orientation, curvature, and
connectivity. Current efforts in the Advanced Imaging Laboratory focus on planar laser-induced
fluorescence and Rayleigh scattering techniques for probing the detailed structure of both isolated flowflame interactions and turbulent flames. The investigation of flow-flame interactions is of fundamental
importance in understanding the coupling between transport and chemistry in turbulent flames. These
studies require the development of new imaging diagnostic techniques to measure key species in the
hydrocarbon-chemistry mechanism as well as to image rates of reaction and dissipation. Recent advances
in diagnostic capabilities enable us to probe the temporal evolution of turbulent flames as well.

Recent Progress
Dissipation length scales in turbulent jet flames and non-reacting jets
High-resolution imaging of laser Rayleigh scattering in turbulent jet flames has provided insights
into the dynamic structure of the thermal dissipation field [1-3]. These insights motivated a series of
studies on scalar dissipation in non-reacting jets. Detailed comparisons of measurements in the near field
of a turbulent CH4/H2/N2 jet flame with Re=15,200 and in non-reacting propane jets with Reynolds
numbers from 7,200 to 21,700 reveal the effects of heat release on the turbulence dissipation structures.
For example, Fig. 1 compares radial profiles of the cutoff length scale, C, of the dissipation spectrum for
the jet flame and the non-reacting jets. In the flame,C has a distinctly different dependence on the radial
location as a result of increased dissipation length scales and changes in the orientation of the dissipation
structures at elevated temperatures. This jet flame is a target flame in the TNF Workshop, and the
insights from these experiments are being used in the development of turbulent combustion models, as
described in the following section.

Figure 1. Radial profiles of the axial and radial dissipation cutoff scales at x/d=5. The red curve corresponds to
the CH4/H2/N2 jet flame (DLR-A), and the remaining solid curves correspond to the non-reacting propane jets.
The dotted lines show the grid spacing of an 82M LES grid designed from the experimental results.
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Coupling imaging diagnostics and large eddy simulations
Comparisons of experiments and large eddy simulations (LES) provide a unique opportunity for
advancing our understanding of the spatial structures and temporal evolution of turbulent flames. We are
developing a systematic approach for comparing laser-based imaging measurements and LES of turbulent
non-premixed flames in collaboration with Joe Oefelein (Sandia). Experimental studies of turbulent jet
flames and non-reacting jets are coupled with high-fidelity LES calculations to understand more clearly
how LES represents small scale mixing and what the effect of resolution is on the time evolving
dissipation fields. We are currently studying the effects of LES filter size on the evolution of scalar
mixing processes and its implications for the development of improved turbulent combustion models.
Figure 2 shows sample measurements of the instantaneous mixture fraction and scalar dissipation fields in
the near field of a non-reacting turbulent propane jet with the LES computational domain that was
designed using the measured cutoff length scales in Fig. 1.
We are investigating differences in spatial and temporal averaging in the experiments and
simulations. One of the challenges of comparing LES calculations and measurements is that the
simulations track the evolution of resolved-scale fields, which can lead to the development of very
different turbulence structures than are observed in the instantaneous measurements. To demonstrate this
point, we spatially filtered single-shot Rayleigh images such that the effective spatial resolution of the
filtered measurements matched the resolved scale in a series of LES calculations with different grids.
Figure 3 shows a sample single-shot measurement that was filtered using a progression of grids with
subsequent refinements of a factor of two in each direction. The morphology of these filtered dissipation
structures are very different from those predicted by LES (see abstract of J. Oefelein), indicating the
effects of temporal coalescence and dispersion errors even when using a highly refined LES grid with cell
sizes on the order of the dissipation cutoff length scales. Furthermore, a comparison of the relative
dimensions of the dissipation structures and the grid cells indicates that LES calculations must account for
the overlap of dissipation structures in the sub-grid and resolved scales. The limited quantity of
dissipation structures in each LES grid cell indicates that widely used assumptions regarding the sampling
of statistically significant quantities of turbulence structures within each grid cell must be carefully
examined. The anisotropy of the dissipation structures, particularly in the jet flame, must also be
considered. The results of these comparisons represent a first step in the development of a systematic
approach for comparing imaging diagnostics and LES.

Figure 2. Single-shot laser Rayleigh scattering measurements of mixture fraction and scalar dissipation in a
turbulent non-reacting propane jet at x/d=5, 10, 20. Jet Reynolds number is 14,200. The computational domain
and grid for companion LES calculations are shown on the left.
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Figure 3. Effects of spatial filtering on single-shot measurements of mixture fraction (top row) and scalar dissipation
(bottom row) in a non-reacting propane jet of Re=14,200 at x/d = 10. The image width is 16.1 mm. The dissipation
images show the local grid distributions corresponding to three different LES calculations. The width of the
smoothing kernel varies throughout the image according the corresponding LES grids.

High-repetition rate imaging for studying temporal evolution of turbulent flames
We are developing a high-repetition rate imaging facility in the Advanced Imaging Laboratory to
complement our current imaging approaches. This new capability will significantly enhance our research
program by enabling us to probe the complex time history of interactions between turbulent flows and
flames. Measurements of time history effects are particularly important for understanding intermittent
phenomena, such as localized extinction and re-ignition. This information is not available from our other
imaging systems, which provide ensemble statistics using instantaneous snapshot measurements that are
temporally uncorrelated. As a first step in developing this new imaging facility, we recently added the
capability of high-repetition rate laser-induced fluorescence imaging. This system consists of a 10 kHz
tunable dye laser for LIF excitation and an intensified CMOS camera for detection. Initial investigations
are focusing on OH-LIF measurements of the temporal evolution of turbulent non-premixed jet flames
and lean premixed stratified CH4/air flames. We are leveraging our current capabilities through
collaborations with other groups that have additional high-repetition rate imaging equipment, including
W. Meier (DLR Stuttgart, Germany) and A. Dreizler (Technical University of Darmstadt, Germany).

Future Work
We plan to extend our studies of the effects of heat release on turbulent jets, and new results will
be coupled with Joe Oefelein’s LES calculations. Measurements of turbulence microscales will be used
to develop accurate sub-grid scale models. Knowledge gained from comparisons of experiments and LES
of passive scalar mixing will be incorporated into our studies of turbulent jet flames. Flame studies will
address the challenges of modeling localized extinction and re-ignition. We also plan to investigate
extinction and re-ignition in isolated flow-flame interactions with a focus on dimethyl ether and ethylene
as fuels. Comparisons with DNS of Jackie Chen (Sandia) will be used to evaluate the coupling of
transport and flame chemistry over a range of thermochemical conditions. These studies will include the
use of picosecond two-photon LIF imaging of atomic hydrogen to study preferential diffusion of
hydrogen in collaboration with Tom Settersten (Sandia).
The new high-repetition rate imaging capability will be coupled with high-resolution, lowrepetition rate diagnostics. These combined approaches will be useful in determining the sequence of
events that create and destroy the detailed structures that we observe with high-resolution single-shot
measurements of turbulent flames. Events leading to localized extinction and re-ignition will be studied.
Studies of stratified combustion are a new component of our research. Local variations in fuel/air
mixtures exist in practical combustion devices, and the effects of stratification on turbulent premixed
flames are not well understood. We plan to conduct detailed studies of turbulent stratified flames in
collaboration with experimental and computational groups from TU Darmstadt, Cambridge University,
and Sandia. These collaborations are supported in part by the Leverhulme Trust of the UK.
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MECHANISM AND DETAILED MODELING OF SOOT FORMATION
Principal Investigator: Michael Frenklach
Department of Mechanical Engineering
The University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720-1740
Phone: (510) 643-1676; E-mail: myf@me.berkeley.edu
Project Scope: Soot formation is one of the key environmental problems associated with
operation of practical combustion devices. Mechanistic understanding of the phenomenon has
advanced significantly in recent years, shifting the focus of discussion from conceptual
possibilities to specifics of reaction kinetics. However, along with the success of initial models
comes the realization of their shortcomings. This project focuses on fundamental aspects of
physical and chemical phenomena critical to the development of predictive models of soot
formation in the combustion of hydrocarbon fuels, as well as on computational techniques for the
development of predictive reaction models and their economical application to CFD simulations.
The work includes theoretical and numerical studies of gas-phase chemistry of gaseous soot
particle precursors, soot particle surface processes, particle aggregation into fractal objects, and
development of economical numerical approaches to reaction kinetics.
Recent Progress:
A New Graphene Edge Surface Kinetics Model (with R. Whitesides)
Graphene, large polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH), has become an important surrogate for
theoretical studies of soot particle surface. Recently, graphene has also gained interest in the
areas of condensed physics, materials science, and physical chemistry for its interesting physical
and chemical properties. We have investigated graphene-edge chemistry in high temperature
environments with the goal of developing predictive reaction models for soot growth in
combustion. The gained knowledge may also help in manufacturing graphene in such
environments.
In the previous years, in collaboration with William Lester’s group, we performed theoretical
analysis of elementary reactions occurring on zigzag graphene edges. We have identifies several
new reaction classes, among them migration of lone five-member rings along the zigzag edge,
their transformations into six-member rings, and, most recently, migration of five-member rings
embedded into six-member-ring layers (for references, see the List of Publications).
The migration of lone five-member rings was examined in kinetic Monte-Carlo (KMC)
simulations [M. Frenklach, C.A. Schuetz, J. Ping, Proc. Combust. Inst. 30:1389 (2005)]. During
the past year, we developed a new, detailed KMC (DKMC) model for growth of zigzag edges of
graphene. The new model extends the previous KMC model in several important aspects.
The first alteration to the previous model is inclusion of more individually-resolved surface
species. The steady-state assumption used for intermediate elementary reactions of “single step”
transformation in the kinetic mechanism was found to be inadequate in some cases due to long
lived intermediates. Removal of these assumptions has necessitated a more fine-grained
description of surface species, and hence the new model can be qualified as detailed.
The second improvement to the previous model is the inclusion of many more reaction steps.
A total of 41 surface transformations are included in the new model. Reactions forming five- and
six-member ring complexes and those describing embedded five-member rings are of particular
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interest. Rate coefficients for the reactions have been taken from experimental data, quantum
chemical calculations, or assigned based on analogy to other reactions when data were not
available.
Finally, because of the incorporation of five-member rings, substrates become curved and
substrate geometry cannot be described by a two-dimensional lattice as it was previously.
Instead, the new KMC model has been linked to the TINKER molecular mechanics package
which provides geometry optimization routine with the MM3 potential. This approach properly
accounts for substrate curvature while maintaining physically accurate bonding and geometric
configuration of the growing substrates.
Five different initial molecular substrates were used in the simulations: pyrene, coronene,
pentacene, decacene, isosacene. Pyrene and coronene were allowed to grow on all sides and thus
were used to simulate the initial stages of soot-precursor growth. The linear species, pentacene,
decacene, and isosacene, were used as models for surface growth and hence the lower row of
carbon atoms was not allowed to react. The simulations were run isothermally, at temperatures
1500, 2000, and 2500 K. As in our prior simulations, the nominal gas phase composition was
xC2H2 = xH2 = 0.1 and xH = 0.01. The environment was held constant over the entire simulation.
Simulations were typically run for 5 ms. In some cases simulations were halted early, due to
inconsistency developed between the bonding described by the kinetic simulation and the
geometry optimization.
Representative examples of structures resulting from pyrene growth at the three temperatures
are shown in the figure below.

1500 K

2000 K

2500 K

Visual inspection of these structures indicates that five-member-ring incorporation is most
frequent at the lower temperature and less so as temperature increases.
The analysis of all DKMC results indicated that the growing layers become significantly
curved regardless of temperature or initial substrate, although lower temperatures lead to higher
degree of curvature caused by higher inclusion of five-member rings. Calculated growth rates lie
mainly in the range of 104 to 105 C-atom/s, in agreement with the previous KMC model and with
experimental data. Quantitative analysis of growth rates and the degree of five-member-ring
incorporation into growing substrates indicated that substrates become kinetically similar as they
grow, irrespective of their initial configuration. The convergence of the growth rates to their
respective limiting behaviors happened more quickly at 1500 and 2000 K than it did at 2500 K.
At 1500 K, the growth rates for all substrates decreased with time. This decrease was caused
by formation of unreactive regions through inclusion of five-member rings. No such decline in
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reactivity was seen at higher temperatures. It is possible that these computational results
reproduce one of the features of the experimentally observed phenomenon referred to as soot
aging.
Local Electornic Structure and Stability of Pentacene Oxyradicals (with D. Yu. Zubarev,
N. Robertson, D. Domin, J. McClean, J. Wang, W. A. Lester, Jr., R. Whitesides, and X. You)
During the past year, we turned our attention to soot oxidation. As the first step in this direction,
we started, in collaboration with William Lester’s group, examination of the thermodynamic
stability of critical oxygenated intermediates. The initial analysis revealed a somewhat
unexpectedly pronounced, yet systematic, trend in the relative stability of graphene-edge
oxyradicals. A series of pentacene oxyradicals were selected for a detailed theoretical study.
The results revealed that the relative stability of the oxyradical species can be rationalized on the
basis of the concept of local aromaticity. Qualitative and quantitative measures of delocalized
bonding showed that formation of the π-aromatic fragments associated with different
prototypical π-aromatic systems explains the relative energies and thermodynamic stabilities of
one-dimensional graphene-edge oxyradicals.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations of PAH Dimerization: Dimerization of Aliphatically-linked and
Oxygenated PAH (with N. Robertson, R. Whitesides, and D. Wong)
In pursuit of mechanistic understanding of soot nucleation, collisions between aromatic
molecules were investigated using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with on-the-fly
quantum forces. Simulations were conducted at a temperature of 1600 K, with vibrationally and
rotationally equilibrated colliders, investigating the formation of dimers for a series of aromatic
hydrocarbons. Our previous studies explored the phenomena of PAH dimerization by
performing the MD simulations for a wide range of peri-condensed PAHs (PCAH), from pyrene
up to coronene, as well as for aromatic molecules linked by aliphatic chains (AALH). The
results demonstrated the feasibility of dimerization of these aromatic hydrocarbons at flame
conditions. The dynamics of the dimerization process consist of the absorption and trapping of
the energy from the intermolecular modes into the rotational and vibrational modes of the
molecules. The dominant trend observed in the MD simulations was an increase in the dimer
lifetime with an increase in molecular mass (Publication 13).
During the past year, we performed additional MD simulations examining collisions between
PCAH and AALH. The results appeared to be close to those obtained in collisions among
PCAHs and those among AALH and to follow the same trend with the molecular mass as PCAH
and AALH. Likewise, new results obtained with a series of oxygen-containing PAH essentially
fell together with those of PCAHs (the results are reported in Publication 16).
Future Plans
Graphene Layer Growth and Oxidation Chemistry: We will continue exploration of reactions on
graphene edges. This work will be performed in collaboration with William Lester’s group,
performing DFT analysis of the reaction systems and then QMC analysis on most critical
reaction steps identified in the prior DFT studies. For every reaction system, a complete set of
rate coefficients will be established in master-equation solutions.
Graphene Layer Evolution: We will continue exploration of the evolution of graphene sheets
through our newly-developed detailed KMC approach, by inclusion of additional reaction steps
as they become available and by extending the simulation conditions and constrains.
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Developing Models for Representing Combustion Chemistry at Varying Levels of Complexity to
Use with Models for Laminar and Turbulent Flow Fields to Describe Combustion Processes:
The collaboration with the Sandia group of Habib Najm has continued on the combination of the
CSP-slow-manifold projection method and PRISM to construct an adaptive reduced-order model
for stiff dynamical systems.
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Computer-Aided Construction of Chemical Kinetic Models
William H. Green, MIT Department of Chemical Engineering,
77 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02139. email: whgreen@mit.edu
Project Scope
The combustion chemistry of even simple fuels can be extremely complex,
involving hundreds or thousands of kinetically significant species. The most reasonable
way to deal with this complexity is to use a computer not only to numerically solve the
kinetic model, but also to construct the kinetic model in the first place. Our research
spans a wide range from quantum chemical calculations on individual molecules and
elementary-step reactions, through the development of improved rate/thermo estimation
procedures, the creation of algorithms and software for constructing and solving the
simulations, the invention of methods for model-reduction while maintaining error
control, through comparisons with experiment. We are developing methods needed to
make computer-construction of accurate combustion models practical, as well as tools to
make it feasible to handle and solve the resulting large kinetic models, even in
multidimensional reacting flows. Many of the parameters in the models are derived from
quantum chemistry, and the models are compared with experimental data measured in
our lab or in collaboration with other researchers.
Recent Progress
The main focus of our research continues to be the development of methodology
for constructing, reducing, and solving combustion simulations (including computing the
rate coefficients and thermochemistry) [1-6,8-13], supplemented by experimental
measurements [2,3,7,8,11,12,14]. With funding from NSF, we are integrating our
extensible open-source reaction-mechanism-generation software RMG
(http://rmg.sourceforge.net) with the PrIMe database (http://primekinetics.org). We
recently released RMG v.3.0, which builds kinetic models valid over the user-specified
range of pressure and temperature, and which automatically identifies and computes the
rates of chemically-activated reactions; this software has already been downloaded by
dozens of users. We continue to make progress in automated mechanism reduction, to
facilitate the use of detailed chemistry in reacting flow simulations[1,9,13], with a special
focus on controlling the error associated with approximating the chemistry with a reduced
model.[1,9] We directly measured the rate coefficients of several reactions of the vinyl
radical using laser flash photolysis.[4,11,12,14]
Future Plans
Curiously, our measured rate coefficients for addition of vinyl radical to different
alkenes do not follow the trend expected from Evans-Polanyi relations or the Hammond
postulate. Similar findings were previously reported based on quantum chemistry for
other addition reactions by Radom and by Marin. However, most existing large
combustion chemistry models use Evans-Polanyi or similar relations to estimate the rates
of addition reactions and their reverse beta-scission reactions. We have performed highlevel quantum calculations to understand this in detail, and have recently submitted our
explanation of this phenomena and a practical rate-estimation procedure for this case to J.
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Phys. Chem.. Reactions through the adduct compete with direct H-abstraction reactions
yielding resonantly-stabilized radicals; to quantitatively understand this competition we
plan to measure the branching ratio to allyl radical resulting from vinyl + propene.
We have computed the rates of many intramolecular reactions of ROO and
HOOQOO species. From these calculations we are currently developing more accurate
rate-estimation rules, which will allow us to build more accurate models for ignition and
cool flame chemistry. We are also collaborating with other research groups building large
kinetic models to develop a unified compendium of rate-estimation rules, and to identify
discrepancies.
We are incorporating a solution technique for the master equation based on an
approximation suggested by NJB Green into the next RMG update, this should allow
more accurate computations of k(T,P) at reasonable computational cost. The latest
version of RMG is using the Modified-Strong-Collision approximation, which is very
efficient, but which introduces errors up to about a factor of 3 in k(T,P) in unfavorable
cases.
Using the software we developed for fast multi-cycle HCCI engine simulations
[6], we have identified the mechanisms by which fuel composition affects the range of
operability of HCCI engines. We previously published papers explaining the fueldependence of the low-load-limit, and will soon submit manuscripts explaining fueldependent phenomena observed in HCCI engines near the high-load limit.
We have modeled McEnally & Pfefferle’s measurements on aromatic formation
in methane diffusion flames doped by various isomers of butanol and hexadiene. The
chemistry is fairly complicated, for example the hexadienes form cyclic C5 species, and
to compute several of the important reactions of these species, high-level quantum
chemistry and variational transition state theory is required. We have submitted a
manuscript on the reaction C5H5 + CH3, which ultimately leads to benzene, and have also
computed rates for C5H5 and C5H6 plus several C3 species (leading to styrene) which we
presented at the US Combustion meeting in mid-May. We expect to submit manuscripts
on the full flame simulations soon.
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Quantum Dynamics of Elementary Combustion Reactions
Hua Guo
Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology, University of New Mexico
ABSTRACT
Many combustion reactions are of complex-forming nature, in which the reaction
path is dominated by a deep potential well. One such example is the H + O2 → HO + O
reaction, which forms the bottleneck in combustion of hydrogen and hydrocarbon fuels.1
We have recently focused on the elucidation of the reaction dynamics of this important
combustion reaction using quantum mechanical approaches. The codes developed in our
group are based on the highly accurate and efficient Chebyshev propagator,2 and are
capable of calculating both initial state-resolved and state-to-state scattering attributes
including differential cross sections.3
Quantum mechanical characterization of such seemingly simple reactions is very
challenging. A large basis is often needed because of the deep well and the long-range
interactions in the product channel. In the wave packet approach, long propagation is also
expected because of the long-lived intermediate complex. The difficulties are
compounded by the floppy nature of the reaction intermediate, which renders many
commonly used dynamical approximations (e.g., the centrifugal sudden approximation)
inadequate. In addition, the barrierless reaction pathway requires a large number of
partial waves.
Very recently, we have (in
collaboration with D. Xie at Nanjing,
D. H. Zhang at DICP, and G. Lendvay
at Hungarian Academy of Sciences)
reported state-to-state differential cross
sections and product state distributions
(Fig. 1) for the H + O2 → HO + O
reaction,4 using an improved global
potential energy surface based on high
level ab initio calculations.5 An
interesting finding of this study is that
the reaction deviates significantly from
the statistical limit, and the deviation
increases with the collision energy.
These observations are consistent with
experimental findings,6,7 and in
support of the earlier quasi-classical
trajectory (QCT) work of Miller, who
found
significant
non-statistical
behaviors on several less-accurate
potential energy surfaces.8,9 It is now

Fig. 1 Upper panel: polar plot of the differential cross
section for the H + O2( υ =0, j =1) reaction at 1.036 eV of
collision energy. Lower panel: Comparison of the QM
rotational state distribution of OH (■) with the PST results
(●), GW-QCT results (▼), and available experimental data
(▲). The PST result normalized to the QM distribution
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well established, based on both our quantum and earlier QCT studies on several potential
energy surfaces, that this important combustion reaction has an intrinsic non-statistical
character.
Another unresolved problem associated with the H + O2 reaction is the
discrepancy between the measured and calculated rate constants.10 In a recent work (in
collaboration with G. Lendvay), we have examined the effect of reactant rotational
excitation on the rate constant.11 Evidence is presented to show that the O2 rotational
excitation can significantly enhance the reactivity. Detailed analysis has also been
presented for the origin of the enhancement.
We have also been interested in the reverse reaction OH + O → H + O2. In
collaboration with P. Honvault at Franche-Comte, we have reported QCT calculations of
the rate constant for this reaction,12 which is in good agreement with the earlier quantum
results except at very low temperatures. In another collaborative project with E. Herbst at
Ohio State, we have shown that the attenuated reactivity at very low temperatures could
be responsible for the low oxygen abundance in interstellar media.13
We have recently expanded our
quantum scattering codes to nonadiabatic systems. To this end, we
investigated the quantum dynamics of
the O(1D) + H2 → OH(X) + H reaction,
which is also dominated by a complexforming pathway. In this system, there
are three electronic states that are
involved in the reaction. The ground
11 A′ state has a deep well (H2O) and is
non-adiabatically coupled in the reactant
channel with the excited 21 A′ state. In
addition, there is an excited 11 A" state
that adiabatically correlates the reactants
with the products. We have recently
finished
an
elaborate
quantum
mechanical study of the reaction at the
state-to-state level on a single14 and
multiple potential energy surfaces.15
Because of a small barrier in the excited
state potential energy surface, the
reaction is dominated at low energies by
the ground state adiabatic pathway. As
expected, the differential cross section is
largely symmetrical in the forward and
backward directions.14 However, the
participation of the 11 A" state at higher
energies results in a backward bias, as
shown in Fig. 2, due apparently to the

Fig. 2 Comparison of the differential (upper panel) and
integral cross sections (lower panel) for the O(1D) + H2
reaction obtained from our quantum wave packet (WP)
calculations with previous theoretical and experimental
results.
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abstraction pathway on its potential energy surface. In addition, the total integral cross
section (Fig. 2) has an unusual shape, decreasing first and then increasing. Our results are
in good agreement with experimental data,16,17 which represent a significant improvement
over the earlier surface hopping trajectory results.18 Significant differences between the
quantum and QCT results have also been found for adiabatic dynamics, due apparently to
tunneling effects. It is shown that the rate constant obtained by considering quantum
dynamics in all three lowest-lying states is in near perfect agreement with experiment.
In addition to the aforementioned reaction dynamics studies, we have also carried
out a full-dimensional quantum study of the ammonia photodissociation dynamics.19 This
system is considered to be a prototype for understanding mode specificity in chemical
reactions. Several theoretical studies of molecular spectroscopy have also been reported
by our group.20-22
In the near future, we would like to expand the capacity of our state-to-state
quantum scattering codes to other non-adiabatic systems. One such system is the N(2D) +
H2 reaction, which is affected by the Renner-Teller coupling in linearity. We have
already constructed a highly accurate potential energy surface for the ground state of
NH2,23 and are working to develop the excited state potential energy surface with the
same accuracy. The other system is the NH3 photodissociation, which undergoes nonadiabatic transitions near a conical intersection. Our recent work has computed the
absorption spectrum19 and we are now working on the product state distributions. These
studies will shed light on the dramatic mode selectivity observed by the Crim group.24
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Gas-Phase Molecular Dynamics: High Resolution Spectroscopy and Collision
Dynamics of Transient Species
Gregory E. Hall and Trevor J. Sears
Department of Chemistry, Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, NY 11973-5000
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Program Scope
This research is carried out as part of the Gas-Phase Molecular Dynamics program in the Chemistry
Department at Brookhaven National Laboratory. High-resolution spectroscopy, augmented by theoretical
and computational methods, is used to investigate the structure and collision dynamics of chemical
intermediates in the elementary gas-phase reactions involved in combustion chemistry. Applications and
methods development are equally important experimental components of this work.
I.

Recent Progress

A. Sub-Doppler spectroscopy of radicals

Intensity (mV)

We have completed a series of experiments to measure spectral lines of the CN radical at sub-Doppler
resolution. These measurements provide insights into the radical’s hyperfine structure and provide
preliminary experience for us on the path to future ultra-precise measurements using frequency-combstabilized lasers. Several alternate experimental configurations have been explored, leading to a sensitive
and very high-resolution measurement using a strong, amplitude-modulated bleach beam and a weak,
counterpropagating, frequency-modulated probe beam derived from a single Ti:sapphire ring laser. Fully
resolved hyperfine lines are
observed with MHz precision in the
5
red A-X band of CN, as illustrated
in the figure to the right. Accurate
hyperfine splittings have been
0
observed in a sufficient set of
rotational lines to determine all the
hyperfine parameters of the A state
-5
F
and the nuclear quadrupole
5/2
A 2Π3/2 J=3/2parameters at the 14N nucleus.
3/2
1/2
Many ground state hyperfine
measurements
have
been
previously
performed
by
microwave spectroscopy, but it is
rare to be able to characterize an
1/2
X 2Σ+ J=1/2+
excited state this fully. Sufficient
3/2
sensitivity has even been attained to
0
100
200
300
400
record the hyperfine splittings due
13
Relative
Frequency
(MHz)
to the C nuclear spin interaction
with the unpaired electron, using Figure 1. Sub-Doppler spectrum of CN showing hyperfine resolution of a single
13 14
natural
abundance
C N rotational line R1(1/2) in the A-X (1-0) band near 919 nm. Vertical arrows in the
photoproducts from the 193 nm energy level diagram inset are aligned with the corresponding transition
frequencies; crossover resonances are observed at the frequencies marked by X
photodissociation of unlabeled symbols, midway between transitions sharing a common level.
C2N2 in a room-temperature bulb
experiment.
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B.

Stark and Zeeman effects in radical transients

Molecular dipole moments and g-factors give direct information on electronic wavefunctions that is
difficult to obtain otherwise. Experimental measurements of these quantities have traditionally been
restricted to ground electronic states because spectroscopic experiments of resolution sufficient to
measure Stark and Zeeman level shifts are mostly limited to the microwave region. We have observed
that the Doppler-free, hyperfine-resolved transitions in CN A-X show measurable changes with transverse
electric fields as low as a few hundred V/cm. The Stark effect most easily observed at relatively low field
is the mixing of nearly degenerate parity levels, which causes an increasing intensity for transitions
forbidden by parity selection rules in zero field, even before substantial broadening or shifting is
observed. We expect to be able to extract an excited state dipole moment from the field-dependent
spectra. We have also observed changes in the sub-Doppler spectra as a function of longitudinal
magnetic fields up to 50 Gauss, although the precision of our present Zeeman measurements is
insufficient to provide any new information about the CN A state.
C.

Double resonance studies of collision dynamics in CH2

~ state of CH is studied by saturation recovery and saturation
Rotational energy transfer within the a
2
transfer double resonance kinetic spectroscopy. The return to a thermal rotational distribution following
pulsed laser depletion of selected rotational states is monitored by transient FM spectroscopy. The hole in
a Boltzmann rotational distribution induced by pulsed excitation broadens and spreads to other rotational
states with a time-dependence that depends on details of the state-to-state matrix of energy transfer rates.
Levels strongly coupled to the depleted level show larger and faster growth of depletion than weakly and
indirectly coupled levels, although all will eventually be depleted by the same fraction once the hole is
thermalized.
Polarization effects
provide still further information on
the energy transfer process:
a
polarized saturation laser creates an
aligned hole, which depolarizes at a
rate
distinguishable
from
the
population
recovery.
More
challenging
experimentally,
but
containing richer information about
reorientation during state-to-state
rotationally inelastic collisions, is the
transfer of alignment in the saturation
transfer experiments. These extended
studies of rotational energy transfer
and depolarization have been
undertaken because of the deep
connection between rotational energy
transfer
and
collision-induced
intersystem crossing mechanisms in Figure 2. Polarized saturation recovery measurements on singlet methylene. Black
waveform illustrates formation, thermalization and decay of 414 rotational state
systems like CH2, where a few special solid
in a bulb sample of 5% ketene in Ar. Depletion and recovery signals are shown for
singlet-triplet mixed states are parallel and perpendicular polarizations of a pulsed bleach laser at t=0, tuned to the
suspected
of
mediating
the same rotational transition of a different band. Transient population and alignment
intersystem crossing.
The cross are independently and directly extracted from the measured waveforms.
sections for elastic depolarization (Mchanging, JK-conserving collisions)
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are found to have magnitudes generally comparable to those for rotationally inelastic collisions with Ar or
He. Unusual details of the observations are an even-odd J alternation in the total rotationally inelastic
cross sections for Ka=1 states of ortho nuclear spin symmetry, and a tendency for those levels with the
most rapid relaxation to also show the slowest depolarization. The transfer of depletion to other rotational
states is readily observed, although the concomitant alignment transfer is inefficient. Only in the case of
mixed-state saturation and probing the partner mixed state have we observed large collisional transfer of
alignment, an observation consistent with a long-range dephasing mechanism of interconverting the
mixed eigenstates. The measured rotationally inelastic and depolarizing collisions of singlet CH2 with He
will be compared to quantum scattering calculations on a van der Waals potential computed by our coworker, Hua-Gen Yu.
D. New spectroscopy of singlet CH2

~ state have been recorded in the 760-795 nm
New Doppler-limited FM absorption spectra of the CH2 a
region by summer visitors in our laboratory. With partial support from a NSF Faculty and Student Team
award and with participation of a DOE supported SULI student, seven new sub-bands terminating in

~

~ and b states have been characterized. Thousands of new transition frequencies
vibronic levels of the a
have been measured in this spectral region, and hundreds assigned. Optical-optical double resonance
(OODR) techniques similar to those described below were used to confirm some initial spectroscopic
assignments of these mostly irregular transitions, then many more were made by an automated
combination difference program, all guided by the high level calculations of Jensen and co-workers.

~

~ origin band of CH near 1200 nm have been detected for the first time, using
Transitions in the b - a
2
OODR spectroscopy. In collaboration with Professor Bor-Chen Chang from National Central University,
Taiwan, these origin band transitions have been observed and unambiguously assigned using pulsed
infrared light from a scanning OPO laser system to induce transient depletion signals similar to those
illustrated in Figure 2 above.
Other OODR techniques combining light from high resolution cw sources (diode and Ti:sapphire lasers)
with near ultraviolet ns pulsed lasers were used to map out predissociating rotational levels lying within
several hundred cm-1 of the best estimate for the singlet dissociation energy of methylene. The OODR
technique permits quantum number labels to be attached to the dissociating levels, which have lifetimes
of 1-3 ps as judged from the observed spectroscopic linewidths. The data open up routes for future
dynamics measurements of CH2 dissociation. The newly identified predissociating levels offer a route to a
measurement of the bond dissociation energy of singlet CH2. In collaborative experiments with Prof.
Arthur Suits (Wayne State University) we will attempt to measure the velocity of the hydrogen atom
product using resonant ionization followed by velocity map imaging. If successful, this should provide a
good measurement of the maximum energy in the atomic product and hence the dissociation energy when
combined with the precisely known energy in the dissociating level.
Other Future Work
A. Sub-Doppler spectroscopy of radicals
A time-domain version of sub-Doppler saturation spectroscopy allows us to observe the transient
absorption response following rapid change in the saturation intensity. A combination of 20 ns switching
times and MHz spectral resolution provides data into the Fourier boundary of spectral resolution and time
response. The recovery of sub-Doppler bleached absorption signals after the saturating light is abruptly
extinguished follows pressure-dependent rates, dominated by velocity-changing collisions, a time-domain
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characterization of pressure-broadening mechanisms. Preliminary indications suggest that the alignment
of the sub-Doppler saturation holes remains constant as the saturation recovery proceeds, a confirmation
that elastic depolarization is not significant without a change in laboratory velocity (Doppler shift). The
growth kinetics of the saturation signals following a rapid switching on of the saturating light show both
intensity and pressure dependence in a regime where the resonant Rabi frequency is comparable to the
switching rate of the strong field. Measurements such as these probe the details of the collision processes
that mediate pressure broadening, and can be contrasted with the Doppler-broadened double resonance
kinetic data measured with ns laser bleaching and cw laser probing of rotational energy and alignment
transfer with the same collision partners. In addition to fundamental studies in collision dynamics, the
results have direct application to the interpretation of astronomical spectra of CN and for modeling
collisional broadening in terrestrial samples.
Work is continuing on implementing frequency comb measurements of the laser frequencies so that subDoppler line positions in our spectra can be measured precisely. Currently, our measurement precision is
limited by a combination of laser source instability over the time required to acquire data and the
limitations of our high resolution wavemeters. Locking the laser to a component of a stabilized frequency
comb will eliminate both these issues and spectroscopic line positions in the visible and near-IR region
will be able to be measured to 3x10-10 fractional accuracy. This will have an immediate effect on the
quality of our sub-Doppler measurements. In the longer term, we plan to make high resolution
measurements of the A-X origin band of PbF, in collaboration with Prof Neil Shafer-Ray (University of
Oklahoma). This DOE EPSCoR funded project is directed toward investigating parity violation effects in
small molecules containing a heavy atom.
B. Low energy photoelectron spectroscopy of aromatic species
In collaboration with Prof. Philip Johnson (Stony Brook University) we have recently completed building
a new photoelectron spectrometer based on an imaging detector. This permits very sensitive detection of
low energy photoelectrons, unlike conventional time-of-flight or dispersive instruments where the low
energy electrons are the most difficult to detect. It also gives an image of the spatial distribution of the
photoelectron energies and therefore angular information on the ejected photoelectrons as well as their
energies, thereby providing information on the symmetry of the molecular electronic states involved in
the spectroscopic transitions. This is potentially very useful for identifying the symmetries and structure
of excited electronic states of larger molecules, an area where modern electronic structure theory still has
some problems. We have a large amount of new data on phenylacetylene and fluorene where initial
excitation is via the neutral S1 and (possibly) S2 states, and the technique appears to be generally useful.
Analysis of the data is presently in progress.
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SCOPE OF THE PROGRAM
The goal of this program is to provide a rigorous basis for the elucidation of chemical
mechanisms of combustion, combining experimental measurements employing state of the art
combustion diagnostics with detailed kinetic modeling. The experimental program concentrates on the
development and application of combustion diagnostics for measurements of key chemical species
concentrations. These measurements are carried out in low-pressure, one-dimensional laminar flames and
are designed to serve as benchmarks for the validation of combustion chemistry models. Comparison of
experimental data to models employing detailed chemical kinetics is critical to determining important
chemical pathways in combustion and in pollutant formation in combustion systems. As turbulent
combustion models become increasingly sophisticated, accurate chemical mechanisms will play a larger
role in computations of realistic combustion systems. Verification of detailed chemistry models against a
range of precise measurements under thoroughly characterized steady conditions is necessary before such
flame models can be applied with confidence in turbulent combustion calculations.

PROGRESS REPORT
Molecular Beam Mass Spectrometry at the Advanced Light Source
In collaboration with T. A. Cool of Cornell University, K. Kohse-Höinghaus of Bielefeld
University, and P. R. Westmoreland of the University of Massachusetts, great progress has been made
measuring low-pressure flames using molecular-beam mass spectrometry (MBMS) with synchrotron
photoionization at the Advanced Light Source (ALS) of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. In
the past year, different flames fueled by larger hydrocarbons and oxygenated species have been
characterized over a wide range of stoichiometries. The data is currently being processed for comparison
to detailed kinetic flame models.
Combustion Chemistry in Flames fueled by Oxygenates and Hydrocarbon
Fuel-consumption and initial steps of aromatic ring formation were studied in fuel-rich flames of
allene, propyne, 1,3-butadiene, cyclohexane, 1-hexene, and tetrahydrofuran. These experimental studies
provide a broad database for flame modeling.
Stoichiometric Allene and Propyne Flames: In close collaboration with J. A. Miller (Sandia),
combined experimental and modeling studies were performed to elucidate the isomer-specific combustion
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chemistry in fuel-rich and stoichiometric allene(propyne)/O2/Ar flames. Quantitative mole fraction
profiles of various combustion intermediates were compared to highlight isomer-specific differences
between the stoichiometric allene and propyne flames. The observed differences between allene and
propyne flames can be largely explained by the ability to form allyl or to dissociate into acetylene and
methyl through H-atom addition to allene or propyne, respectively, and by the greater thermodynamic
stability of propyne. These small differences in the early fuel-consumption processes subsequently
resulted in larger concentrations of for example propene and ethenol in the allene flame and of methyl,
acetylene, ethane, and acetaldehyde in the propyne flame. The larger concentration of ketene in the allene
flame resulted from a direct reaction between allene and OH. Also, more propyne was formed in the
allene flame than allene was formed in the propyne flame.
Smaller peak mole fractions for C3H3 and C3H5 were observed in the propyne flame. Again, the
smaller concentration of C3H3 in the propyne flame can be understood in light of the demethylation
reaction which competes with the H-atom abstraction reaction and thus makes the latter less important. In
the allene flame there is substantially more allyl present, mainly because H atoms can diffuse forward into
the cooler regions of the flame and add to allene. Larger concentrations of propargyl and allyl radicals
subsequently lead to larger concentrations of benzene and fulvene in the allene flame. The modeling
results clearly showed that in the flames considered in this study, benzene was formed almost exclusively
from the C3H3 + C3H3 reaction, either directly or indirectly through fulvene followed by H-assisted
isomerization to benzene.
Fuel-rich 1,3-Butadiene Flame: Remaining uncertainties about the significance of different
cyclization steps in 1,3-butadiene flames motivated another collaborative effort with J. A. Miller (Sandia).
Some earlier experimental and theoretical studies of the combustion chemistry of 1,3-butadiene indicated
that besides the propargyl + propargyl and the propargyl + allyl reactions other benzene formation
pathways are likely to be significant: vinyl addition to 1,3-butadiene or vinylacetylene and C4H5 addition
to acetylene.
In a combined experimental and theoretical effort we studied the formation of benzene and its
precursors in premixed 1,3-butadiene flames. We compared Miller’s detailed kinetic modeling results,
which used the latest theoretical rate constants of the i- and n-C4H5 + C2H2 reactions, against flamesampled molecular-beam mass spectrometry data obtained in a fuel-rich 1,3-butadiene/O2/Ar flame ( =
1.8) flame. The results clearly indicated that the C3H3 recombination reaction alone is not sufficient to
produce the observed benzene levels. Instead, contributions of the i-C4H5 + C2H2 reaction needed to be
included. Indeed, the C3H3 + C3H3 and i-C4H5 + C2H2 reactions were found to be roughly of equal
importance. Minor contributions of the order of 10 % result from the C3H3 + C3H5 reaction.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS
One key immediate task is the analysis of the large body of ALS data accumulated in the past
years, which may compel further or confirmatory measurements during subsequent beam cycles. We will
continue to explore isomer specific pathways of fuel-consumption and aromatic ring formation in flames
fueled by C5-C7 species. In particular the emphasis will be on the determination of the absolute molar
composition of flames fueled by isomeric C6H12 species. However, more work on a cyclopentene flame is
also needed with respect to the development of a more detailed model and to the characterization of the
growth mechanism of aromatic species beyond the first ring, that is the formation, for example, of indene
and naphthalene. The following C6H12 isomers are thought to be of the highest interest as fuels because of
the variety of chemical structures: 1-hexene, cyclohexane, methylcylopentane, and 3,3-dimethyl-1-butene.
These isomers represent the classes of long-chain alkenes, fully saturated and methyl-substituted
cycloalkanes, and branches alkenes. The combustion chemistry of these species will be investigated in
unprecedented detail using otherwise identical flame conditions and important fuel destruction and
benzene formation pathways will be elucidated. In this context, the flame chemistry of the methylsubstituted derivative of cyclohexane, methylcyclohexane, will also be studied.
Studies of formation of aromatic species employing synchrotron generated VUV photoionization
will be complemented by resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) experiments in the laser
laboratory. REMPI is an ionization technique, where the ionization energy is transferred to the molecule
with two or more photons. It can be used for flame studies for the detection of aromatic species like
benzene, substituted benzenes, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH’s). It is known that a single
wavelength near 269 nm can be used to efficiently ionize polyaromatics up to about C20-PAH’s, while for
larger species a wavelength of 208 nm will be profitable.
In recent years, tightened regulations for emissions from internal combustion engines have
stimulated a pronounced interest in non-conventional oxygenated fuels. The initiated studies of
oxygenated fuel chemistry will continue with experimental and modeling investigations of flames fueled
by cyclic ethers which, as contents in biomass derived fuels, are of considerable interest. Well suited as
model fuels to learn more about the characteristic combustion chemistry of cyclic ethers are
tetrahydrofuran (THF) and tetrahydropyran (THP).
The kinetic modeling efforts require experimental flame temperature measurements. The
temperatures of all flat flames investigated will be measured either by OH or NO laser induced
fluorescence after excitation near 308 or 226 nm, respectively. To avoid probe disturbances in the
molecular-beam mass spectrometer, a second flame-chamber will be used, which has been built solely for
the purpose of in-situ laser-diagnostics.
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Program Scope
This program involves two complementary activities: (1) development and application of
cw laser absorption methods for the measurement of concentration time-histories and
fundamental spectroscopic parameters for species of interest in combustion; and (2) shock tube
studies of reaction kinetics relevant to combustion. Species currently being investigated in the
spectroscopic portion of the research include OH (at 306 nm) and several species with strong
deep UV absorption features including methyl (CH3) propargyl (C3H3), alkyl radicals (C2H5,
C3H7), peroxyl radical and hydrogen peroxide (HO2 and H2O2).
Recent reaction kinetics work has advanced on several fronts. We have investigated and
resolved reasons for the discrepancy between the predictions of current hydrogen and propane
mechanisms and shock tube ignition delay time measurements of these fuels at low temperatures.
We have also measured elementary reaction rates for decomposition and oxidation of dimethyl
ether, and surveyed the ignition delay time behavior of several simple oxygenates. Finally we
have made good progress in implementing new methods for reducing non-ideal facility effects in
shock tubes and for modeling reactive gasdynamics behind reflected shock waves in shock tubes.
Recent Progress:
Oxygenates: The first high-temperature rate measurements of two dimethyl ether (DME)
reactions, (1) DME + Ar → CH3O + CH3 + Ar and (2) DME + OH → CH3OCH2 + H2O, were
measured in a shock tube by monitoring OH radicals. OH was measured with a narrow-linewidth
laser absorption diagnostic using the well-known R1(5) line of the A-X(0,0) transition at 306.7
nm. The rate k1 was measured at several pressures from 0.6 – 11.5 atm, and temperatures from
1349 – 1790 K. OH radicals were formed by shock-heating mixtures of DME and O2 in Ar.
These mixtures take advantage of the rapid decomposition of the product CH3O, forming Hatoms, which react with O2 to form OH. In carefully chosen mixtures, OH concentration is
primarily sensitive to k1 and the well-known rate of H + O2 → OH + O. Uncertainty in the new
k1 measurements was conservatively estimated to be ±35%. The rate measurements were then
modeled using RRKM theory. Both the rate measurements and RRKM model were fit from 1000
to 1800 K using the Troe falloff form: k1,∞(T) = 4.38*1021 T-1.57 exp(-42220K/T) 1/s, k1,o =
7.52*1015 exp(-21537K/T) cm3/mol/s, and Fcent = 0.454 exp(-T/2510K). The rate of k2 was
measured at pressures near 1.6 atm and temperatures from 923 – 1423 K. OH radicals were
generated by the thermal decomposition of the OH precursor tert-butyl hydroperoxide, and k2
was inferred from the observed decay of OH with an estimated uncertainty of ±40%. The rate
evaluation by Curran et al. of k2 = 6.32 x 106 * T2 * exp(328K/T) cm3/mol/s was found to be an
excellent fit to both the previous low-temperature measurements and this work; see Fig. 1.
Ignition delay time data for oxygen-carrying species are required for the development of
oxygenate fuel mechanisms. To fill this need, a survey of ignition delay times was performed
using pressure and OH* emission diagnostics behind reflected shock waves for several simple
oxygenates. Reflected shock conditions covered temperatures of 1150-1550 K and pressures of
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1-4 atm. Fuel mixtures tested include four oxygenates: acetone, n-butanal, methyl butanoate,
and 3-pentanone; see Fig. 2. All fuels were tested in O2/argon mixtures with equivalence ratios
of 0.5 to 2.0. The Dooley et al. (2009) mechanism for methyl butanoate was extended to enable
modeling of both n-butanal and methyl butanoate data.
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Figure 1. Comparison of measured high-temperature
k2 rate to rates used in DME mechanisms (lines) and
low-temperature measurements (LIF, solid symbols;
fluorescence, open symbols).

Figure 2. Arrhenius plot of selected oxygenate
species ignition delay times: = 1.0. N-Pentane data
at similar conditions are included for comparison.

Hydrogen/Oxygen and Propane/Oxygen Ignition: Validation of detailed reaction mechanisms
to describe combustion processes relies on a direct comparison of mechanism simulations with
reliable experimental measurements. However, even for two of the simplest hydrocarbon-related
combustion systems, hydrogen and propane oxidation, large uncertainties still exist in the
abilities of current detailed mechanisms and gas dynamic models to accurately simulate ignition
time and species time-histories in shock tube experiments conducted at lower temperatures.
These uncertainties are linked to uncertainties in the detailed reaction mechanism at low
temperatures (below 1000 K) where hydroperoxyl reactions are believed to be important, and to
uncertainties introduced by, or associated with, facility-related non-ideal effects. These facility
effects become important only at long test times (typically greater than 1 ms).
We have extended our low-temperature ignition delay time database (which included our
previous work on hydrogen-oxygen) to include similar measurements in propane; see Figs. 3 and
4. Shock tube ignition delay time data were taken behind reflected shock waves for 0.8%
propane, 8% oxygen in argon near 6 atm for temperatures from 1420 to 980 K. Small gradual
changes in the pressures and temperatures of these experiments {e.g. (dP5/dt)/P5 = ~ 2%/ms} at
long time due to facility effects have a measurable effect on the ignition delay times. Through
the use of driver inserts and tailored driver gas mixtures, these changes can be reduced
effectively to zero. A direct comparison with normal idealized constant volume (V) and constant
internal energy (E) simulations can then be performed. However, we have shown that non-ideal
effects associated with facility performance and energy release can be included in the modeling
(using a new model CHEMSHOCK which couples the experimental pressure trace with the
constant V, E assumptions), and the simulations can be properly extended to experiments in
which facility-related pressure increases occur.
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Figure 3. Simulations of H2/O2 ignition delay time
measurements using CHEMSHOCK for two values
of dP/dt: 0%/ms and 2%/ms.

Figure 4. Simulations of propane/O2 ignition delay
time measurements using CHEMSHOCK for two
values of dP/dt: 0%/ms and 1.2%/ms.

Advances in Shock Tube/Laser Diagnostics Methods: Non-ideal shock tube facility effects,
such as incident shock wave attenuation, can cause variations in the pressure time-histories
recorded in reflected shock wave experiments. These variations can be reduced, and in some
cases eliminated, by the use of driver inserts. Driver inserts, when designed appropriately, act as
sources for expansion waves which can counteract or compensate for gradual increases in
reflected shock pressure profiles. An algorithm for the design of these inserts has been generated,
and example pressure measurements recorded that demonstrate the success of this approach.
When these driver inserts are employed, near-ideal, constant-volume performance in reflected
shock wave experiments can be achieved, even at long test times. This near-ideal behavior
simplifies the interpretation of shock tube chemical kinetics experiments, particularly in
experiments which are highly sensitive to temperature and pressure changes, such as
measurements of ignition delay time of exothermic reactions.
Recent work is shown in Fig. 5. Here the modification of the shock tube driver section (by the
addition of inserts) fully compensates for the small facility effects seen in the reflected shock
tube test conditions. The temperature behind the reflected shock can also now be measured very
accurately using a new IR tunable DFB diode laser CO2 absorption diagnostic at 2.7 microns,
and measurements indicate that measured and predicted reflected temperatures are within 5 K of
each other as shown in Fig. 6.
Deep UV Spectroscopy: We are in the process of taking possession of a new Coherent MIRA
laser system capable of accessing wavelengths from the shorter wavelength limit of b-BBO
frequency-doubling (near 205 nm) to the longer wavelength limit of a Ti-Sapphire laser (near
1000 nm). This system will be used in conjunction with our existing IR diode and gas laser
systems (capable of accessing wavelengths to 11 microns) to detect combustion species.
Future Plans
We plan to finalize our investigations of facility-related and mechanistic reasons for the
discrepancies between the predictions of detailed mechanisms and shock tube measurements for
the hydrogen and propane oxidative systems. In a new thrust, we plan to measure the reaction
rate of selected alkenes + OH using OH laser absorption. We also plan to investigate reaction
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kinetics of selected oxygenate fuels, such as the methyl esters, e.g., methyl butanoate. Lastly, we
plan to advance development of our deep-UV frequency-doubled laser capabilities and use this
new diagnostic to measure several important radical species including: methyl (CH3) propargyl
(C3H3), alkyl radicals (C2H5, C3H7), peroxyl radical and hydrogen peroxide (HO2 and H2O2).
Alkanes (CH4, C3H8) and alkenes (C2H4, C3H6) will be monitored with new IR absorption
measurements.
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Program Scope
The goal of this program is to calculate accurate potential energy surfaces for both reactive and
non-reactive systems. Our approach is to use state-of-the-art electronic structure methods
(CASPT2, MR-CI, CCSD(T), etc.) to characterize multi-dimensional potential energy surfaces.
Depending on the nature of the problem, the calculations may focus on local regions of a
potential surface (for example, the vicinity of a minimum or transition state), or may cover the
surface globally. A second aspect of this program is the development of techniques to fit multidimensional potential surfaces to convenient, global, analytic functions that can then be used in
dynamics calculations.
Recent Progress
OH+NH: The reactions of OH with NH have been cited as the most important reactions of NH
in flames, yet there have been no direct measurements of the rates of these reactions. We have
begun a detailed theoretical study of these reactions. Last year we
located the relevant stationary points using the CCSD(T)/aug-ccpvqz // CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pvtz level of theory and made transition
state theory estimates of the rates on the doublet and quartet
surfaces. This year we fit a global, analytic, 6D surface for the
quartet. In collaboration with Stephen Gray we have now used
this surface in a fully-dimensional, quantum dynamics treatment of
the abstraction reaction on the quartet surface. The results are
Figure 1.
shown in Figure 1 where they are compared to our transition state
theory rate and an earlier estimate by Hanson1. We find the transition state theory and quantum
dynamics results are in excellent agreement with each other and both are in good agreement with
Hanson’s earlier estimate for temperatures greater than 500 K.
Roaming Radical Mechanisms: In an attempt to better understand roaming radical mechanisms
we have fit several reduced-dimensional potential surfaces using a
straight-forward modification of Bowman’s approach (direct product,
multinomial in Morse variables). To date we have fit 3D surfaces for
H+HCO, H+C2H3, and H+C2H5, a 5D surface for CH3O+OH and a
6D surface for CH3+HCO. In each case the internal degrees of
freedom of the radical fragments are kept fixed. As an example, in
Figure 2 we show a plot of a two dimensional slice through the six
dimensional CH3+HCO interaction potential. In collaboration with
Klippenstein we have run rigid fragment trajectory calculations to
predict the branching between roaming and simple bond cleavage.
Figure 2
Preliminary results suggest that in most cases roaming is a relatively minor channel (<20%).
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CH3+CH3: To aid in the interpretation of recent high temperature measurements by Tranter we
have examined possible secondary pathways for the
reaction of CH3+CH3. The primary process is the addition
to form C2H6. At high pressures the C2H6 can be stabilized.
At lower pressures it can dissociate either back to
reactants, or at higher temperatures to C2H5+H. The
question we are addressing is the possible importance of
pathways leading to abstraction products, CH4+CH2. On
the triplet surface we find a transition state for abstraction
with a barrier of 16 kcal/mol with CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pvqz.
On the singlet surface we find a barrierless path for
insertion 1CH2+CH4→C2H6. Since singlet methylene
Figure 3. CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pvqz
plus methane is endothermic relative to CH3+CH3 by just
energies. The solid lines refer to the 13 kcal/mol this implies the lowest “abstraction” pathway
singlet, dashed to the triplet.
leads to 1CH2 via an addition/reverse insertion mechanism.
Further calculations to quantify the temperature and pressure dependence of the branching ratios
are in progress.
Recently a question was raised in the literature2 concerning the method we developed several
years ago for calculating rates of radical-radical association reactions3. Our approach employs
inexpensive CASPT2/cc-pvdz calculations together with a one-dimensional basis set correction
designed to give aug-cc-pvtz “quality” results. The question
concerns the adequacy of the one dimensional basis set
correction. It was stated2, “Since the variational transition
states at high temperature are located at short distances the
potential energy surface is more anisotropic than at low
temperature. The one dimensional orientation independent
correction of previous work is therefore questionable
whereas our M06 and M06-L calculations sample potential
energy directly without any corrections.” To address this
issue we have repeated our calculations for the CH3+CH3
association reaction using CASPT2/aug-cc-pvtz energies
The results are shown in Figure 4. The solid line is the new,
Figure 4
large basis set, result. The dotted line is the uncorrected CASPT2/cc-pvdz result and the dash-dot
line is our original prediction obtained with the one-dimensional correction to the cc-pvdz
energies. We find excellent agreement between our previous calculations and the new large basis
set results, especially at higher temperatures where the two are within a few percent. This
demonstrates that the CASPT2/cc-pvdz energies accurately describe the anisotropy of the
potential. Also shown in Figure 4 are the M06-L (a parameterized DFT method) results from
reference 2. The rate obtained using M06-L energies is almost a factor of three too low at the
higher temperatures. We also note that, for this particular reaction, the DFT calculations are
more than a factor of ten slower than the CASPT2/cc-pvdz calculations.
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Future Plans
One of the reactions we plan to focus on in the near future is OH+HO2→H2O+O2. Combustion
mechanisms have shown a high sensitivity to this reaction but there is considerable uncertainty in
the rate of this reaction. There is also some evidence for a highly non-Arrhenius temperature
dependence. We also plan to continue our development of techniques for fitting reduced
dimensional potential surfaces.
Acknowledgement: This work was performed under the auspices of the Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, Division of Chemical Sciences, Geosciences and Biosciences, U.S. Department of
Energy, under Contract DE-AC02-06CH11357.
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1.

Scope of Project.

Short-lived reactive radicals and intermediate reaction complexes are believed to play
central roles in combustion, interstellar and atmospheric chemistry. Due to their transient
nature, such molecules are challenging to study experimentally, and our knowledge of
their structure, properties and reactivity is consequently quite limited. To expand this
knowledge, we develop new theoretical methods for reliable computer-based prediction
of the properties of such species [18]. We apply our methods, as well as existing
theoretical approaches, to study prototype radical reactions, often in collaboration with
experimental efforts. These studies help to deepen understanding of the role of reactive
intermediates in diverse areas of chemistry. They also sometimes reveal frontiers where
new theoretical developments are needed in order to permit better calculations in the
future.
2.

Summary of Recent Major Accomplishments.

2.1
Improved density functionals for ground and excited states.
One of the principal problems with present-day density functional theory (DFT) methods
is self-interaction error, which causes problems ranging from reaction energy barriers
being too low, to radical electrons being overly delocalized to the gross failure of chargetransfer excited states. We have recently completed the systematic optimization of a new
density functional called ωB97 that includes 100% exact exchange at long range, thereby
eliminating long-range self-interaction error [13]. Tests show that ωB97, and an
additional functional, ωB97X [13], which includes a fraction of short-range exact
exchange also, out-perform widely used density functionals such as B3LYP and B97 for
thermochemical properties, reaction barriers, and intermolecular interactions, while
eliminating the worst pathologies for charge transfer excited states and the treatment of
radical electrons [13]. Results for intermolecular interactions can be greatly improved by
inclusion of atom-atom dispersion corrections, yielding the ωB97X-D functional, which
is fully reoptimized to avoid double-counting correlation effects [25]. The success of
these functionals for thermochemistry stems from their treatment of exchange which is
non-local on the order of a bond-length [27].
2.2
Excited states of large molecules without self-interaction errors.
The density functionals described above are one way to overcome some of the difficulties
of present-day DFT. Another approach is to use wavefunction-based methods, and
modify relatively simple treatments of electron correlation effects to improve accuracy
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and at the same time enable applications to large molecules. For excited states, we
recently proposed the scaled opposite spin (SOS) doubles correction to single excitation
CI for this purpose. SOS-CIS(D) [6], and its extension to a quasi-degenerate theory [19]
has a number of desirable properties. The cost scales only 4th order with molecular size,
verus 5th order for conventional perturbation methods such as CIS(D). And, because the
method is wavefunction-based, there is no self-interaction error, and charge-transfer
excited states are correctly described. Since there is a single empirical parameter
describing excited state correlations and one describing ground state correlations, it is
possible to also achieve accuracy for excitation energies that exceeds the conventional
CIS(D) method by nearly a factor of two. This approach appears promising for valence
excited states of large organic molecules.
2.3
Spin contamination and low-order perturbation theory.
One of the reasons that the SOS-CIS(D) method described above cannot be
recommended for excited states of radicals is that it is the excited state counterpart of the
ground state second order Moller-Plesset (MP2) method, which can perform very poorly
for radicals because of spin-contamination in the Hartree-Fock (HF) reference. For
instance, if one takes a large conjugated radical such as phenalenyl (C13H9), the HF
determinant exhibits <S2> > 2.0 rather than 0.75 as desired. We have explored a
modification of MP2 that is designed to overcome this problem by optimizing the orbitals
in the presence of electron correlation [5]. We include only opposite spin correlations (as
above) and scale them by a single empirical factor (chosen as 1.2). The resulting
optimized second order method (termed the O2 method) dramatically reduces spin
contamination in calculations on large radicals, and therefore is a promising inexpensive
approach to studying such systems. Returning to the C13H9 example, the O2 reference
determinant has <S2> = 0.76, which is virtually free of spin-contamination.
2.4
Pairing methods for strong electron correlations.
To treat large molecules that have strong electron correlations (e.g. singlet biradicaloids),
we have been developing generalized valence bond coupled cluster methods, which
systematically approximate CASSCF. Perfect pairing is the starting point: exact for one
pair, and extensive. The next well-defined level is the perfect quadruples model [29],
which is exact for two pairs and extensive. Methods which correlate only pairs of pairs
suffer from symmetry-breaking problems for molecules with multiple resonance
structures – benzene for example prefers a D3h symmetry structure to D6h. We have
explored methods that reduce this symmetry-breaking by at least an order of magnitude
by including correlations that couple three electron pairs by perturbation theory [10,26].
2.5
Valence bond methods for strong electron correlations.
Instead of approximating the CASSCF limit for treating strong correlations, another,
relatively unexplored possibility is to approximate the spin-coupled valence bond limit
(also exponentially expensive). We have made exciting recent progress on this problem,
yielding a new approximate valence bond method that can break any number of chemical
bonds with only a quadratic number of spin-coupling variables, maintaining extensivity,
and spin-purity [30]. While we only have a pilot program at the moment, there is
tremendous incentive to further explore this technique, as this appears to be a
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tremendously economical and natural way to treat delicate electron correlation effects
that are very difficult to handle otherwise.
2.6
Fundamental studies of chemical bonding.
We have used the ground and excited state methods discussed above in a variety of
chemical applications for which they are appropriate. The coupling of the cation of a
polcyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) radical and a neutral PAH molecule is one
interesting example that may have relevance to the mechanism of condensation of
charged PAH clusters [1]. Separately we have recently examined the changes in chemical
bonding as a function of oxidation state in 4-membered CuPCuP heterocycles [16], the
coordination of alkanes to transition metal centers [4], and collaboratively explored the
photophysics of cobalt-nitrosyl complexes [24].
3.
Summary of Research Plans.
• Testing the new density functionals for excited states (including charge-transfer)
• Development and testing of pairing methods for radicals
• New studies of the properties of reactive radicals and radical reactions.
4.
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Time-resolved infrared diode laser absorption and laser-induced
fluorescence spectroscopy are used in our laboratory to study the kinetics and
product channel dynamics of chemical reactions of importance in the gas-phase
combustion chemistry of nitrogen-containing radicals. This program is aimed
at improving the kinetic database of reactions crucial to the modeling of NOx
control strategies such as Thermal de-NOx, RAPRENOx, and NO-reburning.
The emphasis in our study is the quantitative measurement of both total rate
constants and product branching ratios.
HCNO Kinetics
Previous to recent studies in our laboratory, there have been no
literature data available on the kinetics of HCNO, the fulminic acid molecule.
Recent modeling studies have suggested the importance of this molecule in NOreburning mechanisms.1 In combustion, HCNO is primarily formed via
acetylene oxidation:
O + C2H2
HCCO + NO

→ HCCO + H
→ CH2 + CO
→ HCNO + CO
→ CO2 + HCN

(1a)
(1b)
(2a)
(2b)

Recent experimental and computational work in several laboratories, including
ours, has identified (2a) as a major product channel.2-5
Earlier reports have summarized our results for the OH+HCNO,
CN+HCNO, and NCO+HCNO reactions. We report here results on the
O+HCNO reaction, which has many possible channels (we only show three
here):
O + HCNO → HCO + NO
→ CO + HNO
→ CO + NO + H

(3a)
(3b)
(3c)
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ΔHf298 = − 286.6 kJ/mol
ΔHf298 = − 431.4 kJ/mol
ΔHf298 = − 222.7 kJ/mol

Because we do not have oxygen atom detection capabilities in our laboratory,
we measured the total rate constant of this reaction using a relative rate
technique, by detecting OCS created from the O+CS2 reaction in competition
with the title reaction.
Analysis of our data gives k3 = (9.84 ± 3.52) × 10-12 exp[(-195 ± 120)/T)]
3
(cm molecule-1 s-1) over the temperature range 298 - 375 K, with a value of k3
= (5.32 ± 0.40) × 10-12 cm3 molec-1s-1 at 298 K. Detection and quantification of
products indicates that CO forming channels dominate the reaction, with φ3c
(CO + NO + H) >0.74.
We have also performed ab initio calculations on this system. Using
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) optimizations followed by single point energy
CCSD(T)/6-311++G(d,p) calculations, we find that O+HCNO readily forms an
HC(O)NO intermediate, which may then dissociate to HCO+NO and again to
H+CO+NO. Initial calculations indicated that the initial intermediate is
formed without any barrier. Further calculations, however, using
optimizations at the CCSD(T)/6-31G(d,p) level have revealed a small barrier of
~3.6 kcal/mole to HC(O)NO formation, which is at least qualitatively
consistent with the rather low rate constants determined experimentally.
We have also begun experiments on the Cl+HCNO reaction:
Cl + HCNO → HCl + (NCO)
→ CCl + HNO

(4a)
(4b)
(4c)

→ ClO + HCN

We will measure the total rate constant by a relative rate technique, using
deuterated hydrocarbons as competing reactants:
Cl + C6D12 (or C2D6) → DCl + C5D11 (or C2D5)

(5)

We have detected DCl under these conditions, and expect measurement of [DCl]
vs. [C6D12] to yield the rate constant.
HCCN + NOx Reactions
The HCCN + NO reaction was studied earlier by Curl et al.6 They found a
fast rate constant at 296 K, and detected but did not quantify products:
HCCN + NO → HCN + (NCO)

(6a)
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→ HNCO + CN

(6b)

We have recently acquired a laser diode in the 3300 cm-1 region which for
the first time allows us to detect and quantify HCN products. Using HBr2CCN
photolysis followed by detection of HCN, N2O, CO, and CO2 products, we have
concluded that HCN + NCO is the dominant product channel. (N2O, CO, and
CO2 come from the NCO + NO reaction). We did not detect any HNCO (or its
less stable isomer, HCNO). Future work includes product detection in the
HCCN + NO2 reaction.
CN + O2 Reaction
The total rate constant of the CN+O2 reaction has been previously
investigated by many workers over an extremely large temperature range of 133800 K. Two product channels are possible:
CN + O2

→ NCO + O
→ CO + NO

ΔH = -56 kJ/mole
ΔH = -456 kJ/mole

(7a)
(7b)

Previous estimates of the branching ratio into channel (7b) have ranged from
0.06 to 0.29. A major difficulty in these studies is the possible contribution of
secondary chemistry, especially the reaction
NCO + O

→ CO + NO

(8)

All previous work involving detection of channel (7b) have been bulb
experiments; a recent molecular beam study only detected channel (7a).7
Previous work in our laboratory8 attempted to distinguish CO formation
from channel (7b) from the secondary reaction (8) by using SiH4 to quench NCO,
suppressing formation of CO from the secondary reaction. Unfortunately, SiH4
also reacts with CN. Using literature rate constants available at the time, we
showed using kinetic modeling that the dependence of CO yield on reagent SiH4
concentration was consistent with direct CO formation from channel (7b).
Subsequent measurements by Macdonald et al, however, showed k8 = 2.1×10-10
cm3 molecule-1 s-1, about a factor of three greater than previous values.9 This
substantially complicates the modeling, and reduces our confidence in our
previous work, forcing us to consider an alternate approach.
The essential difficulty of the above approach is that SiH4 reacts with
both CN and NCO. Ideally, one would like to add a reagent that removes NCO,
quenching the secondary reaction, but does not react with CN. In fact, NO is a
nearly ideal choice:
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CN + NO
NCO + NO

→ NCNO
→ N2O + CO
→ CO2 + N2

(9)
(slow at low pressures)
(10a)
(10b)

Of course, this approach will not work if we are detecting CO formation, because
NCO+NO produces CO. We can, however, use labeled 15N18O to remove NCO,
and then, without spectroscopic interference, probe unlabeled NO formation
from reaction (7b). By using this approach combined with kinetic modeling, we
have conclusively shown that channel (7b) is in fact real, with only minor
contributions from the secondary reaction. We estimate φ7b = 0.20 ± 0.02 over
the temperature range 296-475 K.
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Program Scope
Predictive chemical computing requires hierarchical many-body methods of increasing accuracy
for both electronic and vibrational problems. Such hierarchies are established, at least conceptually, as
configuration-interaction (CI), many-body perturbation (PT), and coupled-cluster (CC) methods for electrons and for vibrations, which all converge at the exact limit with increasing rank of a hierarchical series.
These methods can generate results of which the convergence with respect to various parameters of calculations can be demonstrated and which can be predictive in the absence of experimental information.
The progress in these methods and their wide use are, however, hindered by (1) the immense
complexity and cost of designing and implementing some of the high-rank members of the hierarchical
methods and by (2) the extremely slow convergence of electronic energies and wave functions with respect to one-electron basis set sizes, which is compounded with the high-rank polynomial or even factorial molecular size dependence of the computational cost of these methods.
The overarching goal of our research is to address both difficulties for electrons and vibrations.
We will eradicate the first difficulty for electrons by developing a computerized symbolic algebra system
that completely automates the mathematical derivations of electron-correlation methods and their implementation. For vibrations, the vibrational SCF (VSCF) and CI (VCI) codes will be developed in the general-order algorithm that is applicable to polyatomic molecules and allows us to include anharmonicity
and vibrational mode-mode couplings to any desired extent. We address the second difficulty by radically
departing from the conventional Gaussian basis set and introduce a new hierarchy of converging electroncorrelation methods with completely flexible but rational (e.g., satisfying asymptotic decay and cusp conditions) basis functions such as numerical basis functions on interlocking multicenter quadrature grids and
explicit r12 (inter-electronic distance) dependent basis functions. They, when combined with high-rank
electron-correlation methods, can in fact achieve the exact solutions of the Schrödinger equation.

Recent Progress
Significant progress has been made in the last year. Capitalizing upon the developments made in
the previous year,9,12 we have implemented6 complete explicitly correlated coupled-cluster methods including up to connected quadruple excitation operator, namely, F12-CCSDT and F12-CCSDTQ for the
first time. Together with the F12-CCSD method reported by us,9 these methods form a hierarchy of systematic approximations that are most rapidly converging toward the exact solutions of the Schrödinger
equations of general polyatomic molecules. In Ref. 6, we have demonstrated that a combination of these
methods can predict the exact eigenvalue solutions of the Schrödinger equation of small polyatomic
molecules such as hydrogen fluoride and water within a few kcal/mol without invoking statistical treatments or empirical extrapolations. While one is rarely interested in total energies, our ability to compute
them with such high accuracy will have a great impact on all areas of chemistry and on some of biology
and physics in which predictive chemical computing is essential.
We have also extended electronic and vibrational many-body methods to solids. In Ref. 5, we applied rigorous electron-correlation treatments such as second-order Møller–Plesset (MP2) and CC singles
and doubles (CCSD) as well as perturbative triples [CCSD(T)] to energies, structures, and phonon dispersions as well as phonon densities of solid hydrogen fluoride. Our linear-scaling, localized-basis scheme
underlying this application is only loosely coupled with the periodic boundary conditions and can obtain
the frequencies of the phonons that lift the periodic symmetry. Furthermore, not only harmonic frequen-
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cies but also anharmonic frequencies of infrared- and/or Raman-active
phonons have been obtained by vibrational MP2 in the two-mode
coupling and the Γ approximations (see below) to provide accurate
predictions. We have also introduced4 a new approximation that brings
about one to two orders of magnitude speedup in the MP2 crystalline
orbital (CO) method for energies and quasi-particle energy bands.
We have performed chemical applications of vibrational
many-body methods on 7 key species of hydrocarbon combustion,
interstellar, and/or atmospheric chemistry3 as well as on the guanine–
cytosine base pair.1 The latter application has shed light on the nature
of vibrational energy dissipation in base pairs (and hydrogen-bonded
complexes in general) as a DNA photoprotection mechanism.
Since the 2008 DOE Research Meeting (CPIMS), six (6) pa- Fig.1 Calculated and observed phonon
frequencies of solid hydrogen fluoride.
2–7
pers have been published and one more1 is under review for publica2–29
tion. In total, twenty-eight (28) publications
have resulted from this
grant in 2006–09. In 2008–09, the PI has been an invited speaker at fifteen (15) conferences and universities. The PI has also been selected to receive National Science Foundation’s CAREER Award and his
students working on the DOE project have won two best poster awards, a best contributed lecture award,
a Japan Society for Promotion of Science fellowship, a dissertation award, and an alumni fellowship. The
PI has also been invited to contribute reviews or perspectives to Annual Reports of Computational Chemistry, Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics, and two books.
Higher-order explicitly correlated CC methods.2,6 Efficient computer codes for the explicitly
correlated CC (R12- or F12-CC) methods with up to triple (F12-CCSDT) and quadruple excitations (F12CCSDTQ), which take account of the spin, Abelian point-group, and index-permutation symmetries and
are based on complete diagrammatic equations,12 have been implemented with the aid of the computerized symbolic algebra SMITH. Together with the explicitly correlated CCSD (F12-CCSD) method reported earlier,9 they form a hierarchy of systematic approximations (F12-CCSD, F12-CCSDT, F12CCSDTQ) that converge very rapidly toward the exact solutions of the polyatomic Schrödinger equations
with respect to both the highest excitation rank and basis-set size. Using the Slater-type function 1 – exp(–
ηr12) as a correlation function, a F12-CC method can provide the aug-cc-pV5Z-quality results of the conventional CC method of the same excitation rank using only the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. Combining these
F12-CC methods with the grid-based, numerical Hartree–Fock equation solver,15 the exact solutions (eigenvalues) of the Schrödinger equations of neon, boron hydride, hydrogen fluoride, and water at their
equilibrium geometries have been obtained as −128.9377 ± 0.0004, −25.2892 ± 0.0002, −100.459 ± 0.001,
and −76.437 ± 0.003 Eh, respectively, without resorting to complete-basis-set extrapolations. These absolute total energies or the corresponding correlation energies agree within the quoted uncertainty with the
accurate, nonrelativistic, Born–Oppenheimer values derived experimentally and/or computationally.
This and the previous related work9,12 have been the focus of
our review on explicitly correlated CC methods that is to be published in Annual Reports of Computational Chemistry.2
CC and MP2 study of energies, structures, and phonons
of solid hydrogen fluoride.5 With the binary-interaction method,7
we have optimized the geometry and obtained the phonon dispersion
curves of solid hydrogen fluoride at the CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ and
BSSE-corrected MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ levels. The predicted geometries
Fig. 2 Calculated hydrogenamplitude-weighted density of states
have been in quantitative agreement with the diffraction data. The
(blue) and observed peak positions
calculated frequencies of the infrared- and/or Raman-active phonons
(red) of inelastic neutron scattering
do not agree with the observed, with the largest errors exceeding a
from solid hydrogen fluoride
few hundred cm–1 (Fig. 1). The errors are not due to the electronic
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structure treatment, but are caused by strong anharmonicity in the potential energy surfaces of this hydrogen-bonded solid. When we perform a vibrational MP2 calculation in the Γ approximation using the potential energy surface scanned by the binary-interaction method, vastly improved agreement is achieved
between the first-principles theory and experiments (Fig. 1). The bands in the observed inelastic neutron
scattering from solid hydrogen fluoride have also been straightforwardly assignable to the peaks in the
hydrogen-amplitude-weighted phonon density of states (harmonic) (Fig. 2).
Efficient Brillouin-zone integrations in MP2 calculations for extended systems of onedimensional periodicity.4 The validity and accuracy of various ways of drastically reducing the number
of k-points in the Brillouin zone integrations occurring in MP2 calculations of one-dimensional solids has
been investigated. The most promising approximation can recover correlation energies of polyethylene
and polyacetylene within 1% of converged values at less than a tenth of usual computational cost. The
quasi-particle energy bands have also been reproduced quantitatively with the
same approximation (Fig. 3). In the most drastic approximation, in which only
one zone-center k-point (Γ point) in the BZ is sampled (the Γ approximation),
the correlation energies are recovered within 10% of the converged values with
a speedup by a factor of 80–100.
Anharmonic vibrational frequencies and vibrationally averaged
structures of key species in hydrocarbon combustion.3 A general scheme to
predict anharmonic vibrational frequencies and vibrationally averaged structures and rotational constants of molecules is proposed with applications to
HCO+, HCO, HNO, HOO, HOO–, CH3+, and CH3. A combination of CCSD,
CCSD with a second-order perturbation correction in the space of triples and in
the space of triples and quadruples, and a correlation-consistent basis set series
has been employed to achieve the complete-correlation, complete-basis-set limits of the potential energy surfaces of these species near equilibrium geometries.
A new representation of potential energy surfaces that combines two existing
representations, namely, a fourth-order Taylor expansion and numerical values
on a rectilinear grid, has been proposed and shown to yield accurate frequencies, when combined with vibrational general-order configuration-interaction
method. The mean absolute deviation in the predicted frequencies is 11 cm–1.
Fig. 3 The MP2/6-31G*
quasi-particle energy
First-principles quantum anharmonic dynamics simulations on the
bands of polyacetylene.
guanine-cytosine base pair.1 The origin of extremely broad features in the
The grey curves: exact;
2800–3800-cm–1 region of the infrared spectrum of the guanine-cytosine (GC)
the open circles, the
crosses, the filled circles:
base pair remains a mystery. Unraveling this is crucial in understanding the
approximations. The thin
ultrafast relaxation (< 100 femtoseconds) of the NH stretching vibrational endark curves are the HF/6ergy that is believed to help protect DNA against a UV damage. We have car31G* conduction and
valence bands.
ried out a full 81 dimensional quantum anharmonic vibrational calculations
combined with ab initio potential energy surface to study the spectrum and dynamics of the GC base pair.
A strong vibrational resonance among fundamental tones of intermolecular NH stretching modes (redshifted by hydrogen bonds) and various overtones and combination tones of fingerprint modes is shown
to play a vital role in the manifestation of the observed phenomena.

Future Plans
Important extensions of the F12-CC methods include combined F12-CC and perturbation theories,
relativistic F12-CC, the introduction of an explicit three-particle function or F123-CC methods, and the
treatment of ionization and electron-attachment energies. The combinations of the F12-CC methods with
the vibrational many-body methods as well as the binary-interaction method for molecular clusters and
crystals are being examined. The latter methods are being extended to covalently bonded macromolecules.
The k-point downsampling will be applied to CCSD for polymers. The validity of the Born–Oppenheimer
approximation between low- and high-frequency vibrations is being tested along with the accuracy of its
diagonal corrections.
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I. Program Scope
Excited electronic states play an important role in a wide variety of chemical processes,
including intersystem crossing, photodissociation, internal conversion, charge transfer, etc. The term
“non-Born–Oppenheimer” (NBO) may be generally applied to these systems to emphasize the idea
that the Born–Oppenheimer separation of the nuclear and electronic time scales breaks down and that
electronic surfaces other than the ground adiabatic surface play a key role in the dynamics. The focus
of this program is the development and validation of theoretical methods for making quantitative
predictions of the dynamics of NBO processes using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, transition
state theory (TST), and quantum chemical calculations.
Molecular dynamics. In NBO MD simulations, classical mechanics is used to describe the
nuclear motion, and electronic transitions between the various electronic states are modeled via
potential energy surface switches. Surface hopping (SH) methods model these electronic transitions as
instantaneous hops, whereas in decay of mixing (DM) methods the surface switches occur over some
finite time. Several variants of the SH and DM methods have been proposed, and these methods differ
from one another in the details of how they treat electronic state coherence, electronic-nuclear energy
transfer, and electronic state tunneling. We have recently summarized our previous systematic tests of
several NBO MD methods against accurate quantum mechanical calculations for a series of triatomic
two-state systems.i The best NBO MD methods predict branching ratios and product rovibrational
energy distributions for these model systems with errors of only ~25%. The computational cost of the
NBO MD methods is similar to that of single surface MD, and these validated methods may be readily
applied to polyatomic systems.
A major goal of this project is the development, application, and validation of NBO MD for
polyatomic systems. We are also developing strategies for using direct molecular dynamics
simulations to compute energy transfer parameters for use in master equation calculations.
Transition state theory. Another major goal of this project is the characterization of the
kinetics of elementary reactions relevant to combustion systems. In these studies, accurate rate
coefficients are obtained using a combination of variable reaction coordinate TST for barrierless
reactions, variational rigid rotor–harmonic oscillator TST for finite barrier reactions, master equation
calculations, and high level ab initio calculations.
Quantum chemistry. MD and TST calculations require efficient methods for generating a
potential energy surface (and its gradient for MD) for each electronic state over a wide range of
nuclear configurations. One strategy is to generate these surfaces “on-the-fly” by making direct calls to
electronic structure programs. Direct NBO MD and TST calculations for small and moderate-sized
systems are being carried out, and methods for improving the efficiency of these calculations are being
developed. The large number of potential energy surface evaluations required often limits the accuracy
of the electronic structure method that may be used in direct dynamics calculations. Another strategy
is to use a semiautomated surface fitting algorithm. Several such methods have been proposed.ii In
general, these methods use the results of previous nearby electronic structure calculations to make
interpolated surface fits and require significantly fewer electronic structure calculations than full direct
dynamics. A major goal of this project is the development of semiautomated surface fitting strategies
for NBO MD and TST applications.
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II. Recent Progress
A. Non-Born–Oppenheimer Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Several improvements to the SH and DM methods have been made via systematic
comparisons with accurate quantum mechanical results. In one such study, the accuracy of NBO MD
methods for simulating deep quantum systems (i.e., systems with large electronic state energy gaps)
was reevaluated in light of new quantum mechanical calculationsiii of the photodissociation of the
Na…FH van der Waals complex. Previously, it was suggested that the accuracy of the NBO MD
methods would degrade for systems with large energy gaps. In our work and in contrast to the
conclusion arrived at in an earlier study,iv the semiclassical trajectory methods were shown to be
qualitatively accurate for the Na…FH system, thus validating their use for deep quantum systems. In
the course of this study, a stochastic decoherence (SD) model was introduced into the SH method and
shown to improve the quantitative agreement of the NBO MD and quantum mechanical calculations.
In other work and in collaboration with D. G. Truhlar and R. Valero, the nonadiabatic
photodissociation of HBr was modeled using several semiclassical trajectory methods. The calculated
branching fractions for the H + Br(2P3/2) and H + Br(2P1/2) products were found to be in good
agreement with experimental measurements and with the results of more complete theoretical
treatments over a wide range of photon energies. The photodissociation of NH3 was also studied, and
the results of the NBO MD calculations were compared with the experimental results of Crim and coworkers.v The NBO MD calculations adequately reproduced several of the experimental trends, but a
discrepancy remains in the predicted and measured dynamics of NH3 photoexcited into a vibrationally
and electronically excited state with one quantum in the antisymmetric stretch.
B. Theoretical Chemical Kinetics
In collaboration with S. J. Klippenstein and L. B. Harding, several detailed kinetics studies of
elementary reactions have been made. Rate coefficients for the CH3 + OH bimolecular reaction and for
the decomposition of methanol were obtained over a wide range of temperatures and pressures. Of
particular importance in this study was the use of variable reaction coordinate TST to describe the
kinetics of the barrierless bimolecular channels, the use of a two transition state model for the
important product channel 1CH2 + H2 O, and the use of accurate experimental thermochemistry
obtained from the Active Thermochemical Tables of B. Ruscic and co-workers. Comparisons were
made with available experimental and previous theoretical results, including a companion set of shock
tube studies carried out by N. K. Srinivasan and J. V. Michael.vi The predicted results were found to be
in excellent agreement with the experimental results. The major products of the bimolecular reaction at
1 atm are CH3 OH (for T < 1200 K) and CH2 + H2O (for T > 1200 K). The H + CH2OH product
channel is also important at high temperatures. The major product channels for CH3 OH decomposition
are CH3 + OH and CH2 + H2O, formed in a ratio of 4:1.
In the course of the methanol study, we computed several rate coefficients useful for
describing the secondary chemistry of methanol decomposition. Rates for the 3CH2 + OH, 3CH2 +
3
CH2, and 3CH2 + CH3 barrierless association reactions were obtained; these reactions were previously
not well characterized. The use of the theoretical rate coefficients for these reactions qualitatively
improved the accuracy of the reaction mechanism used to model the long-time behavior of the OH
absorption profiles measured in the shock tube experiments of N. K. Srinivasan and J. V. Michael.vi
A theoretical study of the kinetics of the CH3 + HO2 bimolecular reaction was performed at
temperatures and pressures relevant to combustion. The predicted product branching ratio of 4:1 for
the CH3 O + OH and CH4 + O2 products was found to be in close agreement with revised values
recently obtained in two modeling studies. Earlier theoretical and modeling studies predicted
significantly more formation of CH3O + OH. This result has important consequences for
understanding ignition in hydrocarbon combustion at high pressures. Rate coefficients for the CH3O +
OH reaction and for CH3 OOH decomposition were also presented.
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Direct molecular dynamics calculations were carried out to compute energy transfer
parameters for use in master equation calculations for the CH4 ⇄ CH3 + H reaction in Helium. A
computationally efficient strategy (requiring only several hundreds of trajectories) was developed and
employed, and the resulting values of the exponential-down-model energy transfer parameters (α =
110 (T/300 K)0.81 cm–1) are in good agreement with previous empirically adjusted values. The results
of master equation calculations using the calculated values for α, along with previous ab initio
calculations of the properties of the reactants and the barrierless kinetics, are in good agreement with
experimental results.vii This work provides a complete first-principles characterization of the
temperature and pressure dependent kinetics for this simple single-well system.
III. Future Work
A. Non-Born–Oppenheimer Molecular Dynamics Simulations
A major component of future work will involve the application of the improved NBO MD
methods discussed above to polyatomic systems. Trajectory studies of the photodissociation of the
series of vinyl halides will be used to interpret the experimental results of D. L. Osborn and coworkersvi and others. The doublet-quartet crossing of C2V HCN2 has been implicated as an important
dynamical bottleneck in the CH + N2 reaction, and, while this process has been studied previously
using quantum chemistry and TST calculations,vii future NBO MD trajectory studies will further
characterize the dynamics at this crossing. We will also study intersystem crossing in the spin-orbit
coupled systems formed from the addition of oxygen atoms to hydrocarbons.
Direct NBO MD simulations of the photodissociation of HNCO and the H + NCO reaction
will also be performed. Upon photoexcitation to the S1 state, HNCO may decay by one of several
pathways: adiabatically to form 1NH + CO, nonadiabatically to 3NH + CO via a spin-forbidden
transition to the T1 state, or nonadiabatically via a transition to the S0 state to form either H + NCO or
1
NH + CO. This system has been well characterized experimentallyviii and provides an excellent test
case for the validation and development of the NBO MD methods.
B. Theoretical Chemical Kinetics
We will continue to use established theoretical kinetics techniques to make quantitative
predictions for important elementary combustion reactions. Several applications are underway in
collaboration with theorists and experimentalists T. Selby and D. L. Obsorn (phenyl + propargyl), J.
Zádor and C. A. Taatjes (propene + OH), and R. S. Tranter (dioxane decomposition and diacetyl
decomposition). The close collaboration of theoretical calculations and experimental measurements
drives the development of new and more accurate theoretical models as well as extends and clarifies
the experimental results.
We will also study the applicability of TST to systems that are currently not well described by
statistical theories. One such class of systems features spin-orbit split electronic states. We will study
the effect of spin-orbit splitting on the kinetics of barrierless reactions by considering the reactions of
halogen atoms with several hydrocarbon radicals. Barrierless abstraction reactions are also challenging
to treat using TST. For these reactions, variable reaction coordinate TST is appropriate for
characterizing the kinetics at low temperatures, but the assumptions involved in this approach are not
suitable at higher temperatures where the reacting fragments are significantly distorted from their
isolated geometries at the important dynamical bottlenecks. A two transition state approach will be
applied to study these systems.
C. Quantum Chemistry
An important practical bottleneck for performing NBO MD simulations is the need for
inexpensive and accurate potential energy surfaces and their couplings. Two strategies will be pursued
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for obtaining potential energy surfaces in the NBO MD simulations. Direct dynamics methods will be
developed based on single reference methods (DFT, MP2, etc) for spin-orbit coupled systems and
multireference methods (CASPT2, etc) for valence coupled systems. Semiautomated surface fitting
strategies will also be implemented. Schemes for modeling the coupling between the electronic
surfaces will also be developed.
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Probing the Reaction Dynamics of Hydrogen-Deficient Hydrocarbon Molecules and
Radical Intermediates via Crossed Molecular Beams
Ralf I. Kaiser
Department of Chemistry, University of Hawai’i at Manoa, Honolulu, HI 96822
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1. Program Scope
The major goals of this project are to explore experimentally in crossed molecular beams experiments the reaction dynamics and potential energy surfaces (PESs) of hydrocarbon molecules and
their corresponding radical species which are relevant to combustion processes. The reactions are
initiated under single collision conditions by crossing two supersonic reactant beams containing
radicals and/or closed shell species under a well-defined collision energy and intersection angle.
By recording angular resolved time of flight (TOF) spectra, we obtain information on the
reaction products, intermediates involved, on branching ratios for competing reaction channels,
on the energetics of the reaction(s), and on the underlying reaction mechanisms. These data are
of crucial importance to understand the formation of carbonaceous nanostructures as well as of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and their hydrogen deficient precursors in combustion flames.
Chemical reaction networks modeling the formation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) in combustion flames imply that the phenyl radical, C6H5, presents one of the most
important transient species involved in the formation of PAHs. The crucial steps of these reaction models are believed to be hydrogen abstraction – unsaturated hydrocarbon addition sequences. All chemical networks concur that reactions of the phenyl radical with acetylene, for instance, initiates the PAH synthesis via an addition of phenyl to the carbon-carbon triple bond. Due to
the central role of the phenyl – unsaturated hydrocarbon reactions, the kinetics of these systems
have been well-established up to temperatures of a couple of thousand Kelvin. Theoretical studies of these benchmark systems predicted the initial formation of adducts which either decomposed back to the reactants or fragmented to the reactant molecules such as phenylacetylene and
styrene, for instance. Nevertheless, despite the central role of the phenyl – unsaturated hydrocarbon reactions as the trigger to PAH formation, the theoretical investigations have never been
verified experimentally under single collision conditions and, consequently, the nature of the true
reaction products of these elementary reactions have remained elusive so far. Therefore, we carry
out a systematic research program to investigate the reaction dynamics of phenyl radicals with
unsaturated hydrocarbons.
2. Recent Progress
First, we have expanded our studies of phenyl radical reactions from the acetylene, ethylene,
methylacetylene, allene, benzene, propylene, and molecular oxygen systems and conducted crossed beams experiments of phenyl radicals with four C4H6 isomers: 1,3-butadiene, 1,2-butadiene,
1-butyne, and 2-butyne together with (partially) deuterated molecules. These investigations
explore the important C10H11 and C10H10 potential energy surfaces- among them dihydronaphthalene; theoretical investigations of these surfaces are conducted in collaboration with Prof. Alexander Mebel (FIU); those systems indicated in italics have been published, are in press, or have
been submitted for publication; the data analysis of the 1-butyne and 2-butyne is in progress and
will be released in one single paper. Upcoming reactions of phenyl radicals with diacetylene and
vinylacetylene conclude the study of phenyl radical reactions with unsaturated hydrocarbons at
high collision energies from 80 to 185 kJmol-1. Second, in collaboration with Dr. Musa Ahmed
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(ALS, Berkeley), we conducted experiments at the Chemical Dynamics Beamline to extract the
ionization potential and thermodynamics properties of important hydrogen-deficient combustion
intermediates. These are resonantly stabilized free radicals (CnH3; n=4-6), highly unsaturated,
unstable hydrocarbon intermediates (CnH4; n=4-6), and oxygen- as well as nitrogen terminated
carbon clusters (CnO and CnN; n = 2-11). These data are currently being analyzed.

Figure 1: Selected center-of-mass velocity contour flux maps for the reaction of phenyl radicals
(left; 0o) with acetylene (A), ethylene (B), methylacetylene (C), allene (D), propylene (E), and
D6-benzene (F) to form phenylacetylene (A), styrene (B), 1-phenylmethylacetylene (C),
phenylallene (D), 1,- and 3-phenylpropylene (E), and diphenyl (F) (right; 180o). The colors connect data points with an identical flux and range from red (highest flux) to yellow (lowest flux).
The units of axis are given in ms-1.
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3. Future Plans
We aim to explore the energetics, chemical dynamics, potential energy surfaces (PESs), and
reactions of key representatives of resonantly stabilized free radicals (RSFRs) and of aromatic
radicals (ARs) under single collision conditions: the propargyl (C3H3; X2B1) and the phenyl
radical (C6H5; X2A1), respectively. Our studies will focus on three key systems. Firstly, we
explore the hitherto poorly understood stability (unimolecular decomposition) of one of the key
RSFRs: the propargyl radical (C3H3; X2B1). This is achieved by accessing various regions of the
C3H3 surface through the bimolecular radical–neutral reaction of methylidyne (CH; X2∏) with
acetylene (C2H2; X1Σg+) and the atom–radical reaction of ground state carbon atoms (C(3Pj)) with
vinyl radicals (C2H3; X2A’). Secondly, we attempt elucidating the collision energy-dependent
dynamics of the reaction of the resonantly stabilized propargyl radical with another propargyl
radical leading via chemically activated C6H6 intermediates to C6H5 isomers like the phenyl
radical and/or acyclic isomers. So far, this reaction has never been studied under true single
collision conditions, and the detection of the phenyl radical as an aromatic ring product of the
propargyl radical self reaction under collision-less conditions has remained elusive so far.
Thirdly, we investigate the chemical dynamics of the phenyl radical (C6H5; X2A1) under single
collision conditions with selected hydrocarbons at lower collision energies to form individual
PAHs with indene and naphthalene cores and their acyclic isomers utilizing a low velocity
(photolytic) phenyl radical source. These studies access the important C9Hx (x=8,10) and C10Hx
(x=6,8,10) PESs, among them crucial combustion intermediates with indene and naphthalene
cores. As of to date, no experiment has been conducted in which an individual PAH(like) species
is formed via a bimolecular gas phase reaction under single collision conditions in crossed
beams experiments.
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DYNAMICAL ANALYSIS OF HIGHLY EXCITED MOLECULAR SPECTRA
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PROGRAM SCOPE:
Highly excited vibrational dynamics of small molecular species are crucial to
understanding fundamental processes important for combustion systems. The goal of our
program is to develop theoretical tools to understand spectra and dynamics of highly
excited systems. It is clear that anharmonic effects lead to profound changes in the
vibrational dynamics of molecules when nonlinearities can no longer be treated as
perturbative effects. The standard picture of anharmonic normal modes breaks down.
We emphasize particularly the role of bifurcations and the “birth of new modes in
bifurcations from the low energy normal modes”. References to numerous examples can
be found in a recent review [1]. We use bifurcation analysis of semiclassical versions
of the effective Hamiltonians used by spectroscopists to fit complex experimental spectra.
Observable phenomena associated with bifurcations such as changes in spectral patterns
have been predicted and observed. A future long-range focus is systems approaching and
undergoing chemical reactivity, including intramolecular (isomerization) reactions.

RECENT PROGRESS: The progress described in the next two headings is in
collaboration with postdoctoral associates Aniruddha Chakraborty and Vivian Tyng,
respectively.
Spectroscopic Hamiltonians for polyad breaking spectra. Spectroscopic fitting
Hamiltonians are enormously useful as a tool to analyze molecular spectra. The fitting
Hamiltonian is an effective quantum matrix Hamiltonian. Virtually all spectroscopic
fitting Hamiltonians to date invoke the “polyad approximation” of a conserved total
vibrational quantum number. However, at sufficiently high energy, the polyad
approximation must fail. Spectra of systems that break the polyad action, timedependent transport in these systems, and the representation of these phenomena with a
generalized effective fitting Hamiltonian are mostly unexplored areas. Recently we have
been working to construct an effective spectroscopic Hamiltonian to encompass the
polyad breakdown.
We are testing a simple generalized effective Hamiltonian capable of encompassing the
major dynamical and spectral effects of the polyad breakdown, using a model system of
two coupled anharmonic oscillators as test “data”. Our first results have been published
as a Communication to the Journal of Chemical Physics [3]. We demonstrate that a
generalized effective Hamiltonian successfully describes the polyad breaking by
successively adding a very small number of additional resonance couplings. Each
additional resonance coupling induces bifurcations to give new low-order periodic orbits,
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incompatible with the original polyad number, that reorganize the surrounding phase
space structure into large-scale resonance zones. In a quantum system, the spectrum
shows clear signatures of these new structures that should be observable in experiments.
It is noteworthy that these fits have been obtained using Hamiltonians constructed with
shift operators defined to have the simple action of harmonic raising and lowering
operators, even up to dissociation energy E = 1.0. This extends the practice of
spectroscopic fitting at low energy – it has not been necessary to use operators adapted to
the special characteristics of the anharmonic oscillator system, here coupled Morse
oscillators. In this sense we have performed a “fair” test of the effective Hamiltonian,
even though we knew the nature of the exact model system. The success of ordinary
harmonic raising and lowering operators bodes well for fitting real systems without the
need for too much prior knowledge.
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Spectral intensity patterns. It is well established that nonlinear effects of
anharmonicity and coupling of normal modes have a profound effect on molecular
vibrational dynamics. Perhaps the first outstanding example was the normal to local
mode transition in the stretch modes of molecules with light atoms, notably O-H and
C-H bonds in molecules such as H2O and benzene. An extended line of theoretical
development from our group employs ideas of classical phase space structure and
bifurcations. Experimental access to these nonlinear effects has been achieved, relying
mostly on energy level patterns, with use of effective spectroscopic fitting Hamiltonians
to make the link between experiment and dynamics. In contrast, there has been far less
systematic use of intensity patterns as a probe of phase space bifurcations. We are
making an effort to begin to fill this gap. We have been using a simple model of
intensities to investigate patterns in the spectra of systems with an anharmonic resonance,
specifically the standard 2:1 Fermi resonance, relying on earlier systematic investigations
in our group of phase space structure in resonant systems.
Resonances lead to bifurcations in phase space in which new modes are born in phase
space out of normal modes or even erupt “out of nothing" (in saddle-node bifurcations). .
The phase space structure of the polyads for a given form of the resonance Hamiltonian
can be mapped onto the catastrophe map, a kind of phase diagram. Each zone of the map
corresponds to a distinct polyad phase space structure. Distinct energy level patterns are
found for each zone. The patterns consist of well-marked indicators of phase space
separatrix structure when differences in energy levels of adjacent levels in phase space
are plotted.
Our strategy for extending this to intensity patterns is the following. In the 2:1 Fermi
resonance system, the catastrophe map has 4 zones, corresponding to four types of phase
space structure. In an earlier paper (J. Svitak, Z. Li, J. Rose, and M.E. Kellman, J.
Chem. Phys. 102, 4340-54 (1995)) we examined energy patterns of molecules with a 2:1
Fermi resonance between the local stretch and bend of a C-H stretch. One molecule we
examined was (CF3)3CH with polyads in all 4 zones. We also looked at energy patterns
for different molecular exemplars for each of the 4 zones, using an example for each zone
that brings out the pattern for that zone most clearly.
We follow a parallel path, now comparing intensity patterns to energy patterns. The
four zones differ basically in the phase space structure at and surrounding the zero order
C-H local mode stretch overtone. Our “minimal” intensity model is based on the not
unreasonable supposition that dipole strength is carried by the C-H local mode stretch
overtone. Intensity is then spread among the eigenstates because of mixing of zero order
states by the Fermi resonance coupling. The expectation is that the different phase space
structure surrounding the C-H stretch will be reflected in the intensity patter. This is
confirmed by explicit calculation, as seen in the diagram below.
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PROJECT SCOPE
The need for a computational model of turbulent reacting flow that encompasses a wide range of
length scales and associated phenomena is gaining increasing recognition with the DOE Office of
Science as well as in the broader scientific community. Specifically, a multi-scale modeling
paradigm is needed that is distinctly different from the usual sub-grid parameterization of
phenomena not resolved on the computational mesh. To achieve the fidelity required to address
current scientific, technological, and societal needs in an affordable computation, some reduced
yet physically sound representation of diverse nonlinear processes and their unsteady interactions
over the relevant range of scales is required. Meeting this requirement is recognized as one of the
premier grand challenges of combustion science.
The primary focus of this project is development and demonstration of a computational modeling
approach that is responsive to this challenge, and use of the methodology for scientific discovery
and fundamental explanation of turbulent combustion phenomena. The strategy that is adopted
for time-accurate advancement of unsteady interactions while affordably spanning the needed
range of scales is to employ a novel mesh geometry and associated physical modeling.
The mesh geometry is analogous to the ‘pencil’ algorithm long used for 3D Cartesian domain
decomposition. View the flow domain as a collection of pencils, i.e., 1D stacks of cubic control
volumes (CVs). Advancement involves a sub-step within each stack, followed by a stackcoupling sub-step. The length scale associated with stack coupling is the CV edge length M. The
new idea is spatial refinement of each stack along its axis so that its spatial resolution scale W is
much smaller than M, and the intra-stack advancement time step is commensurately smaller.
If W is the resolution needed to capture small scale processes, then applying this refinement in
one direction rather than all three requires order (W/M)2 fewer mesh cells than full 3D
refinement, where M is now the scale at which 3D motions are resolved. This offers the
possibility of orders of magnitude cost reduction relative to 3D direct numerical simulation
(DNS), thereby significantly broadening the scope of applicability of high-fidelity numerical
prediction of turbulent combustion.
The trade-off is that the scale range from W to M is resolved in only one direction (1D) on any
given stack. (The method involves interpenetrating stacks in all coordinate directions, but no 3D
coupling below scale M.) A longstanding focus of this project has been the development of a
physically based mathematical approach for capturing turbulent motions in 1D. A solution to this
problem that captures the relevant phenomenology while obeying applicable conservation laws
has been found within the framework of map-based advection. The familiar (in other contexts)
numerical technique of conservative Lagrangrian displacement of an entire flow field, i.e., a map
of the entire flow onto itself, has been recast into a map-based method that emulates turbulent
motions in 1D (and also has uses in higher-dimensional simulation).
During this project, two map-based 1D formulations have been developed, the Linear-Eddy
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Model (LEM), which predicts mixing under prescribed flow conditions but does not predict the
flow per se, and One-Dimensional Turbulence (ODT), that is a predictive model of turbulence
and turbulent combustion in its own right and is also well suited for use as the 1D flow
representation with the 3D framework described above. In fact, ODT is a complete enough flow
representation so that the coupled array of ODT instantiations can in principle simulate the
complete flow with no higher-level advancement operation. Development and demonstration of a
novel flow simulation strategy, Autonomous Microscale Evolution (AME), based on this concept
is a major goal of planned future efforts.
RECENT PROGRESS
One focus of recent efforts has been the development of algorithmic and physical modeling
capabilities that are of immediate use as well as contributing to the anticipated future completion
of a full-featured AME formulation. Recent and ongoing algorithm efforts, some of which are
subsequently elaborated, include: 1. Domain decomposition within individual LEM and ODT
objects. 2. The recently demonstrated [5] coupling of an array of ODT objects to simulate 3D
constant-property flow, albeit in this instance requiring a higher-level advancement operation,
hence differing from the AME concept. 3. The coupling of a complementary array of LEM
objects that evolve reactive scalars based on turbulent motions prescribed by the ODT array or by
a conventional flow solver implemented at scale M (coarse mesh). 4. Implementation of all of the
above on an adaptive mesh, enabling efficient pseudo-compressible coupling of ODT objects
(which eliminates the need for higher-level advancement) and extension to non-Cartesian meshes.
AME is an inherently scalable approach for simulation on leadership-class platforms because the
time step for coupling of 1D objects at the coarse scale M is much larger than the time step for
fine-grained (scale W) processes. Distribution of the 1D objects among processors is
straightforward and communication requirements are manageable. However, there could be a
need for a further degree of partitioning. ODT is a complete enough flow model so that the
needed fidelity might be achieved using coarser 3D (scale M) resolution than is typically needed
in large-eddy simulations with less complete small-scale treatments. Therefore thousands of
ODT objects could suffice for many applications, but future computers will have orders of
magnitude more processors. Accordingly, a spatial decomposition algorithm applicable to the
individual 1D objects has been formulated. A preliminary numerical implementation targeted on
LEM (because it is a simpler model) demonstrated the feasibility of the approach [A]. In fact, it
provides a substantial speedup even for serial implementation because the map-based model is a
nonlocal formulation that imposes a global (domain-size-dependent) constraint on the time step
for advancement of small-scale processes. Domain decomposition eases this constraint.
A coupled array of uniform-mesh LEM objects has been developed for constant-property flow
and its extension to variable-property flow has begun [B]. Adaptive-mesh implementation will
begin later this year. For some applications, the needed flow information will be provided by
Reynolds-average Navier-Stokes (RANS) steady-state flow solvers, where the LEM advancement
will introduce the unsteadiness and spatial resolution needed for physically sound mixing
simulation.
Nuclear-driven astrophysical flames and detonations present unique challenges because they
occur at turbulence intensities that would extinguish terrestrial flames. No experiment or
simulation had probed the relevant conditions until a recent LEM study [7]. A regime transition
was found that required five decades of scale resolution to identify, presently achievable for
turbulent combustion only with LEM. Patches of homogeneous mixture occurred sporadically
between more variable regions. Post-processing of LEM mixture states using a compressible
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solver showed that these conditions can induce a natural analog of multi-stage detonation (igniter,
primer, main charge). The astrophysical implication is that the ‘delayed detonation’ scenario for
type-1A supernova explosion, which is dictated by observational data (Doppler measurements of
explosion speed and spectral measurements of composition), can now be reconciled with a
detailed physical picture of the deflagration-to-detonation transition. The newly identified
deflagration regime implies a delayed detonation scenario is quantitatively consistent with
observational constraints, unlike previous analyses based on terrestrially accessible deflagration
phenomenology. Obtaining the first plausible physical picture consistent with observational
constraints is an important step, yet calls for further investigation to verify the correctness of
LEM predictions (see Future Work).
A key feature of ODT relative to LEM is the representation of important physical phenomena
such as buoyant as well as shear forcing, radiative as well as conductive heat transfer, and
immiscible fluids with interfacial surface tension. An obvious target for an efficient numerical
simulation with these capabilities is geophysical flow. As a prelude to planned ODT simulations
of stratiform clouds, an effort to simulate a laboratory analog of these clouds has begun. The
experiment involved an opaque fluid layer atop a transparent layer, initially stable gravitationally
but destabilized by radiant heating from below. The rate of the resulting mixing was dependent
on whether the initial stabilization was imposed thermally or compositionally. Preliminary ODT
results capture this heretofore unexplained dependence and demonstrate that the difference
between thermal and solutal diffusivities is the underlying cause. This shows that ODT captures
molecular transport sensitivities in this context, which is important because it enables
benchmarking to this aqueous experiment as a basis for future application to clouds.
FUTURE WORK
As noted above, the overarching goal of planned efforts is the development of a full-featured
high-fidelity AME formulation with the capability to simulate affordably a wider range of
scientifically and technologically relevant combustion regimes than are accessible using DNS.
Ongoing algorithm and code development addressing this as well as map-based 1D formulations
that are narrower in scope is described in Recent Results. In addition, introduction of 1D gas
dynamics into ODT will be undertaken to enable pseudo-compressible coupling of ODT objects.
This coupling will rely on thermodynamic information provided by the complementary LEM
reactive-scalar objects, which rely for their coupling on flow information provided by the ODT
objects. Care is required to maintain consistency because LEM uses zero-Mach-number
(uniform-pressure) thermodynamics while ODT is pseudo-compressible. (Greater
thermodynamic generality is possible but the planned approach is best for initial proof of
priniciple.)
A planned scientific focus is mixing and related phenomenology of turbulent flows with large
density variations. A recent DNS study [C] reported an asymmetry of the mixing of heavy and
light fluids, seemingly specific to the particular case (Rayleigh-Taylor flow, which is buoyancy
driven), but in fact previously observed in an ODT study of shear-driven flow [D]. ODT of the
Rayleigh-Taylor flow will be run to test, within the ODT framework, the generality of the
asymmetric behavior and to investigate the strong-turbulence limits of some transitional
behaviors observed in the DNS (which cannot affordably explore the limiting behaviors). This
study will validate the ODT representation of flows with large density variations, which will
support a planned ODT application to primary breakup of turbulent liquid jets. For this
application, immiscible fluid phases with interfacial surface tension will be incorporated into
ODT. This application is challenging due to the wide range of droplet sizes that are generated.
An experimental study of primary breakup [E] yielded results consistent with the interpretation
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that breakup ceases when the flow residence time exceeds the time scale for formation of a
droplet as large as the jet width. This interpretation seems counterintuitive; ODT will be used to
check the validity of this versus other possible interpretations.
Several turbulent combustion studies involving comparisons between LEM and DNS results are
planned, both to validate and benchmark LEM and to use LEM to explore a wider parameter
space than is accessible using DNS. Regimes to be investigated in this manner include premixed
hydrogen flames, n-heptane combustion under compression-ignition conditions, and sootradiation-turbulence interactions in an ethylene-air jet. DNS of the latter could not fully resolve
thin soot layers. ODT will be used to test the sensitivity of results to spatial resolution of these
layers.
The supernova study (see Recent Progress) indicated the importance of homogeneous patches
predicted by the LEM simulations. There is indirect support for the realism of this intermittency
property predicted by LEM, but this requires further attention. In particular, it is surprising that a
model as simple as LEM would capture this subtle effect. The possibility that this implies an
unexpectedly simple explanation of the effect will be investigated.
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Program Scope
This program again involves the use of the shock tube with laser-schlieren (LS) and timeof-flight mass spectrometry (TOF), as diagnostics for the exploration of reaction rates
and energy relaxation processes over a range of temperatures and pressures of particular
interest in combustion. We are particularly interested in energy transfer and falloff in
unimolecular reactions This work includes considerable collaboration with R. S. Tranter,
L.B. Harding and S J. Klippenstein at Argonne Nat’l Lab.
Cyclohexane and 1-Hexene Decomposition
The decomposition of cyclohexane (cC6H12) was examined using laser schlieren (LS) in
1500-2100 K and 50 to 200 torr using mixtures of 2, 4 and 10% cyclohexane in Kr.. The
dissociation of 1-hexene, apparently the only product of cyclohexane dissociation [1],
was also studied over 1200-1700 K for 50 torr and 200 torr using 2 and 3% 1-hexene in
Kr.
The decomposition of cyclohexane has been extensively studied in the past and various
decomposition channels have been proposed [2]. The most likely channels for the present
high temperatures are those reported by Tsang [1]
(1)
cC6H12 = 1-C6H12 (1-hexene) ΔHR298K = 19.19 kcal/gmol
and by Braun-Unkhoff et al [3]
ΔHR298K = 99.32 kcal/gm
(2)
cC6H12 = cC6H11 + H
ΔHR298K = 66.96 kcal/gmol
(3)
cC6H12 = 3 C2H4
Channel (1), isomerization of cyclohexane to 1-hexene, was proposed by Tsang based on
a GC product analysis of single pulse shock tube experiments and trends seen in other
cycloalkanes [1]. Channel (2) and (3) were proposed by Braun-Unkhoff [3] to explain the
production of H atoms in shock-tube H-atom ARAS syudies and the large amounts of
C2H4 found in GC analysis of single pulse shock tube experiments.
The LS Cyclohexane dissociation experiments were characterized by a large and
sustained positive density gradient which is a clear indication of strongly endothermic
secondary chemistry following initial cyclohexane dissociation. Cyclohexyl radical
generated in (2) could dissociate further [4], but our theoretical [5] k∞ for (2) is so much
lower than the rate constant reported in ref. [3] that no contribution is expected from
channel (2). Channel (3) is also ruled out since the channel is not expected theoretically;
and no stable product like C2H4 can generate a sustained following density gradient.
Channel (1) is thus decisively favored both by theory and experiment. This channel is
immediately followed by the more rapid decomposition
(4)
1-C6H12 = n-C3H7 + C3H5
ΔHR298K = 71.82 kcal/gmol
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This reaction and its accompanying chain processes now produce a density gradient of
the required magnitude and duration. The theoretical basis of all this is illustrated in Fig.
1.
In support of the above, we have successfully modeled an H-atom ARAS profile reported
in [3] using channels (1) and (4) with no contribution from (2) or (3).
1-Hexene dissociation (4) was also observed, and the derived rate constants were fit using
RRKM theory using a restricted rotor Gorin model treatment for the bond-fission
transition state. The optimum high pressure limit rate constant is a factor > 2 higher than
the rate constant reported by Tsang [2]. This disagreement also is seen in the cyclohexane
rates of Figs. 3,4, and is again probably a consequence of residual falloff and some
temperature errors in Tsang’s analysis.
A complete dissociation mechanism for 1-hexene was obtained by modeling and this
mechanism was included in the cyclohexane decomposition mechanism. In cyclohexane
only the initial rate of (1) was varied to accurately model all the density gradients. The
model performs very well for all the higher pressure data (>100 torr), producing the
curved profiles resulting from fast 1-hexene dissociation (see Fig. 2).
It is also possible, as is evident in Fig. 1, that cyclohexane can dissociate via a ‘direct’
reaction through unstabilized 1-C6H12
(5)
cC6H12 = C3H7 + C3H5
ΔHR298K = 91.01 kcal/gmol
Channel (5) yields the same result as (1) and (4) combined but it changes the
characteristics of the density gradient profile; the upward curvature exemplified in Fig. 2
is missing. Our latest experiments at extremely low pressures (~25 Torr) are somewhat
better fit by (5) than the combination of (1) and (4), but this is not conclusive, mainly
because the modeling is complicated by the likelihood of an unobservable incubation
time. An RRKM model that fits the cyclohexane rates, Fig. 3, is constructed and its
optimum k∞ is found to be very close to a convincing theoretical calculation [2], as seen
in Fig.4..
Dissociation of s-triazine
The three-body dissociation of 1,3,5-triazine (s-C3H3N3 → 3HCN) has been observed in
incident shock waves with the laser-schlieren technique. The experiments use 5%
triazine/Kr and cover 1630-2350K, for 100-600 torr. These experiments show
dissociation rates with strong falloff and a slight but fully expected pressure dependence.
The dissociation is without secondary reaction save for a possible, but rather unlikely,
contribution from the isomerization HCN → HNC. Electronic structure calculations of
the transition-state properties (G3B3, HL1, Eo = 84.6kcal/mol) are used to construct an
RRKM model whose fit to the rate measurements that suggests a < E>down of 1200cm-1.
However, a seemingly better fit is achieved using the barrier of 81kcal/mol proposed by
Dyakov, et al. (J. Phys. Chem. A 2007, 9591). With this barrier k∞ (s-1) = 5.3x1016exp86.6(kcal/mol)/RT, and the fit now accepts the more routine < E>down = 126(T/298)0.9. It
seems the dissociation most probably occurs by the direct, one-step “triple” dissociation
to 3 HCN. Vibrational relaxation of the triazine was also examined in 5 and 20%
mixtures with Kr and over 770-1500K for pressures between 6 and 14 torr. Relaxation is
very fast, with an inverse temperature dependence and P rising from 100 to 200 nsecatm over the full temperature range. Integated gradients are in good accord with
calculated total changes in density indicating an accurately single exponential relaxation.
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A separate investigation of relaxation in the related molecule pyrazine (500-1300 K, in 1
and 5% in Kr, between 13 and 66 torr) is included. Again relaxation is rapid, but here the
temperature dependence seems more normal, the relaxation times decreasing with
temperature.
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Figure 2: Semilog plots of curved density gradient profiles produced by pyrolysis of cyclohexane/Kr
mixtures at the indicated temperatures and pressures. The open circles [○] are the measurements and the
solid lines in these figures are simulations generated by the ‘two-step’ process of (1) and (2).
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Program Scope
The focus of this program is the theoretical estimation of the kinetics of elementary
reactions of importance in combustion chemistry. The research involves a combination of ab
initio quantum chemistry, variational transition state theory (TST), classical trajectories, and
master equation simulations. The emphasis of our current applications is on (i) reactions of
importance in soot formation, (ii) radical oxidation reactions, and (iii) NOx chemistry. We are
also interested in a detailed understanding of the limits of validity of and, where feasible,
improvements in the accuracy of specific implementations of transition state theory. Detailed
comparisons with experiment and with other theoretical methods are used to explore and
improve the predictive properties of the transition state theory models. Dynamics simulations are
performed as a means for testing the statistical assumptions, for exploring reaction mechanisms,
and for generating theoretical estimates where statistical predictions are clearly inadequate.
Master equation simulations are used to study the pressure dependence of the kinetics and to
obtain phenomenological rate coefficients for use in kinetic modeling.
Recent Progress
Roaming Radical Reactions
In collaboration with Harding and Georgievskii we have been studying the dynamics and
kinetics of roaming radical reactions. Simple bond fission in a closed shell molecule generally
leads to two radicals. In some instances one of these radicals can abstract an atom or group from
the other as they are departing. This roaming
radical mechanism yields two closed shell
molecules instead of two radicals.
We have developed an approach for
determining the branching between the radical
and molecular channels via rigid body
trajectory simulations. We have applied this
approach to the dissociations of H2CO,
CH3CHO, and C2H4 employing analytic
potentials developed by Harding. For H2CO
our predictions are in good agreement with
photodissociation measurements of Suits and
coworkers. Interestingly, these calculations
predict quantized steps in the branching,
which correlate with the vibrational
frequencies of HCO in the roaming region.
There is some indication of such steps in the experimental data. For CH3CHO, Michael has
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recently made the first measurements of the branching to radicals versus molecules in a thermal
dissociation. As illustrated in the Figure, our a priori predictions (lines) quantitatively reproduce
these observations (symbols). These predictions are based on an analytical fit to a CASPT2/augcc-pvdz potential energy data combined with one-dimensional corrections for basis set
extrapolation, geometry relaxation, and vibrational frequency changes along the minimum
energy path. Our predictions for the roaming versus tight channel are also in agreement with the
photodissociation measurements of Osborn and coworkers. We are in the process of applying
these methods to a series of other dissociations including CH3OOH and C2H6.
Finally, we have developed a TST based approach to estimating this branching.
Calculations with this approach are in good agreement with trajectory simulations, thereby
refuting the claim that the roaming dynamics is non-statistical in nature.
Soot Formation
In collaboration with Tranter and Kiefer we have studied the reaction of two phenyl
radicals. Interestingly, the rate for the abstraction to form C6H4 + C6H6 is comparable to that for
the addition to form biphenyl. This abstraction does not appear to have been considered in prior
studies of this reaction. There is also some contribution from radical addition across the pi-bond
of the ring. The recombination rate is predicted with direct variable reaction coordinate transition
state theory employing CASPT2/cc-pvdz interaction energies. The properties of the abstraction
and pi-addition saddle points are also studied at the CASPT2/cc-pvdz level. Basis set corrections
are obtained on the basis of extrapolation of energies obtained with the cc-pvdz and cc-pvtz
bases. The predicted rate coefficients are in reasonably satisfactory agreement with experiment.
Hydrocarbon Oxidation
In a collaborative study with Michael we have studied the thermal decomposition of
C2H5OH. We have used ab initio transition state theory based master equation simulations to
predict the rate coefficients for the three primary channels: (1) C2H5OH → C2H4 + H2O, (2) →
CH3 + CH2OH, and (3) → C2H5 + OH. The predicted rate coefficients, which differ in various
significant ways from related prior calculations, are in quantitative agreement with the
experimental data over a wide range of temperature. The predictions for channels (2) and (3) are
based on our direct variable reaction coordinate transition state theory approach.
NOx Chemistry
In another collaborative study with Michael we have studied the thermal decomposition
of NH2OH. Michael has observed the OH and O time profiles in the shock induced
decomposition of the reactants. The OH profiles are primarily sensitive to the initial
decomposition to NH2 + OH. However, secondary sensitivities arise from subsequent reactions
of these primary products. To aid in the interpretation and modeling of these profiles we have
obtained ab initio transition state theory estimates of the rate constants for a number of reactions
in this system, including NH2OH ↔ NH2 + OH decomposition, NH2 + OH ↔ NH3 + O, NH2 +
OH ↔ NH + H2O, NH2OH + OH → NH2O + H2O, NH2OH + OH → NHOH + H2O, NH2OH +
NH2 → NH2O + NH3, NH2OH + NH2 → NHOH + NH3, NH + OH → N + H2O, NH + OH → H
+ HNO, NH + NH → HNNH, NH + NH → N + NH2, NH + NH2 → HNNH + H, and NH + NH2
→ N + NH3.
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Future Directions
We will continue our studies of aromatic ring formation, hydrocarbon oxidation, and NOx
chemistry. In collaboration with Wang (USC) we have begun an analysis of the reactions of
ortho-benzyne with alkynes and alkenes. The reaction with C4H2 may provide a significant
pathway to napthalene. We will consider the reaction of CH2 with various alkenes, which may be
of importance to hydrocarbon growth processes. We are studying the branching between
different bond fission channels in the decomposition of n-heptane, since this branching affects
the ignition properties in this simple fuel surrogate. Our oxidation studies will now consider the
decompositions of 1-butanol, as a model alcohol. In collaboration with Goldsmith we are
considering the kinetics of O2 reacting with C3H6OOH species. This reaction serves as a
prototype for the second oxygen addition, which is a key step in low temperature combustion.
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1

Scope of the project

The goal of our research is to develop predictive theoretical methods, which can provide crucial quantitative data (e.g., rate constants, branching ratios, heats of formation),
identify new channels and refine reaction mechanisms. Specifically, we are developing tools
for computational studies of spin-forbidden and non-adiabatic pathways of reactions relevant to combustion, and applying these tools to study electronic structure and reactions of
open-shell and electronically excited species involved in these processes.

2

Summary of recent major accomplishments

During the past year, we conducted several computational studies of open-shell and electronically excited species. The common theme in these studies is interactions between states
of different character and intersections between the corresponding potential energy surfaces
(PESs). The DOE support is acknowledged in four publications[1, 2, 3, 4]. Motivated by
the experiments conducted in Prof. Hanna Reisler group, we investigated the origin of
the dramatic difference (about 1 eV) between the ionization energies (IEs) of the hydroxymetyl (CH2 OH) and hydroxyethyl (CH3 CHOH) radicals. Based on electronic structure
calculations, we explained the observed large decrease in IE in terms of hyperconjugative
interactions between the σCH orbitals of the methyl group in CH3 CHOH, the singly occupied p orbital of C, and the lone pair p orbital of O. In collaboration with Prof. Hanna
Reisler, we investigated electronically excited states of diazirine[4]. Our calculations of excitations energies and transition probabilities identified the initial electronic state in Reisler
experiments to be a valence 11 A2 (π ∗ ← σN N ) state, which is reached via the intermediate
11 B2 (π ∗ ← n) state in a two-photon process. Using our code for minimal minimum energy
crossing points (MECP) within EOM-CC, we located and characterized the singlet-triplet
MECP in formaldehyde, and investigated[3] mechanistic consequences on formaldehyde photodissociation in collaboration with Prof. Joel Bowman (Emory). The DOE support is
also acknowledged in a review on “Interacting Rydberg and valence states in radicals and
molecules: Experimental and theoretical studies” by H. Reisler and A.I. Krylov, which has
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been submitted for publication in Int. Rev. Phys. Chem. Some of the recent results are
highlighted below.

2.1

Vibrational spectra of the hydroxycarbene isomers

In collaboration with J. Bowman and B. Braams (Emory), we computed accurate infrared spectra of the two hydroxycarbene isomers[2]. The vibrational levels were computed
by diagonalizing the Watson Hamiltonian including up to four modes couplings using full
dimensional potential energy and dipole moment surfaces calculated at the CCSD(T)/ccpVTZ (frozen core) and CCSD/6-311G** (all electrons correlated) levels, respectively. We
found that anharmonic corrections are very important for these elusive higher-energy isomers
of formaldehyde. Both the energy levels and intensities of stretching fundamentals and all
overtone transitions are strongly affected by anharmonic couplings between the modes. The
results for trans-HCOH/HCOD are in excellent agreement with the recently reported IR
spectra [Schreiner; et al., Nature 453, 862 (2008)) validating our predictions for the cisisomer, which has not yet been characterized spectroscopically.
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Figure 1: VCI (top) and harmonic (bottom) IR spectrum for trans-HCOH.

2.2

Photodissociation dynamics of formaldehyde initiated at the
T1 /S0 minimum energy crossing configurations

The photodissociation dynamics of H2 CO is known to involve electronic states S1 , T1 and S0 ,
as depicted in Fig. 2. Recent quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) calculations, in conjunction
with experiment, have identified a roaming H-atom pathway to the molecular products,
H2 +CO [Townsend; et al., Science 306, 1158 (2004)]. These calculations were initiated at
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Figure 2: Schematic of H2 CO T1 /S0 reaction profile. The T1 /S0 MECP corresponds to a
highly-distorted geometry.
the global minimum (GM) of S0 , which is where the initial wave function is located. The
roaming mechanism is not seen if trajectories are initiated from the molecular transition state
saddle point (SP). In collaboration with J. Bowman and K. Morokuma, we identified the
minimum energy-crossing configurations and energy of the T1 /S0 potentials as a step toward
studying the multisurface nature of the photodissociation (see Fig. 3). QCT calculations
were initiated at these configurations on a revised potential energy surface and the results
were compared to those initiated, as previously, from the S0 GM, as well as the S0 SP. The
product state distributions of H2 + CO from trajectories initiated at the T1 /S0 crossing are
in excellent agreement with those initiated at the S0 GM.

2.3

Hyperconjugation at play

Analyses of the vertical and adiabatic IEs and hyperconjugation energies in CH2 OH and
CH3 CHOH computed by NBO suggested that the decrease is due to the destabilization of
the singly occupied molecular orbital in CH3 CHOH radical, as well as due to geometrical
relaxation of the cation, which maximizes hyperconjugation. The stabilization is achieved
through the shortening of the CO and CC bonds, whereas changes in torsional angles have a
small effect on the total hyperconjugation energies and, therefore, on the IEs. An interesting
feature of these radicals is that the hyperconjugation involves three interacting orbitals, i.e.,
carbon’s p-orbital hosting the unpaired electron, the lone pair on oxygen, and σCH .
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Figure 3: Structures and energies relative
to the H2 CO global minimum (kcal/mol)
for the minimum energy crossing points of
the T1 and S0 surfaces. The trans crossing point is given in upper panel (a) and
the cis crossing point in lower panel (b).
The upper numbers for the structures were
computed at the MRCI+Q/aug-cc-pVTZ
level of theory and the lower numbers at
the EOM-CCSD(dT)/cc-pVTZ level of theory. The upper energy was computed with
MRCI+Q/aug-cc-pV5Z, and the lower with
EOM-CCSD(dT)/cc-pVTZ. The numbers in
parenthesis are the energies from the fitted
PES for the corresponding structure.

3

Current developments and future plans

Currently, we are pursuing modeling of photoelectron spectra of cis- and trans-hydroxycarbenes,
as well as their isomerisation dynamics (in collaboration with Prof. Joel Bowman). We are
also finalizing for publication the results for EOM-CC MECP calculations for characterization of singlet-triplet crossings in several prototypical hydrocarbon diradicals.
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Scope of the Project
Combustion is a complex process involving short-lived radical species, highly excited states,
kinetics, transport processes, heterogeneous chemistry on aerosols such as organic liquid nanoparticles
and soot, fluid dynamics, and energy transfer. Detailed measurements of microscopic reaction pathways,
rate coefficients, product state distributions, and thermochemistry result in considerable information to aid
in the understanding of combustion processes. Vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) light from the Chemical
Dynamics Beamline of the Advanced Light Source (ALS) provides a powerful tool to study
photoionization properties of small molecules and radicals, to selectively detect reaction products of
carbon-based species (e.g. C2 H, CH) with unsaturated hydrocarbons, and to measure the energetics and
photoionization spectroscopy of important combustion species. A kinetics apparatus at the ALS was
jointly constructed with David Osborn and Craig Taatjes of the Sandia Combustion Research Facility.
Products from key combustion reactions can now be detected and branching ratios estimated. A new
theme has also been initiated to study aerosol heterogeneous chemistry. This endeavor is exploring
aerosol species, their reactivity from fuel sprays and their production in combustion, and the resulting
particulate species chemistries.
C2H + propyne, allene
Reactions of ethynyl radical (C2H) with propyne and allene are studied by 193 nm photolysis of CF3CCH
to produce C2H followed by single photon ionization mass spectrometry detection of the products using
synchrotron radiation for ionization. By tuning the wavelength of the synchrotron, photoionization
efficiency curves are obtained to determine isomer-specific analysis of the products. For example, the
C5H4 products of the reaction of C2 H with allene (CH2 CCH2) are analyzed at room temperature. Using a
suitable model for the cross sections for ionization of the isomer species, the isomer distribution is
obtained to be: 35-45% ethynylallene, 20-25% methyldiacetylene, and 45-30% 1,4-pentadiyne. The other
possible product, diacetylene (C4 H2) is not observed for this reaction (<30%), whereas for C2H with
propyne (CH3CCH) the diacetylene product is 50-70%. Isomer results are also obtained for C2H reaction
with propyne. The results provide a new window onto the formation of polyynes, which furthers the goal
of understanding the building up of molecules that eventually may produce PAHs.
CH + ethylene: Cyclic C3H2
A comprehensive study of the reactions of the methylidyne radical (CH) with ethylene, acetylene, allene,
and methylacetylene (propyne) has been performed at room temperature using the tunable synchrotron for
analysis. The reactions proceed by either CH insertion or addition followed by H atom elimination from
the intermediate adduct. For the CH + C2 H4 reaction, the C3 H5 intermediate decays by H atom loss to
form 70±8% allene, 30±8% methylacetylene (propyne), and <10% cyclopropene. In the CH + C2H2
reaction, the cyclic C3 H2 product is primarily observed, in contradiction to previous calculations that
suggested linear triplet propargylene (HCCCH) accounts for 90% of the product formation. New
calculations indicate that a somewhat higher production of the cyclic product (27%) should be expected,
however, from these calculations together with D atom isotope studies in the laboratory measurements, it
is shown that H-atom assisted isomerization of the triplet propargylene is likely to be responsible for the
additional large conversion to the observed c-C3H2. Cyclic isomers are also observed for the reactions of
CH with methylacetylene. The reaction of CH with allene produces 23±5% 1,2,3-butatriene and 77±5%
vinylacetylene, and no cyclic isomers are detectable. This study has revised the understanding of the CH
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reaction systems and the formation of cyclic isomers. It demonstrates the power of isomer specific
detection, and it also validates the computational methods through the good agreement with experiment.
CN + C2 H4 and C3H6
Radical attack by CN (from ICN photolysis) on C3H6 can occur at either the CH2 terminal group or the
central CH group, producing a secondary and primary radical intermediate complex, respectively. From
the CN terminal intermediate there are three plausible exit channels; H + CH3(CH)2CN, CH3 +
CH2CHCN and addition/elimination forming HCN + CH2CHCH2. If the reaction proceeds via CN attack
on the central CH group then the sole likely exit pathway is H + CH3CCH2 CN. A thorough experimental
investigation of the product branching ratios of the CN + C3 H6 reaction is needed to quantitatively obtain
the exit channels, to understand the mechanisms leading to the products and to test the theoretical
treatments that have been developed for this and similar systems. Results show that both the CN + C2 H4
and CN + C3H6 reactions proceed predominantly via CN addition to the π-orbital of the olefin. For CN +
ethylene, cyanoethylene (C2H3CN) is detected as the sole product in agreement with recent other studies
of this reaction. Multiple products are identified for the CN + propene reaction. Of the detected products,
cyanoethylene (from a CH3 elimination channel) is formed in a ratio of 3:1 compared to the H elimination
channel, C4 H5. The C4 H5N mass channel consists of 57% 1-cyanopropene, 43% 2-cyanopropene and
<15% 3-cyanopropene isomers. No evidence for the direct H abstraction and formation of HCN was
detected.
Aerosol Chemistry – reactions of squalane with OH and Cl in the presence of oxygen
New experiments are being developed to investigate the oxidation of fuel droplet sprays, such as biodiesel
nanodroplet surfaces, using the aerosol apparatus. Studies will address the reactions from the fuel
perspective as well as subsequent chemistry relating to the atmosphere. Ambient aerosols are known to
play a significant role in a variety of atmospheric processes such as direct and indirect effects on radiative
forcing. Chemical composition can be an important factor in determining the magnitude of these effects
(optical density, hygroscopicity, etc.). However, a major fraction (80 – 90%) of organic aerosols cannot
be resolved at the molecular level. Recent identification of high mass oligomeric species as a major
component in laboratory and ambient organic aerosols has received attention due to the possibility that
these species may account for much of the unknown organic mass in ambient aerosols. Although, a few
mechanisms have been proposed, the origin and formation processes of these compounds remain largely
unknown. Using VUV photoionization aerosol mass spectrometry we find strong evidence for a
sequential oxidation mechanism of organic aerosols. We observe the rapid condensed phase formation of
high molecular weight species (oligomers), via OH radical initiated oxidation of organic aerosols. Rapid
volatilization, followed by oligomerization, is also important for specific reaction systems (i.e. n-alkane
particles) and can lead to the loss of a large fraction (> 60%) of a particle. Such rapid processing
(oxidation, oligomerization and volatilization) can be driven by radical chain reactions that propagate
throughout the particle when initiated by the surface OH reaction.
The reactive uptake coefficient is a conventional parameter used to quantitatively represent all the
physical effects governing the rate of heterogeneous reaction between gas phase and condensed phase
species. It may be defined as the fraction of OH-squalane molecule collisions in the particle that leads to
reaction. The average value of γ in a lower pressure stirred tank reactor at low OH concentrations is
found to be 0.59 ± 0.13 upon the exposure of squalane particle to OH concentrations of 1–7 x 108 molec
cm-3 in 1-3 hour reaction time. The reactive uptake calculated by this method agrees well with the uptake
range, γ = 0.2 to 1, found in other experiments. However, other work in our laboratory also measured the
reactive uptake coefficient of OH on squalane particles in a flow tube system at higher OH concentrations
and found a value of γ = 0.3±0.7 [OH = 1010 molec cm-3]. The discrepancy between the results indicates
the occurrence of secondary chemistry, which plays an important role depending on the OH
concentration. To investigate secondary chemistry further, a series of experiments are investigating the
heterogeneous oxidation of squalane particles initiated by Cl radicals in the presence of O2. Squalane
radical (R·) generated from reaction between squalane and Cl radical can react with Cl2 that has diffused
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into the particle or is arriving at the surface of the particle to generate particle-phase Cl radicals (which
are termed Cl' to differentiate these radicals from gas-phase Cl radical). This Cl' readily reacts with
squalane, creating a chain reaction loop in the mechanism. Furthermore, when O2 is present in the
system, squalane radical (R·) can also react with O2. Therefore, there are two reaction channels
competing with each other depending on the Cl2, O2 and Cl concentrations in both the gas phase and the
particle phase systems; the latter depend on Henry's law constants. Experiments are in progress to
delineate and separate the particle phase and gas-liquid phase chemistries.
Future Plans
New studies will explore radical-molecule and radical-radical reactions using VUV-ionization. Using the
kinetics machine developed in conjunction with Sandia National Laboratory, we will investigate coupled
carbon-nitrogen chemistry by studying the products of CH radical reactions with pyridine and CCN
radical reactions, to determine the carbyne like reactive behavior with saturated and unsaturated
hydrocarbons (e.g. insertion mechanisms). Important experiments will be performed concerning the
reaction of hydrocarbon radicals on biodiesel and oil shale related chemical species in nanodroplets using
VUV ionization to probe volatile and nonvolatile components of the heterogeneous reactions and
secondary chemistry. Major studies will exploit the aerosol generation and detection instrumentation
discussed above. Finally, radical reaction/heterogeneous chemistry on carbonaceous soot particles has yet
to be explored at the level of detail that is now possible by using aerosol introduction instruments, flow
tube reactors, and mass spectrometric detection tools. By preparing fresh soot particles in a flame and
immediately introducing them into a flow tube system, we will study their reactivity and products with
radicals, such as Cl atoms or C2 H.
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I.

Program Scope
Hydroxyl radicals are important in combustion and atmospheric environments, where they are
often detected by laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) on the A2Σ+ - X 2Π band system. However, collision
partners known to quench electronically excited OH A2Σ+ radicals are ubiquitous in these environments.
Thus, great effort has been made to quantify the rates and/or cross sections for collisional quenching, so
that its effects on LIF signals may be taken into account to allow an accurate determination of OH
concentrations.1,2 Despite extensive kinetic measurements, fundamental questions remain regarding the
fate of the collisionally quenched molecules and the mechanism by which these nonadiabatic processes
occur. The experimental work carried out under DOE funding in this laboratory is aimed at
understanding the fundamental chemical dynamics governing quenching of OH A2Σ+ by molecular
partners (M) of significance in combustion environments.
II. Recent Progress
Collisional quenching of electronically excited OH A2Σ+ can occur by two types of processes:
nonreactive quenching that returns OH A2Σ+ to its ground X 2Π electronic state
OH A2Σ+ + M → OH X2Π + M,

ΔE = –4.02 eV

(R1)

and reaction. For H2, reactive quenching leads to the formation of highly vibrationally excited water and
hydrogen atoms3-5
OH A2Σ+ + H2 → H2O + H,

ΔE = –4.66 eV

(R2)

This group has also carried out extensive experimental studies of the nonreactive quenching channel for
OH A2Σ+ with H2 and D2 partners.6-9 High level theoretical studies of quenching are available for OH
A2Σ+ with only a few partners, including H2 and N2.2,7,10 For quenching of OH A2Σ+ by N2, an
energetically accessible conical intersection leading to nonreactive quenching (ΔE = –4.02 eV) has been
located theoretically.2 In addition, a reactive channel producing H + N2O products (ΔE = –1.03 eV) is
potentially open, but has not been observed in experimental or theoretical studies.11,12
Most recently, we have focused on the outcomes of collisional quenching for OH A2Σ+ by N2, O2,
and CO2. These experiments characterize the nonreactive pathway by examining the OH X2Π product
state distribution as well as the branching fraction for OH X2Π products. The experiments are performed
using a pump-probe technique in the collisional region of a pulsed supersonic expansion. OH radicals are
generated photolytically, pumped to the OH A2Σ+ (v′=0, N′=0) state, and probed after a short delay on
various OH A2Σ+ - X2Π transitions to characterize the OH X2Π products with rovibrational and finestructure resolution.
The nascent quantum state distribution of the OH X2Π products arising from quenching of OH
A2Σ+ by N2 under single collision conditions is shown in Fig. 1 (blue).12 The OH X2Π products from the
nonreactive quenching are released principally in v″=0 with far less in v″=1. The OH X2Π products are
generated with a remarkable degree of rotational excitation, peaking around N″=18 and extending to at
least N″=27 in the dominant v″=0 vibrational state. These OH (v″=0) products are released with 6540 ±
390 cm-1 of rotational energy on average. A similar rotational distribution is observed for v″=1. A
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moderate propensity for pπ orbital alignment of the
OH products is observed as evidenced by a preference
for the Π(A′) Λ-doublet. The F1 and F2 manifolds are
equally populated. The branching fraction for OH
X2Π products, summed over rovibrational and fine
structure states, shows that more than 88% of
quenching events result in nonreactive quenching.
The remaining 12% is not observed, but is likely
produced in yet higher rotational levels that cannot be
probed by LIF on the OH A-X (0,0) transition.
Quenching of OH A2Σ+ by H2 provides an
interesting point of comparison with quenching by N2.
Therefore, we also show the OH X2Π (v″=0) products
of the nonreactive quenching channel following
quenching by H2 in Fig. 1 (red). These OH X2Π
products have significant rotational excitation, peaking
at N″=15 with an average rotational energy of 3680 ±
160 cm-1,9 but notably less rotational excitation than Fig. 1 Comparison of quantum state distributions
2
observed with N2 as the quencher. In addition, the OH for OH X Π (v″=0) products arising from
2 +
X2Π (v″=0) distribution is clearly broader for N2 as a quenching of OH A Σ (v′=0, N′=0) by N2 and H2
collision partner as compared to H2. However, the under single-collision conditions. Fractional
branching between reactive and nonreactive pathways population is shown for quenching by N2 (blue) and
H2 (red). Only population for the Π(A′) Λ-doublet
is drastically different, as quenching of OH A2Σ+ by N2
of the F1 manifold are shown for clarity.
occurs overwhelmingly through the nonreactive
channel, while this is the minor channel for quenching by H2.8
To better understand these results, the measurements have been complemented by a theoretical
study of the conical intersection (CI) region in the OH-N2 system, in particular, the g-h branching plane.12
The energy difference gradient g vector drives the OH and N2 moieties toward or away from one another
at the CI. The interstate coupling h vector puts a large torque on the OH radical, giving rise to the
significant rotational excitation of the OH X2Π products. Interestingly, the h vector is found to be
substantially larger in magnitude for OH with N2 as compared to H2, consistent with the more extensive
rotational excitation of the OH products upon
quenching by N2.
The branching fraction between reactive and
nonreactive quenching pathways is perhaps the most
striking difference between the two systems. The
topography of the CI, especially the tilt of the cone, is
predicted to play a large role in determining the
branching between pathways.10 Indeed, the present
calculations indicate a significant tilt of the cone for
OH-N2 by comparison with a vertical cone for OH-H2
as depicted in Fig. 2. The –g direction drives the OH
+ N2 (or H2) moieties apart, leading to nonreactive
quenching. On the other hand, the +g direction can
result in reactive quenching. For OH-H2, the forces in
the vicinity of the CI will lead to both reactive and
nonreactive outcomes. For OH-N2, there is principally
a strong gradient in the –g direction causing the OH +
N2 partners to separate. Thus, we conclude that the
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Fig. 2 Upper 22A′ (OH A2Σ+ + H2/N2) and lower
12A′ (OH X2Π + H2/N2) potentials are connected by
conical intersections when O-side of OH points
toward H2 (red) and N2 (blue). The topography of
the cone of intersection is illustrated schematically
with energy (vertical axis) relative to g-h plane (g
on horizontal axis) in atomic units.

product quantum state distribution and branching between reactive and nonreactive products are
dynamical signatures of passage through the CI, reflecting the topography of the potential surfaces in this
region.
Comprehensive quantum state distributions have also been obtained for the OH X2Π products
from quenching OH A2Σ+ (v′=0, N′=0) by O2 and CO2.13 For both collision partners, OH products are
formed predominantly in v″=0 with less population in v″=1 and none detected in v″=2. With O2 as the
collision partner, the ground-state OH X2Π products are generated with a significant degree of rotational
excitation, peaking at N″ ~ 17 with ~4800 cm-1 of rotational energy on average. Branching fraction
measurements reveal that 40(1)% of the products are OH X2Π (v″=0, 1). With CO2 as the collision
partner, OH X2Π radicals are produced with a more moderate degree of rotational excitation, peaking at
N″ ~ 5 with an average rotational energy of ~1800 cm-1. In the case of quenching by CO2, 64(5)% of the
products are identified as OH X2Π (v″=0, 1). Thus, nonreactive quenching is found to be a significant
decay pathway for both systems. The balance may be found in higher OH X2Π vibrational levels v″≥2 or
reactive quenching channels.
III. Ongoing Work
Hydroxyl radicals are predicted to form strong hydrogen bonds with water, making complexes of
OH with water important in a variety of environments from the atmosphere to heterogeneous interfaces of
water. This system also provides a framework for understanding solvation of radicals in water.
Spectroscopic studies of binary OH-water complexes using microwave14-16 and infrared methods are
expected to shed new light on the intermolecular interaction between the OH radical and water
molecule.17 We have predicted,18 and recently observed, the rotational band structure associated with
infrared transitions of the OH-water complex as an initial step to our infrared spectroscopic studies of this
complex and OH embedded in small water clusters. In our initial experimental study, the binary OH-H2O
complex is produced by association of photolytically generated OH radicals with H2O from dilute nitric
acid. Infrared action spectroscopy is used to identify the fundamental OH radical stretch of the complex,
which displays a frequency shift of nearly 80 cm-1, consistent with theoretical predictions. Following
infrared excitation of OH-H2O, the OH products of vibrational predissociation are detected by laserinduced fluorescence. By utilizing information from the OH product state distribution, we estimate a
binding energy for the complex of D0 ≤ 5.1 kcal mol-1. Work is continuing in other spectral regions using
an improved dual nozzle design for introducing water vapor into the carrier gas.
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Program Scope
This research program is directed at extending fundamental knowledge of atoms and molecules.
The approach combines the use of ab initio basis set methods and the quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
method to describe the electronic structure and energetics of systems of primarily combustion
interest.

Recent Progress
The continuing quest for better diffusion MC (DMC) trial functions led us to investigate transcorrelated variational Monte Carlo (TC-VMC) trial functions for DMC. The TC-VMC method has
generated very good VMC energies. TC-VMC trial functions were constructed for the first-row
atoms Li to Ne. The resulting DMC energies were compared with those obtained using HartreeFock and DFT trial functions. Despite major VMC energy improvement with TC-VMC trial
functions with simple Jastrow functions, no improvement in DMC energies was observed for the
first-row atoms studied. A next step is to carry out a similar comparison using more sophisticated
Jastrow functions, a direction that is planned as a collaborative effort with Naoto Umezawa of the
National Institute for Materials Science, Tsukuba, Japan.
In collaboration with Michael Frenklach, reaction pathways were determined for hydrogenmediated isomerization of a zigzag graphene edge containing a five-member carbon ring
surrounded by six-member rings. A new reaction sequence in which this embedded five-member
ring moves, or migrates, through the edge was identified. The elementary steps of the pathways
were analyzed using DFT. The Frenklach group determined rate coefficients using classical
transition state theory and the DFT energies, frequencies, and geometries. The results indicate that
this new reaction sequence is competitive with other important zigzag edge reactions allowing
embedded five-member rings to move freely within a zigzag edge. The embedded rings have slight
thermodynamic preference for the interior of the edge over the corner for large substrates.
More recently, in collaboration with the Frenklach group, we initiated a study of soot oxidation. As
the first step in this direction, we began the study of the thermodynamic stability of critical
oxygenated intermediates. The initial analysis revealed a somewhat unexpected but systematic
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trend in the relative stability of graphene-edge oxyradicals. A series of pentacene oxyradicals were
selected for a detailed theoretical study. The results revealed that the relative stability of the
oxyradical species can be rationalized on the basis of the concept of local aromaticity. Qualitative
and quantitative measures of delocalized bonding showed that formation of the π-aromatic
fragments associated with different prototypical π-aromatic systems explains the trends in relative
energies and thermodynamic stabilities of one-dimensional graphene-edge oxyradicals.
In research laboratories, academic institutions produce some of the most advanced software for
scientific applications. However, this software is usually developed only for local application or for
method development. In spite of having the latest advances in the particular field of science and
engineering, such software often lacks adequate documentation and therefore is difficult to use by
anyone other than the code developers. Typically, as such codes become more complex, so do the
input files and command statements necessary to operate them. Many programs offer the flexibility
of performing calculations based on different methods that have their own set of variables and
options to be specified. Moreover, situations can arise in which certain options are incompatible
with each other. For this reason, users outside the development group can be unaware of how the
program runs in detail. The opportunity can be lost to make the software readily available outside of
the laboratory of origin. This is a long-standing problem in scientific programming. Rappture,
Rapid Application Infrastructure is a new GUI (graphical user interface) development kit that
enables a developer to build an I/O interface for a specific application. We have used the Rappture
toolkit to generate a GUI for our Zori QMC computer code.

Future Plans
During the past year following research with the Frenklach group to determine the energetics and
kinetics of a series on newly discovered reactions of graphene layer growth, we jointly turned our
attention to soot oxidation. We have initiated the investigation of the thermodynamics of
oxygenated edges of graphene emulated by polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH). We
performed quantum chemical calculations on a series of 5-ring PAH substrates. The quantum
chemical calculations were carried out at both the PM3 semi-empirical and B3LYP/3-21G DFT
levels of theory. The initial set of studies explored modes of attack of oxygen on a zigzag edge of a
polyaromatic substrate.
Upon completion of these studies, our focus will shift to DMC computations in order to accurately
assess the energetics indicated in these system. From the computed energetics, a series of
thermodynamic equilibrium calculations will be carried out to compare the relative stabilities of the
oxidized 5-ring species. The results indicate that oxygen bonded on interior rings is more stable
than oxygen bonded on exterior rings. Further calculations and analysis are in progress.
Recent photodissociation studies of propargyl, propynl, and phenyl by the Neumark group provide
an excellent opportunity to test further the benchmark capability of the DMC method and to
contribute to understanding fundamental chemical physical processes. The plan is to characterize
fully the energetics of the pathways to dissociation of these systems. Although
theoretical/computational studies have been carried out on these systems, there is considerable
uncertainty concerning the nature of the excited states accessed in both radicals.
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Investigation of approaches for the computation of forces in the DMC formalism will be continued
in collaboration with Dr. Roland Assaraf [Chargé de Recherches in the Laboratoire de Chimie
Théorique at the Université Pierre et Marie Curie (Paris VI)]. The goal is to develop and test
improved force estimators in which the statistical error is independent of molecular size. Obtaining
such estimators is highly desirable, since statistical fluctuations in the total energy grow as the size
of the molecule increases. The primarily local nature of chemical bonds promises that the statistical
fluctuations in the force should be independent of system size. Preliminary computations appear to
indicate that DMC bond dissociation energies based on valence bond trial wave functions are
accurate for hydrocarbons, and therefore it is promising that this research will yield accurate forces
for hydrocarbons. DMC calculations will be performed on closed and open-shell hydrocarbons and
the accuracy and statistical error of the energies and forces will be studied as a function of molecule
size
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I.

Program Scope
Nonlinear optical techniques such as laser-induced polarization spectroscopy (PS), resonant wave
mixing (RWM), and electronic-resonance-enhanced (ERE) coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
(CARS) are techniques that show great promise for sensitive measurements of transient gas-phase
species, and diagnostic applications of these techniques are being pursued actively at laboratories
throughout the world. We have continued our fundamental theoretical and experimental investigations of
these techniques. We have also initiated both theoretical and experimental efforts to investigate the
potential of femtosecond (fs) laser systems for sensitive and accurate measurements in gas-phase media.
Our initial efforts have focused on fs CARS.
The objective of this research program is to develop and test strategies for quantitative
concentration and temperature measurements using nonlinear optical techniques in flames and plasmas.
We are investigating the physics of these processes by direct numerical integration (DNI) of the timedependent density matrix equations for the resonant interaction. Significantly fewer restrictive
assumptions are required using this DNI approach compared with the assumptions required to obtain
analytical solutions. Inclusion of the Zeeman state structure of degenerate levels has enabled us to
investigate the physics of PS and of polarization effects in DFWM and ERE CARS. We are
concentrating on the accurate simulation of two-photon processes, including Raman transitions, where
numerous intermediate electronic levels contribute to the two-photon transition strength. The DNI
numerical methods can be extended to the calculation of the interaction of laser pulses as short as 50 fs
simply by decreasing the integration time step (for pulses shorter than this the rotating wave
approximation will no longer be valid and the density matrix equations will need to include terms that are
negligible for longer pulses).
During the last year we continued our numerical simulations of high-resolution two-photoninduced laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy and ERE CARS spectroscopy of nitric oxide
(NO). We have incorporated an effective intermediate electronic level in our calculations to account for
the effects of the numerous intermediate electronic levels for the A2+-X2 two-photon resonances.
During the last year we made significant progress in developed a unified intermediate electronic level
model for both two-photon absorption and Raman transitions in the nitric oxide molecule based on the
results of pure rotational CARS measurements of NO. We also continued a detailed investigation of ERE
CARS spectroscopy of nitric oxide, concentrating on a DNI analysis of saturation effects in the ERE
CARS process, and we have developed a DNI model for broadband Stokes, single-pulse ERE CARS
measurements. We have modified significantly our numerical code for calculations of H-atom PS and
resonant six-wave mixing (6WM). We have continued a detailed DNI analysis of the fs CARS process
for gas-phase N2. We have demonstrated the acquisition of single-shot fs CARS signals from flames
using a chirped pulse probe pulse following excitation of the Raman coherence using nearly Fouriertransform-limited pump and Stokes pulses. We are presently concentrating on the development of
analytical techniques and numerical codes for the accurate determination of temperature from chirpedpulse probe fs CARS signals. We have also continued our development and application of injectionseeded optical parametric sources for high-resolution spectroscopy. In particular, we have demonstrated
the use of an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) system with pulsed dye amplification (PDA) for the
generation of pulsed, tunable, single-axial-mode laser radiation. This system was used for dual-pump
CARS spectroscopy.
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II. Recent Progress
A. Electronic-Resonance-Enhanced CARS Spectroscopy of Nitric Oxide
We continue to investigate the physics and explore the diagnostic potential of ERE CARS for
measurements of NO [P2,P3,P4,P7,P10,P11]. The primary motivation for the work is to determine
whether ERE CARS can be used to measure NO in high-pressure environments, where LIF measurements
are very difficult because of interfering LIF signals from species such as O2, H2O, and CO2. ERE CARS
is inherently more selective because of the requirement for both electronic and Raman resonance for
signal generation. We have developed a method of performing single-shot NO ERE CARS
measurements using a broadband Stokes laser, and we applied this during the last year to measurements
in counterflow diffusion flames. We have completed a detailed investigation of saturation effects in
narrowband, scanning NO ERE CARS spectroscopy. The coupling of saturation effects for the Raman
transition and the ultraviolet probe transition is quite complex and was investigated in detail, and we have
obtained excellent agreement between experimental and calculated ERE CARS spectra. As was
discussed above in terms of two-photon NO LIF, an effective intermediate level is used in the DNI
calculations to allow us to account for the numerous intermediate levels that contribute to the two-photon
Raman cross section. We have also recently developed a DNI model for single-shot, broadband Stokes
ERE CARS. The broadband Stokes laser is simulated using a multimode laser model with random phases
for the modes and Gaussian-distributed mode amplitudes. The temporal dependence of the resulting ERE
CARS signal is calculated using DNI methods, and the signal is then Fourier transformed to generate the
ERE CARS spectrum for comparison with experiment. The theoretical spectra are in good qualitative
agreement with experimental single-shot spectra.
B.

Femtosecond CARS Calculations
Fs CARS offers several major potential advantages compared with nanosecond (ns) CARS; i.e.,
CARS as usually performed with nanosecond pump and Stokes lasers. These potential advantages
include an elimination of collisional effects in the generation of the signal and the capability of
performing real-time temperature and species measurements at data rates of 1 kHz or greater as compared
to 10-50 Hz for ns CARS. Single-laser-shot temperature measurements at a data rate of 1 kHz were
performed in a room-pressure cell at temperatures of 300 K, 500K, 700K, and 900K. The measurements
were performed using a laser system at Wright-Patterson Air Force base in collaboration with Drs. Sukesh
Roy and James R. Gord; a schematic diagram of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The single-laser-shot
measurements were performed by using a chirped probe pulse to map the time-dependent frequencyspread decay of the Raman coherence into the spectrum of the CARS signal pulse. Temperature was
determined from the spectral shape of the chirped-probe-pulse (CPP) fs CARS signal for probe delays of
approximately 2 ps with respect to the impulsive pump-Stokes excitation of the Raman coherence.
Measured and calculate CPP fs CARS spectra are shown in Fig. 2, and comparison of experiment and
theory is excellent.
The physics of the CPP fs CARS process was analyzed using a time-dependent density matrix
analysis [P5]. The time-dependent density matrix equations for the fs CARS process were formulated and
manipulated into a form suitable for solution by direct numerical integration (DNI). The temporal shapes
of the pump, Stokes, and probe laser pulses are specified as an input to the DNI calculations. Based on
these numerical results, a much faster fitting code was developed to generate synthetic CPP fs CARS
spectra. The parameters in the fitting code were varied to obtain the best fit theoretical spectrum for a
given experimental spectrum, and temperature was determined as one of the best-fit parameters. A
histogram of 1000 single-laser-shot measurements, recorded in 1 second) for the 900 K case is shown in
Fig. 3. The temperature histogram has a width that is comparable to that typical of single-shot ns CARS
experiments at 900 K.
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C. Modeling of Two-Photon
Resonances and Six-Wave
Dispersive
Mixing Processes
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D. Further Development of Optical
Parametric Sources Coupled with
Pulse Dye Amplifiers
We have continued to develop
optical parametric systems coupled with
pulsed dye amplifiers. We are currently
operating OPO/PDA systems to produce
high-resolution laser radiation at 452 nm
and 560 nm. The 452-nm laser radiation is
frequency-doubled to generate 226-nm laser
radiation for high-spectral-resolution PLIF
imaging of NO in high-speed flows. The
560-nm laser radiation is used as the second
pump beam in dual-pump CARS. The use
of single-mode laser radiation for both
pump beams in dual-pump CARS increases
the precision and reduces the potential for

systematic errors in temperature and concentration measurements.
III. Future Work
We plan to pursue further theoretical and experimental investigations of the ERE CARS process
for NO, CH, and C2H2, especially at higher pressures where collisional narrowing may result in
significant improvement in the detection limits. The DNI code for single-pulse, broadband Stokes ERE
CARS has been developed and will be used to explore the physics of the single-pulse ERE CARS
process. Further theoretical investigations of the interaction of fs laser radiation with gas-phase
resonances will be performed, and the computer code to extract temperature from single-shot, chirpedprobe fs CARS signals will be optimized. Our investigation of the physics of two-photon, two-color PS
and 6WM for H-atom measurements will continue in collaboration with Tom Settersten at Sandia. We
will continue to explore the physics of these processes using our DNI code. We plan to develop the
capability for simultaneous operation of injection-seeded OPG/PDA and OPO/PDA systems. We will use
the systems for two-color PS and 6WM measurements of atomic hydrogen and atomic oxygen.
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Background
Information about the dynamics of radical-radical reactions is sparse. However,
these processes are important in combustion being either chain propagating or
terminating steps as well as potentially producing new molecular species. For almost all
radical-radical reactions, multiple product channels are possible, and the determination of
product channels will be a central focus of this experimental effort. In the current
experiments, both transient species are produced by excimer laser photolysis of suitable
photolytes, and if possible, two species are detected simultaneously using different
continuous-wave laser sources operating in the red, near infrared and infrared spectral
regions. This approach allows for the direct determination of the second-order rate
constant under any concentration conditions if the appropriate absorption cross sections
have been measured. The time dependence of individual ro-vibrational states of the
reactants and/or products is followed by frequency- and time-resolved absorption
spectroscopy. The simultaneous detection of multiple species ensures that species
concentration profiles can be normalized to a common set of reaction conditions. In
order to determine branching ratios and second-order rate constants, it is necessary to
measure state-specific absorption coefficients and transition moments of radicals. These
measurements play an important role in this experimental study.
Recent Results
NH2(X2B1) + NH2(X2B1). The NH2 radical is an important intermediate in both the
production of NOX in combustion processes and the removal of NOX from combustion
exhaust gases. The removal processes are based on the addition of NH3, (HOCN)3 or
(NH2)2CO to the gas stream, resulting in the Thermal DeNOX, RAPRENOX and
NOXOUT treatment processes, respectively. A key reaction in these processes is the NH2
+ NO reaction. The NH2 radical also plays a key role in the pyrolysis of NH3 and other
environments where nitrogen chemistry is important. However, in spite of its
importance, the chemistry of the NH2 radical, especially in reactions with other transient
species, has not been widely studied. As the first step in investigating the chemistry of
NH2 with other radicals, and in particular the reaction with OH, a study of the selfreaction of NH2 at low pressure and a temperature of 293K was undertaken and
completed. Previously, this laboratory has investigated the self-reaction of the OH
radical at low pressure near room temperature.
There is only a singlet and triplet spin manifold but still many product channels:
NH2 + NH2 → N2H3(X2A') + H
→ NH3 + NH(X3Σ-)
→ NNH2 + H2

ΔH0,r = 74.3 kJ mole-1
= -58.3 kJ mole-1
ΔH0,r = -71.1 kJ mole-1
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(1a)
(1b)

= -149.1 kJ mole-1
= -170.0 kJ mole-1
= -267.5 kJ mole-1.

→ N2H2(cis) + H2
→ N2H2(trans) + H2
M
⎯⎯→ N2H4

(1c)
(1d)
(1e)

In the present investigation, the NH2 radical was created by the 193 nm photolysis
of NH3 dilute in CF4. Temporal concentration profiles of both NH3 and NH2 were
recorded simultaneously using time- and frequency-resolved absorption spectroscopy. At
the low pressures of the present experiments k1e is close to the pure three-body limit and
the total removal rate constant of NH2 is given by k1 = k0 + k1e[M], where k0 is the sum of
the two-body disproportionation channels and k1e is the recombination rate constant. The
results of the present experiments are significantly different from previous measurements.
The value of k1e was found to be (8.0±0.5)×10-29cm6 molecules-2 s-1 a factor of ten larger
than previous determinations (K. Fagerstrom, J. T. Jodkowski, A. Lund and E. Ratajczak,
Chem. Phys. Lett.236, 103 (1995)).
NH2(X2B1) + NH(X3Σ-) and NH2(X2B1) + H(2S). The 193 nm photolysis of NH3 is
known to produce small quantities of the NH radical by a variety of one or two photon
processes (A. Kaes and F. Stuhl, J. Chem. Phys. 97, 7362 (1992)). This allowed for the
direct determination of the NH2 + NH rate constant. Two spin manifolds, corresponding
to doublet and quartet spin states, correlate to the NH2 + NH asymptote with four
possible product channels:
ΔH0,r = -117 kJ mole-1
(2a)
NH2 + NH → NH3 + N(4Su)
2
→ N2H2(cis) + H( S)
= -103 kJ mole-1
(2b)
2
-1
→ N2H2(trans) + H( S)
= -124 kJ mole
(2c)
M
-1
⎯⎯→ N2H3
= -314 kJ mole .
(2d)
The reverse of reaction 2a is assumed to have a large activation barrier. The rate constant
for reaction 2 was found independent of pressure (3-10 Torr), and the most likely reaction
products are channels 2b and 2c, N2H2 + H. Both NH2 and NH were monitored
simultaneously, NH2 in the red spectral region, at 14800.59 cm-1 and NH in the infrared,
at 3242.890 cm-1. The modeling of the system required a source of the NH radical as the
reaction proceeded. The mostly likely source of the NH radical is the NH2 + H → NH +
H2 reaction, and the data analysis provided a measurement of the rate constant for this
process. Although the initial concentration of NH2 was several hundred of times larger
than the initial NH concentration, the NH concentration profiles were not described by a
single exponential decay. The rate constant for the NH2 + NH → N2H2 + H reaction was
(9.6±3.2)x10-11 cm3 molecules-1 s-1 in good agreement with the only previous
measurement of (1.3±0.5) x10-11 (P. Dransfeld, H. Hack, H. Kurzke, F. Temps, and H. G.
Wagner, 20th Sym. (Int.) Comb. 655 (1984). The rate constant for the NH2 + H reaction
was found to be (7.7±14)x10-15 cm3 molecules-1 s-1. There are no previous measurements
near 300 K.
NH2(X2B1) + OH(X2Π). Preliminary experiments have begun on the NH2 + OH reaction
system. The OH radical possess electronic angular momentum so that the singlet and
triplet spin manifolds now have A′ and A″ electronic symmetry in planar Cs geometry.
There are several possible product channels:
NH2 + OH → NH3 + O(3P)
ΔH0,r = -49.5 kJ mole-1
(3a)
→ H2O + NH(X3Σ-)
= -106 kJ mole-1
(3b)
1
-1
→ H2 + HNO(X A′)
= -124 kJ mole
(3c)
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M

⎯⎯→ NH2OH(X1A′)
= -258 kJ mole-1.
(3d)
NH2 and either OH or NH were detected simultaneously on each photolysis laser pulse.
The chemical model describing this system is more complicated than the sum of the
individual self-reaction mechanisms because of the large number of cross-reactions
between the two systems. Under the
conditions of the experiment, reactions 3b
and 3d are expected to dominate with the
recombination channel the major channel.
Over 3 to 9 Torr pressure range, the value
of k3b was found to be (6.4±4.2)x10-13 cm3
molecules-1 s-1 and accounted for about
6% of the total reaction rate. Typical
concentration profiles are shown in the
figure for a total pressure of 4.79 Torr.
The open symbols are the experimental
data shown every 10 data point and the
solid curves are the model predictions
optimizing k1e, with H2O as third body,
k3b, k3d, and kNH+OH. The NH
concentration profile was fit by varying
the NH + OH rate constant, and kNH+OH
was estimated to be 1.3±0.7×10-10 cm3 molecules-1 s-1. Further work requires the
determination of pressure broadening parameters on the OH spectroscopic transition and
the direct measurement of the NH2OH product from channel 3d.
Publications 2007-present.
Determination of the rate constant for the NCO(X2Π) + CH3(X2A2”) reaction at 293 K
and an estimate of possible product channels.
-Y. Gao and R. G. Macdonald
J. Phys. Chem. A 110, 977-989 (2006).
Determination of the rate constant for the OH(X2Π) + OH(X2Π)→O(3P) + H2O reaction
over the temperature range 293-373 K.
-Mi-Kyung Bahng and R. G. Macdonald
J. Phys. Chem. A 111, 3850-3861 (2007).
Determination of the rate constant for the NH2(X2B1) + NH2(X2B1) reaction at low
pressure and 293 K.
-Mi-Kyung Bahng and R. G. Macdonald
J. Phys. Chem. A 112, 13432-13443 (2008).
Determination of the rate constants for the radical-radical reactions NH2(X2B1) +
NH(32Σ-) and NH2(X2B1) + H(2S ) at 293 K.
-Mi-Kyung Bahng and R. G. Macdonald
J. Phys. Chem. A 113, 2415-2423 (2009).
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Theoretical studies of chemical reactions related to the formation and growth
of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and molecular properties of their key
intermediates
Alexander M. Mebel
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Florida International University
Miami, Florida 33199. E-mail: mebela@fiu.edu

Program Scope
We perform theoretical studies of the reactions of PAH formation and growth using ab
initio molecular orbital and density functional calculations of potential energy surfaces (PES) and
statistical (RRKM and TST) computations of absolute rate constants and relative product yields.
In particular, we address the reactions of cyclopentadienyl radicals and cyclopentadiene involving
the C10H11, C10H10, and C10H9 PES and producing naphthalene, azulene, fulvalene, and indene,
and investigate the formation mechanisms of naphthalene and indene from smaller hydrocarbons,
alternative to the HACA sequences. Our studies also include related chemical reactions under
single-collision conditions, such as crossed molecular beam reactions of singlet and triplet C2
with C4H6 isomers and C6H6 accessing previously unexplored regions of the C6H6 (benzene) and
C8H6 (phenylacetylene) surfaces and the reactions of phenyl radical with C3H4, C3H6, and C4H6
occurring on the C9H9, C9H11, and C10H11 PES and directly linked to the indene, naphthalene, and
azulene formation routes. The objective of these studies is to untangle elementary reaction
mechanisms for these complex reactions and to predict their rate constants and product yields in a
broad range of reaction conditions. In addition, we investigate molecular properties, potential
energy surfaces, and dissociation mechanisms of hydrocarbon cations, which are relevant to the
photoionization spectroscopy and mass spectrometry diagnostics of various products of
elementary combustion reactions.

Recent Progress
Variational calculations of thermal rate constants for the C6H5 + O2 association reaction
using density functional and ab initio potentials. Variational calculations of thermal rate constants
for the C6H5 + O2 → C6H5OO barrierless association reaction have been carried out using
canonical variational transition state (CVTST) and variable reaction coordinate transition state
(VRC-TST) theories with minimal energy reaction path (MEP) potentials computed employing
the
ab
initio
multireference
CASPT2(19,14)//CASSCF(9,9)/aug-cc-pVDZ,
CASPT2(9,9)//CASSCF(9,9)/aug-cc-pVDZ, and density functional B3LYP/6-311++G**
methods. The best agreement of the calculated rate constants, within a factor of 2 from the
available experimental data in the low-temperature 297-473 K range, is achieved when the most
accurate CASPT2(19,14)//CASSCF(9,9)/aug-cc-pVDZ MEP potential is utilized in conjunction
with CVTST. The CVTST approach with the CASPT2(9,9)//CASSCF(9,9)/aug-cc-pVDZ
potential gives very similar results despite the fact that the CASPT2(9,9) method greatly
overestimates the energy of the forming C-O bond. The results demonstrate that the behavior of
the potential energy at large separation between the C6H5 and O2 fragments is most critical for
accurate description of the rate constant. The CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ long-range potential
exhibits an artificial barrier for the reaction and therefore is not suitable for rate constant
calculations. The CVTST B3LYP/6-311++G** approach gives qualitatively similar thermal rate
constants but overestimate the experimental values by factors 3-5. The rate expression obtained
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by fitting our best CVTST CASPT2(19,14) calculated rate constants, k(T) = 4.54x1015 1.056
T exp(910.3/RT) for T = 298-3000 K, qualitatively reproduces the observed experimental
temperature dependence both in the 297-473 K (negative) and 418-815 K (positive) temperature
ranges and generally underestimates the experimental rate constants by a factor of 2.
Potential energy surface of C10H10 related to the recombination of two cyclopentadienyl
radicals and the production of C10H8 (naphthalene and its isomers) + 2H and C10H8 + H2.
According
to
multireference CASPT2/CASSCF
calculations,
if
9,10dihydrofulvalene S0 formed
by the recombination of two
C5H5 radicals does not lose
an H atom immediately, it
can eventually rearrange to
9,10-dihydronaphthalene
D3, with the latter producing
naphthalene either by fourcenter 9,10-H2 loss or via
two
consecutive
H
eliminations.
The
mechanism of the S0-D3
isomerization involves the
formation of a tricyclic
intermediate D1, which then
ring-opens to a ten-member
cyclic
structure
D2
rearranging in turn to 9,10dihydronaphthalene. RRKM
calculations of rate constants
and product branching ratios
are currently underway to
compare relative importance
of the C10H9 + H and C10H8
+ H2 product channels
depending on the reaction
conditions,
such
as
temperature and pressure.
Theoretical study of unimolecular decomposition of allene and propyne cations. Ab initio
CCSD(T) and CASPT2 calculations with geometry optimization at the density functional B3LYP
or multireference CASSCF levels have been carried out to compute ionization energies and to
unravel the dissociation mechanism of allene and propyne cations, C3H4n+ (n = 1-3). The results
indicate that the dominant decomposition channel of the monocation is c-C3H3+ + H, endothermic
by 37.9 kcal/mol and occurring via a barrier of 43.1 kcal/mol, with possible minor contributions
from H2CCCH+ + H and HCCCH+ + H2. For the dication, the competing reaction channels are
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predicted to be c-C3H3+ + H+, H2CCCH+ + H+, and CCCH+ + H3+, with dissociation energies of 20.5, 8.5, and 3.0 kcal/mol, respectively. The calculations reveal an H2-roaming mechanism for
the H3+ loss, where a neutral H2 fragment is formed first, then roams around and abstracts a
proton from the remaining molecular fragment before leaving the dication. According to RRKM
calculations of energy-dependent rate constants for individual reaction steps, relative product
yields vary with the available internal energy, with c-C3H3+ + H+ being the major product just
above the dissociation threshold of 69.6 kcal/mol, in the energy range of 70-75 kcal/mol, and
CCCH+ + H3+ taking over at higher energies. The C3H43+ trication is found to be not very stable
and to decompose with thresholds of 18.5 and 3.7 kcal/mol for allene and propyne, respectively,
producing H2CCCH2+ + H+, CHCHCH2+ + H+, C2H22+ + CH2+, and CCH22+ + CH2+ with high
exothermicity of 98-185 kcal/mol. The tetracation of C3H4 is concluded to be unstable and
therefore no more than 3 electrons can be removed from this molecule before it falls apart.

Future Plans
We will continue theoretical calculations of rate constants for the recombination reaction
of two cyclopentadienyl radicals and further rearrangement and decomposition routes on the
C10H10 PES. The emphasis will be on predicting a reliable rate expression for the C5H5 + C5H5
association step using CVTST and VRC-TST approaches and determining relative yields of the
C10H9 + H and C10H8 + H2 product channels at various temperatures and pressures. Next, we will
map out the PES for naphthyl radical oxidation, C10H7 + O2, carry out RRKM calculations of the
reaction rate constants and product branching ratios (including variational calculations for the
initial reaction step), and will compare the naphthyl + O2 and phenyl + O2 reactions. We will also
continue our systematic survey of chemical reactions potentially leading to the formation of
indene and/or naphthalene in combustion flames, including C7/C2 (toluene + C2H2), C6/C3
(benzene, fulvene, or phenyl + C3H3, and phenyl + allene C3H4), C5/C2 (cyclopentadienyl +
2C2H2), C5/C4 (cyclopentadienyl + vinylacetylene), and C6/C4 (phenyl + C4H6 isomers, benzene +
C4H5). In relation to cross molecular beams experiments carried out by Dr. Kaiser’s group within
the DOE/GPCP program, we will complete our ab initio/statistical theory studies of the reactions
of phenyl radical with C4H6 isomers, including 1,2-butadiene, 1- and 2-butynes, and will
investigate mechanisms of the C2 + C4H6 reactions in singlet and triplet electronic states
potentially leading to the formation of the first aromatic ring (phenyl radical).

DOE/BES sponsored publications (2007-2009)
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(C6H5CC; X2A’)”, Chem. Phys. Lett., 436, 7 (2007).
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FLASH PHOTOLYSIS-SHOCK TUBE STUDIES
Joe V. Michael
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E-mail: jmichael@anl.gov
The scope of the program is to measure high-temperature thermal rate constants for
use in high-temperature combustion with the reflected shock tube technique. As described
earlier, we have used a multi-pass optical system for detecting OH-radicals1-4 and Atomic
Resonance Absorption Spectrometry (ARAS) for detecting H- and/or D-atoms.5-7
During the past year, the reflected shock tube technique using OH-radical absorption at
308 nm has been used to study two thermal decompositions and twelve bimolecular
reactions at path lengths ranging from 1.75 to 7.00 m with [OH]t being determined from
measured absorbance through an earlier determination1 of the absorption cross-section at
308 nm (σΟΗ = (4.516 - 1.18 x 10-3 T) x 10-17 cm2 molecule-1 ). The present optical
configuration gives an S/N ratio of one at ~1.0 x 1012 radicals cm-3.
Alkanes + OH
High temperature rate constant experiments on OH with five large (C5-C8) saturated
hydrocarbons (n-heptane, neo-octane, n-pentane, n-hexane, and 2,3 dimethylbutane) were
performed with the reflected shock tube technique over the T-range, 789-1308 K, using
multi-pass absorption spectrometric detection of OH radicals at 308 nm. The
experimental data and the evaluations obtained for these five larger alkanes in the present
work have been used along with prior data/evaluations obtained in this laboratory for H
abstractions by OH from a series of smaller alkanes (C3-C5) to derive rate rules for
abstractions from various types of primary, secondary, and tertiary H atoms. Specifically,
the current group scheme has been applied with good success to H abstractions by OH
from a series of n-alkanes (n-octane through n-cetane) and serves to reduce the
uncertainties in rate constants for this class of reactions. The results can be expressed in
Arrhenius form (in units, cm3 molecule-1 s-1) as:
kOH+n-heptane = (2.48 ± 0.17) x 10-10 exp(-1927 ± 69 K/T)
kOH+2,2,3,3-TMB = (8.26 ± 0.89) x 10-11 exp(-1337 ± 94 K /T)
kOH+n-pentane = (1.60 ± 0.25) x 10-10 exp(-1903 ± 146 K /T)
kOH+n-hexane = (2.79 ± 0.39) x 10-10 exp(-2301 ± 134 K /T)
kOH+2,3-DMB = (1.27 ± 0.16) x 10-10 exp(-1617 ± 118 K /T)

(838-1287 K)
(789-1061 K)
(823-1308 K)
(798-1299 K)
(843-1292 K)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Using the next nearest neighbor (NNN) group method of Cohen,8 earlier experimental
results for smaller n-alkanes, and experimental evaluations including low-T data,9 rate
constants per H atom were derived for primary and two secondary abstraction groups in
n-alkanes. In addition we have identified a third type of secondary abstraction for nalkanes C7 and larger, and the use of the derived groups allows accurate rate constants for
H abstraction by OH from any large n-alkane (e.g., n-cetane) to be determined.
NH2OH Thermal Decomposition
We have studied, for the first time, the thermal decomposition of hydroxylamine,
NH2OH. The motivation and goal of the study is to demonstrate the possibility of using
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this molecule as an additional OH-radical source for bimolecular reaction studies at
somewhat lower-T than is possible with CH3OH, thereby bridging the temperature gap
between CH3OH and tert-butyl peroxide (tBH) sources. The utility of this new OH source
was demonstrated in our recent study of the reactions of OH with acetylene and
ethylene.10 The present analysis of the NH2OH decomposition employs a combination of
theory and experiment to explore the products and rate constants. High level ab initio
calculations suggest two possible product channels, NH2 + OH and NH3 + O.
Experimental observations of the OH and O time profiles demonstrate that only the NH2
+ OH channel is significant.
The experimentally observed OH profiles arising from the NH2OH decomposition are
found to have secondary sensitivity to two additional reactions, namely, OH + NH2OH 
products and, OH + NH2  NH + H2O. Figure 1 shows a typical example of an
experiment at 1535 K. In this experiment, we identified three processes
NH2OH (+ M)  NH2 + OH (+ M)
NH2OH + OH  products
NH2 + OH  NH + H2O

(6)
(7)
(8)

that, in different time regimes, determine the shape of the profile over the entire time
range of 1.4 ms. Hence, estimates for these sensitive reactions could be determined. The
results for k6 can be described in Arrhenius form between 1355 and 1880 K by
log[k6/(cm3 molecule-1 s-1)] = (–10.12 ± 0.20) + (–6793 ± 317 K/T)

(9)

A first principles theoretical description with <∆Ed> = 500 cm-1 provides a good fit to the
experimental data for reaction (6). In the intermediate time regime, reaction (7) becomes
important, and, from profile fits, the rate constant for (7) is obtained as:
log[k7/(cm3 molecule-1 s-1)] = (–9.75 ± 0.08) + (–1248 ± 123 K/T)

(11)

From long time fits, k8 can be obtained as:
log[k8/(cm3 molecule-1 s-1)] = (–10.00 ± 0.06) + (–879 ± 101 K/T)

(12)

For reactions (7) and (8), rate constants were also theoretically determined and moderate
agreement with experiment is obtained in both cases. Also, there is little known about the
rate coefficients for the subsequent reactions of NH. A number of these reactions,
specifically, NH + OH, NH + NH and NH + NH2 might be expected to have a significant
impact on the OH profiles. Thus, for these reactions a priori theoretical predictions of
their rate constants were obtained and incorporated in the modeling of the OH time
profiles. Finally, during the course of the theoretical analysis we derived rate constant
predictions for the NH2 + OH  NH3 + O reaction. These various reactions in the
NH2OH decomposition system are also important in the thermal de-NOx mechanism11
and the present rate constant estimates should prove useful for modeling studies of NOx
formation during combustion.
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Ethanol Dissociation
Dissociation rate constants for ethanol have been measured at high-T in reflected
shock waves using OH optical absorption at 308 nm with a multi-pass optical White cell
and H-atom ARAS. Three dissociation processes are dominant at high-T are (1) C2H5OH
→ C2H4 + H2O, (2) → CH3 + CH2OH, and/or (3) → C2H5 + OH. Reaction (3) could be
measured directly. In order to measure the other channels, high sensitivity H-atom ARAS
detection was used to measure the sum of (2) and (3) since H-atoms are instantaneously
formed from CH2OH and C2H5. By difference, rate constants for (1) were obtained. A
potential low-T complication is the scavenging of OH by unreacted ethanol in the OH
experiments, and therefore rate constants for OH + C2H5OH → products were measured.
The experimental results are compared to earlier work and are rationalized in terms of
modern unimolecular reaction rate theory. The experimental branching ratios and the
theoretical predictions are shown in Fig. 2.
We also have completed work on the bimolecular reactions of D with ethanol and
acetaldehyde, and on the thermal decompositions of CH3CHO and C3H8. Additional atom
and radical with molecule reaction studies (e. g. Cl + hydrocarbons) are in the planning
stage. We are also planning thermal decomposition studies using H/D-atom ARAS on
C2H4, toluene and benzyl.
This work was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, Division of Chemical Sciences, Geosciences, and Biosciences, under Contract
No. DE-AC02-06CH11357.
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Fig.1: [OH] profile at 1535 K. The experimental conditions are P1 =
5.97 Torr, Ms = 2.471, ρ5 = 1.129 x 1018 molecules cm-3, [NH2OH]0 =
2.944 x 1013 molecules cm-3, and [H2O]0 = 4.235 x 1014 molecules cm3
. The bold solid lines in all 3 panels are simulations using a full
reaction mechanism scheme and the final fitted values for k6, k7, and
k8. Dashed lines in the upper panel: Simulation using the same reaction
mechanism scheme as the solid line and changing only k6 by ± 20%.
Dotted lines in middle panel: Simulation using the same reaction
mechanism as the solid line and changing only k7 by ±50%. Dash-DotDot lines in the lower panel: Simulation using the same reaction
mechanism as the solid line and changing only k8 by ± 30%.

Fig. 2: Branching ratios for the three ethanol dissociation channels. [○]
– 0.20-0.28 atm expt. present work, [□] – 0.36-0.50 atm expt. present
work, [∆] – 0.49-0.69 atm expt. present work, [◊] – 0.95-1.28 atm
expt. present work. Dotted lines – 0.1 atm theory present work,
Dashed Lines – 0.26 atm theory present work, Dash-Dot-Dot lines –
0.53 atm theory, Solid line – 1 atm theory present work. x-x-x – 1 atm
theory Li et al.12, +-+-+ – 1 atm theory Park et al.13 Black symbols and
lines represent BR1 = k1/(k1+k2+k3), Red symbols and lines represent
BR2 = k2/(k1+k2+k3), Blue symbols and lines represent BR3 =
k3/(k1+k2+k3).
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Multiphase Combustion Diagnostics Development
H. A. Michelsen
Sandia National Labs, MS 9055, P. O. Box 969, Livermore, CA 94551
hamiche@sandia.gov
1. Program Scope
Combustion in practical combustors, such as internal combustion engines, frequently evolves
through multiple phases. Liquid fuels injected into such combustors are generally vaporized and
mixed with a gas-phase oxidizer. Combustion processes often produce solid carbon particles, i.e.,
soot. These particles may be oxidized to form gas-phase species or released into the exhaust stream,
where they can be coated with liquid coatings. These coatings can be comprised of any of a number
of components, including unburned fuel, lube oil, sulfuric acid, water, and other combustion byproducts.1,2 The research program described here focuses on the development of optical diagnostics
for soot particles in combustion environments and combustion exhaust plumes. The goal of this
work is in situ measurements of volume fraction, size, composition, and morphology of combustiongenerated particles with fast time response and high sensitivity. Future work will expand the scope
of this program to include optical diagnostics development for studies of the structure and evolution
of liquid-jet sprays.
2. Recent Progress
Our work has focused on developing a detailed understanding of the chemical and physical
mechanisms that influence the applicability of laser-induced incandescence (LII) for soot detection
under a wide range of conditions. In our recent work we have spectrally and temporally resolved the
emission from laser-heated soot irradiated at either 532 or 1064 nm over a wide fluence range. We
have used these spectra to infer soot temperatures as a function of time relative to the laser pulse. In
addition to broad quasi-blackbody emission, at moderate to high laser fluences our spectra
demonstrate discrete features from electronically excited carbon clusters C2 and C3 and several
unidentified features. Along with the corresponding time resolved LII signals, these data comprise a
dataset for use in developing and validating models of LII signal generation and evolution.
2.1. Temperatures inferred from spectrally resolved emission from laser-irradiated soot.
Soot is composed of branched-chain aggregates of small (15-50 nm diameter) carbon spheroids
called primary particles. LII is used extensively as a sensitive optical technique for measurements of
soot volume fraction and primary particle size.3,4 This technique involves heating the particles with a
high-power pulsed laser to temperatures of 2500-4000 K and measuring the radiative emission from
the hot particles. The magnitude of the signal is correlated with the soot volume fraction. The signal
decay rate depends on particle size, and recent efforts have focused on developing LII for particle
size measurements. Broadband emission is observed for laser wavelengths from 213 to 1064 nm,5-7
and LII is typically measured at wavelengths between 400 and 800 nm.
We have used the 532- or 1064-nm ouput from a Nd:YAG laser to heat soot generated in an
atmospheric laminar diffusion flame and a gated spectrograph (~2-ns gate) to spectrally and
temporally resolve the emission. Spectra were recorded over a wide range of fluences. Figure 1
presents spectra recorded at different times relative to the laser pulse and the Planck-function fits to
these spectra to derive particle temperatures. The sharp features are predominantly due to excited
carbon cluster (C2 and C3) emission and are more prevalent with 532-nm excitation. Figure 2 shows
peak particle temperatures recorded during the laser pulse as a function of laser fluence and the
corresponding normalized peak LII signal measured at 682 nm. Inferred temperatures do not exceed
the sublimation point of graphite (~4100 K) at fluences below 1 J/cm2. At higher fluences
interferences from C2 and C3 emission increase the error bars of the measured temperatures.
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Fig. 1. Spectrally resolved emission from laser-heated soot.
Spectra were recorded at the indicated delay times after the peak
of the 532-nm (left) or 1064-nm (right) laser pulse. The fluence
was 0.8 J/cm2. Spectra were fit using the Planck function (thick
gray lines), and the resulting temperatures are given in the figure.

Fig. 2. Peak particle temperatures (a) and peak LII signals (b) are
plotted as a function of laser fluence. Soot was irradiated at 1064
nm. (a) Temperatures were inferred from spectrally and temporally
resolved LII. (b) Time resolved LII signals were collected at 682
nm, and the peak values were normalized to unity at 0.2 J/cm2.

2.2. Modeling laser-induced incandescence of soot.
Large uncertainties plague quantitative applications of LII for soot detection. These uncertainties
can likely be narrowed with a deeper understanding of the physical mechanisms that control LII
signal generation. One approach to developing such an understanding involves modeling LII signal
behavior under a wide range of conditions. A large number of models have been developed for
analyzing LII signals, but the results vary widely,4,8 and few have been validated against data sets
collected under controlled conditions.9,10 None of these LII models has been able to reproduce
experimental results demonstrating that temperatures of laser-heated soot do not exceed graphite
sublimation temperatures except at very high laser fluences.7,11,12
We have developed a model that is capable of reproducing measured soot temperatures and LII
signals during and after laser heating. The model solves the heat- and mass-balance equations as a
set of coupled differential equations to account for particle heating by laser absorption and oxidation
and cooling by conduction to the surrounding atmosphere, radiative emission, sublimation, nonthermal photodesorption of molecular carbon clusters, and thermionic emission in which electrons
are thermally ejected from the particle. Particle-size reduction during sublimation, photodesorption,
and oxidation is also calculated. Models typically used for analysis of LII data do not include
photodesorption, oxidation, or thermionic emission.8 Our model additionally accounts for other
factors not typically taken into account in LII models, including (1) temperature-dependent
thermodynamic parameters for sublimation, conduction, and internal energy storage by the particle;
(2) wavelength-dependent optical parameters for absorption and emission of radiation; (3) a particleand gas-temperature dependent thermal accommodation coefficient for conductive cooling; (4) a
conductive cooling mechanism assuming free molecular flow at low pressure and a transition regime
at high pressure; and (5) a work function for thermionic emission that depends on the particle size
and charge; and (6) an effective reduction in active surface area that accounts for the shielding
effects of aggregation on conductive cooling, oxidation, sublimation, and photodesorption rates.
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Representative results of this model for 1064-nm excitation are compared with measured LII
temporal profiles in Fig. 3a for low fluences and in Fig. 4 for higher fluences. Corresponding results
from a typical model8 used for LII data analysis are shown in Figs. 3b and 4. Figure 2 shows
examples of the fluence dependence of the peak temperature and LII signal for both models.

Fig. 3. Modeled and measured low-fluence LII temporal profiles.
(a) Sandia-model and (b) standard-model predictions (dashed
black lines) are compared with low-fluence LII temporal profiles
measured with 1064-nm excitation at 682 nm (gray lines). The
peak of the highest fluence curve is scaled to the top of the graph.
The dotted curve represents the laser temporal profile.

Fig. 4. Modeled and measured high-fluence LII temporal profiles.
Sandia-model (solid black lines) and standard-model (dashed black
lines) predictions are compared with high-fluence LII temporal
profiles measured with 1064-nm excitation at 682 nm (gray lines).
The peak of the each curve is scaled to the top of the graph. The
dotted curve in the top panel represents the laser temporal profile.

Our results demonstrate excellent agreement with measured temporal profiles of LII signal and
particle temperature over the entire fluence range of 0.02-3.5 J/cm2 for both 532- and 1064-nm
excitation. These results represent a major advance over previous modeling studies. Our model is
the only model capable of reproducing LII temporal profiles and particle temperatures throughout
the entire heating and cooling process, particularly at high fluence and during the laser pulse. Even
models targeted at low fluences are unable to reproduce the signal and temperature evolution during
and just after the laser pulse.
3. Future plans
Current work builds on these results and extends it to combustion-generated particles with
inorganic and organic coatings representative of particles found in exhaust plumes. In order to
simulate exhaust-plume particulates, we have modified our flow-tube system to allow controlled
deposition of a coating with low volatility on flame-generated soot. The thickness of the coating can
be varied and the particles collected for analysis by TEM and NEXAFS. Coatings investigated to
date have been selected for diagnostic development for diesel exhaust and include sulfuric acid,
heptamethylnonane, and oleic acid. These experiments are currently limited by our inability to
determine the mass loading of particle coatings. Developing an understanding of the cause and
magnitude of the effects of coatings will require characterization of the particle coatings. Coating
the particles increases the mean aggregate size as measured by the SMPS, but measurements of
electric mobility diameter provided by the SMPS do not provide a quantitative measure of the
volatile coating fraction either by volume or by mass. In order to measure the volatile fraction, we
will build a chamber that includes a temperature-controlled oscillating crystal microbalance for
differential mass measurements on coated and evaporatively dried particles.
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Program Scope
The goal of this project is to gain qualitative insight into how pollutants are formed in combustion
systems and to develop quantitative mathematical models to predict their formation and destruction
rates. The approach is an integrated one, combining theory, modeling, and collaboration with
experimentalists to gain as clear a picture as possible of the processes in question. My efforts and
those of my collaborators are focused on problems involved with the nitrogen chemistry of combustion
systems and the formation of soot and PAH in flames, as well as on general problems in hydrocarbon
combustion. Current emphasis is on determining phenomenological rate coefficients from the timedependent, multiple-well master equation for reactions involved in the pre-cyclization and cyclization
chemistry of flames burning aliphatic fuels.
Recent Results (all in collaboration with Judit Zádor)
Engine technology is going through a dual change. On one hand, the composition of the fuels is
changing and moving toward biofuels as well as heavier streams of oil. On the other hand,
compression ignition (CI) technologies promise higher efficiency and lower emissions. The coemergence of the new technology and the new fuels has put ignition chemistry at the center of interest,
because CI relies almost exclusively on homogeneous gas-phase kinetics to time the ignition. Special
emphasis is being placed on oxygenated compounds (alcohols, ethers, esters) and cyclic alkenes,
because these are new components in the new fuels. The critical chemical steps during lowtemperature ignition are the formation, isomerization, and dissociation of the peroxy radicals (RO2).
The α- and β-hydroxyethyl + O2 reaction
We studied the oxidation of the α- and β-hydroxyethyl radicals,1 CH3CHOH and CH2CH2OH,
which are the primary radicals formed during the ignition of ethanol. We have characterized the
CH3CHOH + O2 and CH2CH2OH + O2 potential energy surfaces using RQCISD(T)/ccpV∞Z//B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory, calculating frequencies and hindered rotors at the
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. The entrance channels for both reactions are barrierless, and
consequently they were treated in the framework of the direct variable-reaction-coordinate transitionstate theory. Using the master equation we calculated the pressure and temperature dependence of the
rate coefficients, which are in good agreement with the few available experimental data in the
literature. The α- hydroxyethyl + O2 reaction shows very little pressure dependence, while the
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collisionless and the high-pressure limit rate coefficients for the β-hydroxyethyl radical differ by two
orders of magnitude at 1000 K. We have also determined the products of the reactions using
multiplexed photoionization mass spectrometry in the Advanced Light Source in Berkeley. We have, for
the first time, shown both experimentally and theoretically that the β-hydroxyethyl + O2 reaction leads to

the formation of vinyl alcohol,2 although the predicted and observed branching fractions disagree
somewhat.
The propene + OH reaction
The combustion of alcohols is closely related to alkene oxidation, since the general βhydroxyalkyl radicals can easily fall apart at elevated pressures to form an alkene and an OH radical.
The reaction of alkenes can also result in the formation of enols, or in potential soot precursors. The
ethene + OH reaction was already studied in this program,3 and we carried on by exploring the PES of
the propene + OH reaction using high-level ab initio methods. The PES is surprisingly rich in
intermediates and products, including vinyl alcohol, acetaldehyde, allyl radical, acetone, ethene,
propanal, propenol and formaldehyde. The reactants first go through a barrierless transition state to
form a van der Waals complex, which is followed by submerged saddle points leading to the terminal
or central addition of OH. OH can also abstract a hydrogen from propene; this channel becomes
important at high temperatures. The results of our multiwell master-equation model were tested against
the experimental data available in the literature and good agreement was found, showing the predictive
strength of our model.
The cyclohexyl + O2 reaction at high pressures
In a previous, low-pressure study at the Combustion Research Facility the chlorine-initiated
oxidation of cyclohexane oxidation was studied.4 It was shown that a detailed description of the
underlying C6H11 + O2 potential energy surface (PES) coupled to master equation (ME) is absolutely
necessary in order to model the experiments successfully. It was also shown that the phenomenological
rate coefficients belonging to both sequential and direct formation of the OH and HO2 products are
essential.
Using the same methodology we (with our experimental collaborators) carried out experiments
at in-cylinder pressures (6.5–20.3 bar) at 586–828 K and measured the concentration of OH radicals
via laser induced fluorescence in a newly built high-pressure cell.5 We found that direct, well-skipping
pathways are still important in order to model the temperature- and time-dependent features of our
concentration profiles. This further emphasizes the importance of the consistent ME treatment of
chemical reactions. We found, however, a significant discrepancy between the magnitude of the
measured and calculated OH concentrations. We showed that the existence of fast chain-branching
steps (“second O2 addition”) is very likely, and adding this reaction to our model reconciles all
experimental data.
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Future Directions
We shall resume our work on the chemical kinetics of rich flames of aliphatic fuels, particularly that
concerned with the formation of the first aromatics containing one or two rings. In the next year we
expect to finish our work on the reactions of allyl and OH with propargyl. The work on allyl +
propargyl is being pursued in collaboration with Wesley Allen and co-workers at the University of
Georgia. We shall continue to develop our chemical kinetic model, particularly in conjunction with the
flame experiments at the Advanced Light Source. We expect in the next year to begin to investigate
the possibility of using the rate-controlled, constrained-equilibrium formalism to predict the
concentrations of aromatic compounds with more than 2 rings. We shall also continue to maintain our
interest in the nitrogen chemistry of combustion, particularly that concerned with NOx control
technologies such as reburning, Thermal De-NOx, and RAPRENOx.
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1

Program Scope

Combustion processes have been studied for many years, but the chemistry is very complex and yet to be
fully understood. Modern computer codes for its modelling typically employ hundreds of reaction steps with
a comparable number of chemical intermediates. The predictions of such models are obviously limited by
the fundamental dynamical and mechanistic data that is input. Spectroscopic identiﬁcations and diagnostics
for the chemical intermediates in the reaction mechanisms constitute an important experimental benchmark
for the models, as well as providing molecular parameters that are experimental “gold standards” against
which quantum chemistry computations of molecular properties may be judged. Our work has emphasized
the spectroscopy of reactive organic peroxy radical intermediates, that are known to be of key importance
in combustion processes.

2

Recent Progress
Absorbance (ppm/pass)

Our recent work has focussed on two distinct but strongly
120
coupled areas. The ﬁrst area builds on our previous inves100
tigations, using cavity ringdown spectroscopy (CRDS), of
80
−X
 electronic transition of the open-chain alkyl
the A
60
peroxy radicals that are key intermediates in the combustion of alkanes, which dominate traditional petroleum40
based fuels. Since cyclic hydrocarbons and other organic
20
species are also present in petroleum-based fuels and are
0
often more abundant in alternate fuel sources, e.g., bio-20
derived fuels, extracts from tar sands, etc. we have begun
7000
7500
8000
8500
9000
an experimental program to observe corresponding perFrequency (cm )
oxy radical spectra derived from such species. Our ﬁrst
results are described below for the cycloalkyl peroxy rad- Figure 1: Survey spectra of the Ae - Xe electronic transitions of cyclopentyl, cyclohexyl, and cyclohexyl-d11 peroxy
icals.
radicals. The absence of the bands below 7300 cm−1 in the
Our second focus has been on maximizing the useful- perdeuterio spectrum indicates that they are unlikely part of
− X
 spectra. For some diagnostic the Ae − Xe electronic transitions of the proteo analogues.
ness of the observed A
work the presence or absence of the spectrum of a reactive intermediate suﬃces. However in other situations,
measuring the concentration of the species is critical. In principle, absorption spectroscopy, including CRDS
−X
 transition characteristic of all organic peroxy radicals, should provide an excellent means for
of the A
concentration measurements. However such results require knowledge of absolute absorption cross-sections,
quantities that are notoriously diﬃcult to obtain for reactive species. Below we describe our initial results
with a new apparatus designed to measure cross-sections for peroxy radicals and other reactive intermediates.
cyclopentyl peroxy

cyclohexyl peroxy

cyclohexyl peroxy-d

11

-1

2.1

Cycloalkyl Peroxy Radicals

−X
 spectra with the
We began our eﬀorts to obtain ambient temperature cycloalkyl peroxy CRDS A
cyclohexyl peroxy (c-C6 H11 O2 ) and cyclopentyl peroxy (c-C5 H9 O2 ) radicals. In Fig. 1, we show the observed
CRDS spectra of c-C6 H11 O2 and c-C5 H9 O2 , and the perdeutero isotopologue of the latter. To generate the
peroxy radicals, we ﬁrst produced the cycloalkyl radical by ArF excimer laser photolysis of the corresponding
bromide derivative. However due to the relatively low vapor pressure of the bromide, we found that one
could obtain signiﬁcantly more peroxy radicals (RO2 ·) by producing the alkyl radicals (R·) via H extraction
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from the cycloalkane (RH) with Cl atoms produced by photolyzing oxalyl chloride, (COCl)2 , according to
the reaction mechanism,
(COCl)2
Cl · +RH
R · +O2 + N2

193nm

→

2CO + 2Cl ·

(1)

→
→

HCl + R ·
RO2 · +N2

(2)
(3)

Absorbance (ppm/pass)

Fig. 1 shows that while the spectra of c-C5 H9 O2 and c-C6 H11 O2
are similar they are clearly suﬃciently diﬀerent to distinguish
clearly between the two species. The lowest frequency, strong line
of the spectrum of c-C5 H9 O2 , which we identify as the origin transition, is at 7461 cm−1 . This value is distinctly diﬀerent from the
origin bands of 1-pentyl, 2-pentyl and t-pentyl peroxy which occur, respectively, at 7351, 7567, and 7761 cm−1 , clearly providing
a means of identifying uniquely each of the pentyl peroxy structural
isomers.
Figure 2: Conformers of c-C6 H11 O2 . Each G
Our procedures for analyzing and assigning the other bands in conformer exists as mirror image pairs.
the spectra of c-C5 H9 O2 and c-C6 H11 O2 are based on the previously observed characteristics of the open-chain alkyl peroxy radical spectra and electronic structure calcu and X
 states of the cyclic radicals. For brevity we will concentrate our discussion on the
lations for the A
−X
 electronic
c-C6 H11 O2 spectrum, but similar considerations apply for c-C5 H9 O2 . In addition to the A
origin band of c-C6 H11 O2 , we expect signiﬁcant Franck-Condon factors for transitions to the fundamental
 state. Experimentally observed frequencies for
“O-O stretching” and “C-O-O bending” vibrations in the A
these bands in the acyclic alkyl peroxies are in the range of 870-1000 cm−1 and 350-600 cm−1 , respectively.
The “O-O stretch” band is typically moderately strong, with an intensity roughly one-third that of the
electronic origin, while the “C-O-O bend” is typically about a factor of 3 weaker, but with considerable
variability. Additionally, low frequency (< 200 cm−1 ) O-O-C-H torsional vibrations can have several quanta
populated at room temperature, contributing to sequence band structure.
The other consideration in interpreting the observed
spectra is the possible presence of multiple conformers
80
of a given peroxy radical isomer. For open-chain alkyl
60
peroxy radicals it is known that the number of possible
conformers increases rapidly with chain length, already
40
reaching approximately 170 by pentyl peroxy. In the case
20
of cycloalkyl peroxies with comparable numbers of carExpt.
0
bon atoms, the situation simpliﬁes considerably. The cC6 H11 O2 should exist in chair and twist-boat forms, but
-20
the latter is predicted to lie > 2000 cm−1 above the chair
-40
and has a negligible Boltzmann population at ambient
7500
8000
8500
9000
temperatures. The chair form itself may be substituted
Frequency (cm )
in axial (a) and equatorial (e) positions; in each case the
O2 moiety may be cis (C) or gauche (G) with respect to Figure 3: Comparison of experimental and predicted Ae − Xe
of c-C6 H11 O2 . The contributions of the various
the ring, giving a total of four expected conformers, aC, spectrum
conformers are shown individually in the lowest 3 traces.
aG, eC, and eG. (See Fig. 2.)
The use of electronic structure calculations which are summarized in Table 1 allow us to make quantitative
predictions for bands in the spectrum of c-C6 H11 O2 , thereby signiﬁcantly aiding the spectral assignments.
Fig. 3 shows a comparison between the observed spectrum and the predictions based on electronic structure
calculations. Referring to the Boltzmann weights in Table 1 we conclude that the aC conformer should
make a negligible contribution to the spectrum. The relative contribution from each of the other 3 conformers is indicated in Fig. 3 by the overall intensity of its trace. The origin frequencies in the simulated
−X
 transition and the vibrational intervals are
spectra are based upon G2 predictions of T00 of the A
determined from scaled B3LYP frequencies. The relative intensities of the bands are from predictions using
a multi-dimensional Franck-Condon program with input parameters from the B3LYP electronic structure
aG+eG+eC

aG

eG

eC

-1
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e and X
e state energies (cm−1 ) and origin frequencies (T00 ) for conformers of the cyclohexyl peroxy radical.
Calculated A
Energies have been zero-point corrected and Boltzmann weights are given in parentheses.

Table 1:

Conformer
eC (1.00)
aC (0.01)


X
0
915


A
7751
8186

T00
7751
7271

Conformer
eG (3.30)
aG (2.31)


X
-104
-30


A
7443
7428

T00
7547
7458

calculations.
Fig. 3 shows the aG and eG conformers make the strongest, and comparable, contributions to the
spectrum. We therefore assign the main origin peak to the eG conformer and its lower frequency shoulder to
the aG conformer. Corresponding assignments can be made in the “O-O stretch” region below 8500 cm−1 .
Indeed the correlation between the predicted and observed spectra for these strongest bands is remarkable.
However the weaker bands are not nearly so well predicted and their assignment is a bit of an enigma.
The next strongest bands, a pair near 8000 cm−1 (and comparable structure above the “O-O stretch” band),
may well be assigned to multiple bands of the two G conformers sharing the “C-O-O bend” intensity. Indeed
the eG simulation clearly shows two such bands very close to the experimentally observed positions, but the
bands are all predicted to be considerably weaker than the observed ones. Nonetheless the “C-O-O bend”
intensities are known to vary considerably among peroxy radicals and it is not particularly surprising that
the simulation would not accurately depict the intensities of these relatively weak transitions.
On the other hand, the simulation clearly predicts
observable intensity for the eC conformer origin (with
H Raman Cell (200 psi)
Sirah Dye Laser
YAG 532 nm
comparable “O-O stretch” structure between 8700 and
Laser system 2
LP filter
8800 cm−1 ). There are weak bands in this region of
Arm “A”
PD
the observed spectrum, but they are largely consistent
with weak torsional sequences expected in the aG and
PD
Arm “B”
eG conformers. One is therefore forced to conclude that
Reaction region
Dye laser
Excimer
either the eC conformer is higher in energy and therefore
Gate
control
Laser
Photolysis
(computer)
−X
 origin
193 nm
weaker in intensity than predicted, or its A
control
( computer)
frequency is shifted so that the band falls under either
Pulse/Delay
Generator
LP filter
the origin or coincides with the “C-O-O bend” bands of
the G conformers. Either result is rather unexpected for
Sirah Dye Laser
YAG 532 nm
H Raman Cell (200 psi)
the normally reliable G2 calculations. Further analyses
Laser system 1
and experiments are being pursued to resolve these dis- Figure 4: Block diagram of DCRDS apparatus. The radicrepancies.
ation sources indicated are chosen to monitor simultaneously
2

ADC

Second Stokes (1.8 µm)

Second Stokes
(1.3 µm)

2

2.2

transitions in C2 H5 O2 and HCl.

Absorption Cross-sections

Accurate measurement of the absorption cross-section of a molecule using CRDS, or other absorption techniques, requires knowledge of the fractional light absorption, the absorption path length, and the concentration of the species. While the ﬁrst two quantities are typically readily available experimentally, the latter
is usually not for a short-lived reactive intermediate. We have proposed that the absolute concentration of
such intermediates can be determined by simultaneous monitoring of the absorption of a non-reactive coproduct whose spectroscopic properties, including absorption cross-section, are well established and whose
concentration can therefore be derived from its observed spectrum.
While the approach is potentially quite general, a particularly apropos
example is provided by the reaction scheme of Eqs. 1-3, producing peroxy
radicals via the photolysis of oxalyl chloride. CRDS measurements of the
relatively non-reactive HCl molecule establish its concentration (using
its known cross-section) which is stoichiometrically equivalent to that of
RO2 ·, for the times (100 µsec) involved in the measurement.
To implement this approach we have designed and constructed the
Figure 5: Photo of reaction chamber dual wavelength cavity ringdown spectrometer (DCRDS), whose blockand ringdown cavity of the DCRDS apparatus.
diagram is shown in Fig. 4 with a photo of the reaction chamber in Fig. 5.
As Fig. 4 shows the axes of the individual arms deﬁne nearly coinciding optical paths for two IR interrogating
beams that intersect at  8 degrees at the center. To demonstrate experimentally the equivalence of the two
optical paths, the spectrum of the “O-O stretch plus methyl torsion” combination band (710 1211 ) of methyl
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Absorption, ppm/pass

peroxy, CH3 O2 has been recorded. (This transition is not optimal as it is a factor of ≈3-4 weaker than
the origin band. It has, however, been chosen because of the fact that we currently possess two pairs of
high reﬂectivity ringdown mirrors for this wavelength region.) For this experiment, the output of a single
laser was split into two beams which were coupled to arms “A” and “B” of the apparatus. The resulting
spectra are shown in Fig. 6, which clearly demonstrates equivalent absorption along the two paths within
the experimental uncertainty set by the signal/noise ratio.
For the initial experiments monitoring the absorp80
tion of two diﬀerent species, the ethyl peroxy radical,
70
C2 H5 O2 , and its co-product, HCl, were chosen. With
the available laser sources and ringdown mirrors, we can
60
scan simultaneously the origin region of the G conformer
50
of C2 H5 O2 near 7600 cm−1 and the P-branch region of
40
the ﬁrst vibrational overtone of H35 Cl and H37 Cl. We
Arm A
Offset 10 ppm
35
measure the H Cl (natural abundance 76%) absorption
30
−1
on the P(3) and P(4) transitions near 5600 cm . These
20
spectra have been recorded and are now being analyzed
Arm B
10
to obtain an initial value for the absorption cross-section
0
and to identify possible sources, if any, of systematic er8320
8340
8360
8380
8400
8420
8440
8460
8480
ror. We will then compare the resulting cross-sections
Frequency, cm
with ones previously obtained by less direct radical concentration measurements based either upon absorption of
Figure 6: The spectra of the 71 121 combination band of
the photolysis beam by precursor molecules or the rate CH3 O2 obtained from the two arms0 of 1the DCRDS apparatus.
The black trace from arm “A” is vertically oﬀset by +10 ppm
of disappearance of ethyl peroxy.
-1

for clarity.

3

Future Directions

−X

With respect to the cycloakyl peroxy radicals, we expect to complete shortly the analysis of the A
spectra of cyclohexyl and cyclopentyl peroxy. We will then pursue the corresponding spectra of cyclobutyl
and cyclopropyl peroxy. These latter spectra are of particular importance as theoretical benchmarks. Furthermore the combination of spectra from all the cycloalkyl peroxy radicals with 3 to 6 carbon atoms will
provide an excellent basis for comparison between the cyclic and acyclic alkyl peroxy radicals.
We plan to complete our analysis of the DCRDS results to obtain the absolute absorption cross-section
for C2 H5 O2 . We hope to explore an independent cross-section measurement using the photolysis of C2 H5 Br
to produce ethyl radicals which are quantitatively converted to C2 H5 O2 by reaction 3. In this case the coproduct Br atom concentration can be determined from the CRDS absorption on its ﬁne-structure transition
at 3685 cm−1 , utilizing its magnetic-dipole-transition cross-section. Additionally we will extend our crosssection measurements to other reactive species.
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Program Scope or Definition
The goal of this program is the development of theoretical methods and models for describing
the dynamics of chemical reactions, with specific interest for application to polyatomic
molecular systems of special interest and relevance. There is interest in developing the most
rigorous possible theoretical approaches and also in more approximate treatments that are more
readily applicable to complex systems.
Recent Progress
Research efforts are being focused on the problem of how to add quantum mechanical effects to
the classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations that are now so ubiquitously applied to all
types of dynamical processes in complex molecular systems. Semiclassical (SC) theory—since
it is based on the classical trajectories of the molecular system--is a natural way to approach the
problem, and one knows from much work1 in the early 1970’s that SC theory describes all
quantum effects in molecular dynamics at least qualitatively, and typically quite quantitatively;
the primary challenge is thus to develop methods for implementing it for large molecular
systems. In this regard, the ‘initial value representation’2 (IVR) of SC theory has emerged as the
most useful starting point since it replaces the non-linear boundary value problem of earlier SC
approaches by a Monte Carlo average over the initial conditions of classical trajectories, a
procedure more amenable to systems with many degrees of freedom.3
A particular kind of ‘linearized’ approximation of the SC-IVR (denoted LSC-IVR) leads to an
especially simple (and thus attractive) approach that can fairly routinely be applied to large
molecular systems; though it cannot describe true quantum coherence phenomena, the LSC-IVR
does describe some quantum features (e.g., zero point energy effects, and tunneling corrections
to thermal rate constants) quite well. Figure 1, for example, shows force-force correlation
functions4 for liquid para-H2 (that are related to vibrational relaxation in this solvent) at several
temperatures as given by the LSC-IVR approach, compared to the corresponding classical
results. At the higher temperature (14K) the two are very similar, i.e., quantum effects are
negligible, while at the lower temperature one sees that the classical results show an oscillatory
behavior indicative of incipient freezing of these clusters. The SC results, though, show only the
faintest hint of this behavior, because zero point energy prevents the system from freezing;
quantum effects are thus very prominent in this regime.
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Figure 1. Force-force autocorrelation function of liquid para-H2, at various temperatures; blue curves are the result
of a purely classical MD calculation, and the red curves that of the linearized version of the SC-IVR.

An illustration of how the LSC-IVR describes tunneling in thermal rate constants is shown in
Figure 2, an Arrhenius plot of the rate constant for a standard model problem for H atom transfer
reactions (the 1d Eckart barrier). The tunneling correction factor is given to within ~10% for
temperatures down to ~ 250K, at which the correction factor is greater than a factor of 102, and is
correct to a factor of ~2 at 150K where the correction factor is > 106.

Figure 2. Arrhenius plot of the thermal rate constant
for a 1d Eckart barrier corresponding to a standard H
atom transfer reaction. Broken curve is the classical
result, red curve the exact quantum result, and blue
curve the result given by the LSC-IVR.

It should be noted, too, that the results
shown in Figure 2 utilize a new, modified
‘local harmonic approximation’5 (mLHA)
for evaluating the Wigner function
involving the Boltzmann operator, which is
the only non-trivial aspect of a LSC-IVR
calculation. The LHA itself it not able to
handle regions of a potential energy surface
with significant negative curvature (where
the local frequencies are imaginary), i.e.,
regions dominated by potential barriers that are most important for chemical reactions; e.g., for
the results shown in Figure 2, the LHA itself (not shown in Fig. 2) diverges for T < 700K,
making it essentially useless. The mLHA, on the other hand, is seen to be usefully accurate to
below 200K. The mLHA thus solves the last remaining ‘bottleneck’ to making the ‘linearized’
SC-IVR approach a completely general dynamical approach, applicable to any system for which
classical MD simulations are possible.
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As noted, though, when coherence effects are important one must go beyond the linearized
approximation, and the forward-backward6 (FB) IVR is the simplest treatment that is able in
describe true coherence effects. Figure 3 shows an example such a calculation7 where coherence
effects are significant: the quantity shown is the radial distribution function of the I2 molecule
(in its excited electronic state) in an Argon cluster, 352 fsec after excitation from the ground
state. One sees some distribution at large r, corresponding to dissociation, and for smaller r,
corresponding to bounded I2, coherence effects are quite prominent even in this cluster
environment.

Figure 3. Solvent effect on quantum coherence
of vibrational motion of iodine molecule.
Shown are probability distribution functions of
iodine molecule at t = 352 fs. All results are
calculated by FB-IVR in three dimensional
space. The probability distribution of a free
iodine molecule is shown in black. The red line
is for a system consisting of iodine molecule
and one argon solvent. The blue line is the
result for a cluster of iodine molecule and 6
argon atoms. The inset shows the same results
for a longer range where dissociation exists.

Future Plans
The ‘linearized’ approximation to the general SC-IVR is now generally applicable to essentially
any molecular system for which classical MD calculations are feasible. To describe true
quantum coherence effects, however, requires a more accurate version of the SC-IVR, and the
‘forward-backward’ IVR is the simplest step up on the ‘ladder of rigor’ that is able to do so.
Further effort will thus be devoted to developing the FB-IVR also into a generally applicable
methodology. It is more difficult to apply than the ‘linearized’ version, but considerable
progress has been made. A particularly interesting application to the FB-IVR is to electronically
non-adiabatic dynamics, where quantum coherence is an important aspect of such processes.8,9
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GAS-PHASE MOLECULAR DYNAMICS: THEORETICAL STUDIES IN SPECTROSCOPY AND
CHEMICAL DYNAMICS
James T. Muckerman (muckerma@bnl.gov) and Hua-Gen Yu (hgy@bnl.gov)
Chemistry Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973-5000

Program Scope
The goal of this program is the development and application of computational methods
for studying chemical reaction dynamics and molecular spectroscopy in the gas phase.
We are interested in developing rigorous quantum dynamics algorithms for small
polyatomic systems and in implementing approximate approaches for complex ones.
Particular focus is on the dynamics and kinetics of chemical reactions and on the
rovibrational spectra of species involved in combustion processes. This research also
explores the potential energy surfaces of these systems of interest using state-of-the-art
quantum chemistry methods.

Recent Progress
Kinetics and dynamics study of the reaction of HOCO radical with H, HO2 and Cl
radicals

The important combustion reactions H/HO2 + HOCO have been characterized by high
level ab initio methods (QCISD(T) and CCSD(T)). Their dynamics have been
investigated using the ab initio molecular dynamics approach based on CASSCF or
SAC/CCSD energies and forces. Results show that both reactions are very fast. At room
temperature, for the HO2 + HOCO reaction, the calculated thermal rate coefficient is
(6.52±0.44)×10−11 cm3 molec−1 s−1 with the product branching fractions: 0.77 (CO2 +
H2O2), 0.15 (HOC(O)O + OH), 0.056 (CO3 + H2O), 0.019 (O2(a 1) + HOC(O)H), and
0.01 (O2(X 3) + HOC(O)H). For the H + HOCO reaction, the rate coefficient is
predicted to be 1.07×10−10 cm3 molec−1 s−1 with a negligible activation energy of Ea=0.06
kcal/mol, and the branching fractions are estimated to be 0.87 for H2 + CO2, and 0.13 for
H2O + CO. In addition, a combined ab initio and direct dynamics study was also carried
for the Cl + HOCO reaction. The thermal rate coefficients in the range 200-600 K were
calculated. At room temperature, the thermal rate coefficient is predicted to be 3.0×10−11
cm3 molec−1 s−1 with an activation energy of −0.2 kcal/mol. Only the HCl + CO2 products
are obtained. Interestingly, trajectories demonstrated that the reaction occurs via a dualpath complex-formation mechanism that is characterized by very short- and moderately
long-lived complexes, both involving the addition of Cl to HOCO. The lifetimes of the
HOC(O)Cl intermediates are predicted to be 310 fs and 1.9 ps for the short- and longerlived intermediates. The coexistence of both mechanisms results from the poor vibrationvibration energy transfer in the newly formed HOC(O)Cl complex. This work was
carried out in collaboration with J. Francisco (Purdue).
A spherical electron cloud hopping SECH) model for dissociative recombination

A spherical electron cloud hopping (SECH) model has been developed for studying the
product branching ratios of dissociative recombination (DR) of polyatomic systems. In
this model, the fast electron-capture process is treated as an instantaneous hopping of a
cloud of uniform spherical fractional point charges onto a target M+q ion (or molecule).
The sum of point charges (−1) simulates the incident electron. The sphere radius is
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determined by a critical distance (RceM) between the incoming electron (e−) and the target,
at which the potential energy of the e−−M+q system is equal to that of the electroncaptured molecule M+q−1 in a symmetry-allowed electronic state with the same structure
as M+q. During the hopping procedure, the excess energy of the electron association
reaction is distributed over the kinetic energies of M+q−1 atoms to conserve total energy.
The kinetic energies are adjusted by adding atomic momenta in the direction of driving
forces induced by the scattering electron. The nuclear dynamics of the resultant M+q−1
molecule are studied using a direct ab initio dynamics method on the adiabatic potential
energy surface of M+q−1, or together with extra adiabatic surfaces of M+q−1. For the latter
case, the “fewest switches” surface hopping algorithm of Tully was adapted to deal with
the nonadiabaticity in trajectory propagations. The SECH model has been applied to
study the DR of both CH+ and H3O+(H2O)2. The theoretical results are consistent with the
experiment. It was found that water molecules play an important role in determining the
product branching ratios of the molecular cluster ion.
Rovibrational spectroscopy of large amplitude molecule HO3

An analytic potential energy surface has been constructed by fitting about 28 thousand
energy points for the electronic ground-state (X2A ) of HO3. The energy points are
calculated using a hybrid density functional HCTH and a large basis set aug-cc-pVTZ,
i.e., a HCTH/aug-cc-pVTZ density functional theory (DFT) method. The DFT
calculations show that the trans-HO3 isomer is the global minimum with a potential well
depth of 9.94 kcal/mol with respect to the OH + O2 asymptote. The minimum-energy
geometry of the cis-HO3 conformer is located 1.08 kcal/mol above that of trans-HO3 with
an isomerization barrier of 2.41 kcal/mol from trans- to cis-HO3. Using this surface, a
rigorous quantum dynamics (QD) computation has been carried out to determine the
rovibrational energy levels of HO3. The calculated results predict a dissociation energy of
6.15 kcal/mol, which is in excellent agreement with the experimental value of Lester et
al. [J. Phys. Chem. A 111, 4727 (2007).].
Vibronic spectra of boron nitride nanotubes

Radiative transitions of boron nitride nanotubes (BNNTs) in the energy range 1-6 eV
have been studied using both experimental and theoretical approaches (in collaboration
with W.-Q. Han, BNL CFN). In addition to the direct band-gap transition at 5.38 eV,
diffuse structures near 4.09 eV were observed in the cathodoluminescence (CL) spectra
for BNNTs. Our calculations suggested that these diffuse spectra could arise from a
phonon-electron coupling mechanism via defects or impurities in the nanotubes. That is,
they are typical vibronic spectra analogous to molecular electronic spectra. For the 10BN
nanotubes, the phonon frequency was determined as 0.1752 eV (or 1413 cm-1), and this
mode produces a progression of up to five phonon replicas which gives equally spaced
peaks starting at 4.09 eV toward lower energies. The calculated frequency is in excellent
agreement with the Raman value of 1390 cm-1. It is assigned to a B-N bond stretching
deformation mode. In addition, the DFT calculations with an oxygen-atom-substituted
BN(5,5) nanotube indicate that BNxO1-x tubes are stable, which could substantially
enhance the intensities of the vibronic spectra of BNNTs, together with excitons.
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Future Plans
Kinetics and dynamics study of radical-radical reactions

We will continue to study some important combustion reactions using our direct ab initio
molecular dynamics program. Of particular interest are fast radical-radical reactions. Two
ongoing examples are the CH3/ClO + HOCO reactions, which are being carried out in
collaboration with J. Francisco (Purdue). Here we will address the energies, geometries,
and vibrational frequencies of the stationary points on the singlet ground-state surfaces,
and the reaction mechanism. The dynamics will be carried out using CASSCF methods,
together with variational RRKM theory. Our preliminary electronic structure calculations
show that the reaction can occur via two reaction pathways. One is a direct abstraction
reaction. The other occurs via an intermediate complex. However, the two pathways lead
to different products. The aim of this research is to determine the product branching
ratios as well as rate coefficients.
Our study of a series of reactions involving the HOCO radical will conclude with the
disproportionation of the HOCO radical. Here we will address the energies, geometries,
and vibrational frequencies of the stationary points on the singlet ground-state surface,
and the reaction mechanism. If one HOCO radical abstracts the hydrogen atom from the
other, the products would be HC(O)OH and CO2. If the two HOCO radicals form an
intermediate oxalic acid, HOC(O)C(O)OH, complex, the products could be H2O, CO and
CO2, or two CO2 and H2. The dynamics will be carried out using dual level ab initio
methods. The aim of this research is to determine the mechanism and product branching
ratio as well as rate coefficients.
Vibronic spectrum calculations of CH2

In the GPMD group at BNL, Sears and Hall have successfully detected the
predissociation spectra of CH2 radicals. In order to approach a full understanding of the
rich and complicated rovibronic levels of CH2 near the C + H2 and CH + H dissociation
limits, we have calculated five low-lying electronic potential energy surfaces of CH2
using a multireference CI (MRCI) method. The adiabatic surfaces have been transformed
into a set of diabatic ones using the quasi-adiababatic approximation of Koppel et al.
Based on the surfaces, full dimensional quantum dynamics will be performed. The energy
levels and non-adiabatic coupling effects will be explored, together with a detailed
comparison with experimental observations.
Molecular dynamics studies of molecular ion reactions

Molecular ions such as C3H7+ and H3O+ are important species in jet exhausts and
interstellar media. It is very interesting to study their reactions and the product branching
ratios. The results of such studies would be helpful for understanding the properties and
evolutions of neutral molecular species in those environments. In this proposal, we will
continue to develop and extend our direct ab initio molecular dynamics program,
DualOrthGT, to study the reactivity of polyatomic molecular ions. Two example
reactions are the dissociation recombination of H3O+ with slow electrons, and the H3+ +
CO reaction. For both reactions, we will focus on the product branching ratios of the
reactions. For the latter, the H isotopic effect may also be investigated. Eventually, we
hope to explore the properties and dynamics of combustion-related neutral radicals with
the help of these similar reactions of corresponding cations.
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Dynamics of Activated Molecules
Amy S. Mullin
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742
mullin@umd.edu
I.

Program Scope
The focus of my research program is to investigate collisional energy transfer of molecules with large
amounts of internal energy. Collisional energy transfer is ubiquitous in gas-phase chemistry and can have
important effects on overall reaction rates and branching ratios. However there are substantial challenges
to making detailed experimental measurements of energy transfer at energies that are relevant to chemistry
under combustion conditions. High energy molecules contain extremely large densities of states, are of
transient nature and have poorly understood interactions with other molecules. Currently, there are no firstprinciple theories of collisional energy transfer and the lack of fundamental knowledge often results in
cursory and insufficient treatments in reactive models. A goal of my research is to gain new insights into
the microscopic details of relatively large complex molecules at high energy as they undergo quenching
collisions.
We use state-resolved transient IR absorption to characterize the energy transfer pathways that are
responsible for the collisional cooling of high energy molecules. To overcome the inherent difficulties in
developing a molecular level understanding of collisions involving high energy molecules, we use highresolution IR probing to measure population changes in small collision partners that undergo collisions
with high energy molecules. Using this technique, we have performed in-depth spectroscopic studies that
provide a greater understanding of high energy molecules and their collisional energy transfer.
II. Recent Progress
A. State-resolved probes of low-E energy transfer: Energy gain via “weak” collisions
We have continued using transient IR absorption probing the monitor the simultaneous appearance and
depletion of population in low energy rotational states of bath molecules that are involved in the collisional
quenching of high energy molecules. This approach gives us access to measure the energy partitioning and
rates for the full distribution of bath molecules that scatter from collisions. Our measurements so far have
focused on the nascent products generated from single collisions, but could be applied to mapping out the
evolution of energy distributions under higher pressure and multi-collision conditions.
Until recently, high-resolution probing of collisional energy transfer of high energy molecules has been
limited to measuring large E collisions that scattered bath molecules into previously unpopulated states.
By measuring the dynamics associated with low energy rotational states we measure the outcome of small
E collisions are associated with so-called “weak” collisions. The terms “weak” and “strong” are
qualitative descriptors that refer to collisions leading to small-E and large-E energy transfer, based
historically on Hinschelwood’s strong collision assumption.
Collisions that induce small exchanges of energy make up the vast majority of energy transfer events
but they are difficult to distinguish from the ambient background population in low-J states at 300 K.
Parallel energy transfer processes that excite bath vibrational states (V-to-V energy transfer) interfere with
high-resolution absorption measurements by moving population into upper states of the IR probe
transitions. If this is the case, it is impossible to sort out how distinct processes contribute to the overall
absorption signals. We overcome this problem by judiciously choosing probe transitions that have
negligible cross sections for V-to-V energy transfer. For CO2 probing, we use 0000→1001 transitions near
=2.7 m. For HOD and DCl probing, we do not observe collisional transfer to the stretching modes and
single quantum probe transitions are used at =2.7 m and 4.5 m, respectively.
To measure the transient populations associated with weak collisions, we collect transient Dopplerbroadened IR line profiles for individual states of bath molecules immediately following single collisions
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with highly excited molecules. For low-J states of the bath molecule, signals are dominated by negativegoing depletion of the initial population at the center frequency of the probe transition. In the Dopplerbroadened wings, positive-going appearance signals correspond to the products of collisional energy
transfer. The data are fit using a double Gaussian function that distinguishes contributions of the
appearance and depletion signals. Appearance line widths directly yield the distribution of recoil velocities
in the scattered molecules. The integrated area of the appearance component corresponds to the nascent
population of bath molecules that are scattered into a final rotational state. In this way, we measure nascent
rotational and translational energy distributions for the full range of rotational states of the scattered bath
molecules.
B. Energy Dependence of Recoil Energies and Product Rotational State Distributions
We have measured the nascent appearance of individual rotational states of CO2 (v=0000, J=2-80)
following single collisions with pyrazine(E) at two initial donor energies, E=32700 cm-1 and 37900 cm-1.
The center-of-mass recoil energies of the scattered bath molecules are plotted in Fig. 1 as a function of bath
rotational state. For both donor energies, the low-J states of CO2 are scattered with modest recoil energies.
The recoil energy increases nonlinearly above a threshold bath state Jth. For CO2 the threshold is near
Jth.~60 which has a rotational energy of Erot~1450 cm-1. Pyrazine has a number of vibrational modes in this
region: CH bending modes are at 1230 and 1350 cm-1 and CH stretching modes are 1410 to 1580 cm-1.
The recoil velocities associated with a given CO2 product state approximately double for a 16% increase in
pyrazine’s vibrational energy.

Fig. 1. Nascent center-of-mass recoil
energies due to collisions of pyrazine(E) with
CO2 at two different vibrational energies,
E=32700 and 37900 cm-1 shown as a function
of CO2 rotational state. The product
translational energies double for a 16%
increase in pyrazine energy.

The nascent rotational states of scattered CO2 molecules have bimodal distributions for both pyrazine
energies, as shown in Fig. 2. The low-J states (J=2-54) fit to temperatures of Trot=420 K and 451 K while
the high-J states (J=56-80) have temperatures of Trot = 930 and 1145 K. This observation indicates that
there are two subpopulations of CO2 molecules that are generated through collisions. It is worth noting
that in related energy gain measurements for pyrazine quenching with DCl and HOD, the bath molecules
are scattered with single rotational distributions. Furthermore, the V-to-RT data in Figure 2 account for
more than 95% of all collisions and include the outcome of both elastic and inelastic collisions. V-to-V
energy transfer accounts for the remaining 5% of collisions. The total V-to-RT energy transfer rate is very
close to the Lennard-Jones collision rate.
The low-J states arise from weak collisions that involve small changes in angular momentum and
recoil velocity. The high-J states result from strong collisions involving larger changes in both angular
momentum and recoil velocity. The high-J product states are much more sensitive than the low-J states to
changes in pyrazine’s internal energy.
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Fig. 2. Nascent distributions of
CO2 (0000, J=2-80) following
collisions with highly excited
pyrazine at two different
vibrational energies, E=32700
and 37900 cm-1. Low-J data
(red circles) were collected on a
newly constructed spectrometer.
High-J data (grey circles) have
been published previously.

Based on the data in Fig. 2, we have developed a two-component model to characterize the two
subpopulations of scattered molecules. The strong collision component is characterized using the high-J
Trot values shown in Fig. 2. We subtract this subpopulation from the observed bimodal distribution to
obtain the weak-collision subpopulation. Interestingly, the weak collision subpopulations at both donor
energies have rotational temperatures near the ambient cell temperature. The weak collision component
predominates at both donor energies. The fraction of strong collisions nearly doubles for a 16% increase in
pyrazine energy. The hot distribution makes up 13% of the total scattered population for the lower energy
donor and 25% for the higher energy donor.

Fig. 3. Subpopulations of
scattered CO2 molecules from
collisions with pyrazine(E),
where E=32700 cm-1 and 37900
cm-1. The weak collision
components have rotational
temperatures near the ambient
experimental temperature of
298 K. The fraction of strong
collisions nearly doubles for a
16% increase in pyrazine
internal energy.

C. Collisions in the presence of hydrogen bonding: dynamics and collision rates
We have also performed a number of studies that investigate the collisional quenching of highly
excited donor molecules with H2O and HOD to learn what role, if any, hydrogen bonding has on energy
transfer dynamics. These results of these studies have already been published and details can be found in
the corresponding papers listed below. We find that energy gain profiles, particularly for bath rotation, are
sensitive to details of the hydrogen bonding interactions. The data suggest that the dynamics are affected
by the number of hydrogen bonding sites between the highly excited donor and water and by the structure
of the local energy minima. We also learn from these studies that collision rates for H2O and HOD can be
as much as 3 times larger than Lennard-Jones collision rates. This is distinct from collisions involving DCl
and CO2 with highly excited aromatic donors that have experimental collision rates that are very close to
Lennard-Jones rates.
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III. Future Work
We are planning to measure energy transfer dynamics of highly excited molecules in collisions
with HCl. The results of the HCl studies will be compared with earlier work on DCl collisional energy
gain. These experiments will provide a benchmark for testing how rotational and translational energy
partitioning scales with angular momentum constraints for the same intermolecular potential energy
surface. We are also setting up to investigate collision dynamics of HOD with highly excited molecules
that have structurally distinct hydrogen bonding sites.
IV. Recent Publications
“Relaxation dynamics of highly vibrationally excited picoline isomers (Evib =38300 cm-1) with CO2: The
role of state density in impulsive collisions,” E. M. Miller, L. Murat, N. Bennette, M. Hayes, and A. S.
Mullin, J. Phys. Chem. A. 110, 3266-3272 (2006).
“Direct determination of collision rates beyond the Lennard-Jones model through state-resolved
measurements of strong and weak collisions,” D. K. Havey, Q. Liu, Z. Li, M. S. Elioff, M. Fang, J. Neudel
and A. S. Mullin, J. Phys. Chem. A 111, 2458-2460 (2007).
“Strong Collisions of Highly Vibrationally Excited Alkylated Pyridines (Evib~38800 cm-1) with CO2” by Q.
Liu, J. Du, D. K. Havey, Z. Li, E. M. Miller and A. S. Mullin, J. Phys. Chem. A 111, 4073-4080 (2007).
“Collisions of highly vibrationally excited pyrazine with HOD: State-resolved probing of strong and weak
collisions,” D. K. Havey, Q. Liu, Z. Li, M. S. Elioff, and A. S. Mullin, J. Phys. Chem. A 111, 13321-13329
(2007).
“State resolved strong collisions of vibrationally excited azulene (Evib= 20,100 and 38,500 cm-1) with CO2,”
L. Yuan, J. Du and A. S. Mullin, J. Chem. Phys. 129, 014303/1-11 (2008).
“Energy transfer dynamics of weak and strong collisions between vibrationally excited
pyrazine(Evib=37900 cm-1) + DCl,” J. Du, L. Yuan, S. Hsieh, F. Lin and A. S. Mullin, J. Phys. Chem. A
112, 9396-9404 (2008).
“Energy transfer dynamics in the presence of preferential hydrogen bonding: Collisions of highly
vibrationally excited pyridine-h5, -d5, and -f5 with water,” D. K. Havey, Q. Liu and A. S. Mullin, J. Phys.
Chem. A 112, 9509-9515 (2008).
“Effects of alkylation on deviations from Lennard-Jones collision rates for highly excited aromatic
molecules: Collisions of methylated pyridines with HOD” Q. Liu, D. K. H., Z. Li and A. S. Mullin, J.
Phys. Chem. A, in press (2009).
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Reacting Flow Modeling with Detailed Chemical Kinetics
Habib N. Najm
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1 Program Scope
The goal of this research program is to improve our fundamental understanding of reacting flow, thereby advancing
the state of the art in predictive modeling of combustion. The work involves: (1) Using computations to investigate the structure and dynamics of flames using detailed chemical kinetics; (2) Developing techniques for analysis
of multidimensional reacting flow; (3) Developing numerical methods for the efficient solution of reacting flow
systems of equations with detailed kinetics and transport; (4) Developing massively parallel codes for computing
large scale reacting flow with detailed kinetics; and (5) Developing numerical methods for uncertainty quantification in reacting flow computations, including methods for the construction of uncertain chemical models from
experimental data.

2 Recent Progress
2.1 Reacting Flow Computations, Analysis, and Model Reduction
We have continued our study of methane-air edge flame structure using computational singular perturbation (CSP)
analysis. The goal of this study is to examine the internal structure of this flame, identify the chemical processes
that comprise its various layers, evaluate the transport/chemical processes most important to the local structure,
and arrive at simplified chemical models. Examining the chemical (forward/backward) and transport processes
determining the fastest chemical time scale, we highlighted a range of fuel breakup reactions that are dominant in
this context in the premixed preheat zone around the rim of the edge flame. These include
OH + CH3 ⇒CH2 (S) + H2 O
CH + CH4 ⇒H + C2 H4
CH + H2 ⇐H + CH2

CH+O2 ⇒O + HCO
CH2 (S)+N2 ⇒CH2 + N2
CH2 (S)+O2 ⇒H+ OH + CO

On the other hand, throughout the region inside the edge flame, a single reaction NNH ⇔N2 + H was found to
be largely responsible for the fastest chemical time scale. The CSP radicals associated with the fastest chemical
time scale, being the species whose fast consumption processes dominate the equilibrium of the exhausted fastest
mode, were found to be NNH in the internal edge flame region, CH2 (S) in the preheat region, and CH in the cold
reactants outside of the edge flame. We also identified, in a similar manner, the corresponding processes relevant
to the active time scale and mode. This information, identifying the key reactions/species determining specific
aspects of the dynamical behavior of the flame, is important both from a computational perspective, and, more
importantly, for purposes of model reduction.
In the computational development context, we demonstrated our recently developed massively parallel low
Mach number flame code, employing large-scale runs, on the latest NERSC hardware, Franklin. These demonstrations employed full nHeptane chemistry, with 560 species and 2538 reactions, on 512×512 two-dimensional
domains. The particular structure of this machine necessitated code modifications to achieve acceptable performance with the nHeptane chemistry. Note that the same code setup with a 10× smaller chemical model, e.g.
GRImech3.0 with 53 species and 325 reactions, performed well without code enhancements. The key challenge
on this machine, as with other modern massively parllel hardware, is memory handling, which becomes much more
significant in the larger nHeptane case. Our starting code incurred a 3× performance hit for nHeptane resulting
from the 4-core structure of the processors. We improved the code in various ways to remove this performance
hit. Of primary importance was using more modern linear algebra in the stiff integration algorithm, employing
LAPACK instead of the older LINPACK library. The mixed structure of the code, employing a mixed distributedshared memory model was also helpful in terms of performance, where we run in shared memory among the cores
on each processor, while employing the distributed memory model with a message passing paradigm outside the
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chip. The result has been an optimal code structure, with demonstrated strong scalability, i.e. with a fixed problem
size, up to 8000 cores. We observe a slow decay rate of the parallel efficiency at large numbers of cores, with 56%
efficiency observed for 4000 cores, decaying to 51% for 8000 cores, compared to a base-case with 16 cores.
We studied the structure of an nHeptane-air edge flame using two CSP-simplified nHeptane mechanisms, one
with 66 species (M66) and the other with 139 species (M139). Overall the M66 flame structure was similar to the
M139 flame, although differences of species mass fractions by up to 30% were observed for HCO, HO2 , O, OH,
HCCO, CH, and H2 O2 in different parts of the flame. Comparison with the detailed 560-species nHeptane model
will be done next, after the completion of the relevant massively parallel runs presently in progress at NERSC.
We have also started analysis of ignition of iso-octane/air mixtures using the LLNL 857-species model. We
are analysing the ignition results using CSP, focusing on the dynamics of OH, HO2 , and temperature, to identify
important reactions that determine the timing and temperature rise of the second (main) ignition event.

2.2 Uncertainty Quantification in Chemical Systems
We conducted a detailed uncertainty quantification (UQ) study in constant pressure ignition of a preheated methaneair mixture, using a single-step global methane kinetic model, employing multi-resolution analysis with local polynomial chaos (PC) constructions on block-decomposed stochastic domains. Uncertainties were postulated in the
pre-exponential rate constant A and activation energy E. The joint PDF for (A, E) was constructed using Bayesian
inference, starting with GRImech3.0-simulated “data” of species concentration with presumed experimental noise,
and was found to exhibit strong correlation. This empirical correlation was then built into the PC representation of
these two uncertain parameters, and propagated through the ignition process. We conducted a detailed examination of the role of correlation between the uncertain parameters in the resulting uncertainty in model predictions.
Results exhibited strong dependence of the output uncertainties on the presumed correlation between the parameters. For one particular slope of this correlation, there was, in fact, zero uncertainty in the predictions. While
increasing/decreasing the slope away from this critical value lead to significant rise in the resulting uncertainty.
This observation is explained by the dependence of the rate expression, and therefore the ignition time, on A and
E. Specifically, the ignition time is found to vary inversely with A, but direcly with E. Depending on the particular slope of correlation between the two parameters, one or the other trend wins. Moreover, there is a “critical”
slope for which the two trends cancel, resulting in no uncertainty in the results. These observations highlight the
crucial need for properly characterized correlations between uncertain parameters, informed by data, in order to
properly estimate the effective resulting uncertainty in model predictions. The fact that these correlations are rarely
known, let alone available in the literature, is a serious challenge to relevant application of UQ in chemical systems,
irrespective of the particular methodology.

2.3 High-Order Structured Adaptive Mesh Refinement
We have continued development of parallel high-order structured adaptive mesh refinement (SAMR) algorithms
and code components for the solution of the low Mach number reacting flow equations. We have demonstrated
fourth-order spatial accuracy and second-order time accuracy for the full solver with detailed chemical kinetics.
The scheme incorporates a coupled construction including (1) a SAMR solution of the species and energy equations, and (2) a uniform mesh solution of the momentum equations. This construction is motivated by the observation that mesh adaptivity is primarily needed for the radical profiles, and not so much the velocity field. The order
of accuracy was observed on all fields, including species, temperature, velocity and pressure; in a one-dimensional
flame problem. Demonstrations in two-dimensions are in progress.
We have also continued working on finalizing our transition to the CHOMBO SAMR library, as our mesh
component. The aim of this effort has been a componentization of CHOMBO in a manner that respected the
AMR mesh interfaces that we have already developed. This involves the design and implementation of a ”translation” layer that provides the functionality of the mesh interface, using the data structures provided by CHOMBO,
particularly their data storage, parallel computing and box calculus capabilities. This translation-layer has been
largely implemented and has been undergoing testing. We have successfully tested it for the invocation/application
of boundary conditions and various parallel functionalities. The primary outstanding testing issues involve prologations and restrictions using high-order interpolations, in multi-level grid hierarchies. While components that
perform these operations exist, the code to “translate” CHOMBO strcutures/operations into a form accepted by
the existing components remains to be written. This is expected to be an exercise in box-calculus. Thereafter, we
expect the CHOMBO component to be put through its paces using canonical problems to gauge correctness.
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2.4 CSP Tabulation and Adaptive Chemistry
We have continued development of adaptive methods for tabulating low-dimensional chemical manifolds in highdimensional spaces, identified via Computational Singular Perturbation (CSP) analysis. We have put together a
non-parametric construction, employing kd-trees to facilitate high-dimensional space representations. This structure allows for local parametric representations employing response surfaces, where sufficient data is available for
their construction. We have demonstrated the basic kd-tree implementation for the tabulation of CSP quantities
pertaining to the low-dimensional manifold structure in a hydrogen-oxygen ignition context, based on a 9-species
H2 -O2 kinetic model. We demonstrated both the construction of the table, and its use for time integration of the
ODE system using an explicit time integrator utilizing CSP projection operations to filter-out fast time scales. The
algorithm uses the tabulated information for the low-dimensional manifold at each stage during the ignition process
time integration, from the preheat phase, through the fast ignition transient, and towards equilibrium. Quantitative
performance comparisons with the stiff time integration of the full system are in progress.

3 Future Plans
3.1 Reacting Flow Computations, Analysis, and Model Reduction
Having completed the development of our massively parallel MPI-OpenMP flame code, and given our present
in-progress computations of a detailed nHeptane-air edge flame on NERSC, our next effort in the immediate time
frame will be focused on analysis of the associated results with respect to the predictions of the same flame using
simplified mechanisms. We will also explore parametric studies of the nHeptane-air edge flame system, analyzing
the effect of different degrees of premixing in the fuel stream on the flame structure. We will also continue our
ignition study of the iso-octane/air system, over a range of stoichiometry. Using CSP for analysis of the results, we
will strive to advance the state of understanding of the ignition process in this system. We will highlight reactions
of key importance in specific observables, providing useful information to mechanism developers. Finally, with
the MPI-OpenMP code in routine use, our next code development effort towards a fourth-order axisymmetric construction, which has been in progress in the background, will be ramped up. This development will allow targeted
investiation of laboratory scale axisymmetric jet flames, with associated comparisons to ongoing experiments.

3.2 Uncertainty Quantification in Chemical Systems
In the intrusive polynomial chaos (PC) uncertainty quantification (UQ) context, challenges have existed in terms
of stability as well as computational performance. In the stability context, it is now clear that relatively slow
decay rate of spectral energy in the PC expansions leads to positive eigenvalues in the resulting PC ODE system
jacobian, resulting in instabilities in the implicit time integration. This highlights the need for spectral filtering
strategies, which we will explore with a view to understanding how to design these optimally. In the computational
performance context, block refinement/coarsening strategies as well as asynchronous time integration strategies
are needed. We anticipate access to an efficient refinement/coarsening multiwavelet code, that we intend to apply
to uncertain 1D premixed flame computations. At the same time, there is a clear need for efficient unstructured
mesh tesselation for high dimensional stochastic spaces. In this regard, we will examine the extension of PC
spectral Galerkin constructions to unstructured triangular meshes. These will be relevant both in the intrusive
and non-intrusive PC UQ contexts. Finally, we will study the structure of uncertain stiff chemical systems, from
the point of view of model reduction under uncertainty. Particularly, it is interesting to consider the structure of
low dimensional manifolds, both in the original deterministic problem, and in the Galerkin-reformulated PC UQ
system. We will explore the consequences of uncertainty in both fast and slow directions, on the uncertain reduced
model structure.

3.3 High-Order Structured Adaptive Mesh Refinement
Having empirically demonstrated the theoretical order of convergence of the construction in 1D, we plan to demonstrate this convergence soon in 2D. Following this, our next target is to pursue detailed flame structure comparisons
to known solutions. These will be relevant for verifying the overall code. Further, we will study computational
speedup as a function of mesh refinement parameters, and load partitioning/balancing strategies. We will also
evaluate the computational performance of our implementation of the CHOMBO mesh component and examine
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the scalability of the overall construction with large numbers of processors. In this context we will also examine
the posibility of decoupling the mesh component from the partitioning algorithm to further increase the flexibility
of the code. We will use the resulting toolkit for studying canonical flames in vortical reacting flow involving
complex fuels in laboratory scale geometry. As we plan to extend our tests to 3D flame configurations we will
explore efficient approaches for fine-coarse grid interpolations, e.g. the Smolyak algortihm, as well as wavelet
decomposition methods for grid adaptation and refinement.

3.4 CSP Tabulation and Adaptive Chemistry
We will extend the present demonstrations with hydrogen-oxygen ignition in various ways. We will conduct a
detailed performance study, evaluating the costs of table construction and lookup, and examining the performance
of the CSP integrator with tabulation in comparison to stiff time integration of the original system. We will also
develop the tabulation algorithms towards in situ adaptive table construction. Moreover, we will pursue a hybrid
parametric/non-parametric structure, where local response surfaces are built over hypercubes in the state space in
dense subsets of the kd-tree. The demonstrations in the hydrogen system will be followed by others involving more
complex hydrocarbon fuels, including methane, propane, and nHeptane.
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Spectroscopy, Kinetics and Dynamics of Combustion Radicals
David J. Nesbitt
JILA, University of Colorado and National Institute of Standards and Technology, and
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado
29th Annual Combustion Research Conference, May 26-29, 2009
High resolution IR spectroscopy, kinetics and dynamics of jet cooled hydrocarbon
transient radicals relevant to the DOE combustion mission have been explored, exploiting
i) slit discharge sources of jet cooled radicals, and ii) high sensitivity detection with direct
IR laser absorption methods at the quantum shot noise limit. The key advantage is that
high concentrations of radicals can be formed under high pressure combustion conditions
with the resulting species rapidly cooled (T ≈10-20K) in the slit supersonic expansion. In
conjunction with IR laser absorption methods, this combination offers prospects for first
time spectral detection and study of many critical combustion radicals. Highlights from
work over the last year are summarized below.
I. High Resolution IR Spectroscopy of Jet-cooled Phenyl (C6H5) Radical
Phenyl radical (C6H5) is a highly reactive 6-membered organic hydrocarbon ring
intermediate formed from homolytic cleavage of a CH bond in benzene.1-3 By virtue of
its overall reactivity, this radical plays a central role in combustion, specifically for fossil
fuels which are typically rich in aromatics.4,5 Indeed, it is one of the simplest prototypes
of an open shell aromatic species, achieving partial stabilization of the radical due to
resonance structures arising from electron delocalization around the ring. This radical
stabilization also makes it a prime target intermediate for ring formation in complex
combustion processes, which highlights phenyl as a crucial species in mediating the early
stages of soot formation.6-9
We have recently been successful in obtaining first gas phase infrared CH stretch
spectra of jet cooled phenyl radical, via high resolution direct laser absorption methods.
This work represents the only IR spectroscopy of phenyl in the gas phase with
rovibrational resolution, which has been used to monitor fundamental excitation of the
out-of-phase symmetric CH stretching mode (ν19) of b2 symmetry. Rigorous assignment
of rotational structure in the gas phase
spectra is obtained from precision 2-line
ground state combination differences from
radio frequency spectroscopy.2 The
analysis yields rotational constants and
vibrational energies for the excited state,
the latter of which proves to be in
remarkably good agreement with matrix
isolation studies by Ellison and
coworkers,1 and indicates only a
surprisingly small shift (≈ 0.1 ± 1 cm-1)
between the gas and Ar matrix phase
environment. The ability to obtain
rovibrationally resolved spectra for such a
prototypical aromatic species represents an
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important milestone for highly reactive combustion intermediates, and bodes well for
spectroscopic detection and analysis of other complex aromatic radicals in the gas phase.
II. High Resolution Spectroscopy of Jet Cooled Hydroxymethyl (CH2OH) Radical
Encouraged by these results in phenyl radicals, we have begun to tackle
oxygenated species such as hydroxyalkyl radicals (•ROH), which represent crucial
intermediates in combustion models. The simplest of these, hydroxymethyl (•CH2OH), is
predicted to have a slightly non-planar equilibrium structure with a low barrier across a
Cs transition state due to OH torsion. This work builds on the vibrationally tagged double
resonance ion depletion studies of Reisler and coworkers10,11 for •CH2OH, which yielded
structured spectra in the CH and OH stretch regions limited by linewidth of their pulsed
laser (≈ 0.4 cm-1). We have recently obtained much higher resolution (≈ 0.002 cm-1)
spectra in a methanol doped discharge of CH2OH in the symmetric CH2 stretch region. At
sub-Doppler resolution, CH2OH reveals a surprisingly intense spectrum, with typical S/N
of 20:1. We have made A-type rotational assignments in the Ka=0Å0 and 1Å1
manifolds, providing first precision gas phase molecular constants for this oxyradical
species, with fitted values in reasonable agreement with predictions from previous
work.11A pure A-type band would be
consistent with expectations for the
CH2 symmetric stretch, whose
transition dipole moment lies
essentially parallel to the A inertial
axis. At high resolution the band is
indeed pure A-type, as opposed to a
mixed A/B type band inferred from
modeling rotational contours at
lower resolution. Interestingly, we
see evidence for significant coupling
between CH2 symmetric stretching
and the inertial framework by virtue
of significant changes in the A
rotational constant upon vibrational
excitation. This coupling signals the presence of large amplitude motion on the ground
state potential surface, which we are pursuing in parallel theoretically.
Of particular dynamical interest, there is strong evidence for extreme amplitude
motion due to coupling between the CH2 flip and COH torsional coordinate, which makes
the spectra potentially much more informative regarding large amplitude dynamics. From
a freshman chemistry perspective, this coupling can be rationalized as arising from
valence electron repulsion of radical and lone pair orbitals, amplified by a “soft” barrier
between sp2 and sp3 hybridization of the C radical center. We have performed 2D
potential surface calculations at the CCSD(T) level as a function of torsion and flip
coordinates, systematically progressing from AVDZ to AVTZ to AVQZ basis sets, and
thereby permitting extrapolation to the “complete basis limit” (CBS).12 This potential
surface builds on and substantially extends the early ab initio work of Hudgens et al,13
who developed a potential calculated at the MP2/6-311G(2df,2p) level. The data
elucidate the presence of an exceptionally low barrier “valley” (≈ 100 cm-1) between
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(θCH2, θCOH) ≈ (76.40, 98.40) and ≈ (103.60, 81.60) as
well as a higher barrier (≈ 1600 cm-1) “ridge” for
large amplitude torsional motion between φCOH
≈ 900 -2700. This higher barrier ridge is comparable
to the barrier height for α−CH tunneling in vinyl
radical, for which the splittings are resolved at our
resolution.14,15 Thus, it is likely that tunneling is
sufficiently rapid in CH2OH to be evident in the
spectrum and should help further elucidate torsional
barrier dynamics. Analysis of the spectra will
require 2D quantum treatment of both large
amplitude coordinates, which should provide
unprecedented insight into radical isomerization
dynamics in such a benchmark oxyhydrocarbon
radical species.
III. Future Direction: Apparatus Modification
Interest in extending these studies in several new directions is requiring
modifications to the current apparatus. The first incorporates UV laser photolysis of
radical precursors in the throat of the slit supersonic expansion.16,17 This permits clean
photolytic generation of radicals in the absence of the plasma and avoids precursor
influence on discharge stability, which becomes challenging for species with larger
fractional hydrocarbon content (e.g., cyclopentyl halides) as well as CC bond unsaturation
(e.g.vinyl or phenyl halides). The output of a compact UV excimer laser is focused with
cylindrical optics at the slit orifice to generate desired radicals, either by direct photolysis
or secondary chemistry, which then supersonically expands into the IR laser detection
region. For strong UV absorbers such as alkyl halides, HNO3, CCl4, H2S, etc, a 10 mJ UV
excitation pulse at 193 nm yields initial radical densities in the slit of ≈ 1015-1016
radicals/cm3 for 1-10% precursor concentrations at 400 Torr stagnation pressures.18 This
translates into a ≈ 20 μs pulse at the IR probe region due to velocity spread in the jet,
which dilutes radical density and duty cycle with respect to the 500 μs pulse. The initial
photolysis densities are sufficiently high, however, that this translates into “equivalent”
densities of 1013-1014 radicals/cm3 averaged over the 500 μs discharge pulse length.
Indeed, photolysis via UV excitation at the slit orifice offers a critical alternative method
for achieving sufficiently high densities for spectroscopic and kinetic access to many
hydrocarbon radical systems of interest.19
A second modification involves extending the range of tunable IR wavelengths,
which with difference frequency generation methods is limited to ≈ 2-4 μm. Though ideal
for the OH, CH, NH stretching regions, these sources miss the invaluable “fingerprint”
region from 4.5-11 μm, of key importance for access to intense O-O, C-C, C-O stretches
(≈ 9-11 μm) in oxyhydrocarbon intermediates, and the equally intense CH bending (6.7 μm)
and wagging (10.5 μm) vibrations. This region has been traditionally accessed by Pb-salt
diode lasers, which have been less attractive to implement due to low single mode powers
(< 1μW) and discontinuous tuning. However, the past several years have witnessed
enormous technological advances in the field of quantum cascade lasers (QCL), which now
can provide access throughout the “fingerprint” region of the spectrum with > 10 mW cw
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powers, excellent beam quality,
continuous mode hop free tuning >
100 cm-1, shot noise limited stability
and narrow linewidths (< 10
MHz).20,21 To avoid optical saturation,
we typically need to work at < 100
μW over a 1 mm2 beam area.
However, this already translates into a
additional 5-10-fold increase in shot
noise limited absorbance sensitivities
over the 1-2 μW from our difference
frequency system, as well as provides
access to a crucial wavelength window of the mid IR spectrum for combustion
intermediates. We have initiated a collaboration with the primary company commercializing
this technology (Daylight Solutions) to test their QCL prototypes for frequency tuning and
stability, which should permit us to have early access to these novel IR laser sources.
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Radical Photochemistry and Photophysics
Daniel M. Neumark
Chemical Sciences Division
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Berkeley, CA 94720
Our research program is focused on fundamental aspects of radical photochemistry and
photophysics, with particular emphasis on radicals that play an important role in the combustion
of hydrocarbons. Radicals are generated from neutral or anionic precursors and
photodissociated in the ultraviolet. We then determine which fragmentation channels occur and
measure the photofragment translational energy and angular distributions for each channel.
These measurements address the following central issues. First, they yield the primary
photochemistry for a particular radical as a function of excitation energy. While many
photodissociation experiments provide extremely sensitive probes of particular products (i.e.
Rydberg tagging to detect H atoms), our experiments incorporate more universal detection
schemes that are sensitive to all or most photofragmentation channels. Secondly, measurements
of the product translational energy distributions provide considerable insight into the dissociation
mechanism following photoexcitation and how this mechanism might vary with excitation
energy. For example, very different translational energy distributions are expected if
dissociation occurs on an excited state surface as opposed to internal conversion (IC) to the
ground state followed by statistical decay. The relative importance of these two limiting
mechanisms is a sensitive probe of the conical intersections that govern the dynamics of
electronically excited polyatomic molecules. Moreover, results for radicals that decay from the
ground state can be directly compared to experiments in which the thermal decomposition rates
and products of radicals are determined, since in both cases internal energy tends to be
randomized prior to dissociation. Finally, photodissociation experiments can provide direct
measures of bond dissociation energies in free radicals, information that is critical in developing
kinetic mechanisms for complex combustion processes in which radicals serve as key
intermediates.
Recent experimental efforts have focused on the ultraviolet photodissociation of free radicals
and the three-body decay dynamics following electronic excitation of clusters. The radicals
investigated include propargyl, propynyl, and phenyl, all of which play a key role in combustion
chemistry. Three-body decay experiments were carried out on I2¯(Ar).
The radical photodissociation experiments were carried out on two instruments with
complementary capabilities: a fast beam photofragment translational spectroscopy apparatus, and
a molecular beam photodissociation instrument. In the fast beam experiment, radicals are
generated by laser photodetachment of a fast (8–10 keV) beam of mass-selected negative ions.
The radicals are then photodissociated by a second laser, and the photofragments are collected
with high efficiency. We can measure the total dissociation signal as a function of excitation
wavelength, thereby mapping out the photofragment yield spectrum of the radical. In addition, at
fixed wavelengths, photofragment coincidence imaging yields the position and arrival times for
all photofragments from each photodissociation event, from which the photofragment
translational energy and angular distribution are obtained for each mass channel. In the
molecular beam experiments, radicals are generated by either photolysis or pyrolysis of a stable
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precursor and then photodissociated at either 248 or 193 nm. Photofragments are detected and
analyzed using a rotating mass spectrometer with electron impact ionization. The choice of
experiment for a particular radical depends on whether it can be generated more easily by
photodetachment or by photolysis/pyrolysis. Also, compared to the fast beam experiment, the
molecular beam instrument is more suitable for radicals that dissociate via loss of H atoms.
The propargyl radical is the most stable isomer on the C3H3 potential energy surface and is a key
intermediate in combustion and interstellar chemistry. The bimolecular reaction of two propargyl
radicals produces an aromatic ring which may serve as a precursor to formation of polyaromatic
hydrocarbons and soot. We investigated the photodissociation of propargyl radical, C3H3, and its
perdeuterated isotopolog using molecular beam photofragment translational spectroscopy.
Propargyl radicals were produced by 193 nm photolysis of allene entrained in a molecular beam
expansion, and then photodissociated at 248 nm. Photofragment time-of-flight spectra were
measured at a series of laboratory angles using electron impact ionization coupled to a mass
spectrometer. Data for ion masses corresponding to C3H2+, C3H+, C3+, and the analogous
deuterated species show that both H and H2 loss occur; our results represent the first observation
of H2 loss from the primary photodissociation of propargyl. The translational energy distributions
for H and H2 loss are characterized by ET = 5.7 and 15.9 kcal/mol, respectively, and are
consistent with dissociation on the ground state following internal conversion, with no exit barrier
for H loss but a tight transition state for H2 loss. Our translational energy distribution for H atom
loss is similar to that in previous work on propargyl in which the H atom, rather than the heavy
fragment, was detected. The branching ratio for H loss/H2 loss was determined to be 97.6/2.4 ±
1.2, in good agreement with RRKM results.
This study was complemented by an investigation of the photodissociation of perdeuterated
propargyl (D2CCCD) and propynyl (D3CCC) radicals on the fast beam instrument. These radicals
were selectively produced from their
respective anions by photodetachment at 540
nm and 450 nm, below and above the
electron affinity of propynyl, making use of
the overall anion and neutral energetics
shown in Fig. 1. The radicals were then
photodissociated by 248 nm or 193 nm light.
The recoiling photofragments were detected
in coincidence with a time- and positionsensitive detector. Three channels were
observed: D2 loss, CD + C2D2, and CD3 +
C2. Observation of the D loss channel was
incompatible with this experiment and was
not attempted. Our translational energy
distributions for D2 loss peaked at nonzero
translational energy, consistent with ground
Figure 1. Anion and neutral energetics
state dissociation over small (<1 eV) exit
for propargyl and propynyl radicals.
barriers with respect to separated products.
Translational energy distributions for the two heavy channels peaked near zero kinetic energy,
indicating dissociation on the ground state in the absence of exit barriers. Considerably more CD3
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+ C2 production was seen from propynyl than from propargyl. These experiments represent the
first study of propynyl dissociation. This radical is very difficult to generate from photolysis or
pyrolysis of a neutral precursor, because it readily isomerizes to the lower energy propargyl
isomer, but it can be generated by photodetachment of the D3CCC¯ anion.
We have recently investigated the photodissociation of phenyl in our molecular beam instrument.
The radicals were produced by flash pyrolysis of nitrosobenzene and photodissociated at 248 nm.
Two channels were observed, H + C6H4 and C2H2 + C4H3, but the latter channel was seen only
under conditions that most likely produced internally hot radicals. The lowest energy channel is
H + benzyne, occurring via C-H bond fission, and the H + C6H4 channel, which peaks at very
low translational energy, presumably corresponds to this channel, which is the only channel seen
in the thermal decomposition of phenyl. The higher energy C2H2 + C4H3 channel can be
produced only if ring-opening occurs prior to dissociation. The translational energy distribution
for this channel peaks well away from zero, consistent with a sizeable exit barrier with respect to
separated products. Our results suggest that subsequent to 248 nm excitation, internal
conversion to the ground state occurs prior to either dissociation channel.
Experiments on I2¯Ar were motivated by extensive previous work on I2.Ar as a model system
for competing energy transfer pathways in a simple van der Waals cluster. In particular, upon
excitation of I2 chromophore to the B(3Π 0 u+ ) state, the complex undergoes vibrational
predissociation (VP) to I2(B) + Ar, a process detected via fluorescence from the excited I2
fragment. However, the VP yield oscillates with the initial B state level prepared in the complex.
One possible explanation for this phenomenon is a “dark” channel such as three-body decay to I
+ I + Ar. In order to probe whether this channel was present, we performed systematic
dissociative photodetachment (DPD) studies of the I2- and I2-·Ar anions in the region 4.24-4.78
eV.30 The resulting neutral fragments were detected by time-and position-sensitive (TPS)
coincident imaging. For the I2·Ar complex, channels resulting from two-body dissociation
leading to I2 + Ar photoproducts were observed at all photon energies employed. We also
reported the first direct observation of the previously- inferred three-body dissociation channel
leading to I+I+Ar photoproducts. The relative intensities of each decay channel were
investigated in relation to the electronic state being accessed. Translational energy distributions
of the I2·Ar complex provided further insight into the decay mechanism for each channel.
In the near future, we will examine the photodissociation of a series of hydrocarbon radicals,
including C6H5, C3H7, and C3H2, at 248, 193, and 157 nm in order to map out their primary
photochemistry and dissociation dynamics, and to gain a better understanding of competing
channels that involve loose and tight transition states through our ability to observe channels
other than loss of an H atom. We will also investigate the photodissociation of alkyl-peroxy
radicals, such as CH3O2 and C2H3O2, that play a key role in combustion chemistry, and the
CH3OCO radical, an important intermediate in the thermal decomposition of methyl esters that
serve as model compounds for the fatty esters that make up biodiesels. In radicals such as the
CnN series, which can readily be generated by anion photodetachment, we can vary the
photodetachment wavelength to prepare radicals only in their ground electronic states or with a
significant population in low-lying excited electronic states, and thereby map out the dissociation
dynamics in two different electronic manifolds.
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Determination of Accurate Energetic Database for Combustion Chemistry by
High-Resolution Photoionization and Photoelectron Methods
C. Y. Ng

Department of Chemistry, University of California, Davis, California 95616
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I.

Program Scope:
The main goal of this research program is to obtain accurate thermochemical data, such as ionization
energies (IEs), 0 K dissociative photoionization thresholds or appearance energies (AEs), 0 K bond
dissociation energies (D0’s), and 0 K heats of formation (ΔH°f0’s) for small and medium sizes molecular
species and their ions of relevance to combustion chemistry. Accurate thermochemical data determined by
high-resolution photoionization and photoelectron studies for selected polyatomic neutrals and their ions are
also useful for benchmarking the next generation of ab initio quantum computational procedures.
II. Recent Progress:
1.
Y. Hou et al., “Vacuum ultraviolet pulsed field ionization-photoelectron and infrared-photoinduced
Rydberg ionization study of 1,3-butadiene”, J. Chem. Phys. 129, 114305 (2008).
The vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) laser pulsed field ionization-photoelectron (PFI-PE) spectrum of trans-1, 3butadiene (trans-CH2=CHCH=CH2) has been measured in the region of 0-1700 cm-1 above its IE to probe the
vibrational modes νi+ (i = 1-18) of trans-CH2=CHCH=CH2+. The high-frequency vibrational modes νi+ (i =
19, 22, and 23) of trans-CH2=CHCH=CH2+ have also been probed by the VUV-infrared-photo-induced
Rydberg ionization (VUV-IR-PIRI) measurement. On the basis of the semi-empirical simulation of the origin
VUV-PFI-PE band, the IE(trans-CH2=CHCH=CH2) is determined to be 73150.1±1.5 cm-1 (9.06946±0.00019
eV). This value has been used to benchmark the state-of-the-art theoretical IE prediction based on the
CCSD(T,Full)/CBS procedures, the calculation of which is reported in the present study. The vibrational bands
observed in the VUV-PFI-PE and VUV-IR-PIRI spectra were assigned based on ab initio anharmonic
vibrational frequencies and Franck-Condon factor calculations for the photoionization transitions. Combining
the VUV-PFI-PE and VUV-IR-PIRI measurements, 17 fundamental vibrational frequencies of transCH2=CHCH=CH2+ have been determined, including ν1+ = 182±3, ν2+ = 300±3, ν3+ = 428±3, ν4+ = 514±3, ν5+
= 554±5, ν6+ = 901±3, ν7+ = 928±5, ν8+ = 994±3, ν9+ = 1008±5, ν10+ = 1094±5, ν13+ = 1258±3, ν14+ = 1293±3,
ν16+ = 1479±3, ν18+ = 1620±3, ν19+ = 2985±10, ν22+ = 3030±10, and ν23+ = 3105±10 cm-1.
2.
J. Zhou et al., “A vacuum ultraviolet laser photoionization and pulsed field ionization study of nascent
S(3P2,1,0; 1D2) formed in the 193.3 nm photodissociation of CS2”, J. Chem. Phys. 128, 014305 (2008).
The photoionization efficiency (PIE) and PFI-PI spectra for sulfur atoms S(3P2,1,0) and S(1D2) resulting from
the 193.3 nm photodissociation of CS2 have been measured using tunable VUV laser radiation in the
frequency range of 82,750-83,570 cm-1. The PIE spectrum of S(3P2,1,0) near their ionization threshold exhibits
steplike structures. On the basis of the velocity-mapped ion-imaging measurements, four strong autoionizing
peaks observed in the PIE measurement in this frequency range have been identified to originate from VUV
excitation of S(1D2). The PFI-PI measurement reveals over 120 previously unidentified new Rydberg lines.
They have been assigned as Rydberg states [3p3 (4So) nd 3Do (n = 17-64)] converging to the ground ionic state
S+(4So) formed by VUV excitations of S(3P2,1,0). The converging limits of these Rydberg series have provided
more accurate values, 82,985.43±0.05, 83,162.94±0.05, and 83,559.04±0.05 cm-1 for the respective ionization
energies of S(3P0), S(3P1), and S(3P2) to form S+(4So). The relative intensities of the PFI-PI bands for S(3P0),
S(3P1), and S(3P2) have been used to determine the branching ratios for these fine structure states, S(3P0) :
S(3P1) : S(3P2) = 1.00 : 1.54 : 3.55, produced by photodissociation of CS2 at 193.3 nm.
3.
X. Yang et al., “Single-photon vacuum ultraviolet excitation spectroscopy of autoionizing Rydberg
states of atomic sulfur”, J. Chem. Phys. 128, 084303 (2008).
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The PIE spectra of S atoms in the metastable S(1D) and S(1S) states in the wavelength range of 73,350-84,950
cm-1 have been recorded using tunable VUV laser radiation. The S(1D) and S(1S) atoms are produced by the
193 nm photodissociation of CS2. The PIE spectra of S(1D) and S(1S) observed shows 35 autoionizing
resonances with little contribution from direct photoionization into the S(4S3/2) + e- ionization continuum.
Velocity-mapped ion image of S+ measured at individual autoionizing Rydberg resonances are used to identify
the origins from S(1D) or S(1S). The analysis and assignment of these Rydberg peaks revealed 23 new
Rydberg states, which have not been characterized in previous studies. The profiles of these well-resolved
autoionizing resonances are fitted using the Fano line shape formula, yielding values for the line shape
parameters, level energies, and line widths of the autoionizing Rydberg states. The autoionization lifetimes
(τ) of the Rydberg states that were determined using the line widths are found to deviate from the scaling law
of τ(n*) ∝ n*3, where n* is the effective quantum number of the Rydberg state. This observation can be
ascribed to perturbations by nearby Rydberg states, leading to shortening of autoionization lifetimes of the
Rydberg levels.
4.
Xi Xing et al., “Rovibrationally selected and resolved pulsed field ionization photoelectron study of
propyne: Ionization energy and spin-orbit interaction in the propyne cation”, J. Chem. Phys. 128,
094311 (2008).
By using a high-resolution IR laser to prepare propyne (C3H4) in selected rotational levels of the excited v1
(acetylenic C-H stretching) vibration mode prior to VUV laser PFI-PE measurements, we have obtained
rotationally resolved VUV-PFI-PE spectra for the C3H4+(X2E3/2,1/2; v1+=1) band. The analysis of these PFI-PE
spectra leads to the determination of the spin-orbit constant of A=-13.0±0.2 cm-1 for the C3H4+(X2E3/2,1/2;
v1+=1) state. Using this A constant and the relative rotationally selected and resolved state-to-state
photoionization cross sections thus measured, we have obtained an excellent simulation for the VUV-PFI-PE
origin band of C3H4+(X2E3/2,1/2), yielding a value of 83,619.0±1.0 cm-1 (10.36744±0.00025 eV) for the
adiabatic ionization energy of C3H4 [IE(C3H4)]. The present two-color IR-VUV-PFI-PE study has also made
possible the determination of the C-H stretching frequencies, v1+ = 3,217.1±0.2 cm-1 for C3H4+(X2E3/2,1/2). The
spectral assignment and simulation were guided by high-level ab initio calculations on the IE(C3H4), FranckCondon factors for photoionization transitions, and rotational constants and vibrational frequencies for C3H4+.
5.
J. Wang et al.,“Interstellar Enols Are Formed in Plasma Discharge of Alcohols”, Astrophys. J. 676,
416-419 (2008).
Laboratory low-pressure cold plasma discharges of alcohols have been investigated by employing singlephoton VUV photoionization mass spectrometry. Enols with two to four carbon atoms were detected in
plasma discharges of alcohols. This observation, together with the detection of ethenol towards Sgr B2,
suggests that larger enols, such as propenols and butenols, should be in the search list of potential molecular
species to be identified in the interstellar space. The laboratory experiment presented here shows that VUV
photoionization sampling of plasma discharges is a valuable method for guiding the search for new interstellar
molecules and helping to understand the transformation mechanism of molecular species of astrochemical
significance.
6.
M. Oku et al., “3s Rydberg and cationic states of pyrazine studied by photoelectron spectroscopy”, J.
Phys. Chem. A 112, 2293-2310 (2008).
We have studied 3s(n-1 and π-1) Rydberg states and D0(n-1) and D1(π-1) cationic states of pyrazine [1,4diazabenzene] by picosecond (2+1) resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI), (2+1) REMPI
photoelectron imaging, He(I) ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy, and VUV-PFI-PE. The new He(I)
photoelectron spectrum of pyrazine in a supersonic jet revealed considerably finer vibrational structure than
a previous photoelectron spectrum of pyrazine vapor. We performed Franck-Condon analysis on the observed
photoelectron and REMPI spectra in combination with ab initio density functional theory and molecular
orbital calculations to determine the equilibrium geometries in the D0 and 3s(n-1) states. The equilibrium
geometries were found to differ slightly between the D0 and 3s states, indicating the influence of a Rydberg
electron on the molecular structure. The locations of the D1-D0 and 3s(π-1)-3s(n-1) conical intersections were
estimated. From the linewidth in the D1←S0 spectrum, we estimated the lifetime of D1 to be 12 fs for pyrazine
and 15 fs for fully-deuterated pyrazine. Similar lifetime was estimated for the 3s(π-1) state of pyrazine by
REMPI spectroscopy. The vibrational feature of D1 observed in the VUV-PFI-PE measurement differed
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dramatically from that in the UPS spectrum, which suggests that the high-n Rydberg (ZEKE) states
converging to the D1 vibronic state are short-lived due to electronic autoionization to the D0 continuum.
7.
B. Jones et al., “High-resolution Rydberg tagging time-of-flight measurements of atomic
photofragments by single-photon vacuum ultraviolet Laser Excitation”, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 79, 123106
(2008).
By coupling a comprehensive tunable VUV laser system to a velocity-mapped ion imaging apparatus, we
show that high-resolution high-n Rydberg tagging TOF measurements of nascent atomic photofragments
formed by laser photodissociation can be made using single-photon VUV laser photoexcitation. To illustrate
this method, we present the results of the VUV laser high-n Rydberg tagging TOF measurements of O(3P2)
and S(3P2) formed in the photodissociation of SO2 and CS2 at 193.3 and 202.3 nm, respectively. These results
are compared to those obtained by employing the VUV laser photoionization time-sliced velocity-mapped ion
imaging technique. The fact that the kinetic energy resolutions achieved in the VUV laser high-n Rydberg
tagging TOF measurements of O and S atoms are found to be higher than those observed in the VUV laser
photoionization time-sliced velocity-mapped ion-imaging studies shows that the single-photon VUV laser
high-n Rydberg tagging TOF method is useful and complementary to state-of-the-art time-sliced velocitymapped ion imaging measurements of heavier atomic photofragments, such as O and S atoms.
8.
C. Y. Ng, “Spectroscopy and Dynamics of Neutrals and Ions by high-resolution infrared-vacuum
ultraviolet photoionization and photoelectron methods”, in “Frontiers of Molecular Spectroscopy”,
edited by Jaan Laane (Elsvier, 2009) Chap. 19, page 659-691.
By using a broadly tunable IR optical parametric oscillator laser and a comprehensive tunable VUV laser,
together with the supersonic molecular beam and PFI detection techniques, we have demonstrate an array of
novel two-color IR-VUV and VUV-IR photoion-photoelectron methods. The isomeric and conformation
sensitivity of IR excitation and detection sensitivity of VUV photoionization detection, together with the long
lifetimes of IR excited rovibrational states and VUV excited high-n Rydberg states, make the combination of
IR and VUV excitations ideal for two-color spectroscopic and photoionization dynamics probes of polyatomic
species and their ions. Selected experiments are presented to illustrate the principles, information contents,
and unique capabilities of these IR-VUV and VUV-IR photoionization methods.
III. Ongoing experiments and Future Plans:
We are making excellent progress in PIE and PFI-PE measurements of small radicals using the VUV laser
PFI apparatuses established in our laboratory. In collaboration with Xu Zhang (Jet propulsion Laboratory,
NASA), Barney Eillison (Univ. of Colorado, Boulder), Ralf Kaiser (Univ. of Hawaii, Manoa) and Branko
Ruscic (Argonne National Laboratory), progress is being made in the study of the IR spectroscopy and
photoionization-photoelectron spectroscopy of hydrocarbon radicals of relevance to combustion chemistry
using the single-photon VUV-PFI-PE and PIE, and two-color IR-VUV PI, and IR-VUV-PFI-PE methods,
which have recently developed in our laboratory. We have also initiated high-resolution VUV threshold
photoelectron imaging measurements on selected radicals, such as propargyl (C3H3), allyl (C3H5), and phenyl
C6H5 radicals, which is expected to provide excited states information for the cations of these radicals.
IV. Publications of DOE sponsored research (2007-present)
1. S. Stimson, M. Evans, C.-W. Hsu, and C. Y. Ng, “Rotationally Resolved Vacuum Ultraviolet Pulsed Field
Ionization-Photoelectron Bands for HD+(X2Σg+, v+=0-20)”, J. Chem. Phys.126, 164303 (2007).
2. X. Xing, B. Reed, K.-C. Lau, C. Y. Ng, X. Zhang, G. B. Ellison, “Vacuum ultraviolet laser pulsed field
ionization-photoelectron study of allyl radical CH2CHCH2”, J. Chem. Phys. (communication), 126, 171101
(2007).
3. J. Li, J. Yang, Y. Mo, K.-C. Lau, and C. Y. Ng, “A combined vacuum ultraviolet laser and synchrotron pulsed
field ionization study of CH2BrCl”, J. Chem. Phys. 126, 184304 (2007). Selected for the May 28, 2007 issue
of Virtual Journal of Nanoscale Science & Technology.
4. X. N. Tang, H. F. Xu, C. Houchins, C. Y. Ng, Y. Chiu, R. A. Dressler, and D. J. Levandier. “An
experimental and quasi-classical trajectory study of the rovibrationally state-selected reactions: HD+(v=015, j=1) + He → HeH+ (HeD+) + H”, J. Chem. Phys.126, 234305 (2007).
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5. X. Xing, B. Reed, K.-C. Lau, S.-J. Baek, M.-K. Bahng, and C. Y. Ng, “Assignment of rovibrational
transitions of propyne in the region of 2934-2952 cm-1 measured by the two-color IR-VUV laser Photoion
and Photoelectron methods”, J. Chem. Phys. 127, 044313 (2007).
6. C. Chang, C. Y. Ng, S. Stimson, M. Evans, and C.-W. Hsu, “Rotationally Resolved Pulsed Field IonizationPhotoelectron Bands of H2+(X2Σg+, v+=0-18)”, Chinese J. Chem. Phys. (invited article), 20, 352 (2007).
7. X. N. Tang, C. Houchins, Kai-Chung Lau, C. Y. Ng, R. A. Dressler, Y.-H. Chiu, T.-Sh. Chu, and K.-L.
Han, “A time-dependent wave packet quantum scattering study of the reaction HD+(v=0-3; j=1) + He →
HeH+ (HeD+) + D (H)”, J. Chem. Phys. 127, 164318 (2007).
8. J. Zhou, B. Jones, X. Yang, W. M. Jackson, and C. Y. Ng, “A vacuum ultraviolet laser photoionization
and pulsed field ionization study of nascent S(3P2,1,0; 1D2) formed in the 193.3 nm photodissociation of
CS2”, J. Chem. Phys. 128, 014305 (2008). Selected for the February 2008 issue of Virtual Journal of
Ultrafast Science.
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Large Eddy Simulation of Turbulence-Chemistry Interactions
in Reacting Multiphase Flows
Joseph C. Oefelein
Combustion Research Facility, Sandia National Laboratories
Livermore, CA 94551-9051 (oefelei@sandia.gov)

Program Scope
Application of the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) technique within the Diagnostics and Reacting Flows
program at the CRF was initiated with two primary objectives. The first is to establish a set of high-fidelity
computational benchmarks that identically match the geometry (i.e., experimental test section and burner)
and operating conditions of selected experimental target flames. The second is to establish a scientific
foundation for advanced model development. The goal is to provide a direct one-to-one correspondence
between measured and modeled results at conditions unattainable using the Direct Numerical Simulation
(DNS) technique by performing a series of detailed simulations that progressively incorporate the fully
coupled dynamic behavior of reacting flows with detailed chemistry and realistic levels of turbulence. Our
focal point is the series of flames that have been studied as part of the Experimental Reacting Flow Research
program in collaboration with Rob Barlow and Jonathan Frank (see related abstracts). This represents a
direct extension of joint activities being pursued as part of the International Workshop on Measurement and
Computation of Turbulent Nonpremixed Flames organized by Barlow et al. (www.ca.sandia.gov/TNF).

Recent Progress
Over the past year our research has been focused in two areas. First, we continue to optimize our LES
flow solver for use on DOE “capability-class” computers. Second, we continue to address issues related
to model development using the DLR CH4 /H2 /N2 jet flames as a baseline. Figure 1 shows the reference
condition associated with the DLR-A flame along with representative results. To the left is a photograph of
the flame in the experimental test section. At center is the corresponding solution from LES. To the right
are representative comparisons between experimentally measured (symbols) and modeled (lines) results
showing acceptable agreement with the 1D Raman/Rayleigh/CO-LIF line images acquired by Barlow et al.
Our LES flow solver (RAPTOR) is a massively parallel code designed specifically for application of
LES to turbulent, chemically reacting, multiphase flows. It solves the fully coupled conservation equations of mass, momentum, total-energy, and species (gas or liquid) in complex geometries. It also accounts
for detailed chemistry, thermodynamics, and transport processes at the molecular level and uses detailed
chemical mechanisms. The code is sophisticated in its ability to handle complex geometries and a generalized subgrid-scale (SGS) model framework. It is capable of treating spray combustion processes using a
Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation. The numerical formulation treats the compressible form of the conservation equations, but can be evaluated in the incompressible limit. The theoretical framework handles both
multi-component and mixture-averaged systems. The baseline formulation employs a general treatment of
the equation of state, thermodynamics, and transport properties that accommodates real gas or liquids with
detailed chemistry. The temporal integration scheme employs an all Mach number formulation using the
dual-time stepping technique with generalized preconditioning. The spatial scheme is designed using nondissipative, discretely-conservative, staggered, finite-volume differencing. The discretization is formulated
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Figure 1: To the left is a photograph of the DLR-A flame in the experimental test section. At center is the corresponding solution from LES. To the right are representative
comparisons between experimentally measured (symbols) and modeled (lines) results
showing acceptable agreement.

Figure 2: Strong (fine-grain) scaling attributes exhibited
by RAPTOR on the ORNL NCCS CRAY-XT system
(Jaguar) using DLR-A as a baseline.

in generalized curvilinear (i.e., body-fitted) coordinates and employs a general R-refinement adaptive mesh
(AMR) capability. This allows us to account for the inherent effects of geometry on turbulence over the full
range of relevant scales while significantly reducing the total number of grid cells required in the computational domain. The staggered grid formulation fulfills two key accuracy requirements. First, it is spatially
non-dissipative, which eliminates numerical contamination of the SGS models due to artificial dissipation.
Second, the stencils provide discrete conservation of mass, momentum, total energy and species, which is an
imperative requirement for LES. This eliminates the artificial build up of energy at the high wavenumbers,
which causes both accuracy problems and numerical instabilities in turbulent flow calculations.
The code framework is massively-parallel and has been optimized to provide excellent parallel scalability attributes using a distributed multiblock domain decomposition with generalized connectivity. Figure 2
shows an example of the fine-grain scaling attributes recently exhibited by RAPTOR on the NCCS CRAYXT systems at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (see www.nccs.gov) using the DLR-A case as a baseline
(Fig. 1). The total grid size was 10,285,056 computational cells. Results were obtained by holding the total
grid size fixed and successively increasing the number of processors used to perform the calculation. Note
that this particular case produces an extremely fine-grain test where the fraction of communicated grid cells
per processor was approaching 40 percent of the total. Maintaining the level of performance indicated for
such a fine-grain decomposition can be attributed to the explicit nature of the solver. More recently, we
have initiated a series of weak scaling studies on up to 100,000 cores as part of the DOE Joule Code Metric
exercise. Achieving this level of performance has facilitated implementation of joint investigations of the
DLR flames with emphasis placed on the dynamics of scalar dissipation.
Results shown in Fig. 1 were obtained using a new class of reconstruction models for the combustion
closure that combine the approximate deconvolution procedure with physical information from an assumed
scalar spectrum. A surrogate to the exact scalar field is used to approximate the SGS variances, which are
precisely the input required to generate a correlated set of fluctuations stochastically using a Cholesky decomposition. The combined methodology provides an approximation of SGS velocity and scalar fluctuations
with the correct time history and spatial distribution. The modeled instantaneous field (i.e., φi = φ̃i + φ00i ,
where φ̃i represents the resolved-scale contribution of a scalar and φ00i the fluctuation) is used to evaluate
the filtered chemical source terms directly. Here we use the 12-step mechanism for methane-air developed
by J.-Y. Chen (U.C. Berkeley). While results to date have been promising, there are still several questions
that need to be answered regarding the merits of such a model and the related resolution requirements. To
aid in answering these questions and investigate the more fundamental issues related to scalar-mixing, we
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Figure 3: Instantaneous mixture fraction (top) and scalar dissipation (bottom) fields from respective LES calculations at x/d = 10. Results correspond
to the companion figure shown in the abstract by Frank et al..

have begun to develop a systematic approach for comparing laser-based imaging measurements of scalar
dissipation to to simulations using data from both the DLR flames and a companion set nonreacting jets.
Recent images of the thermal and scalar dissipation fields acquired by Frank et al. have revealed the
convoluted inhomogenous structure of the fine-scale scalar mixing processes. Using these data, we are
developing a systematic approach for comparing laser-based imaging measurements and LES with emphasis
on 1) understanding the relationship between typical grid spacing and the measured turbulence length scales,
and 2) the grid resolution required for LES to accurately represent scalar mixing processes. Details related
to the approach are given in the abstract by Frank. A novel feature was to design the LES grids using the
measured dissipation spectrum cutoff length scales. We constructed an initial grid such that the local spacing
was on the same order of magnitude as the measured dissipation cutoff wavelengths. We then coarsened
this grid by factors of 2 in each coordinate direction to produce a set of 3 successive configurations with
1,285,632 (the baseline), 10,285,056 and 82,280,448 total cells, respectively. Note that the baseline grid
provides the level of resolution typically used in state of the art calculations. Details related to the grid
spacing and measured turbulence scales along with a cross-section of the 3-D grid topology are given by
Frank. Using the set of three grids we performed a series of LES calculations at conditions that identically
matched the experiments. The calculations were carried out initially using the baseline grid and a time-step
of approximately 1 µs. Calculations performed with the two succesively refined grids were integrated using
time-steps of 0.5 and 0.25 µs, respectively, in a manner consistent with the spatial refinement.
One of the challenges of using instantaneous measurements is that the LES simulations track the evolution of resolved-scale fields, which can lead to the development of very different turbulence structures.
To demonstrate this point, we spatially filtered single-shot Rayleigh images such that the effective spatial
resolution matched the resolved-scale of the LES calculations (see Frank’s abstract). Several interesting
observations arise as a consequence. First, for all of the grids the dissipation structures span multiple LES
cells in the longitudinal direction and are of the same order of magnitude as the grid spacing in the transverse
direction. This implies that LES must account for the overlap of dissipation structures in both the subgrid
and resolved-scales. Additionally, the assumption of isotropy in the subgrid for treatment of scalar mixing
must be examined. Second, transporting filtered quantiies in time introduces artificial damping and dispersion errors that can produce a markedly different result compared to the spatially filtered Rayleigh images.
To illustrate this we have plotted in Fig. 3 results from LES that are analogous to the filtered measurements
(see companion figure in Frank’s abstract). Comparing the two figures, it is clear that the effects of temporal
damping and dispersion can be significant. On the coarsest mesh, there is no correlation at all between
the measured and computed fields. As the resolution is increased, however, we begin to see an increasing
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correspondence with the actual fields. The mixture fraction field begins to resemble the measured field, but
the scalar dissipation is still quite different. The effects of artificial coalescence and dispersion errors is
apparent with all of the grids. The impact of these errors must be investigated further.

Future Plans
Imaging of scalar dissipation and a companion set of LES calculations have provided insights into requirements for accurate LES calculations. In both non-reacting jets and jet flames, the measurements revealed a dissipation field that consisted of elongated and convoluted filaments of high dissipation. The
morphology of these dissipation structures suggests that LES must account for the overlap of dissipation
structures in both the subgrid and resolved-scales. The limited quantity of dissipation structures in each
LES grid cell also suggests that widely used assumptions regarding the sampling of statistically significant
quantities of turbulence structures within each grid cell must be carefully examined. These results represent
a first step in the development of a systematic approach for using imaging diagnostics to evalutate needs
regarding LES model development. We will continue to explore these issues as part of our future research.
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PROGRAM SCOPE
The goal of this program is to elucidate mechanisms of elementary combustion reactions
through the use of multiplexed optical spectroscopy and mass spectrometry. We employ timeresolved Fourier transform spectroscopy (TR-FTS) to probe multiple reactants and products with
broad spectral coverage ( > 1000 cm-1), moderate spectral resolution (0.1 cm-1), and a wide range
of temporal resolution (ns – ms). The inherently multiplexed nature of TR-FTS makes it
possible to simultaneously measure product branching ratios, internal energy distributions,
energy transfer, and spectroscopy of radical intermediates. Together with total rate coefficients,
this additional information provides further constraints upon and insights into the potential
energy surfaces that control chemical reactivity. Because of its broadband nature, the TR-FTS
technique provides a global view of chemical reactions and energy transfer processes that would
be difficult to achieve with narrow-band, laser-based detection techniques.
Over the last three years, time-resolved photoionization mass spectrometry (PIMS) has
become a much larger part of this program, and is used to sensitively and selectively probe
unimolecular and bimolecular reactions. This work is in collaboration with Craig Taatjes and
many scientists from other institutions. The Sandia-designed Multiplexed Chemical Kinetics
Photoionization Mass Spectrometer utilizes tunable vacuum ultraviolet light from the Advanced
Light Source synchrotron at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory for sensitive, isomerspecific ionization of reactant and product molecules in chemical reactions.
RECENT PROGRESS
Isomer-resolved mass spectrometry
The multiplexed chemical kinetics photoionization mass spectrometer operates both at
Sandia National Laboratories (using a discharge lamp to create VUV radiation), and at the
Chemical Dynamics Beamline of the Advanced Light Source (ALS) synchrotron of LBNL. The
chemical reactor is based on the Gutman design, 1 which allows the study of photodissociation
and bimolecular reactions at pressures of 1 – 10 Torr and temperatures of 300 – 1000 K.
While the study of chemical kinetics using PIMS is well-established, this apparatus has
two unique features that make it especially powerful for chemical kinetics. First, the widely
tunable, intense VUV radiation from the ALS enables isomer-specific ionization of product
species. As an example, we have recently studied the isomer-resolved products of the CH +
acetylene, ethylene, propyne, and allene reactions, measuring the branching ratios for the
different product isomers.
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The second unusual feature of this experiment is the mass spectrometer. We employ a
small magnetic sector instrument coupled to a time- and position-sensitive single-ion counting
detector. This approach creates a mass spectrometer with 100% duty cycle (like a quadrupole
instrument) and the multiplex advantage of measuring a broad range of masses simultaneously
(as in time-of-flight spectrometry). This detector also measures the time dependence of each
observed reactant and product molecule, which provides kinetic information on the reaction.
The C3H5 + C3H5  C6H10 reaction
The reactions of resonance-stabilized radicals are key players in molecular weight growth
chemistry leading to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and eventually soot formation. As part of
an ongoing study of such systems, we have recently completed work on the self reaction of allyl
radicals (H2CCHCH2). All previous measurements of the kinetics of this reaction have been
made with optical absorption spectroscopy of the allyl radical, and hence rely on the accuracy of
the allyl radical absorption cross section. Our measurements by PIMS are independent of this
value. Our derived rate coefficient (2.7 ± 0.7)  10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 is in agreement with
those of Tulloch et al.2 and Jenkin et al.,3 providing indirect support of the accepted absorption
cross section of allyl radical at  = 223 nm.
We also analyzed the isomeric distribution of the C6H10 product. The initial 1,5hexadiene adduct, which intuitively should form upon reaction of two allyl radicals, is the only
C6H10 isomer observed at pressures of 1 – 6 Torr and temperatures from 300 – 600 K.
Disproportionation to form C3H4 + C3H6 is a minor process, with an upper limit of 3%. Other
acyclic and cyclic isomers are up to 20 kcal mol-1 more stable than 1,5-hexadiene. Their absence
implies that the barriers to these deeper wells on the potential energy surface are substantially
higher than similar barriers in the C3H3 + C3H3  C6H6 reaction, in which isomerization is facile
at these pressures and temperatures. With only two  bonds in acyclic C6H10 versus four in
acyclic C6H6, there are fewer opportunities to facilitate isomerization via uncoupling and
recoupling of  bonds.
The C3H3 + C6H5  C9H8 reaction
The most important reaction in the formation of the first aromatic ring in combustion
appears to be the propargyl (C3H3) self reaction. Propargyl radicals are resonance stabilized,
leading to slow reactivity with closed-shell species, and can therefore attain concentrations much
higher than most free radicals. By analogy, it seems probable that the next steps in soot
formation, beyond the first aromatic ring, might involve reactions of propargyl with resonancestabilized aromatic radicals, such as phenyl (C6H5).
We have nearly completed a combined experimental and theoretical study on the isomer
distributions of the C9H8 product from this reaction from 1 – 10 Torr and from 300 – 1000 K. At
low temperature (300 K) the only C9H8 products formed are the expected initial adducts of the
barrierless association of propargyl with phenyl, namely, phenyl allene and 3-phenyl propyne.
As temperature increases to 600 K, a clear signature of an additional isomer is present, which is
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most easily explained by including 1-phenyl propyne in the fits to the data. At the highest
temperature investigated, 1000K, we observe strong evidence for isomerization forming indene,
a resonance-stabilized compound consisting of a 6-member ring fused to a 5-member ring. This
structural motif leads to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons that are non-planar.
To aid in interpretation of these results, we have investigated several isomerization
pathways using high level electronic structure calculations. In collaboration with Ahren Jasper
we are conducting multiple well master equation calculations to predict the branching ratios of
different isomers in this system as a function of temperature and pressure.
Future Directions
Using TR-FTS, we will continue to investigate photodissociation reactions that show
evidence for roaming dynamics. Following on the recent work of Suits and coworkers4 on
acetone photodissociation, we plan to study production of C2H6 in this system.
A significant improvement to the multiplexed photoionization mass spectrometer is also
planned in the coming year. Leveraging designs from the analytical chemistry community, we
will implement an orthogonal acceleration time-of-flight mass spectrometer (OA-TOF) to
replace the magnetic sector instrument currently in use. Although the OA-TOF approach does
not have a 100% duty cycle, the duty cycle is as high as possible for a time-of-flight system. In
return, the design simulations promise mass resolution in excess of 3000 using a simple linear
(i.e., not reflectron) approach. This mass resolution will be sufficient to resolve O from CH4
(both nominally mass 16) and such substitutions in larger hydrocarbons (e.g., acetone vs.
butane), providing another method for increased selectivity in hydrocarbon oxidation
experiments.
One interesting problem to explore using the multiplexed chemical kinetics mass
spectrometer apparatus instrument is the reaction C3H3 + C2H2. Previous work by Knyazev and
Slagle5 has shown that the initial product (C5H5) can react with excess acetylene to form C7H7.
This process continues to form C9H8 and perhaps larger species. Measuring the isomeric forms
of these products will provide information critical to the reaction mechanism for this molecular
weight growth process. We have preliminary data on this system, and will soon attempt to start
the reaction with acetylene at the C5H5 or C7H7 points with isomerically-pure radical samples for
comparison with the C3H3 + C2H2 data.
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The Dynamics of Large-Amplitude Motion in Energized Molecules
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I.

Program Scope
Most theories of reaction rely, either explicitly or implicitly, on a separation of the largeamplitude degrees of freedom from the other nuclear motions. For example, transition state theory
(including its unimolecular variant RRKM theory) identifies a reaction coordinate and assumes thermal
equilibrium among the other degrees of freedom. The transition state is a dividing hypersurface between
reactants and products located at some point along the reaction coordinate so as to minimize recrossing.
At high energies, particularly just below the threshold for a new fragmentation channel, there may be
“roaming” trajectories, which may favor particular product channels and which clearly involve more than
one large-amplitude degree of freedom. An alternative to transition state theory is the adiabatic channel
model in which the excitation in one of more of the orthogonal degrees of freedom is assumed to be
conserved as the system moves along the reaction coordinate. At the other end of the spectrum from
statistical theories, close-coupled quantum scattering calculations are limited by practical considerations
to a few degrees of freedom. Thus in systems larger than 3 or 4 atoms, one must define the active degrees
of freedom and separate them in some way from the other degrees of freedom.
In this research, we test the limits of the adiabatic separation of different nuclear degrees of
freedom, in particular, the separation of the large amplitude nuclear degrees of freedom (LADF) from the
small amplitude vibrations (SAV). We will call this vibrational adiabaticity to distinguish it from
electronic adiabaticity, that is, from the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Nonadiabatic coupling terms
14
scale as ( m M ) where m is the reduced mass for the fast degree of freedom and M is that for the slow
degree of freedom. In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, m<<M, but in the vibrational case, often
m≈M. Therefore, the vibrational adiabatic approximation is on much more tenuous ground. The limits of
its usefulness and the consequences of it failure are examined in this project.
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While scattering systems are of primary interest in reactive chemistry, the collision complexes are
relatively short lived and can rarely be probed directly. For this reason, we choose bound molecules,
including methanol, nitromethane and methylamine, as our laboratory for studying adiabatic separations
and consequent nonadiabatic effects. Bound systems are by definition long-lived, which means that we
are able to use high-resolution spectroscopy to probe the interactions with a high level of precision and
detail. In addition to cavity ringdown experiments and calculations at the university of Akron,
experimental work on this project involves a collaboration with Brooks Pate’s group at the University of
Virginia (CD-FTMW-IR).
II. Recent Progress
A. Torsion-Vibration Dynamics and the Adiabatic Approximation
The work on methanol and nitromethane under this project, when taken together with work by
other authors on these molecules (i, ii) and on hydrogen peroxide (iii), points to a number of conclusions
that may have some generality [6]:
 The coupling of the torsion to the stretching vibrations of adjacent hydrogens is strong, typically
40 to 80 cm-1 per quantum of XH stretch. The peak-to-peak values reach 270, 500, 265, 460 cm-1
by vXH=6 in the methanol OH, CH, nitromethane CH, and hydrogen peroxide OH manifolds
respectively. It is noteworthy that the magnitude of the torsion-vibration coupling is generally
similar even though the ground state torsional potentials are very different.
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 The form of the leading torsion-vibration coupling term is determined by the symmetry of the
rotor at the opposite end of the torsional bond from the excited stretching vibration. The
couplings with the lowest Fourier term (cosα for methanol CH and hydrogen peroxide OH) are
almost a factor of two larger than the higher Fourier couplings (cos3α for methanol OH and
cos2α for nitromethane CH).
 The adiabatic treatment of torsional motion as occurring in an effective potential determined by
the high frequency vibrations is a useful tool for analyzing torsion-vibration spectra. The OH
overtones in CH3OH and HOOH are well treated in this way as well as are the methyl CH stretch
fundamentals in CH3 OH and CH3NO2 . The adiabatic approximation incorporating geometric
phase appears to offer a general means of predicting the occurrence of inverted torsional
tunneling but does not account for the pattern of CH stretch-torsion levels in CH3OH at high
torsional excitation [1].
 In the high CH overtone region of CH3 OH and CH3NO2 (vCH≥4), there is a transition from
adiabatic to diabatic behavior [3]. In the adiabatic limit, the CH stretch vibrational amplitude
moves from one methyl hydrogen to the next as the torsional angle changes. In the diabatic limit,
the several quanta of CH stretch reside on one CH bond and stay there through the full range of
torsional angles. The diabatic effective torsional potential curves cross in several places, whereas
the adiabatic curves do not. The adiabatic-to-diabatic transition is a consequence of the transition
from normal mode CH vibrations to local modes as the CH stretch excitation is increased.
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B. Two-Dimensional Large-Amplitude Motion
The two-dimensional torsion-inversion potential
energy surfaces of methylamine, protonated methanol,
and ethyl radical have been investigated with partially
optimized ab initio calculations [5]. All three molecules
belong to the G12 molecular symmetry group and each has
six equivalent minima. CH3 NH2 has a high barrier to
inversion (~1960 cm-1), whereas in CH3 OH2+ the barrier
is lower (~880 cm-1). In CH3CH2·, there is no barrier to
inversion. The torsional barriers in these systems are
about 714, 404, and 144 cm-1 respectively. The computed
torsion-inversion surfaces were fit to a function of the
form (Fig. 1),
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 In CH3OH, we found that neither the adiabatic
nor the diabatic approximation is quantitatively
accurate relative to fully coupled calculations,
even within its respective domain of applicability
[3].
The torsion-vibration coupling results in
“nonadiabatic” IVR coupling matrix elements,
which we investigated at the vCH=1 level. The
result is energy exchange between the torsion and
the CH vibrations. The scaling properties of the
IVR coupling, which derive from the nature of
the 1-dimensional torsional motion, indicate a
role for direct high-order coupling [1].
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where α, is the torsional angle, τ is the inversion angle, and m+n = even. Even though the three surfaces
are quite different (Fig. 1(a)), we find that the torsion-inversion coupling is similar in strength (Fig. 1(b)).
The dominant torsion-inversion coupling term in all three cases has the form, V1,3τcos3α , with V1,3 in the
range 280 to 450 cm-1.
The synthesis these results with those of section A. above indicates that the coupling terms,
whether torsion-vibration or torsion-inversion, have typical values that vary by less than a factor of two in
a range of systems where the barriers to torsion or inversion vary by orders of magnitude.
C. Multistage Torsion-Vibration Coupling in the ν 3 CH Stretch Region of Methanol
The methanol ν3 symmetric CH stretch is found to be coupled to most of the available
combination vibrations (Fig. 2). A new experimental technique for rotationally selected infrared spectra
is used to obtain assignments for 12 interacting bends in the ν3 region [4]. The technique, developed at
the University of Virginia, is coherence-detected Fourier transform microwave – infrared spectroscopy
(CD-FTMW-IR).
Population transfer induced by a pulsed IR laser is detected by FTMW spectroscopy using a
sequence two microwave pulses. The first pulse converts the thermal population difference to a
coherence using an approximate “π/2” pulse. Then, an IR laser pulse interacts with the polarized sample.
Finally, second microwave pulse with a 180o phase shift is applied to perform a “-π/2” excitation. The
sequence of two microwave pulses produces a null signal in the absence of the IR pulse and hence a flat
baseline upon which the state-detected infrared transitions are observed. Spectra have been recorded over
the whole range 2750 – 3000 cm-1 for both CH3 OH and CH3OD and for several rotational states of the Especies of each. The band origins and intensities for CH3 OH are shown in Fig. 2(b).
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Fig. 2. The ν3 symmetric CH stretch region of CH3OH. (a) The calculated zeroth-order band positions based on
the fundamental frequencies. The bands are sorted into tiers according to coupling order relative to ν3.
(b) Vibrational band origins from the analysis of CD-FTMW-IR spectra.
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The zeroth-order vibrational state energies are arranged into tiers in Fig. 2 according to the
coupling order relative to the ν3 bright state. Tier 1 represents a third-order coupling; tier 2 fourth order
coupling etc. The pattern of the spectrum suggests the following coupling pathway:
ν3 CH stretch

⇒
⇒
⇒

HCH bend + COH band (tier 1)
HCH bend + methyl rock + torsion (tier 2)
combination states with additional quanta of torsion (tier 3 and higher)

We were able to test this mechanism with CH3 OD spectra, for which the first tier states are shifted from
resonance. In CH3 OD, none of the coupled vibrations represented in Fig. 2(b) is observed, which
confirms the sequential coupling through the first tier.
III. Future Work
The development of the continuous-wave cavity ringdown (CW-CRDS) and CD-FTMW-IR
techniques will continue, targeting experiments on the CH manifolds in methylamine and methanol.
Extension of the CD-FTMW-IR technique to the 48 GHz range will allow improved sensitivity and
access to the methanol A species. The calculations on the CH3XH2 systems will be extended to include
the coupling of the two large amplitude motions to CH stretch vibrations.
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I. Program Scope
This research program focuses on the development and applications of new generations of ab
initio electronic structure methods and computer codes, exploiting coupled-cluster (CC) wave function
ansatz, which can provide an accurate description of chemical reactions pathways, radicals, biradicals,
potential energy surfaces (PESs), properties other than energy, and electronic excitations in molecules.
The goal is to design and apply affordable computational methods that enable precise modeling of
molecular processes and properties relevant to combustion, catalysis, and photochemistry. Among the
most promising methods developed in this program are (i) the renormalized CC and equation-of-motion
CC (EOMCC) approaches, and the linear scaling, local correlation extensions of the conventional and
renormalized CC methods to larger systems involving hundreds of correlated electrons, (ii) the activespace CC and EOMCC methods, and (iii) the genuine multi-reference CC (MRCC) theories. The
renormalized CC methods and their open-shell, local correlation, and excited-state extensions extend the
standard single-reference theories to multi-reference situations created by radicals, biradicals, bond
breaking, and two-electron excitations with an ease of a black-box calculation that can be performed by
non-experts. The active-space CC and EOMCC approaches, and their open-shell generalizations via the
electron attached (EA) and ionized (IP) theories as well as the genuine MRCC methods have the
flexibility that enables accurate ab initio calculations for all kinds of closed- and open-shell electronic
states with manageable computer costs. All methods pursued in this program can effectively utilize
modern multi-node computer architectures and are well suited for pursuing novel coding strategies, such
as the automated computer implementation. They address two important challenges of electronic
structure theory, which are (i) the development of practical computational schemes that can provide a
balanced and accurate description of closed- and open-shell systems, and the rapidly changing electron
correlation effects along reaction coordinates, and (ii) the development of algorithms that can reduce
prohibitive costs of traditional high-accuracy ab initio calculations by attacking the scaling laws that
define the dependence of computer costs on the system size. The most promising methods developed in
this program are shared with the community by incorporating them in the GAMESS package.
II. Recent Progress (2007-2009)
We have extended the left-eigenstate, completely renormalized (CR) CC method with singles,
doubles, and non-iterative triples, termed CR-CC(2,3), and its excited-state CR-EOMCC(2,3) analog to
open shell systems [6,14,in preparation]. We have integrated the CR-CC(2,3) code using the restricted
open-shell Hartree-Fock (ROHF) reference in GAMESS, so that both the closed-shell and the open-shell
CR-CC(2,3) methods are standard GAMESS options now [6]. Test calculations, including bond
breaking in OH and F2+, singlet-triplet gaps in the CH2 and H2Si2O2 biradicals and a few magnetic
systems, and the activation energies of the C2H4+H→C2H5 forward and reverse reactions indicate that
the ROHF-based CR-CC(2,3) approach is more accurate and robust than other non-iterative triples CC
methods proposed to date, without making the calculations substantially more expensive [6,14]. The
open-shell CR-EOMCC(2,3) approach utilizing the ROHF reference provides great improvements in the
EOMCCSD results for doublet and quartet states of radicals, particularly for the excited states
dominated by two-electron processes where errors in the excitation energies obtained with EOMCCSD
often exceed 1 eV, as shown by examining the excited states of CH, CNC, C2N, N3, and NCO (in
preparation). We have provided the alternative derivation of the biorthogonal method of moments of CC
equations, on which CR-CC(2,3) is based, which explains why CR-CC(2,3) is more accurate than the
earlier CR-CCSD(T) approach [14]. We have developed the CR-CC(2,4) and CR-EOMCC(2,4) codes
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that correct the CR-CC(2,3) and CR-EOMCC(2,3) energies for quadruples effects [4,18] and completed
work on the non-iterative CC methods using multi-reference perturbation theory wave functions [16].
We have developed the local correlation CCSD, CCSD(T), and CR-CC(2,3) approaches
[21,25,26]. The resulting CIM-CCSD, CIM-CCSD(T), and CIM-CR-CC(2,3) methods use localized
orthonormal orbitals and enable high accuracy calculations for systems with hundreds of correlated
electrons and thousands of basis functions. Our local correlation CIM-CC algorithms are characterized
by the linear scaling of the CPU time with the system size, trivial parallelism, and the non-iterative
character of triples corrections to CCSD energies. By comparing the canonical and CIM-CC results for
alkanes and water clusters, we have demonstrated that CIM-CCSD, CIM-CCSD(T), and CIM-CRCC(2,3) recover the corresponding CC correlation energies to within 0.1 % or so, while offering huge
savings in the computer effort. By examining bond breaking reactions in alkanes and low-energy
structures of the (H2O)n clusters, we have shown that the CIM-CC methods accurately reproduce the
relative energetics of the corresponding canonical CC calculations. Although the focus of our initial
work [21,25,26] has been on benchmarking the CIM vs. canonical CCSD, CCSD(T), and CR-CC(2,3)
approaches, we have explored water clusters as large as (H2O)22 and normal alkanes as large as C32H66.
We have continued applying the CR-CC methods, including CR-CCSD(T), CR-CCSD(TQ),
CR-CC(2,3), CR-CC(2,4), and CR-CC(2,3)+Q [1-3,8-15,18-20,24]. Benchmark calculations for the
diverse set of reaction barrier heights included in the DBH24 database of Truhlar et al. have shown that
CR-CC(2,3) provides high accuracy results for thermochemical kinetics [10] that can compete with
those obtained with CCSD(T), while eliminating failures of CCSD(T) in the bond breaking region [13,6,8,9,13]. We have shown that CR-CC(2,3) offers an excellent description of bond breaking reactions
of several closed- and open-shell species consisting of C, H, Si, and Cl, relevant to the gas-phase
chemistry of the silicon carbide chemical vapor deposition [8,19]. In particular, we have shown that the
PESs obtained with the ROHF-based CR-CC(2,3) have smaller non-parallelity errors than those
obtained with the UHF-based CCSD(T), while reducing the reaction energy errors resulting from multireference MP2 calculations [19]. We have proposed an efficient computational strategy to estimate the
CR-CC(2,3)/cc-pVTZ PESs, in which the most expensive steps are defined by MP2/cc-pVTZ and CRCC(2,3)/cc-pVDZ calculations [19]. We have demonstrated that the CR-CC(2,3)+Q approach, in which
one corrects the CR-CC(2,3) energy in a relatively inexpensive fashion for the effect of connected
quadruples, describes the PESs of H2O and H2S, all the way up to the dissociation of H2O into 2H+O
and H2S into 2H+S [including the Y(2p4 1D)+H2(X1Σg+)→YH(X2Π)+H(1s2S), Y=O,S, processes, of
significance in combustion and atmospheric chemistry], in the accurate and computationally efficient
manner, comparable to the best multi-reference configuration interaction (MRCI) data [1,9,13]. Our CRCC(2,3)+Q results [1,9,13] suggest new ways of improving the existing global PESs of water and H2S.
The CR-CC(2,3)+Q method has been useful in making the new best estimates of the stationary point
energetics for the cycloadditions of ozone to ethyne and ethane [24].
We have examined the low-lying states of the CNC, C2N, N3, and NCO species [20,in
preparation] and the singlet-triplet gaps in the BN and C2 molecules [18]. We have shown that the
black-box CR-CC(2,4) approach provides excellent values of the small singlet-triplet gaps in BN and C2
that agree with the expert, reduced MRCC (RMRCC) calculations, termed RMRCCSD(T), and with
experiment [18]. We have continued our work on the copper-dioxygen systems, of significance in
catalysis and activation of oxygen by metalloenzymes [11]. By comparing the CR-CC(2,3), CASPT2,
and DFT results, we have explained why the relative energies and singlet-triplet gaps of the various
CuO2 motifs are sensitive to the nature of the supporting ligands, and how and why these characteristics
depend upon the geometric arrangement of ligands relative to the O2 binding site [11]. We have also
provided new insights into the performance of various DFT methods in such calculations [11].
We have developed the extrapolation procedure which predicts the smooth molecular PES
corresponding to a larger basis set or to the complete basis set (CBS) limit from a series of inexpensive
calculations using smaller basis sets by scaling the electron correlation energies [12,15]. By examining
the isomerization pathways of bicyclobutane to butadiene and by comparing the extrapolated CRCC(2,3) results with the explicit CR-CC(2,3) calculations using the cc-pVQZ basis set, we have shown
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that the CR-CC(2,3)/cc-pVQZ PESs obtained by the extrapolation from the smaller basis set
calculations are identical, to within fractions of a millihartree, to the true CR-CC(2,3)/cc-pVQZ PESs
[12,15]. The same applies to the CR-CC and MRCI calculations for other PESs. We have shown that the
above extrapolation procedure predicts the CBS limits of the calculated PESs from the results of smaller
basis set calculations at a tiny fraction of the effort required by point-wise CBS extrapolations [12,15].
We have continued our work on extending the active-space CC and EOMCC theories to radicals
and other valence systems by combining the active-space formalism with the EA- and IP-EOMCC. As
illustrated by the calculations for the ground- and excited-state PESs of CH and OH, the resulting EAEOMCCSDt and IP-EOMCCSDt approaches and their higher-order analogs in which one uses a small
subset of active orbitals to select the 4p-3h/4h-3p excitations, in addition to the 3p-2h/3h-2p excitations
already selected in the EA/IP EOMCCSDt approaches, provide an accurate description of the electronic
spectra of radicals, including excited states displaying a manifestly multi-determinantal nature, with the
low costs comparable to the standard (and failing) EOMCCSD, EA-EOMCCSD(2p-1h), and IPEOMCCSD(2h-1p) methods [5]. We have demonstrated a superb performance, both in terms of
accuracy and computational efficiency, of the active-space EA-EOMCCSD(3p-2h)=EA-EOMCCSDt
and IP-EOMCCSD(3h-2p)=IP-EOMCCSDt approaches in calculations of the excitation energies in
CNC, C2N, N3, and NCO, where the low-lying excited states have a significant multi-reference
character, causing problems to EOMCCSD, EA-EOMCCSD(2p-1h), and IP-EOMCCSD(2h-1p) [20].
We have shown that the active-space EA/IP EOMCC schemes reproduce the results of their parent
methods, while requiring much less computational effort [5,20]. We have also applied the method of
moments of CC equations to the generalized MRCC formalism representing the transition between the
Brillouin-Wigner-type and Rayleigh-Schrödinger-type theories based on the Jeziorski-Monkhorst ansatz
and derived the novel formula for the non-iterative corrections to the corresponding MRCC energies
that recover the exact energies in the general model space case [22]. We have extended the previously
established relationship between the moments of the state-universal MRCC (SUMRCC) equations
within the Jeziorski-Monkhorst-Paldus-Piecuch and Kucharski-Bartlett formulations of SUMRCC to the
general model space case and established conditions under which both formulations are equivalent [22].
As in the past, we have shown that the CC methods developed in the quantum chemistry context
enable accurate calculations for medium size nuclei, such as 16O, 55Ni, 56Ni, and 57Ni [4,7,17,23].
III. Immediate Future Plans
- Migration of the standalone full and active-space EA-EOMCCSD(3p-2h) and IP-EOMCCSD(3h-2p)
codes to GAMESS and extension of such methods to multiply attached/ionized schemes.
- Extension of the linear scaling, local correlation CIM-CC methodology to open-shell species.
- Development of the improved PES extrapolation procedure where one determines the correlation
energy scaling factor using one of the low-order ab initio approaches instead of the target ab initio
method used to determine the PES (e.g., MP4-SDQ in the PES calculations using CR-CC(2,3)).
- New studies of radical and biradical reactions and radical excitation spectra.
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I.

Program Scope
Our research project focuses on developing detailed chemical kinetic reaction mechanisms for the
combustion of a wide variety of hydrocarbon and alternative fuels. These reaction mechanisms are
designed to be applicable over extended ranges of operating conditions, including temperature, pressure,
and fuel/oxidizer ratio, making them so-called “comprehensive” reaction mechanisms. They can then be
systematically reduced in size and complexity as needed for specific types of modeling applications. We
also use these detailed kinetic mechanisms to carry out modeling studies of practical combustion systems,
and we contribute to basic information on thermochemistry and chemical kinetics.
II. Recent Progress
During the past year, we have developed detailed kinetic mechanisms and carried out kinetic
modeling studies in several areas including large iso-alkanes, and components and mixtures relevant to
gasoline fuels.

A. Large iso-alkanes
Although models have been developed for smaller branched alkanes such as iso-octane,
additional efforts are required to properly capture the kinetics of larger branched alkanes. Recently, we
have developed a chemical kinetic model that can be used to represent 2,2,4,4,6,8,8-heptamethylnonane
(HMN), a large iso-alkane and a primary reference fuel for diesel. The same reaction rate rules used in
our previous iso-octane mechanism were incorporated in the HMN mechanism. Both high and low
temperature chemistry were included so that the chemical kinetic model would be applicable to advanced
internal combustion engines using low temperature combustion strategies. The chemical kinetic model
consists of 1114 species and 4468 reactions.
Currently, there are no experimental data available on neat HMN in the literature to validate the
predictions of the chemical kinetic model. Instead, the results of the HMN chemical kinetic model were
compared to other alkane model predictions and experimental measurements. In Fig. 1, the autoignition
properties of HMN are compared to n-alkanes and to an iso-alkane, iso-octane. It is seen that the ignition
delay times of HMN lie between large n-alkanes and iso-octane at low temperatures and are nearly the
same as the other fuels at high temperatures. This low temperature ignition behavior can be explained in
terms of the alkylperoxy (RO2) isomerization reactions that control the overall, low-temperature reaction
rate. The RO2 isomerization reactions with the highest rate constants have six membered transition states
and generally occur between CH2 groups. This type of RO2 isomerization reaction also leads to a
subsequent addition of O2 followed by another isomerization and finally chain branching with the
production of two OH radicals. It is this chain branching that contributes greatly to low temperature
reactivity. The CH2 groups in HMN interact through six-membered ring RO2 isomerization reactions that
lead to a greater extent of chain-branching than seen for iso-octane which has only one CH2 group.
Our previously developed chemical kinetic model for n-hexadecane and the newly developed one
for HMN represent a significant advance in modeling of fuels for diesel engines because they are the
primary reference fuels used to determine the cetane number used to rate ignition properties of diesel
fuels. Also, these two components are the ones recommended by Farrell et al.1 as components in a four
component surrogate mixture to represent diesel fuel.
B.

Components and mixtures relevant to gasoline fuels
During the last year, we extensively reviewed our detailed kinetic mechanisms for n-heptane, isooctane and toluene which are important component models need to simulate gasoline fuels. We also
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compared predictions of the mechanisms to experimental data in the literature. The main goal is the
definition of a comprehensive and reliable database of mechanisms that can be merged together to
simulate the behavior of complex fuel surrogates used to represent real fuels.
An important improvement to the mechanism involved the isomerization rate constants of the
alkyl-peroxy radicals which were slightly increased in magnitude compared to previous values. We
accomplished this increase by lowering the values of the activation energies by 400 kcal/mole. This
relatively small change led to a stronger dependence of the system on pressure. This is because the now
faster isomerization steps, whose rates are linear with pressure, are no longer as important as ratecontrolling steps compared to bimolecular R+O2 addition steps, whose rate are quadratic with pressure.
The increased reactivity from the isomerization steps has been compensated for with an increase in the
rate constants of direct elimination, ROO=>alkene + HO2, which slow the reactivity.
The toluene mechanism was recently updated by Sakai et al. 2 including new reaction pathways
proposed by recent studies. Further revisions were carried out in the past months in collaboration with
Milano’s combustion chemistry group.
The n-heptane, iso-octane and toluene mechanisms were then merged into a detailed kinetic
model for the simulation of surrogates including about 1550 species and 8000 reactions. The interaction
among the oxidation pathways of the different components of the mixture are accounted for by the
reactions of smaller radicals contained in the core mechanism and by a specific block of reactions
involving the alkyl and peroxy radicals of the different fuels.
Figure 2 shows the comparison between model predictions and experiments over a wide range of
conditions for n-heptane. The recent modifications improved the agreement over a wide range of pressure
moving from 3 up to nearly 50 atm covering both the high and the low temperature reaction domain. In
particular this new version of the model is a solid step in the direction of mimicking the strong
dependence of ignition delay times on pressure evidenced by many experimental evidences for this class
of fuel 3-5.
The toluene model has been also validated over a wide range of operating conditions. Figure 2
shows a few comparisons of modeling results with shock tube and rapid compression machine data 6, 7.
It’s interesting to notice how the slope of these sets changes depending on the experimental device used to
measure them. As a matter of fact, rapid compression machine (RCM) experiments are affected by a
conspicuous amount of heat losses that effectively delay the ignition timing at lower temperature. These
experimental results, supported also by chemical kinetic simulations, evidence the role of heat transfer
and prove it to be a fundamental aspect to include when simulating these experiments.
During the last year, we compared simulations of a number of different binary mixtures and a
ternary mixture with experiments on their ignition delay times in a rapid compression machine 8. The
following mixtures were considered: 50/50% mole toluene/n-heptane, 35/65% mole toluene/isooctane,
18/82% mole 1-hexene/iso-octane, 30/70% mole 1-hexene/toluene and 47/35/18% iso-octane/toluene/1hexene gasoline surrogate. We obtained good agreement between the predictions of the chemical kinetic
model for the mixtures and the experiments for all cases considered. The ternary mixture results are
shown in Fig. 3. This mixture can be thought of a surrogate for gasoline where iso-octane and toluene
components represent iso-alkanes and aromatics present in gasoline. The 1-hexene component represents
both n-alkane and alkene groups in gasoline, because it has a relatively long alkyl chain which can be
effectively undergo the low temperature branching mechanism typical of n-alkanes.
The model does a good job in reproducing all the main aspects of ignition behavior (Fig. 3).
The most reactive component (in this case 1-hexene) triggers the low temperature reactivity. This blend
shows long delays between the cool flame and the high temperature ignition, a feature mostly due to the
presence of toluene.
III. Summary
A detailed chemical kinetic mechanism for heptamethylnonane has been developed. Together
with a previously developed n-hexadecane mechanism, they comprise the primary reference fuel
mechanisms for diesel fuel.
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We have made considerable progress in developing reliable mechanisms to represent components
and mixtures relevant to gasoline. These components include n-heptane and iso-octane, primary
reference fuels for gasoline. We have also included 1-hexene and toluene to represent alkene and
aromatic chemical classes in gasoline.
IV. Future Work
We plan on developing chemical kinetic mechanisms of C3 and C4 alcohols and comparing
simulations with molecular bean sampling measurements taken in low pressure flames, experimental
work supported by Basic Energy Sciences.
This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory under Contract DE-AC52-07NA27344.
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Figure 1. Autoignition of n-heptane, n-decane, iso-octane
and 2,2,4,4,6,8,8-heptamethylnonane at 13 bar with
stoichiometric, fuel/air mixtures. Computations: n-heptane
(nc7h16), iso-octane (ic8h18), n-decane (nc10h22),
heptamethylnonane (hmn). Experiments: n-heptane 4, isooctane 9, n-decane 10.
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1

Scope of the Research Program

The focus of the current work is on the development of computational approaches which allow
our detailed knowledge of the chemical kinetics of combustion to be applied to the modeling and
simulation of combustion devices. In the past year, the work has been focused in two general
areas. The first area is the evaluation of different approaches to model mixing in turbulent reacting
flows, and their numerical implementation in large-eddy simulations (LES) using the filtered density
function (FDF) approach for turbulence chemistry interactions. The second area of research, which
is described in the next section, is the combination of dimension-reduction and tabulation strategies
for the computationally-efficient implementation of combustion chemistry in LES/FDF and other
modeling approaches.

2

Recent Progress

The principal research results from this program are described in the publications listed in Section
4. Progress in the computationally-efficient implementation of combustion chemistry is described
in the following subsection.

2.1

Dimension Reduction and Tabulation of Combustion Chemistry using ICEPIC and ISAT

Dimension reduction is essential to the use of detailed chemical kinetics in computations of combustion and many other reactive flows. Modern chemical mechanisms for hydrocarbon fuel may
contain of order 1,000 species [1], and it is clearly impracticable to use this detailed information
directly in multi-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) calculations. A combination of
three approaches that enables the use of detailed chemical information consists of: (1) reduction
to a skeletal mechanism [2, 3, 4] involving of order 100 species; (2) dimension reduction (DR) to
reduce the number of degrees of freedom to of order ten; and (3) tabulation to significantly reduce
the cost of expensive evaluations, e.g., the integration of ordinary differential equations (ODEs).
In this work we develop a general, combined dimension reduction/tabulation methodology
by considering the integration of two successful techniques, namely, the invariant constrainedequilibrium edge pre-image curve (ICE-PIC) method for dimension reduction [5, 6, 7], and in situ
adaptive tabulation (ISAT) [8, 9]. An example of the application of this type of methodology is
as follows. A detailed mechanism with ns species is provided. In the reduced description given by
ICE-PIC/ISAT, the reactive flow calculation is performed in terms of a small number of nr reduced
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variables, and chemical reaction is separated from other processes into a reaction fractional step, by
using a splitting scheme. Given the reduced variables at time t, the task in this reaction fractional
step is to determine the corresponding reduced variables after (adiabatic, isobaric) reaction has
occurred for the time-step interval. The ISAT algorithm, a storage/retrieval technique, tabulates
the reduced variable information before and after reaction, so that, given the reduced variables before the reaction substep, the corresponding values after reaction can be retrieved from the table.
Only when needed, ISAT adds new entries to the table by invoking the ICE-PIC dimension reduction procedure together with the detailed mechanisms. In other words, the reduction/tabulation
methodology determines and tabulates (in situ) the necessary information about the nr -dimensional
reduced system based on the ns -species detailed mechanism.
The ICE-PIC dimension reduction method is based on constrained equilibrium theory [10, 11,
12], trajectory-generated manifolds [13] and the pre-image curve method [14]. More details can be
found in [5, 6, 7].

2.2

Test case: premixed methane combustion

The test case considered is a partially-stirred reactor (PaSR) involving premixed combustion of a
methane/air mixture. The PaSR was used previously to investigate ISAT performance [8, 9, 12].
In this study, the GRI-Mech 1.2 mechanism involving 31 species is used to describe the methane
combustion. The species involved are
{H2 , H, O2 , OH, H2 O, CH3 , CH4 , CO, CO2 ,

(1)

CH2 O, C2 H4 , O, HO2 , H2 O2 , C, CH, CH2 , CH2 (S),
HCO, CH2 OH, CH3 O, CH3 OH, C2 H, C2 H2 , C2 H3 ,
C2 H5 , C2 H6 , HCCO, CH2 CO, HCCOH, N2 }

The pressure is atmospheric throughout. The specified time scales are τres = 10ms, τmix = 1ms,
τpair = 1ms, and the time step is constant with ∆t = 0.1ms. There are two inflowing streams:
one premixed stream of air and methane at 600 K and a pilot stream consisting of the adiabatic
equilibrium products of a stoichiometric fuel/air mixture at 2375 K (corresponding to an unburnt
gas temperature of 600 K). The mass flow rates of the two streams are in the ratio 0.95:0.05.
Initially (t = 0), all particle compositions are set to be the pilot-stream composition. The number
of particles in the reactor, N , is 100. All the calculations performed result in about 1 × 106 queries.
In the following, we present the results obtained with dimension reduction using ICE-PIC, and
compare them with the full chemistry (FC) results involving all the species without dimension
reduction. Specifically, we present preliminary results on the dimension reduction error incurred
by ICE-PIC.
2.2.1

Dimension reduction error

We define error, ²DR , in a property, φ, due to dimension reduction as
²DR =

||φDR − φF C ||2
,
max{|φF C |}

(2)

where φDR and φF C are the predictions from the reduced description and the full description,
respectively (with the ISAT error tolerance ²tol = 10−5 ). The dimension reduction error is calculated
by tracking and comparing all the particles for all time.
Figure 1 shows the dimension reduction error percentages in the represented species concentrations using the ICE-PIC method. For each reduced description with nrs , the set of first nrs number
of species in Eq. 1 are used as the represented species. The errors are computed for the represented
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Figure 1: Plot of the ICE PIC dimension reduction error in the concentration of the represented
species vs. the number of represented species for the methane premixed combustion.

species used at the lowest dimension nrs = 8, i.e the first 8 species in Eq. 1 (which are also present
in all the higher dimensions). It should be noted that the current approach of choosing the first
nrs species as the represented species is not the optimal, and is used only for the convenience of
explaining the procedure of dimension reduction error calculation. In future work of ICE-PIC, the
best possible set of represented species which give the minimum error would be chosen for a given
dimension.
It is readily seen from Fig. 1 that the errors incurred by ICE-PIC in the species concentrations
are small. For all the cases considered, the maximum dimension reduction error incurred by ICEPIC is about 2.5%. As expected, as the number of represented species increases, the dimension
reduction error incurred by ICE-PIC decreases.

2.3

Conclusions

The combination of ICE-PIC and ISAT offers accurate dimension reduction and efficient tabulation.
Advances have been made both in the theory (e.g., in the accurate and efficient evaluation of the
tangent vectors) and in the computational implementation.
The study shows that the dimension reduction errors in species concentration and thermodynamic properties incurred by ICE-PIC are well controlled and decrease as the number of represented
species increases. In the PaSR test case of premixed methane combustion involving 31 species, with
8 represented species, the maximum dimension reduction error incurred by ICE-PIC is only about
2.5%.

3

Future Plans

The focus of current and future work is on the development of a computationally-efficient implementation of “local” turbulent mixing models, and combustion chemistry. Later this year we
expect to publish a paper based on studies of mixing models in the context of LES/FDF modeling.
The work on combining ICE-PIC and ISAT continues. In future work, a more robust and efficient
implementation of ICE-PIC/ISAT will be developed as well as a methodology to choose the optimal represented species, and the application of this combined method in practical combustion
calculations is expected.
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of piloted jet flames,” Proceedings of the Combustion Institute, 31, 1543–1550.
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PROJECT SCOPE
Molecular photoionization and photodissociation dynamics can provide considerable insight into
how energy and angular momentum flow among the electronic, vibrational, and rotational
degrees of freedom in isolated, highly energized molecules. This project involves the study of
these dynamics in small polyatomic molecules, with an emphasis on understanding the
mechanisms of intramolecular energy flow and determining how these mechanisms influence
decay rates and product branching ratios. It is also aimed at understanding how internal energy
can influence photoionization cross sections and dissociative ionization processes. The
experimental approach combines double-resonance laser techniques, which are used to prepare
selected highly excited species, with mass spectrometry, ion-imaging, and high-resolution
photoelectron spectroscopy, which are used to characterize the decay of the selected species.
RECENT PROGRESS
We have continued to focus on using a combination of ion imaging, vuv single-photon
ionization, and resonant multiphoton ionization to probe the photodissociation dynamics of
halogenated hydrocarbons, as well as any secondary decomposition of the resulting hydrocarbon
radicals. As part of a joint project with Laurie Butler, we have investigated the photodissociation
of 2-iodoethanol within the A (σ* ← n) absorption band, and used velocity map ion imaging to
determine the velocity distributions and angular distributions of the photofragments. In this
system, the two dominant dissociation channels correspond to the production of the 2hydroxyethyl radical, C2H4OH, and I (2P3/2) and I*(2P1/2). The branching fraction for the I*
channel at 266 nm was determined to be 0.71 by using a combination of (1) the translational
energy distributions for the separate I and I* channels determined by two-photon resonant, threephoton ionization; (2) the distributions for the combined I + I* channels determined by singlephoton ionization at 118 nm; and (3) the relative photoionization cross sections of I and I* at 118
nm. We were particularly interested in potential secondary dissociation of the C2H4OH
fragment, because this species is an intermediate in the reaction of OH + C2H4. However, as has
been discussed previously by Sapers and Hess, very little secondary dissociation is observed
because most of the excess energy lies in the rotation of the radical. Instead, we find evidence
for dissociative ionization of a significant fraction of the C2H4OH.
We have also recently completed a systematic study of the photodissociation of isopropyl iodide
in the A absorption band. The translational energy distributions and translational-energy
dependence of the angular distributions of the I 2P3/2 and 2P1/2 photofragments were recorded as a
function of the photodissociation wavelength, and these distributions were used to decompose
the i-C3H7 + I 2P3/2 channel into contributions from two processes, corresponding to direct
dissociation on a single surface, and indirect dissociation by crossing from the initially excited
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surface to the second surface. The contributions for the direct process were most significant only
in the red tail of the absorption band, which is consistent with earlier studies of CH3I.
This past year I made considerable progress in my collaboration with Christian Jungen
(Laboratoire Aimé Cotton) to develop simple models for vibrational autoionization in
polyatomic molecules. As mentioned last year, we have adapted the three-state model of the
Renner-Teller interaction developed by Gauyacq and Jungen to the framework of multichannel
quantum defect theory, and we have used it to predict vibrational autoionization widths in
Rydberg states of molecules such as NO2 and HCO. This approach has also allowed us to make
some general predictions about the relative vibrational autoionization rates for different normal
modes of these molecules. One advantage of this approach is that we have developed an analytic
formula that only requires information about the vibrational frequencies of the ionic state of
interest and the Renner-Teller interaction parameters on low-lying Rydberg states. In the case of
NO2 and HCO, this information was available from a number of sources, most notably from the
work of Ed Grant and coworkers. In a somewhat surprising development, by using these
expressions for the autoionization width for the electron capture widths by the corresponding
ions, and by assuming that electron capture was the rate limiting step for dissociative
recombination, we could calculate rates for the process HCO+ + e- → HCO* → H + CO for low
energy collisions (< ~0.4 eV). The observed rates were in good agreement with the results of
state-of-the-art ab initio calculations, and with existing experimental data from ion-storage rings.
Based on this success, Christian Jungen and I also developed a related formalism for vibrational
autoionization mediated by the Jahn-Teller interaction in symmetric triatomic molecules. The
goal of this work was to see if we could develop a simple analytic formula for the dissociative
recombination of H3+. This process is of considerable importance in models of astrochemistry
because H3+ is a key species for building larger molecules in interstellar environments, and
because dissociative recombination is the key destruction mechanism of H3+. We were able to
derive a formula that again made use of only the vibrational frequencies of the H3+ ion and the
Jahn-Teller interaction parameters determined for low-lying Rydberg states of H3. The results of
this calculation were in excellent agreement with the best existing experimental data, as well as
with large-scale ab initio calculations. Furthermore, we were able to predict the corresponding
dissociative recombination rates for the isotopomers D3+, H2D+, and D2H+, and these were also in
remarkably good agreement with experiment. While such simple calculations are not meant to
replace high level calculations (which provide significantly more detail), they provide an
independent validation of the proposed mechanism, and provide the means to extrapolate to
much larger systems than are currently feasible by the brute force approach.
Finally, in collaboration with the group of Murnane and Kapteyn at JILA, I was involved in an
experimental study of the vuv photoionization of laser-aligned CO2 and N2. This study showed
how the use of laser alignment can provide insight into the parallel or perpendicular character of
the photoionization matrix elements. This work is directly relevant to future work proposed for
the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) at Stanford. In this context, I am a member of a team
that has been granted beamtime in the initial experimental runs at the LCLS this coming fall.
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FUTURE PLANS
We plan on continuing our studies of the photodissociation and photoionization of combustionrelevant radicals by using ion-imaging techniques, vacuum-ultraviolet single-photon ionization,
and resonant multiphoton ionization techniques. For example, we have initiated a study on the
photodissociation of formic acid as a means of producing a number of interesting combustions
radicals including OH, HCO, HOCO, and HCOO. This study is expected not only to provide
insight into the dissociation dynamics of formic acid, but also to allow studies on the radicals
directly. In particular, by using a variety of deuterated compounds, we believe it will be possible
to examine the HOCO and HCOO species separately, to study their photoionization dynamics,
and ultimately to determine their photoionization cross sections. The latter may require a study
of the photodissociation dynamics of acetaldehyde (CH3CHO, which can dissociate to CH3 and
HCO) to determine the photoionization cross section of HCO relative to CH3. Because our
approach for determining absolute photoionization cross sections of radicals is relatively simple,
these measurements can be performed simultaneously with other imaging studies, and we plan to
perform such measurements to a number of other systems, such as CF3, C2H5, the different
isomers of C3H5 and C3H7, and C2H4OH. Construction of a new imaging apparatus is nearing
completion, and we hope to begin studies on the photodissociation of cold radicals prepared by
using a jet-cooled photolysis or pyrolysis source to produce cold radicals. We also plan on using
photoelectron imaging to provide insight on the photoionization dynamics of both stable and
reactive species. The ability to record photoelectron angular distributions directly is expected to
have significant utility in the identification and understanding of ionization mechanisms. I will
also continue to collaborate with Dr. Valerie Blanchet (CNRS, Toulouse) on femtosecond
photoelectron spectroscopy following the photodissociation of CH3Br. This work complements
my imaging experiments on photodissociation processes with nanosecond lasers.
I will continue to collaborate with Christian Jungen on theoretical models of vibrational
autoionization and dissociative recombination in polyatomic molecules. We will attempt to
understand the puzzling observation that experimental dissociative recombination spectra show
very little resonance structure compared to that observed in high level theoretical calculations.
We will also explore the implications of our model for the dissociative recombination in more
complex species. Similarly, we will also examine the implications of our work Renner-Teller
induced autoionization and dissociative recombination. In general, it appears that the propensity
rule for vibrational autoionization will have significant implications for the dissociative
recombination of many species.
This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic
Energy Sciences, Division of Chemical Sciences, Geosciences, and Biological Sciences under
contract No. DE-AC02-06CH11357.
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Photoinitiated Reactions of Radicals and Diradicals in Molecular Beams
Hanna Reisler
Department of Chemistry, University of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA 90089-0482
reisler@usc.edu
Program Scope
Open shell species such as radicals and diradicals are central to reactive processes in combustion and environmental chemistry. Our program is concerned with photoinitiated reactions of
hydroxyalkyl radicals and carbenes. The goal is to investigate the detailed dynamics of dissociation of free radicals and diradicals for which multiple pathways including molecular rearrangements compete, and compare them with high level calculations. Studies include unimolecular reactions on the ground state of CH2OH initiated by overtone excitation to above the
barriers to dissociation and isomerization. The photochemistry of the 2-hydroxyethyl radical, a
primary intermediate in the OH + C2H4 reaction, will be elucidated with special emphasis on the
vinyl alcohol (enol) channel. The photodissociation of triplet methylene, the prototypical
carbene, exhibits conical intersections and experiments will be compared with high-level
electronic structure calculations.
Recent Progress
Ionization energies of the hydroxymethyl and 1-hydroxyethyl radicals
One of the notable characteristics of hydroxyalkyl radicals, as compared for example to the
corresponding alcohols or the isomeric alkoxy radicals, is their low ionization energies (IEs).
The adiabatic IEs of the hydroxymethyl and hydroxyethyl radicals are 7.56 and 6.64 eV, respectively, whereas the corresponding values for methanol, ethanol, methoxy, and ethoxy radicals are
10.85, 10.41, 10.72, and 9.11 eV, respectively. What is striking is not only the large reduction in
ionization energy in going from the closed- to the open-shell compounds but also the large
decrease (about 0.9 eV) in going from hydroxymethyl to the hydroxyethyl radical, which is much
larger than the 0.4 eV difference between the corresponding alcohols.
In a joint study with the group of Anna Krylov we proposed a physical explanation for the
decrease in IE by using high-level electronic structure calculations and in particular by comparing the highest occupied, singly occupied, and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO,
SOMO, and LUMO, respectively) of the radicals and the cations. Specifically, our analysis
highlights the role of hyperconjugation in stabilizing the hydroxyethyl cation and destabilizing
the radical, compared to hydroxymethyl.
Hyperconjugation is a concept used often in physical organic chemistry to describe conjugation effects that involve σ-bonds in addition to π-bonds. Both conjugation between double or
triple bonds and hyperconjugation involve delocalization of charge density over several atoms or
groups of atoms.
Because of the presence of the OH group, hyperconjugation in the 1-hydroxyethyl radical
involves three interacting molecular orbitals (MO’s). The participating orbitals are two p-like
orbitals on C and O and one σCH MO of the methyl group that has favorable overlap with the plike orbitals. In molecular orbital language, these orbitals, which have the same symmetry, can
interact, creating a new set of three allyl-like delocalized orbitals. The bonding and antibonding
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character of these delocalized MOs and the extent to which they are filled are responsible for the
low IE of the 1-hydroxyethyl radical and the stabilization/destabilization of the neutral and
cation species relative to the case of no hyperconjugation interaction. NBO analysis confirms this
qualitative picture, and the computed hyperconjugation energies are in qualitative agreement
with estimates derived from a simple Hückel-like model. Our main conclusion is that hyperconjugation destabilizes the neutral hydroxyethyl radical due to the antibonding character of the
SOMO, while stabilizing the cation by lowering the energies of the HOMO and HOMO-1 relative to hydroxymethyl. Additional stabilization is achieved owing to the more extensive charge
delocalization in hydroxyethyl. At the radical geometry, the change in IE due to SOMO destabilization is estimated to be 0.53 eV, which is in excellent agreement with the hyperconjugation
energy of the hydroxyethyl cation computed by NBO.
Upon geometry relaxation following ionization, the hyperconjugation energy increases by
about 0.1 eV, which explains the larger difference between the vertical and adiabatic IEs in
hydroxyethyl relative to hydroxymethyl. Thus, we can interpret the large observed change
between the adiabatic and vertical IE’s in CH3CHOH as the cumulative effects of the bonding
interactions between the carbon’s unpaired electron, the lone pair of oxygen, and hyperconjugation interaction with σCH. The energy relaxation upon ionization is due to more efficient hyperconjugation at shorter CC and CO bond lengths, whereas energy changes due to the CH3 torsion
are minor.
The low IE of CH3CHOH also explains why its Rydberg states lie so low in energy and
rationalizes the observation that its electronic absorption spectrum extends down to the visible
region. The results should be relevant to other 1-hydroxyalkyl radicals.
Two photon dissociation of diazirine
In our quest for a clean and convenient source of methylene radicals in the ground triplet
state, we have explored the pyrolysis of diazirine, which more stable than its structural isomer
diazomethane (studied by us before). We can prepare diazirine cleanly and safely, supersonically expand it in a He carrier gas, and following pyrolysis in the nozzle observe the formation of
3
CH2 by REMPI. The radical is formed at a rotational temperature of 50-200 K, which is typical
of pyrolysis sources. Figure 1 presents a 2+1 REMPI spectrum of 3CH2 obtained via the 3p
Rydberg manifold in a Chen-type molecular beam source.

Fig. 1: 2+1 REMPI spectrum of 3CH2
obtained via excitation to the 3p
Rydberg manifold. Pyrolysis of
diazirine is carried out in He, at a
backing pressure that converts the
nascent 1CH2 to 3CH2 before it exits the
heated SiC tube.
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We have also studied the two-photon ionization and dissociation dynamics of diazirine, and
in particular the formation of CH products. Diazirine (c-CH2N2) belongs to the family of
isoelectronic molecules known as "16-electron molecules", which have attracted considerable
attention for decades because of the inherent complexity of their photodissociation dynamics and
certain similarities in their properties. In addition, HNCO, H2CNN and H2CCO, all members of
this family, are known to have structural isomers. Our studies of the multiphoton ionization and
photochemistry of diazirine were aided by high-level electronic structure calculations.
The lowest lying UV absorption bands of diazirine belong to the structured 11B2 ←11A1 (π*
← n) system with a band origin at 31,187 cm-1 (320.65 nm). Its VUV absorption spectrum shows
an intense, structureless band centered at 145-185 nm as well as diffuse structures at ~ 120-143
nm. The vertical (adiabatic) ionization energy (IE) of diazirine was determined experimentally at
10.75 eV (10.3 eV).
We have studied the multiphoton ionization and dissociation of diazirine experimentally by
using 304-325 nm two-photon absorption and theoretically, in collaboration with Anna Krylov’s
group, by using the EOM-CCSD and B3LYP methods. The electronic structure calculations
identified two excited valence states and four Rydberg states in the region 4.0-8.5 eV. In onephoton excitation, the strongest absorption is to the 21A1(3px← n) Rydberg state, whereas in twophoton absorption at comparable energies the first photon excites the low-lying 11B2 (π* ← n)
valence state, from which the strongest absorption is to the dissociative valence 11A2 (π* ← σNN)
state. The diazirine ion is calculated to be rather unstable, with a binding energy of only 0.73 eV
and a geometry that resembles a weakly bound CH2+...N2 complex. In the experimental studies,
REMPI experiments show no ions at the parent diazirine mass but only CH2+ ions from dissociative photoionization. We propose that weak one-photon absorption to the 11B2 state is immediately followed by more efficient absorption of another photon to reach the 11A2 state from which
competition between a third photon absorption to achieve ionization and fast dissociation takes
place.
Strong signals of CH+ ions were detected in the experiment and assigned to 2+1 REMPI via
the D2Π (v’=2) ← ← X2Π (v’’=0) two-photon transition of CH fragments (see Fig. 2). Velocity
map CH+ images obtained by dc slice velocity map imaging show that CH(X, v"=0, N") fragments are born with substantial translational energy corresponding to absorption of two photons
in diazirine (see Fig. 3).
We argue that two photon processes via the 11B2 intermediate state are very efficient in this
wavelength range, leading predominantly to dissociation of diazirine from the 11A2 excited
valence state. The most likely route to CH(X) formation is isomerization to isodiazirine (cHCNNH) followed by dissociation to CH + HN2. This mechanism agrees well with the measured
maximum in the c.m. translational energy, and is similar to the mechanism proposed for formation of CH(X) in two-photon dissociation of the isoelectronic ketene. Comparison between oneand two-photon dissociation at 150-170 nm would be enlightening.
In closing, and in agreement with previous theoretical papers, we propose a revision of the
heats of formation of diazirine and diazomethane to 77 ± 3 and 67 ± 3 kcal/mol, respectively.
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Fig. 2: CH 2+1 REMPI spectrum obtained via
the D2Π ←← X2Π transition

Fig. 3: c.m. translational energy distribution
and recoil anisotropy parameters of CH(X)
in v”=0, N”=9.

Future Work
Studies in progress on the photodissociation of the 2-hydroxyethyl radical, CH2CH2OD
reveal the formation of D atoms in addition to OD fragments. The CH2CH2OH isomer of the
C2H5O group does not belong to the homologous series of hydroxymethyl radical and is more
similar to a substituted ethyl radical. Very little is currently known about its photoionization and
photochemistry and we plan to elucidate its dissociation dynamics from low-lying electronic
states, and high vibrational levels of the ground state. In addition, we plan to study the
photodissociation of 3CH2 produced by pyrolysis of diazirine.
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Accurate Calculations and Analyses of
Electronic Structure, Molecular Bonding and Potential Energy Surfaces
Klaus Ruedenberg
Ames Laboratory USDOE, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, 50011
ruedenberg@iastate.edu
Scope
Theoretical treatments of molecular reactions and their kinetics require accurate
potential energy surfaces in non-equilibrium regions of the internal coordinate space. A
major obstacle is the sufficiently accurate description of the non-relativistic electron
correlations in the presence of a multiconfigurational dominant zeroth-order component
in the electronic wavefunction, as is the case along most reaction paths. In this context,
the correlation energy extrapolation by intrinsic scaling (CEEIS) method, recently
developed by this group, has been a significant advance.
Recent Work
The method made it possible for us to calculate the first full potential energy
curve of any 18-electron system, namely the 1∑g+ ground state of the F2 molecule with an
accuracy of 0.1 kcal/mole (Figure 1). From this curve, the experimentally known
vibrational spectrum of 22 levels was calculated with a mean absolute deviation of less
than 5 cm-1 and the rotational constants within 10-3 cm-1. The equilibrium distance and
the dissociation energy were recovered within 0.001Å and 30 cm-1 respectively.
The method made it furthermore possible for us to calculate the first highaccuracy potential energy curve for the 3∑g− ground state of the O2 molecule (Figure 2).
Its equilibrium distance and dissociation energy were recovered within 0.0001Å and 10
cm-1 respectively. The 31 experimentally known vibrational levels (out of a total of 41)
were obtained with a mean absolute deviation of about 14 cm-1.
The unprecedented accuracy of these curves led us to focus on a problem that has
never been concretely elucidated, it seems, namely the real shape of the potential energy
curve of a covalently bonded molecule between the covalent and the van der Waals
regions and in the non-asymptotic long range region. For F2, we resolved these questions
by expressing the potential energy curve as V(R) = V(uncorrelated) + V(correlation),
where the total V(R) as well as V(uncorrelated) are calculated while V(correlation) is
deduced as the difference. We showed that, at long range, (i) V(uncorrelated) becomes
exactly the interaction between the quadrupoles of the F atoms and is repulsive for the
1
∑g+ state (Figure 3) and (ii) the difference V(correlation) becomes exactly the dispersion
attraction and is in fact very similar to the potential between two neon atoms (Figure 4).
In the long range competition between the two, the former (decaying as R−5) prevails over
the latter (decaying as R−6), which leads to a slight barrier in the intermediate region
before covalent bonding takes over (Figure 5). At about twice the equilibrium distance, a
sudden drastic regime change occurs in the gradient of V(R). In about the same region,
several Π states cross the 1∑g+ state because, for Π symmetries, the (mutually
perpendicular) atomic quadrupoles attract each other (Figure 5).
Future Work
Using localized orbitals, the CEEIS method will be extended to reactions in
polyatomic, notably combustion and atmospheric systems. The method will be adapted to
the treatment of core correlations. The method will be adapted to excited states.
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Figure 1. Theoretical and experimental 1∑g+ ground state curve of fluorine
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Active Thermochemical Tables – Progress Report
Branko Ruscic
Chemical Sciences and Engineering Division, Argonne National Laboratory,
9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL 60439
ruscic@anl.gov

Program Scope
The spiritus movens of this program is the need to provide the scientific community with accurate and
reliable thermochemical, spectroscopic, and structural information on chemical species that are relevant in
combustion, or play prominent roles in related post–combustion environmental chemistry, thus
contributing to the comprehension of the underlying chemical reactions and/or providing reliable
benchmark values for development and testing of state–of–the–art theoretical approaches. In particular,
thermochemistry is one of the essential underpinning scientific blocks that is enabling DOE to understand
and successfully model energy–producing chemical reactions and thus fulfill its mission, and is, as such, a
long–term component of the DOE BES research program. The current focal point of this program is to
bring substantial innovations to the field of thermochemistry through the development of new tools and
methodologies, and utilize these new approaches to systematically advance the quality and quantity of
available thermochemical data relevant in energy–producing processes. In order to accomplish the stated
goal, this program has recently developed a novel approach centered on the idea of optimally extracting
the knowledge content from thermochemically relevant measurements, and hence producing not only the
best currently possible thermochemical parameters for the target chemical species, but also providing
critical tests of new experimental or theoretical data, developing pointers to future determinations that
will most efficiently improve the thermochemical knowledge base, and allowing efficient updates with
new knowledge, instantly propagating its consequences through all affected chemical species. The effort
of this program is synergistically coordinated with related experimental and theoretical efforts within the
Argonne Chemical Dynamics Group to provide a broad perspective of this area of science.
Recent Progress
Development of Active Thermochemical Tables and
the Core (Argonne) Thermochemical Network
Active Thermochemical Tables (ATcT) are a new paradigm of how to derive accurate, reliable, and
internally consistent thermochemical values for stable, reactive, and transient chemical species.
Availability of high–quality thermochemical values for a broad range of species, accompanied by
properly quantified uncertainties, is central to chemistry, and critical in such areas as experimental and
computational chemical kinetics and dynamics, development of credible chemical reaction mechanisms,
and formulation of realistic models for complex chemical environments such as flames, internal
combustion engines, or the atmosphere. In addition, the availability of accurate and reliable
thermochemical benchmarks has been historically the strongest spiritus movens for the advancement of
sophisticated electronic structure theories.
The success of ATcT is rooted in its Thermochemical Network (TN) approach.1,2,3 The legacy approach to
thermochemistry, which uses a stepwise sequential path (A begets B which begets C etc.), has serious
limitations in how the underlying thermochemical data can be utilized and how it treats the
interdependencies between species. As opposed to traditional thermochemistry, ATcT produces consistent
and accurate thermochemistry by simultaneously analyzing the entire knowledge content of the TN. The
TN Graph is constructed by incorporating all available thermochemically–relevant experimental
determinations. These are typically prescreened by an a priori critical analysis. The available data is
further complemented both by existing and new (largely driven by the discovery of “weak links” in the
TN) high–quality theoretical results and experiments. The TN Graph explicitly exposes the maze of
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inherent thermochemical interdependencies between various chemical species, and allows, inter alia, a
thorough statistical evaluation of the individual real (experimental) and virtual (theoretical)
measurements. The goal of the latter scrutiny is to isolate “optimistic” uncertainties that invariably occur
with some of the original determinations (both real and virtual), and which, if left unchecked, would
adversely affect the quality of the resulting knowledge. The ATcT analysis in turn flags determinations
that may require an additional critical analysis and, when necessary and possible, a reinterpretation. The
end result of this iterative cycle is the extraction of best possible thermochemical values for all chemical
species described by the TN, based on optimal use of all the available knowledge, hence making
conventional tabulations of thermochemical values obsolete.
The central TN, which is the essential source of all new ATcT thermochemical values, is the Core
(Argonne) TN, C(A)TN. The Network is under continuous development, and currently encompasses ~900
chemical species of C/H/O/N/Hal composition, intertwined by >10,000 thermochemically–relevant
determinations. As opposed to a localized TN (which we sometimes use for preliminary testing and
development), C(A)TN is an ab ovo TN, i.e. it does not contain any species that are constrained to an
externally selected or imposed value of enthalpy of formation (other than the definitions of the reference
state for each element). The fact that C(A)TN is devoid of non–transparent external dependences allows
ATcT to coerce the knowledge contained in the TN toward full self–consistency.
The current C(A)TN contains a significant number of sections that are nearly mature, spanning a
substantial number of “key” chemical species. An important part of our developmental effort is presently
focused on bringing the thermochemistry of a number of these ‘nearly mature’ sections to a ‘release’
status. The first candidate for release is the O/H group of species. Some time ago4,5 we have shown by
traditional (non–ATcT) methods that the accepted enthalpy of formation of OH (Gurvich et al.,6 9.41 ±
0.05 kcal mol-1 at 298.15 K) must be wrong, and proposed a significant revision to ∆fH°298(OH) = 8.91 ±
0.07 kcal mol-1. With the advent of ATcT it became possible to utilize all of the relevant information
(such as, for example, the related value for the bond dissociation energy of H2O2) much more completely
and without involving tenuous and potentially inconsistent external dependencies (such as a dependence
on an external value for the enthalpy of formation of H2O2). ATcT not only fully corroborates the revised
OH value, but it further increases its accuracy. Thus we have recently7 reported an interim ATcT value of
8.93 ± 0.03 kcal mol-1 (298 K). While we expect to still add a few concluding touches (which may
slightly change the final value), the current8 ATcT value appears to be settling at ∆fH°298(OH) = 8.96 ±
0.01 kcal mol-1. It should be, however, noted that as of this time there is no direct measurement of D0(OH)
with sufficient accuracy (± 2 cm-1 or better would help), and thus the enthalpy of formation of OH is
implicitly dependent on some fundamental non–gas phase thermochemistry, such as calorimetric
determinations of the enthalpy of formation of H2O, the enthalpy of vaporization of liquid water to ideal–
gas water, etc. The latter, for example, depends on the proper characterization of the real vs. ideal
properties of gas–phase water, which in turn depend on the correct knowledge of the role of water dimers
(and potentially of higher water clusters as well). In general, the problem encountered with some of the
“core” thermochemical measurements is that they have not been ever repeated with competitive accuracy,
and, at the same time, the topology of the surrounding TN does not always offer effective ways to close
independent alternative thermochemical cycles. We are thus currently trying to utilize the recently
developed scientific formulation of the equation of state of water (IAPWS–95, Wagner and Pruss9) to
extract a corroborative value for ∆vapH°(H2O), as well as to determine independently the thermochemical
properties of water dimer. This exploration of vaporization processes should also give us some valuable
general insights on the potential importance (or lack thereof) of effects ranging from cluster formation to
outright condensation (as well as other non–ideal behavior) in high–pressure combustion processes.
Early ATcT results for another important reactive species, HO2, have been already published10, and the
most recent8,11 (and further improved) value is ∆fHº298(HO2) = 2.92 ± 0.04 kcal mol-1. In conjunction with
the finalization of the O/H species we have not only determined the enthalpies of formation of a number
of stable and ephemeral species of this group, but we have also determined11 highly accurate values for a
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number of other important properties, such as proton affinities and gas–phase basicities, viz. PA(O2) =
100.87 ± 0.03 kcal mol-1, GB(O2) = 95.06 ± 0.03 kcal mol-1, PA(H2) = 101.18 ± 0.01 kcal mol-1, GB(H2)
= 94.64 ± 0.01 kcal mol-1 (which determine very accurately the endothermicity and exergonicity of the
important proton–exchange reaction H3+ + O2 → H2 + HO2+), PA(O) = 116.17 ± 0.01 kcal mol-1, etc.
Of all the O/H species that we have so far incorporated in C(A)TN, the one that continuously keeps
eluding us is HOOO. For this species it is, in fact, presently even unclear which conformer (cis or trans)
is more stable, yet alone what would be a reliable value for its enthalpy of formation. The experimental
data are very scarce and inconsistent, and computational studies even at relatively high level of accuracy
appear to be equally inconsistent. (One can make analogous statement about the related cation, HOOO+.)
With respect to this potentially quite relevant intermediate, matters are unlikely to get settled until there
appear several (hopefully mutually consistent) state–of–the–art experimental and theoretical studies.
Building upon our recent progress in improving essential NOx species8,10 (which in turn builds upon the
improvements on the thermochemistry of the ‘key’ N atom that were based on a recent collaborative
experimental determination12 involving C.–Y. Ng, UC Davis), we have now made significant progress
toward improving the thermochemistry of a number of NOy species. This effort also resulted in
significantly improving the thermochemistry NHn species. The latter results, together with some of the
new results on the NOy species, are currently being used in a collaborative effort that includes the
theorists (S. J. Klippenstein, L. B. Harding) and kineticists (J. V. Michael) in the Argonne group.
In parallel, we have expanded our prior effort on the thermochemistry of the CHn species, which depend
critically not only on species from the H/O manifold, but also on the value for C atom. The latter
thermochemical quantity is not only a pivoting peg influencing the TN interdependencies toward more
complex carbon–containing species, but it directly affects the results of state–of–the–art electronic
structure theories (which, in order to convert computed electronic energies into thermochemical quantities
depend either directly on its value, or, alternatively, on experimental values of several more complex
carbon–containing species). The thermochemistry of C atom crucially depends on the correct value for
the bond dissociation energy of CO, which we have previously found – via elaborate ATcT analyses – to
be off. We believe that we are now on the path of completely resolving this problem by utilizing new
experimental data (again in collaboration with C.–Y. Ng). This has allowed us to start addressing the
thermochemistry of more complex carbon–containing species, such as radicals and stable species
resulting from successive bond-dissociation processes of methanol and ethanol (both of which are
extremely important as alternative fuels). Thus, we now believe that we have nearly completed the
thermochemistry of the most prominent CHnO species, and have made considerable progress toward
establishing accurate thermochemistry of several C2HnO species.
Future Plans
Future plans of this program pivot around further developments and expansive use of Active
Thermochemical Tables, providing accurate thermochemistry, and driving targeted theoretical and
laboratory experimental investigation of radicals and transient species that are intimately related to
combustion processes. The most pressing task for the forthcoming period is to continue the effort toward
disseminating the ATcT results. One prerequisite is to have the related thermochemistry converge to a
stable, “release quality” value, and we intend to continue expanding the number of species that belong to
this category. Another prerequisite is the continuation of the current effort on designing and producing an
entirely computer–generated ATcT web site that will be populated by “release quality” results
automatically by a suitable post–processing step in ATcT. An essential feature of such web site is that it
needs to be produced without physically retyping any values (which would be a sure recipe for disaster)
and that it should contain sufficient background information to provide an extensive pedigree tree for any
recommended value. Another design desideratum of the web site is to automatically and permanently
archive (with full access) all previously published versions of web–exposed ATcT results.
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Explicitly Correlated R12 Methods for Radicals
Quantum mechanical wavefunction methods ideally seek the correlation energy in a complete basis
set (CBS). Unfortunately, conventional correlation methods using orbital basis sets converge slowly. In
standard extrapolation schemes the residual error only decays as n-3, where n is the cardinal number of a
Dunning-type cc-pVnZ basis set. Beginning with a cc-pVDZ basis set, decreasing the error one order of
magnitude typically requires a cc-pV5Z basis. For second-order perturbation theory (MP2), which scales
as NoccN4 in the number of occupied (Nocc) and total (N) orbitals, the computational time would be more
than six hundred fold larger! In general, the correlation energy error only decays as t-1/4 in the total
computational time, clearly demonstrating a need for methods that accelerate basis set convergence. The
slow convergence of correlated methods is now understood as the inability of one-particle basis sets to
treat the coalescence region between two electrons. Because of the Coulomb singularity in the
Hamiltonian, the exact wavefunction must have a cusp and corresponding depletion of electron density
(Coulomb hole) near r12= 0.
Two-particle basis functions that depend explicitly on the interelectronic distance, r12, can effectively
describe the cusp region without large orbital basis sets. Numerous explicitly correlated methods that
incorporate r12-dependent terms have therefore been developed, especially the R12 methods originally
introduced by Kutzelnigg and Klopper. Unfortunately, inclusion of r12 dependent terms in the basis set
results in a large number of difficult 3-electron and 4-electron integrals that restrict computations to small
molecules if no additional approximations are introduced. In R12 methods, these difficult integrals are
avoided through a resolution of the identity (RI) approximation. The numerous, many-electron integrals
are evaluated as sums over products of two-electron integrals computed in an RI basis, greatly reducing
the number and complexity of the integrals that must be computed.
We have recently completed the development of an explicitly correlated ZAPT2 theory for high-spin
open-shell states and have implemented it within the freely available Massively Parallel Quantum
Chemistry (MPQC) package. In contrast to other open-shell perturbation theories, the ZAPT2 equations
can be solved non-iteratively with only a single integral transformation. In extending the method to
coupled-cluster, the symmetry of the ZAPT amplitudes should provide even greater speedups. Even with
modest aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets, the ZAPT2-R12 results outperform conventional methods with the augcc-pV6Z basis. In the O2, N2, and NO2 examples, ZAPT2-R12/aug-cc-pVTZ obtains atomization
energies within 1 kJ mol-1 of the complete basis set (CBS) limit of the second-order correlation energy; in
contrast, the corresponding conventional computations never come within 2.5 kJ mol-1 of the CBS limit
even with the massive aug-cc-pV6Z basis set. If basis sets larger than aug-cc-pVDZ are to be used, we
have also presented a reduced RI approach for approximation C of explicit correlation methods, which
greatly reduces the cost of the integral transformation. In the context of high accuracy thermochemistry,
the R12 results are generally competitive with conventional complete basis set extrapolations.
For
dissociation reactions, the basis imbalance between reactants and products leads to basis set superposition
errors. Counterpoise corrections may therefore be useful in accelerating basis set convergence. The
intended application of the ZAPT2-R12 method is to high-spin, open-shell radicals. In particular,
computing accurate thermochemistry for the numerous radicals occurring in hydrocarbon combustion
would benefit from methods that minimize basis set errors as efficiently as possible. For the R12
corrections to be most useful in this regard, however, it must be more accurate than conventional
extrapolation techniques. With the development of R12 basis sets, however, R12 extrapolations should
provide accuracy competitive with the "gold standard'' cc-pV5Z/cc-pV6Z extrapolation at a fraction of the
cost.
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The Ketenyl Radical HCCO
The ketenyl (HCCO) radical was long ago recognized as a prevalent component of hydrocarbon
flames and is thought to have astrophysical significance as well. Thus, it has been the subject of
numerous kinetic, spectroscopic, and theoretical investigations. The HCCO radical is produced as an
intermediate during acetylene combustion in flames by the reaction
C2H2 + O(3P)→ HCCO + H,
which has been studied extensively. The emission of NOx species from combustion systems is recognized
as a contributing factor to acid rain and smog formation, and much research has been dedicated to
reducing these emissions. One such strategy is reburning, in which the reduction of HCCO by nitric
oxide features prominently. In research just submitted for publication, the geometry and barrier to
linearity for the HCCO radical have been determined by high level ab initio quantum chemical methods.
A full quartic force field has also been computed to determine HCCO fundamental frequencies that agree
satisfactorily with the three fundamentals available from experiment; the reported force field can be used
to predict myriad spectroscopic properties accurately and will be of utility in the experimental
characterization of HCCO isotopologues.
The Problematic C2H4 + F2 Reaction Barrier
The reaction of F2 with the simplest alkene (C2H4) is an archetype for the fluorination of organic
compounds. Very recent crossed molecular beam studies of this reaction show that the fluoroethyl radical
and fluorine atom are the exclusive products for collision energies up to at least 11 kcal mol-1. Prompted
by these experiments, we have investigated the C2H4 + F2 reaction by state-of-the-art ab initio
computations. Laborious geometry optimizations and complete harmonic vibrational analyses were
executed at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ level for the reactants, products, and intervening transition state.
The reaction energy and barrier height were then subjected to computationally intensive focal point
analyses in order to converge toward the ab initio limits. The largest explicit computations involved the
coupled-cluster CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pV5Z and CCSDT(Q)/cc-pVDZ techniques, the latter method pushing
the envelope of current capabilities by explicitly treating connected quadruple excitations. To ensure a
comprehensive theoretical treatment, auxiliary core correlation, DBOC, and relativistic corrections were
°
(CH2CH2F) = −13.4 ± 0.2 kcal mol-1 was
also included. As a byproduct of our work, a new Δ f H 298
determined, which has much greater precision than previous values.
We have established that the transition state for the C2H4 + F2 reaction has a Cs rather than a C2v
structure. The geometry of the C2H4 group in the TS is rather close to that of free ethylene. The final 0 K
reaction barrier and enthalpy from our focal point analyses are 7.98 kcal mol-1 and
–7.39 kcal mol-1, respectively. Adopting our new Δ f H ° (CH2CH2F) and literature values for C2H4 and F
as reference enthalpies, our reaction energy is confirmed to be accurate to 0.2-0.3 kcal mol–1. In contrast,
our final theoretical barrier is 2.5 kcal mol–1 higher than the barrier (5.5 ± 0.5 kcal mol-1) deduced from
the crossed molecular beam experiments.
The perplexing disparity between the state-of-the-art theoretical and experimental barriers for the
C2H4 + F2 reaction elevates this system as an important testing ground for chemical physics. In research
just released, the reaction of F2 with propene has also been investigated in crossed molecular beam
experiments. As in the ethylene case, the measured threshold (2.4 ± 0.3 kcal mol–1) for the production of
C3H6F + F is 2-3 kcal mol–1 lower in energy than the barrier height predicted by CCSD(T) theory. Thus,
the barriers for alkene + F2 reactions may pose a general problem to be resolved between theory and
experiment.
The issues for theory in predicting these barriers are apparent from our study. The focal point
analyses show that there are large oscillations in the electron correlation series for the C2H4 + F2 reaction
barrier, despite the lack of much multireference character in the transition state. While improving the
correlation treatment from CCSD to CCSD(T) lowers the barrier by 12.0 kcal mol–1, further extension to
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the CCSDT(Q) level produces a change of only 0.2 mol–1. The latter observation indicates good
convergence of the final result, although due caution is warranted. Full CCSDTQ and CCSDTQ(P)
computations are currently not feasible for C2H4 + F2 if a reasonable basis set is used. Moreover, the
oscillatory pattern of the correlation series suggests that a full CCSDTQ computation would actually
increase the reaction barrier above 8.0 kcal mol–1. In brief, if the actual barrier for the C2H4 + F2 reaction
is indeed near the experimental threshold, surprising aspects of the coupled cluster series remain to be
discovered. The interplay between theory and experiment witnessed in the classic F + H2 problem could
well be repeated in a next generation of chemical complexity.
Hydroxymethylene: A Tunneling Phenomenon
Our research on the identification of HCOH was published in the journal Nature (Vol. 453, p. 906909. In essentially perfect agreement with experiment, HCOH is predicted to have a half life of ca. 2
hours. Under the same conditions, the predicted lifetime of HCOD is greater than 1200 years! The
discovery of the tunneling mechanism of hydroxymethylene was met with acclaim in several prestigious
scientific publications. Nature (Vol. 453, p. 862) highlighted the work in a viewpoint article entitled
"Cool it, Baby". In Chemistry World (July 2008, p. 23), the news publication of the Royal Society of
Chemistry, the research was described in a piece entitled: "Houdini Molecule Escapes Energy Trap.
Molecule Hunters Capture Elusive Hydroxymethylene - Only to see it Get Away". In Angewandte
Chemie (Vol. 47, p. 2), the most respected chemistry journal in Europe, a Highlight was published with
another eye-catching slant: "Hydroxycarbene: Watching a Molecular Mole at Work". Our
hydroxymethylene research was also described in a Highlight published in ChemPhysChem 9, 1829
(2008), with the theme of "Tamed Tigers". Finally, the work was hailed in the Chemical & Engineering
News publication (June 16, 2008) of the American Chemical Society and even the Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung (the New York Times of Germany).
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Program Scope
This program focuses on the development of innovative laser-based detection strategies for important combustion radicals and the investigation of the fundamental physical and chemical processes
that directly affect quantitative application of these techniques. These investigations include the
study of fundamental spectroscopy, energy transfer, and photochemical processes. This aspect of
the research is essential for the correct interpretation of diagnostic signals, enabling reliable comparisons of experimental data and detailed combustion models. Many of these investigations use
custom-built tunable picosecond (ps) lasers, which enable efficient nonlinear excitation, provide high
temporal resolution for pump/probe studies of collisional processes, and are amenable to detailed
physical models of laser-molecule interactions. Although our work has been limited previously to
systems at atmospheric or lower pressure, recent construction of high-pressure cells provides part of
the necessary infrastructure for future development of spectroscopic approaches for high pressure.

Recent Progress
Multiplexed time-resolved picosecond CARS. Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy
(CARS) is a well developed technique for concentration and temperature measurement. By using
broadband excitation of rovibrational Raman coherences and probing with a narrowband probe,
the entire vibrational CARS spectrum can be recorded on a single shot. A similar “multiplexed”
measurement of the pure-rotational spectrum is possible through Raman excitation via a single
broadband laser. Unfortunately collisional line-mixing, non-resonant four-wave mixing, and resonant interference can restrict the utility of CARS at high pressures. Pure-rotational CARS is
significantly less affected by line mixing than vibrational CARS. Non-resonant background, which
only occurs when the pump, Stokes, and probe laser pulses are coincident, can be eliminated by
delaying the probe pulse after the Raman coherence is generated by the pump and Stokes pulses.1
Although this approach eliminates the unwanted coherent interference, it is still sensitive to collisions that occur during the probe delay. Not only do the collisions dephase the Raman coherences,
thus reducing overall signal levels, but they reshape the signal spectrum. We collaborated with
S. Roy (Wright Patterson AFB) to investigate collisional effects on vibrational CARS in flames and
in heated gases at pressures of up to 10 bar. The results demonstrate clearly that J-dependent
RET preferentially dephases the low-J coherences, causing delayed spectra to appear hotter. Furthermore, we also observe that high-temperature spectra are less sensitive to delay because of the
weaker rotational-level dependence of RET at high J. In an ongoing collaboration with T. Seeger
(Erlangen), we are studying collisional effects in pure-rotational CARS. Initial experiments investigated pressures of up to 6 bar. Results successfully demonstrate that the time-resolved approach
can eliminate the resonant background from fuel molecules that prevents the use of this technique
in many systems. An example of the interference posed by C2 H4 and its elimination and recovery of
a clean N2 CARS spectrum via a time-delayed probe is presented in Fig. 1a. Coherence dephasing
times were measured for N2 , O2 , CO2 , CO, C2 H2 , C2 H4 , and C3 H8 (Fig. 1b).
Photolytic generation of atomic hydrogen in flames. Atomic hydrogen plays a key role
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Figure 1: (a) Dual-broadband pure-rotational CARS spectra from a mixture of C2 H4 and N2 . The zero-delay
spectrum contains a significant resonant contribution from C2 H4 , which overwhelms the N2 contribution and
precludes an accurate spectral evaluation. The resonant fuel contribution and the non-resonant contribution
to χ3 are negligible for the 220-ps delay, and a clean N2 spectrum is recovered. (b) Time-dependent signals
(integrated spectra) for gases at 750 Torr and 294 K indicate that the dephasing of Raman coherences in
fuel molecules is greater than three times more rapid than dephasing of Raman coherences N2 molecules.
in ignition, flame propagation, and heat release in hydrocarbon combustion because of its high
reactivity and diffusivity. Multi-photon laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) can be used for sensitive,
spatially resolved detection of H in flames. The simplest approach employs two photons at 205 nm
to excite 3s 2 S,3d 2 D←←1s 2 S transitions, which produces fluorescence at 656 nm (n=3→n=2).
Prior work, however, demonstrates that this approach is prone to photolytic interference because
two-photon-resonant excitation requires high-intensity UV laser pulses, which can readily photodissociate flame constituents with H as a product.2 In collaboration with J.H. Frank (see abstract
in this book), we studied this process via pump-probe experiments in a series of methane flames.
A detuned, ns-duration, laser pulse photolytically produced atomic hydrogen under different flame
conditions, and the photoproduct was probed using a weak, nonperturbing ps pulse and directly
compared to nascent H in each flame. Analysis revealed two “classes” of photolytic precursors
that pose significant interference in conventional two-photon-resonant laser-induced fluorescence
imaging of atomic hydrogen in flames. Product precursors include water vapor and the hydroxyl
radical. Transient precursors include methyl radical and acetylene. A photolytic interference model
was developed and demonstrated excellent agreement with experimental results.3
Electronic-resonance-ehanced CARS. In collaboration with A. Patnaik, S. Roy, and J.R. Gord
(Wright Patterson AFB) and R.P. Lucht (Purdue), we developed a non-perturbative density-matrixbased model for ERE-CARS that incorporates collisional effects of RET, electronic quenching, and
electronic dephasing.4 Steady-state signal expressions predict that the integrated signal intensity
−2
scales as γr−2 γel
, where γr and γel are the dephasing rates for the Raman and electronic coherences,
respectively. For nitric oxide, the Raman dephasing rate is primarily a result of inelastic RET
collisions, whereas the electronic dephasing is primarily determined by elastic dephasing collisions.
Although the ERE-CARS signal is very sensitive to the absolute collision rate (and, thus, to the
pressure), we expect that the sensitivity to the chemical composition of the bath gas is weak
because the available (limited) data generally indicate that both rates are only weakly dependent
on collision partner. This behavior is in stark contrast to LIF, for example, where the signal scales
inversely with the electronic quenching rate, which can vary dramatically with different collision
partners. Numerical solutions demonstrate a significant reduction in the collision-rate dependence
with saturation, but also reveal an additional probe-intensity-dependent dephasing of the Raman
coherence. The significance of the latter effect is a direct result electronic-resonance enhancement
of the probe interaction. The potentially strong dependence on RET and electronic dephasing rates
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emphasizes the need for accurate data and models of the species and temperature dependencies of
these processes for combustion-relevant conditions.
Six-wave mixing and Stark effects in atomic hydrogen. In a continuing collaboration with
R.P. Lucht (Purdue), we have extended the density matrix theory for SWM from our previous
model5 to include all relevant 6-photon pathways as well as the effects of hyperfine coherence.
Line shapes for the Hα and the two-photon Lα transitions have been measured in flames. Results
demonstrate dramatic effects of Stark broadening and shifting at practical experimental conditions.
The numerical code should be completed and running on the CRF clusters by Summer 2009.
Collision-induced resonance in wave-mixing spectroscopy. In collaboration with A.P. Kouzov
(St. Petersburg State University, Russia), we have developed a generalized quantum-mechanical
treatment of collision-induced resonances in two-color resonant four-wave mixing spectroscopy.6
This formalism incorporates the relaxation (super)operator, which describes complete state-to-state
transfer within a vibrational manifold in terms of the first three moments of the angular momentum
distribution. A perturbation analysis yields a simplified picture that enables determination of the
the relaxation matrix elements from time-resolved four-wave-mixing signals.7

Future Plans
Picosecond time-resolved CARS. Based on the success of our recent experiments, we will use
ps time-resolved CARS to measure temperatures in sooting flames (see H.A. Michelsen’s abstract
in this book). In addition, we will characterize time-dependent spectra for a range of collisional
environments in heated pressure cells. Currently, we have fielded a 30-bar, room-temperature cell
and expect to implement a 15-bar, 1000-K cell in Summer 2009. These experiments will be used
to develop a time-dependent CARS model that will enable reliable and accurate extraction of
temperature from time-delayed spectra. Initial experiments that will focus on N2 will test collision
models for common collision partners. To further develop the collision models, we have proposed a
multiplexed RET diagnostic, which will enable direct measurement of state-to-state RET rates for
an entire rotational manifold. This approach relies on our independently tunable, transform-limited,
picosecond lasers to excite individual rotational coherences on a time scale that is short compared
to dephasing. A third delayed laser pulse will simultaneously probe the directly excited coherence
as well as all collisionally coupled coherences. Because the signals from all Raman coherences are
simultaneously recorded in a single spectrum, their relative calibration is automatic. By collecting
time-dependent spectra, we will map-out total relaxation rates as well as state-to-state rates for
the entire manifold.
Photofragment-LIF detection of H2 O2 . We will continue experiments aimed at developing
an imaging diagnostic for H2 O2 at elevated pressures. We will directly compare single-step and
two-step approaches for pressures up to 10 bar. Immediate work will quantify OH(A) yields using
multi-photon excitation at 266 and 355 nm. Because excitation at 355 nm will simultaneously excite
H2 O2 photofragment LIF and LIF from CH2 O, we will investigate the possibility of a two-detector,
single-laser, imaging diagnostic for these two species, which are important in low- and intermediatetemperature combustion chemistry. Subsequent experiments will investigate the two-step process,
in which a second laser probes the OH(X) photoproduct via PLIF. Because ps photodissociation
of H2 O2 results in vibrationless products in a rotationally hot distribution, we will evaluate the
efficacy of probing the prompt rotationally hot product distribution with a ps laser to discriminate
against background (thermalized) OH in the sample. A further refinement of the technique uses a
dual-image camera and two OH lasers to measure both the nascent OH before the photodissociation
pulse and the nascent-plus-photoproduct OH following the photodissociation pulse.
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Ignition Experiments using ps H-atom LIF. Based on the success of our ps two-photon
LIF imaging of H, we plan to continue collaboration with J. H. Frank to apply this technique to
study preferential diffusion in edge flames during extinction and re-ignition in pulsed counterflows.
Studies of H-atom preferential diffusion in flames with different Lewis numbers are also envisioned.
CO imaging. We will investigate a two-photon scheme proposed by V. Sick to image CO in
high-pressure systems. The approach relies on excitation to the A state, which permits red-shifting
the excitation wavelength from 230 nm. The temperature- and species-dependent quenching cross
sections of the fluorescing states will be characterized at Sandia using time-resolved ps LIF. This
work will involve an extended visit by Sick and a graduate student.
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Theoretical Studies of Potential Energy Surfaces and
Computational Methods
Ron Shepard
Chemical Sciences and Engineering Division,
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439
[email: shepard@tcg.anl.gov]
Program Scope: This project involves the development, implementation, and application of
theoretical methods for the calculation and characterization of potential energy surfaces (PES)
involving molecular species that occur in hydrocarbon combustion. These potential energy
surfaces require an accurate and balanced treatment of reactants, intermediates, and products.
This difficult challenge is met with general multiconfiguration self-consistent field (MCSCF) and
multireference single- and double-excitation configuration interaction (MR-SDCI) methods. In
contrast to the more common single-reference electronic structure methods, this approach is
capable of describing accurately molecular systems that are highly distorted away from their
equilibrium geometries, including reactant, fragment, and transition-state geometries, and of
describing regions of the potential surface that are associated with electronic wave functions of
widely varying nature. The MCSCF reference wave functions are designed to be sufficiently
flexible to describe qualitatively the changes in the electronic structure over the broad range of
molecular geometries of interest. The necessary mixing of ionic, covalent, and Rydberg
contributions, along with the appropriate treatment of the different electron-spin components (e.g.
closed shell, high-spin open-shell, low-spin open shell, radical, diradical, etc.) of the wave
functions are treated correctly at this level. Further treatment of electron correlation effects is
included using large-scale multireference CI wave functions, particularly including the single and
double excitations relative to the MCSCF reference space. This leads to the most flexible and
accurate large-scale MR-SDCI wave functions that have been used to date in global PES studies.
Recent Progress: ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE CODE MAINTENANCE, DEVELOPMENT,
AND APPLICATIONS: A major component of this project is the development and maintenance
of the COLUMBUS Program System. The COLUMBUS Program System computes MCSCF
and MR-SDCI wave functions, MR-ACPF (averaged coupled-pair functional) energies, MRAQCC (averaged quadratic coupled cluster) energies, spin-orbit CI energies, analytic energy
gradients, and nonadiabatic coupling. Geometry optimizations to equilibrium and saddle-point
structures can be done automatically for both ground and excited electronic states. The
COLUMBUS Program System is maintained and developed collaboratively with several
researchers including Isaiah Shavitt (University of Illinois), Russell M. Pitzer (Ohio State
University), Thomas Mueller (Central Institute for Applied Mathematics, Juelich, Germany), and
Hans Lischka (University of Vienna, Austria). The nonadiabatic coupling and geometry
optimizations for conical intersections is done in collaboration with David R. Yarkony (Johns
Hopkins). The distributed development effort and software coordination uses an svn repository of
source code. The parallel sections of the code are based on the single-program multiple-data
(SPMD) programming model with explicit message passing using the portable MPI library, and
the portable Global Array Library (distributed from PNNL) is used for data distribution. The next
major release of the COLUMBUS codes will begin to incorporate the newer language features of
F90/F95. This will facilitate future development and maintenance effort.
GRAPHICALLY CONTRACTED FUNCTION METHOD: We have recently developed a novel
expansion basis for electronic wave functions [J. Phys. Chem. A 109, 11629 (2005)]. In this
approach, the wave function is written as a linear combination of graphically contracted functions
This work was performed under the
auspices of the Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, Division of Chemical Sciences,
Geosciences, and Biosciences, U.S.
Department of Energy, under contract
number DE-AC02-06CH11357.
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(GCFs), and each GCF in turn is formally equivalent to a linear combination of configuration
state functions (CSFs) that comprise an underlying linear expansion space of dimension Ncsf. The
CSF coefficients that define the GCFs are nonlinear functions of a smaller number of variables
NϕNcsf. GCF expansions with 10 to 20 basis functions can approach the full-CI PES to within
chemical accuracy (1 kcal/mole or better) [Int. J. Quantum Chem. 107, 3203 (2007)]. The
method is formulated in terms of spin-eigenfunctions using the Graphical Unitary Group
Approach (GUGA) of Shavitt, and consequently it does not suffer from spin contamination or
spin instability.
Our new method is characterized by several important features. First, open-shell spineigenfunctions are included in the wave function expansions. This allows our new method to be
used for the reactions that are important to combustion chemistry (i.e. involving radicals and
other open-shell electronic states) without introducing spin contamination. Second, we place no
intrinsic restrictions on the orbital occupations, so our GCFs are not restricted to only geminals or
to other preselected molecular fragments, and there are no artificial excitation-level or occupation
restrictions with respect to a reference function or reference space. Third, we use linear
combinations of NGCF basis functions rather than a single expansion term. This allows our
method to be used for both ground and excited electronic states, the increased wave function
flexibility leads to more accurate wave functions, and it will allow the computation of transition
moments, nonadiabatic coupling, and other properties that at present can only be computed
reliably with MCSCF and MRCI approaches.
Efficient procedures to compute hamiltonian matrix elements and reduced one- and twoparticle density matrices for this nonlinear expansion have been developed [J. Phys. Chem. A 110,
8880 (2006)]. The effort required to construct an individual hamiltonian matrix element between
two GCFs H MN = M Ĥ N

scales as O(βn4) for a wave function expanded in n molecular

orbitals. The prefactor β depends on the complexity of the underlying Shavitt Graph and scales
between N0 and N2 for N electrons. The corresponding metric matrix element SMN=〈M|N〉 requires
effort that scales as O(βn), the one-particle transition density DMN requires O(βn2) effort, the twoparticle density dMN requires O(βn4)
effort. There is no component of the
effort or storage for matrix element
computation
or
wave
function
optimization that scales as Ncsf.
Timings
with
our
initial
implementation of this method are very
promising (see Fig. 1). A hamiltonian
matrix element involving GCFs
corresponding to an underlying linear
expansion space with dimension
Ncsf≈5.5·1024 requires only 10 to 15
seconds on a typical laptop or desktop
computer. The computation of this
same matrix element would require
over a million times the age of the
universe using traditional full-CI
technology. Timings for expansions as
large as NCSF≈4.0·1056 are shown in Fig.
Fig. 1. Hamiltonian matrix element construction
1.
An energy-based optimization
timings with the GCF method compared to
approach has been developed and
traditional Full-CI estimates for up to 4.0·1056 CSFs.
applied to the nonlinear wave function
parameters; this exploits partially contracted functions in order to reduce the dimensionality of
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the optimization problem at each step and to minimize the number of expensive gradients that
must be computed.
Many electronic structure methods expand the wave function in a basis of Slater
determinants. Such methods include various SCF, MCSCF and CI methods, perturbation theory
methods, coupled-cluster methods (CCSD, CCSD(T), CCSDT, etc.), DMRG methods, and many
other approaches that are based on second-quantization or so-called alpha and beta strings.
Other methods expand the wave function in a spin-symmetry-adapted CSF basis. These include
those based on UGA, GUGA, the symmetric group, and other spin-coupling methods. For small
wave function expansions (small numbers of electrons, orbitals, CSFs, and Slater determinants), it
is straightforward to transform from one basis representation to the other. Such a transformation
is useful for comparing wave functions computed with different methods, or with different
approximations, comparing different states of a molecule, comparing the leading determinants of
different wave functions, and for identifying the irrep label associated with a wave function
computed in a subgroup of the full point group (e.g. to distinguish between Σ and ∆ states of
linear molecules when computed within the C1, Cs, C2v, or D2h subgroups).
However, this transformation is difficult, or practically impossible, when the
determinantal expansion dimension is large, such as occurs with large numbers of electrons and
orbitals. In such a situation, it is practical to compute only the expansion coefficients for some
manageable number of selected determinants. In general for the GCF method, the overlap of a
particular determinant is given by the expression

D! =

N GCF

" cP D P =
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N GCF N CSF
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" cP xmP D m! =
m

N CSF
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m

D m!

m

where NGCF is the number of GCF expansion functions, cP is the expansion coefficient of the GCF
! within the GCF |P〉, and ym is the
basis function |P〉, xmP is the expansion coefficient of CSF m

! in the wave function |Ψ〉. If there are a large number of singly
expansion coefficient of CSF m
occupied spatial orbitals in a particular determinant |D〉, then |D〉 may contribute to a large
number of CSFs NOS, and in such a situation the determinant expansion coefficient 〈D|Ψ〉 is
practically impossible to compute using the overlaps D m! .
In
order
to
sidestep
this
computational bottleneck, we have developed
an efficient algorithm to compute the overlap
〈D|Ψ〉 directly in terms of the overlaps 〈D|P〉.
This algorithm is based on two separate
recursion relations. The first is that the
overlaps
may be computed as
D m!
products of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients,
with one contribution from each orbital. This
may be formulated recursively, where
common factors are reused for several CSFs.
The second recursion is inherent in the GCF
basis function itself. The two recursions may
be combined into a single recursive operation
to compute 〈D|P〉 directly without expansion
into CSFs, thereby eliminating all effort that
depends on either NCSF or NOS. The effort for
Fig. 2. Timings for the recursive algorithm to
this recursive algorithm is proportional to the
compute the overlap elements 〈D|P〉 for a
number of nodes in the Shavitt graph that
determinant |D〉 and a GCF |P〉 for a sequence
have the same spatial orbital occupation as
of singlet full-CI Shavitt graphs with n=N
the determinant |D〉 and satisfy the ‘allowed
ranging from 2 to 260.
area’ principle at each orbital level. Fig. 2
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shows timings on a laptop computer for 〈D|P〉 computation for a sequence of singlet full-CI
Shavitt graphs with n=N ranging from 2 to 260. The abscissa is NCSF for these graphs which
ranges from 1 to 10152. The determinant chosen corresponds to all singly occupied spatial orbitals
with alternating α and β spin factors. The number of interacting CSFs for this determinant NOS
ranges from 1 to 1075 and is also plotted in Fig. 2. Even if the overlap contribution from each
interacting CSF D m! could be computed with only a single floating point operation, computing
the wave function overlap in these terms for the largest expansion in Fig. 2 would require over
1042 times the age of the universe on a PetaFLOPS supercomputer. In contrast, using the efficient
recursive algorithm to compute 〈D|P〉 directly requires only 34ms on a laptop computer.
Future Plans: GCF METHOD: Our applications have so far used single-headed Shavitt graphs
appropriate for describing individual molecular states with a given number of electrons, with a
particular spin state, and that belong to a particular irrep. We will generalize this in several
respects. First, we will introduce state averaging over several irreps. This will allow the
computation of several molecular states with essentially no additional effort over single-irrep
calculations. Second, we will employ multiheaded Shavitt graphs in the state-averaging
procedure. This will allow the computation of hamiltonian matrix elements corresponding to
states with different numbers of electrons, different spin values, and different irreps
simultaneously with only a relatively small increase in effort over the current single-state
approach.
We have recently developed a new algorithm to compute the gradients of the energy with
respect to the nonlinear arc factor parameters. These gradients are used during the wave function
optimization. Our previous algorithm required O(βn5) effort; the new algorithm requires O(βn4)
effort and is comparable to that of the energy evaluation itself. This is an extension of our
deferred propagation algorithm described in last year’s abstract. This will be implemented
during the next year.
We have developed an efficient algorithm to compute spin-density matrices within the
GCF method. This matrix may be used to compute expectation values and matrix elements of
operators that depend on the MS value of the wave function (e.g. for ESR and NMR spectra
simulation). Using a straightforward approach within the spin-free GCF approach, this matrix
would require O(βn3) effort. Our algorithm exploits the recursive nature of the GCF expansion
basis and requires only O(βn2) effort. This will be implemented during the next year.
Publications:
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2839-2848 (2007).
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COMPUTATIONAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF LAMINAR FLAMES
M. D. Smooke and M. B. Long
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Yale University
New Haven, CT 06520
mitchell.smooke@yale.edu
Program Scope
Our research has centered on an investigation of the effects of complex chemistry and detailed
transport on the structure and extinction of hydrocarbon flames in coflowing axisymmetric
configurations. We have pursued both computational and experimental aspects of the research in
parallel. The computational work has focused on the application of accurate and efficient
numerical methods for the solution of the boundary value problems describing the various
reacting systems. Detailed experimental measurements were performed on axisymmetric coflow
flames using two-dimensional imaging techniques. Spontaneous Raman scattering and laserinduced fluorescence were used to measure the temperature, and major and minor species
profiles. Laser-induced incandescence (LII) has been used to measure soot volume fractions and
particle sizes. A new approach to optical pyrometry has been developed to measure temperatures
where the other techniques fail due to the presence of soot. Our goal has been to obtain a more
fundamental understanding of the important fluid dynamic and chemical interactions in these
flames so that this information can be used effectively in combustion modeling.
Recent Progress
Sooting Time-Varying Flames:
Forced, time-varying laminar flames help bridge the gap between laminar and turbulent
combustion, because they reside in an ever-changing flow environment. In addition, quantitative
soot volume fraction measurements in time-varying diffusion flames have shown that peak soot
volume fractions can increase by factors of four to five over peak values in the equivalent steady
flame [1,2]. In an effort to predict soot volume fractions as a function of time, we have started to
incorporate a soot model into our time-dependent flame calculations. The governing equations are
discretized using finite differences and solved implicitly using a damped modified Newton’s
method. However, given the size of the system of partial differential equations that must be
solved (upwards of 100 chemical species and 20 soot sectional classes), the number of cycles that
must be computed to eliminate start-up transients [3], and the size of the time steps that must be
taken, a parallel strip domain decomposition is employed. Calculations were performed on 40
CPUs (5 nodes) of a 3.0 GHz Intel Xeon processor system with 8 cores per node and 16 GB
RAM per node.
We have studied a 32% ethylene-air coflow diffusion flame in which a periodic fluctuation is
imposed on the fuel velocity for forcing amplitudes of 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90%. The 50%, 70%,
and 90% forcing cases display stretching and pinching of the sooting region into an isolated oval
shape. In the 90% forcing case, a well-defined balloon-shaped structure of the soot volume
fraction contours occurs, in which the interior of the isolated sooty region has significantly lower
soot concentrations than the shell. The soot volume fraction contours for the 90% case are
illustrated in Fig. 1. The peak value increases by approximately 3.3 times its minimum value
between panels (b) and (j), and fv,peak varies by –56% and +44% from that of the equivalent steady
case. In Fig. 1, a well-defined, balloon-shaped region can be seen in the contours of fv in panel (i).
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This structure is highly pronounced, having a blue and green interior region with very low fv (as
low as 0.21 ppm) between z = 2.4 cm and z = 3.5 cm. Values of fv in this interior region increase
between panels (i) and (j), at which point the balloon shape no longer exists. In the 50%, 70%,
and 90% forcing cases, a secondary soot region pinches off between panels (i) and (j). This
behavior contrasts with the results of Smyth et al. [4], which showed pinching to occur earlier in
the cycle when forcing amplitude was increased. It is important to note the differences between
the combustion system in the present work and the study in [4] where a methane flame with much
lower inflow velocities and forcing frequency than in the present study was considered. Also, the
forcing amplitudes in [4] were uncalibrated and based only on relative speaker input voltages.

Figure 1. Computed isopleths of the soot volume fraction fv in the coflow ethylene/air diffusion
flame with 90% forcing (α = 0.9 ). Panel (a) corresponds to 0.5025 seconds after initial forcing.
Measurements of Soot Particle Sizes:
Typically, particle size distributions are determined with LII using point measurements by
evaluating the temporal decay of the signal as the heated soot cools back down to flame
temperatures [6]. For the purpose of this study, two-dimensional measurements of particle sizes
are the most practical for comparison with the computational results. For two-dimensional
particle sizing, images are taken at two or more different time delays [7,8]. Care must be taken
when choosing the delays because this technique suffers from a decrease in the temporal
resolution and signal-to-noise characteristics that are available in point measurements.
Laser excitation is achieved using a pulsed, injection seeded, Nd:YAG laser operating at 1064
nm. Modeling of the LII process assumes that all particles in the measurement volume are heated
to the same temperature, requiring a top-hat laser profile. The beam shaping lenses and apertures
were carefully designed using relay imaging of the apertures to maximize the depth of field of the
imaged beam sheet and to provide as uniform a beam profile as possible across the measurement
volume (~2 cm tall and 300 µm wide). The LII signal is detected at a wavelength of 455 nm at
discrete gate times (0, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 ns) relative to the temporal peak of the LII
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signal using a fast-gate (~5 ns) ICCD camera, and the results are analyzed to determine the
optimal combination of gate delays. Gate pairs that were separated by larger times showed a
larger variation in signal ratio for variations in particle size and were seen to be more robust.
Benefits from increasing the variation in the signal ratio are eventually outweighed by the decline
in signal at later gates. Particle sizes are determined using a library of simulated LII signals for a
range of log-normal size distributions that is generated in advance and later referenced.
To refine the measurement technique, initial
measurements are made in the well-characterized Santoro
burner [9], and the results are compared to the values in
the literature. Using an initial gate at 100 ns and a second
gate at 400 ns, a particle diameter of 32.1 nm is measured
on the flame centerline. This compares well with results
from other studies, which are reported in [6] as: 29.3 nm,
1.18 geometric width; 35±3 nm; 31 nm; 33.3±3.2 nm; 32
nm. Fig. 2 shows a preliminary result comparing
computed and measured particle sizes in an 80% C2H4.
Computational particle sizes are determined by
calculating the geometric mean diameter from the 20
computed size sections, assuming a log-normal
distribution. It should be noted that the measurements
were performed using an earlier version of the
experimental apparatus that has since been improved.
Also, the computational results do not properly account
for bias due to the presence of aggregate structures in the
larger size bins. Still, the comparison is encouraging, as
the trends in the computation are captured well both
qualitatively and quantitatively.
Future Plans

Figure 2: Experimental and
computational particle sizes for
an 80% C2H4 flame.

During the next year we will continue our study of sooting hydrocarbon flames with the goal of
increasing our understanding of soot formation in time varying flames. Experimentally we will
continue our work on improving the accuracy of our soot particle size measurement, as well as
applying other diagnostic techniques that can provide information on soot aggregation. Finally,
using the same techniques that we have developed for the steady sooting flames, we will perform
phase-averaged measurements to characterize the soot in the time-varying flames.
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Scope of Research
My research group works in the area of theoretical chemical physics, especially on the properties and chemistry of organic radicals and other reactive intermediates. This research follows a
number of paths, including first-principles calculations of bond energies and other thermochemical
information (as well as development of methodology for such calcualtions), methods for the simulation and analysis of molecular spectroscopy, especially relevant to those experiments that can be
used to glean thermochemical information, and the development of ab initio methods needed for
the accurate treatment of transient organic molecules.
Summary of recent major accomplishments
A principal finding in the last year has been the discovery that a simple (in principle)
extension of the diabatic Hamiltonian framework of Köppel, Domcke and Cederbaum1 can provide
quantitative (i.e. potentially useful in thermochemical applications) accuracy for the energy levels
of strongly coupled systems. First applied to the BNB radical, the method gives energy levels
within 10 cm−1 of experiment. The agreement for a system of this level of difficulty (the 2 Σu
and 2 Σg electronic states of this system are very strongly coupled along the asymmetric stretching
mode) is remarkable. And just how remarkable is clear when one investigates the intrinsic error
associated with the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. For BNB, the magnitude of this “nonadiabatic” correction can be assessed as follows: one first diagonalizes the Hamiltonian expressed
in the diabatic basis (these are the values that agree well with experiment), and then compares
these levels with those obtained by solving the nuclear Schrödinger equation on the potential energy
surface obtained from the diabatic Hamiltonian. The magnitude of the error in this case is ca.
80 cm−1 2 for the ground vibronic level of the radical. This suggests that the vibronic coupling
treatment can be made quantitative, and indeed more reliable in principle than calculations based
on brute-force quantum chemistry. The method has also been applied more recently to the HCO2
and DCO2 radicals, a project being done in collaboration with the Neumark group at Berkeley3 .
We have investigated the thermochemistry of the C3 H2 carbenes, known from the work
of Taatjes et al. to be present in rich cyclopentene flames4 . These calculations, which use the
so-called HEAT protocol for thermochemistry, are the most accurate to date for these systems.
The HEAT approach was designed to be as accurate as possible without making sacrifices for range
of application. As a result, the approach was originally only applied to very small molecules and
1
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2
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atoms. However, significant computational advances made in the parallelization of our CFOUR
set of computer programs (formerly known as ACESII-MAB) have allowed the required and very
large calculations to be run for these “large” molecules. The values of ∆f H o (298K) obtained for
the isomers propadienylidene (:C=C=CH2 ) and cyclopropenylidene (c-C3 H2 ) were found to 556.7
and 497.1 kJ mol−1, respectively, with uncertainties of ca. 1.0 kJ mol−1 . In conjunction with a
parallel calculation on propargyl, for which a value in perfect agreement (within 0.1 kJ mol−1 ) of
the recent focal-point estimate5 of Allen and co-workers was obtained, the acetylenic bond energy
of propargyl was calculated to be 416.7±1.0 kJ mol−1 6 . This value agrees with, but is more precise
than, that obtained by a negative-ion cycle by the Boulder group7 .
In collaboration with the Ellison group at Colorado, we have reported the isolation and
spectroscopic characterization of the propargyl peroxyl (H2 (O2 )CCCH) radical, which is an important combustion species. We have been able to assign all of the fundamental bands accessible
by the FTIR spectrometer (above 400 cm−1 ), and have also been able to determine the fundamental frequencies of some of the lower-frequency modes through identification of combinations
and overtones. The assignment was significantly facilitated by large-scale ab initio calculations of
the anharmonic force field; calculated level positions agreed with experimental (Ar matrix at 10K)
observations to ca. 5-10 cm−1 for all bands except the hydrogen stretches, which are more sensitive
to the matrix environment that the skeletal modes. Most important, our study indicates that of
the several possible conformers amongst the two structural isomers of this molecule, the only one
seen in the matrix is that in which the oxygen attaches to the terminal methylene group in an exo
orientation8 .
Ongoing Research and Future Plans
Currently, and made possible only because of the excellent job done by M.E. Harding in the
parallelization of CFOUR, we are beginning a set of calculations on the C6 H6 isomers and ultimately
the transition states that link the various forms. This work, clearly motivated by that of Miller
and Klippenstein on benzene formation from propargyl9 , is intended to provide the best theoretical
estimates possible for modelling this fundamentally important chemical process.
A study of phenyl peroxyl radical (C6 H5 OO) similar to that of propargyl peroxyl (above) is
underway. The experimental work in Boulder has been completed, and we are currently in the
process of calculating the infrared spectrum.
The equation-of-motion coupled cluster methods strongly favored and advocated by two members of this program (Stanton and Krylov) are going to be applied to study the oxidation of the
vinyl radical. This work was initiated by Carpenter several years ago, but he found that the methods available at that time – notably those based on multiconfigurational Hartree-Fock theory – were
not adequate to study the problem. The equation-of-motion approaches, especially the so-called
EOMIP-CC variant, are ideally suited to a problem of this type. We plan to work on this problem
in the coming months, in collaboration with Krylov, and in so doing, establish what might become
a standard protocol for investigating the initial stages of oxidation of organic molecules.
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Program Scope
The focus of this program is on combining universal ion imaging probes providing global
insight, with high-resolution state-resolved probes providing quantum mechanical detail,
to develop a molecular-level understanding of chemical phenomena. Particular emphasis
is placed upon elementary reactions important in understanding and predicting
combustion chemistry. This research is conducted using state-of-the-art molecular beam
machines, photodissociation, reactive scattering, and vacuum ultraviolet lasers in
conjunction with ion imaging technqiues. An ongoing parallel effort is made to develop
new tools and experimental methods with which to achieve these goals.
Recent Progress
Roaming dynamics in formaldehyde and acetone. As reported in last year’s abstract, the
study of formaldehyde dissociation has proved to be a rich and ongoing source of insight
into roaming dynamics. In the recent Chem. Phys. paper, we showed the energy
dependence of roaming at the energetic extremes, both below the radical threshold and up
to the three body dissociation limit. This offered deep insight into the unimolecular
dynamics leading to roaming, and the trajectory calculations from the Bowman group
allowed us to distringuish two aspects of the
roaming event, the “excursion” and the
abstraction. The roaming story was summarized
in a review for Acc. Chem. Res. And featured on
the cover of the July, 2008 issue (Fig. 1).
We have recently studied state-resolved
photodissociation dynamics of formaldehyde-d2,
i.e. D2CO, at energies slightly above deuterium
atom dissociation threshold, both experimentally
and theoretically in collaboration with the
Bowman group. The results show a clear
bimodal distribution of energy into molecular
photofragments. Substantial translational
excitation at high rotational levels of CO was
observed together with D2 cofragment in
moderately excited vibrational levels, whereas
rather small translational energy release of CO in
low rotational levels was matched by large
Figure 1. Formaldehyde roaming featured in
Accounts of Chemical Research.
degree of vibrational excitation in the D2
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molecule. The experimental results are entirely analogous to that for H2CO, thereby
clearly confirming roaming dynamics in this system as well. Detailed analyis of the
branching is underway, but complicated in this case by greater background interference.
The photochemistry of acetone is among the most throroughly studied of any
polyatomic molecule, yet it is perhaps surprising that a unified picture of its dissociation
dynamics have not yet emerged and some controversies persist. We have recently
employed DC slice imaging to study the photodissociation dynamics of acetone both with
one color at 230 nm, and now more recently at 193nm, with detection of the CO
photoproduct via the B (v ′=0) 1Σ+ ← X (v ″ =0) 1Σ+ transtion. A bimodal translational
energy distribution observed in the CO fragments points to two distinct dissociation
pathways at both excitation energies. It is generally accepted that 193nm will access the
S2 state, while 230 nm will access S1, but it is also believed that S2 does not dissociate at
this energy, so electronic relaxation, likely to S1, must precede dissociation.
One pathway results in substantial translational energy release (Eave≈0.3 eV) along
with rather high rotational excitation (up to J ″ =50) of CO, and is attributed to the
thoroughly investigated stepwise mechanism of bond cleavage in acetone. The other
dissociation pathway leads to rotationally cold CO (J ″=0-20) with very little energy
partitioned into translation (Eave≈0.04 eV) and in this way it is dynamically similar to the
recently reported roaming mechanism found in formaldehyde and acetaldehyde
dissociation. We ascribe the second dissociation pathway to an analogous roaming
dissociation mechanism taking place on the ground electronic state following internal
conversion. We estimate that about 15% of the total CO fragments are produced through
the roaming pathway. Rotational populations were obtained using a new Doppler-free
method described below.
Doppler-free spectroscopy with
masked imaging. We have recently
investigated a variety of Doppler-free
or reduced Doppler strategies for use
with imaging, and these have led us
to a novel spectroscopic technique
which makes it possible to record
Doppler-free resonance-enhanced
multiphoton ionization (REMPI)
spectra with just one laser beam, even
for one-photon transitions. The
approach simply involves masking
the outer side of the phosphor screen
under velocity map imaging
1. Masked Doppler-free REMPI spectrum (top
conditions so that only those species Figure
trace) and unmasked specctrum (bottom trace) for CO
having no velocity component from acetone dissociation on the CO B-X bandhead.
parallel to the laser beam propagation
direction are detected. The benefits of
this method were demonstrated in 1+1 ionization of hydrogen atoms in which the spinorbit splitting in the 2P state were resolved, and in spectroscopic characterization of
highly translationally and rotationally excited CO fragments resulting from the 230 nm
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photolysis of OCS and acetone, yielding substantially improved values of the rotational
constants for the B state (v″=0) of the CO molecule.
DC sliced imaging of CN radical reactions with alkanes. We have completed analysis of
our study of the reaction of CN with butane, pentane and hexanes, at several collision
energies, with detection of the alkyl radical product using single photon ionization at 157
nm. The angular distributions for these reactions show broad backward scattering clearly
implying direct dynamics. Although in most cases we are blind to the most forward
scattered part of the distribution owing to photochemical interference, in the one instance
where it is clear, we see no evidence of forward peaking. This is perhaps a bit surprising.
It is similar to the O(3P) + alkane results but very different from the widely studied Cl +
alkane reactions. Even for Cl + ethane, with only primary H atoms, broad angular
distributions are seen with both forward and backward peaking components. The TS for
CN + ethane reported by Klippenstein et al. indicated possibly a submerged saddle point.
Nevertheless, it appears these systems may yet exhibit a sufficiently tight transition state
to constrain reaction to a near collinear C-H-CN geometry. This may well be a
consequence of the diatomic nature of the reactant as opposed to the case for Cl atom.
For these reactions, we find the kinetic energy and the angular distribution are
somewhat coupled. The reaction products have broader translational energy distributions
in the backward direction than in the forward direction. The translational energy spectra
of forward (0°-90°) and backward (90°-180°) scattering were obtained by integrating the
signal in these regions separately. All results show a significant fraction of available
energy in the internal excitation of either the alkyl radical or HCN. Based on the strong
HCN bond and the likely abstraction dynamics, the bulk of the energy is likely in the
HCN molecule. For the reaction of CN (X2Σ+) with butane at collision energy of 10.8
kcal/mol, the results show a broad distribution and peaking at lower translational energy
for the backward scattering.
Selected Future Plans
Roaming atom reaction dynamics. We will perform DC slice imaging a range of systems
to investigate the generality of the roaming mechanism. One promising system is NO3
radical. This is known to dissociate to yield NO+O2 and an energy below the O atom loss
threshold, but the dynamics responsible are not clear, and roaming is a plausible
explanation. By applying state-resolved imaging of the NO product, we hope to
determine the state-correlated product distributions. These will provide deep insight into
the dynamics even if roaming is not responsible for the observed molecular products.
State-resolved and universal crossed-beam DC slice imaging. We have plans to continue
exploring range of systems using our crossed-beam sliced imaging approach. We initially
attempted some CH reactions but so far these have not proved fruitful. However, we can
extend our studies of CN reactions to a range of target systems including structured
alkane systems to investigate the consequences of varied stereochemistry and primary vs.
secondary H atom targets.
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VUV photodissociation of alkanes with universal probe. We have recently shown that
one-color dissociation and ionization of heptane can be used to calibrate the relaitve
ionization eficiency of radical isomer detection in the VUV in some cases. At the same
time these results showed that photodissociation of these systems likely takes place
following internal conversion to the ground state, and interesting variations in the product
translational energy distributions could be traced to structural properties of the parent
molecules. We intend to explore this as a means of investigating complex ground state
fragmentation processes of alkanes under collisionless conditions.
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SCOPE OF THE PROGRAM
This program aims to develop new methods for studying chemical kinetics and to
apply these methods to the investigation of fundamental chemistry relevant to
combustion science. One central goal is to perform accurate measurements of the rates at
which important free radicals react with each other and with stable molecules. Another
goal is to characterize complex reactions that occur via multiple potential wells by
investigating the formation of products. Increasingly, these investigations are moving
towards simultaneous time-resolved detection of multiple species in well-characterized
photolytically-initiated reaction systems where multiple consecutive and competing
reactions may occur. Understanding the reactions in as much detail as possible under
accessible experimental conditions increases the confidence with which modelers can
treat the inevitable extrapolation to the conditions of real-world devices. Another area of
research is the investigation and application of new detection methods for precise and
accurate kinetics measurements. Absorption-based techniques and mass-spectrometric
methods have been emphasized, because many radicals critical to combustion are not
amenable to fluorescence detection.
An important part of our strategy, especially for complex reaction systems, is
using experimental data to test and refine detailed calculations (working in close
cooperation with Stephen Klippenstein at Argonne and Jim Miller at Sandia), where the
calculational results offer insight into the interpretation of experimental results and to
guide new measurements that will probe key aspects of potential energy surfaces. This
methodology has been applied in our investigations of the reactions of alkyl radicals with
O2, where the combination of rigorous theory and validation by detailed experiments has
made great strides toward a general quantitative model for alkyl oxidation.
PROGRESS REPORT
We continue to apply frequency-modulation and direct absorption spectroscopy to
measurements of product formation in reactions of alkyl radicals with O2 and kinetics of
unsaturated hydrocarbon radicals. However, the multiplexed photoionization mass
spectrometric reactor at the Advanced Light Source, operated in collaboration with David
Osborn, has become a major part of our investigations of low-temperature hydrocarbon
oxidation chemistry. Several highlights of the recent work are described briefly below.
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Enol formation in OH-initiated oxidation of cycloalkenes. Photolytic OHinitiated oxidation of cyclopentene, cyclohexene, and 1,4-cyclohexadiene have been
investigated using tunable synchrotron photoionization mass spectrometry. Electronic
structure calculations (CBS-QB3) are employed in Franck-Condon (FC) spectral
simulations of the photoionization efficiency curves (PIE) of the observed products.
Cyclic products cyclopentenol (cyclopenten-1-ol, 1-c-C5H7OH) and its isomers
cyclopenten-2-ol (2-c-C5H7OH) and cyclopentanone (c-C5H8=O), are detected from OHinitiated cyclopentene oxidation. In contrast, product spectra from OH-initiated oxidation
of cyclohexene and cyclohexa-1,4-diene show a substantial contribution from linear
aldehydes, indicating a prominent role for ring opening.
Detection of Novel Chemical Intermediates. One of the strengths of the
synchrotron photoionization method is its ability to distinguish isomers and hence
uncover unexpected intermediate species.1 Carbonyl oxide species are one such
intermediate. In the late 1940s Criegee2,3 first postulated the participation of carbonyl
oxides, now often called “Criegee intermediates,” in ozonolysis of alkenes. They have
also been proposed as intermediates in low-temperature combustion of dimethyl ether.4,5
However, despite decades of effort no gas phase Criegee intermediate had been observed
until we directly detected the primary Criegee intermediate, formaldehyde oxide
(CH2OO), from Cl-initiated oxidation of dimethyl sulfoxide. This work opens the
possibility for explicit kinetics studies on this critical ephemeral species and its potential
detection in low-temperature hydrocarbon oxidation.
Isomeric propanol flames. The combustion of 1-propanol and 2-propanol was
studied in low-pressure, premixed flat flames using molecular-beam mass spectrometry
(MBMS). The ALS photoionization (PI) measurements were compared with electron
ionization (EI) measurements taken in Katharina Kohse-Höinghaus’s group in Bielefeld.
The quantitative agreement between the EI- and PI-datasets is good. The major-species
mole fraction profiles in the 1-propanol flames and the 2-propanol flames of
corresponding stoichiometry are nearly identical, and only small quantitative variations in
the intermediate species pool could be detected. Differences between flames of the
isomeric fuels are most pronounced for oxygenated intermediates that can be formed
directly from the fuel during the oxidation process.
Vinyl radical self-reaction. Our work on the vinyl radical self-reaction has
continued with photoionization mass spectrometric measurements that confirm the “low”
value of the rate coefficient (less than ½ the literature value!) and demonstrate substantial
branching to methyl + propargyl products (branching ratio of 0.5 at 298 K and 4 Torr).
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Characterization of R + O2 reactions will continue, both in the laser absorption
work and in the ALS kinetics machine. The ability to simultaneously probe various
reactants and products will play a key role in extending these measurements. The
formation of OH was previously measured by LIF in the Cl-initiated oxidation of
alkanes,6 a method that requires extensive modeling to calibrate the OH yield. The
predictions of the master equation models were in only qualitative agreement with the
experimental data, but the uncertainties in the experimental analysis prevent reliable
modifications to the stationary point energies. Measurement of OH production by UV
absorption for ethane, propane, and butane oxidations will be compared to the masterequation derived mechanisms. Oxidation of selectively deuterated alkanes will be carried
out to distinguish among different internal abstraction pathways in R + O2 reactions.
The application of synchrotron photoionization mass spectrometry to oxidation
kinetics will also continue, exploiting the isotopic discrimination enabled by the
tunability of the ALS. Characterization of OH and Cl-initiated oxidation of alkenes and
aromatics will extend the previous work on alkyl + O2 reactions to reactions relevant for
low-temperature oxidation of unsaturated fuels. Initial steps in autoignition for alternative
fuels, including alcohols, esters, and possible novel biofuels will also be investigated.
The most important unexplored area for autoignition chemistry is the chain
branching initiated by the “second O2 addition,” that is, the reaction of molecular oxygen
with the hydroperoxyalkyl radicals QOOH. It has been a consistent goal of this program
over at least the past ten years to obtain experimental information about these QOOH
species and their reactions. That quest will continue.
The first strategy is to continue to search for kinetic signatures of QOOH
reactions in the time-resolved product profiles of photolytically-initiated hydrocarbon
oxidation. One example of such a signature is the chain branching observed in
neopentane oxidation at low pressure,7 and more recently in the high-pressure oxidation
of cyclohexane.8 A second strategy will be to use tunable synchrotron photoionization to
try to directly detect QOOH. The more stable peroxy (ROO) isomers most often do not
have stable cations but the cations in the QOOH configuration are calculated to be bound.
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Program Scope
The objective of our research is to develop and apply methods for more accurate predictions
of reaction rates based on high-level quantum chemistry. We are developing and applying
efficient, robust methods for fitting global ab initio potential energy surfaces (PESs) for both
spectroscopy and dynamics calculations and for performing direct dynamics simulations. Our
approach addresses the problem that high-level quantum calculations are often too costly in
computer time for practical applications resulting in the use of levels of theory that are often
inadequate for reactions. A critical objective was to develop practical methods that require the
minimum number of electronic structure calculations for acceptable fidelity to the ab initio PES.
Our method does this by a procedure that determines the optimal configurations at which ab
initio points are computed, and that ensures that the final fitted PES is uniformly accurate to a
prescribed tolerance. Our fitting methods can be done automatically, with little or no human
intervention, and with no prior knowledge of the topology of the PES. The methods are based on
local fitting schemes using interpolating moving least-squares (IMLS). 1- 11 IMLS has
advantages over the very effective modified-Shepard methods developed by Collins and others 125
in that higher-order polynomials can be used and does not require derivatives but can benefit
from them if available.
Recent Progress
We have developed a general three-atom code for generating a PES to a prescribed accuracy
over a specified energy or coordinate range using the IMLS approach interfaced to the electronic
structure codes Gaussian, Molpro, or Aces II. The code automatically takes advantage of
symmetry, has three options for internal coordinates, and can be run in parallel. We used this
code to develop the most accurate ground-state PESs currently available for 1CH2 and HCN. 15
They reproduce the experimentally measured equilibrium geometries in both molecules to within
0.001 Å for the two distances and within 0.2° for the bending angle. The calculated vibrational
spectra for J=0 have mean unsigned errors relative to experiment of 1.4 cm-1 for 1CH2 below
20,000 cm-1 and 2.5 cm-1 for HCN:HCN 12,000 cm-1.
For 1CH2 this level of accuracy was achieved by a complete basis set (CBS) extrapolation of
augmented triple and quadruple zeta level calculations using MRCI wavefunctions, a corevalence correlation correction derived from CCSD(T) calculations with and without frozen cores,
and a geometry-scaled Davidson correction where the scaling parameters are set to approximate
full-CI calculations at small basis set levels. The CBS extrapolation produced significantly more
accurate vibrational frequencies than those derived from the quadruple zeta basis set calculations
alone. For 1CH2, full-CI calculations were feasible and tests of the Davidson correction led to a
simple scaling of the correction with the bend that reduced error at the small basis level.
Application of this scaling to the Davidson correction at the CBS level produced our best result
of a 2.0 cm-1 root-mean-square error relative to the 11 known experimental levels. For HCN the
most accurate results were obtained by calculations analogous to those for 1CH2. These
calculations were feasible because of our efficient and automatic PES fitting scheme that reduced
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both the number of expensive calculations and the amount of human attention required to
produce PESs with negligible fitting error for eigenstate calculations of the vibrational levels.
We grew fitted PESs over predefined ranges of energy starting with sparse sets of ab initio seed
points on a regular grid. Running in parallel on eight processors, a usable PES is quickly
generated in an essentially automatic fashion. (On the order of twenty different individually
optimized PESs were produced in about a one-month period.) The fitting accuracies of the fitted
PESs were confirmed by computing a test set of vibrational levels for 1CH2 using the fitted
surface nominally converged to 0.33 cm-1 mean unsigned fitting error and using direct ab initio
electronic structure calculation of the points required by the DVR vibrational eigenstate program.
The mean unsigned and maximum differences for these two eigenstate calculations for all 216
levels below 20,000 cm-1 are 0.10 cm-1 and 0.41 cm-1, respectively. These errors are consistent
with the convergence error of the fit and they are small relative to errors produced by
deficiencies in the electronic structure calculations.
We have used our automatic PES generating code to construct a global OHCl (3A″) surface at
the UB3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. 16 This PES includes all reaction channels and OHCl
geometries with energies up to 144 kcal/mol (6.25 eV) above the O+HCl asymptote. We have
carried out a comprehensive quasiclassical trajectory study of the O+HCl reactive system for
collision energies between 46 kcal/mol and 138 kcal/mol on the fitted PES. Reaction cross
sections, opacity functions, and differential cross sections for all open product channels were
calculated. This study improves on previous direct dynamics simulations by eliminating many of
the drawbacks of that approach, such as trajectory failure due to lack of convergence of the ab
initio calculations, relatively poor energy conservation during trajectories, and severe limitations
on the level of ab initio theory that is feasible, and the numbers of trajectories that can be
computed. The fitted PES greatly improves energy conservation during trajectory integration
and eliminates problems with ab initio convergence, which are often encountered during direct
dynamics studies.
We develop two approaches for growing IMLS-fitted PESs using classical trajectories. 17 We
illustrate both approaches by calculating nitrous acid (HONO) cis→trans isomerization
trajectories under the control of ab initio forces from low-level HF/cc-pVDZ electronic structure
calculations. As few as 300 ab initio energy/gradient calculations are required to converge the
isomerization rate constant at a fixed energy to ~10%. Neither approach requires any
preliminary electronic structure calculations or initial approximate representation of the PES.
Hessians are not required. Both approaches rely on the fitting error estimation properties of
IMLS fits. We refer to the first approach as IMLS-accelerated direct dynamics, in which the
PES is grown “on the fly” with the computation of new ab initio data only when a fitting error
estimate exceeds a prescribed, tight tolerance. For the isomerization of HONO a speedup over
direct dynamics of ~18 was achieved while maintaining a maximum rate of drift in total energy
of less than 0.1 kcal/mol·ps. The second approach, called dynamics-driven IMLS fitting, uses
relatively inexpensive exploratory trajectories to both determine and fit the dynamically
accessible configuration space. Once exploratory trajectories no longer find configurations with
fitting error estimates higher than the designated accuracy, the IMLS fit is considered to be
complete. A converged rate constant for cis→trans HONO isomerization was computed using
between two and three hundred ab initio points with energy and gradient data. These method are
like the GROW method16 of the Collins’ group. The IMLS approaches can accommodate basis
functions of higher order and ab initio derivatives of lower order (i.e., no Hessians required) than
the GROW method. Our approaches may be less dynamically biased because they grow the PES
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based only on the classical trajectories with no prior ab initio information whereas a typical
GROW application fits an input string of ab initio energy/gradient/Hessian calculations to
sustain initial trajectories that then grow the PES. The results are quite encouraging. The
dynamics-driven IMLS fitting method appears particularly promising for both studying
dynamical processes and producing fits of the dynamically relevant configuration space in large
systems.
This work is being done in collaboration with Dr. Al Wagner (ANL).
Future Work
The focus of our work will now be on applying these methods to produce kinetically and
spectroscopically accurate global PESs for key combustion radicals and molecules and to
develop practical methods for using IMLS in direct dynamics simulations.
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Program scope
This program is focused on the experimental determination of kinetic and mechanistic
parameters of elementary reactions, in particular those involved in the formation and destruction
of the building blocks for aromatic species. In addition thermal sources of radicals are
investigated and characterized for use in more complex reaction systems where secondary
chemistry can be significant. The approach involves a shock tube (ST) equipped with laser
schlieren (LS) and a time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS) and the development of a low
pressure, fast flow, reactor equipped with a quadrupole MS. The combination of these techniques
permit a wide range of reaction temperatures and pressures to be access.
Recent Progress
In 2007 the shock tube was converted to a diaphragmless shock tube (DFST) and has
been run exclusively in this mode since then. A primary benefit of the DFST is that it gives
extremely good control over the post shock conditions generated. The ability to generate
reproducible post shock conditions has been previously reported and as more experience has
been gained with the DFST the variation in postshock pressure for a temperature range spanning
at least 1400 K is now constrained to < ± 3%.
In the past year a number of precursors for phenyl and methyl radicals have been
investigated in the shock tube and detailed studies made of the self-reactions of these radicals and
subsequent secondary chemistry to try and fully characterize the radical sources at the conditions
prevalent in the shock tube prior to conducting more complex radical/molecule and cross
reactions
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Figure 1: Initial rate coefficients derived from density
gradient profiles for 2% C6H5I in Kr and the results of
Gorin model calculations. Experimental data: [▲] P2=121
± 6 torr; [] P2=57 ± 9 Torr; Calculations: Thin lines
represent RRKM calculations at the nominal pressures;
Thick line = k∞.
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Phenyl Radicals: With Kiefer the
thermal dissociation of C6H5I, 2% dilute in
krypton, has been studied by DFST/LS as a
source of phenyl radicals over the
temperature range 1300-1800 K and at
57±9 Torr and 121±6 Torr. The thermochemical properties for C6H5I and several
species formed in the pyrolysis of it were
reevaluated by Russic and play an
important role in interpreting the LS
results. From the LS profiles initial rates of
dissociation of phenyl iodide have been
obtained. The dissociation of C6H5I is in
the fall-off region and the experimental
results are well simulated with a restricted
rotor Gorin model calculation using
molecular parameters from a previous
study by Michael et al [1]. However, it was

necessary to use a somewhat larger ΔEdown of 850cm-1 than that used by Michael et al.
Under most of the experimental conditions dissociation of phenyl radicals is unimportant.
However, above about 1600 K the dissociation does contribute to the LS profiles and at the
highest temperatures a small contribution from benzyne dissociation is observed. In addition to
the DFST/LS experiments DFST/TOF-MS experiments were also performed. Due to
experimental difficulties these latter experiments were restricted to product analysis and the order
of appearance of products rather than the normal combined kinetic/product studies. Under all
conditions, it was found that benzene and benzyne, C6H4, were formed immediately along with
biphenyl and biphenylene (C12H8). The formation of these species at low temperatures suggests
that they are not due to dissociation of phenyl radicals and subsequent reactions. Furthermore,
with the reagent concentrations in the LS and TOF-MS work recombination of phenyl radicals is
likely. Consideration of the density gradient profiles from the LS experiments and the TOF-MS
data suggested that recombination phenyl radicals follows two reaction paths: 1) Stabilization to
biphenyl; 2) Disproportionation to benzene + o/m/p-benzyne. This latter path does not appear to
have been considered previously. In a collaborative effort Klippenstein has investigated the C6H5
+ C6H5 reaction theoretically and has determined results that are in reasonable agreement with the
LS experiments. Ove the range of experimental conditions the disproportionation route accounts
for about 50% of the phenyl self reaction and becomes increasingly significant at higher
temperatures. Further evidence for the disproportionation channel has been gained from
DFST/TOF-MS experiments with C6F5I. In this work the perflourinated analogs of benzyne,
phenyl, benzene, biphenylene and biphenyl have been observed with similar appearance patterns
to that found with phenyl iodide.
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Figure 2: Initial rate coefficients derived from density
gradient profiles for CH3I dissociation in krypton and the
results of Gorin model calculations. Experimental data: 2%
and 4%[] P2=280 ± 6 Torr; 2% and 4% [{] P2= 146 ± 3
Torr ; 2% [ ] P2=66 ± 2 Torr; Lines are results of RRKM
calculations at the nominal pressures.

Methyl Radicals: Two sources of
methyl radicals have been investigated
using DFST/LS under conditions similar to
those used with phenyl iodide. Methyl
iodide (66 < P2 < 280 Torr, 1500 < T <
2200 K) dissociates exclusively via fission
of the C-I bond and diacetyl (55 <P2 < 120
Torr, 1200 < T <1800 K) dissociates by CC fission to form two acetyl radicals which
rapidly decompose to methyl and CO. The
rates of dissociation of methyl iodide are
well simulated by a Gorin model
calculation, Fig. 2, that assumed a
temperature dependent form for ΔEdown =
378×(T/298)0.457 cm-1and molecular
parameters from Michael et al. [1]. Similar
to the C6H5I studies the rate coefficients for
CH3I dissociation are 1.5 to 2 higher than
those of Michael et al. The dissociation of
diacetyl was carried out in collaboration
with Kiefer and Jasper and ab-initio/master
equation calculations by Jasper for diacetyl
dissociation are in good agreement with the

experimental results.
From the CH3I and diacetyl studies a model for recombination of methyl radicals has
been developed that provides excellent simulations for all the CH3I and diacetyl LS experiments.
An important aspect of the model results from a collaborative effort with Harding and
Klippenstein who examined the secondary reaction channels of CH3 + CH3. The final model
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Figure 3: Example density gradient profile and raw laser
schlieren signal (inset figure) for the dissociation of
diacetyl. t=0 on the density gradient plot is located under
the large spike on the inset figure which arises from
passage of the shock front through the laser beam. The first
few points of the plot correspond to the tail of this spike.
Absolute values are plotted and open symbols represent
positive values, closed symbols represent negative ones.
The line is the result of simulation incorporating the methyl
sub model.

incldues (CH3 + CH3 = C2H5 + H) and (
CH3 + CH3 = 1CH2 + CH4) along with
appropriate reactions of methylene and, H
and CH3 attack on the parent species. An
example simulation of a diacetyl
decomposition experiment is shown in Fig.
3. The model is particularly sensitive to the
location of the switch from positive to
negative density gradients and the depth of
the well in addition to the overall shape. As
an additional test of the methyl sub
mechanism, a set ethane dissociation of LS
experiments that encompass the range of
Kiefer et al.’s [2] previous ethane pyrolysis
LS experiments were performed and the
data are very well simulated with the new
methyl sub-model

Vibrational Relaxation in CH3I: In some
the CH3I dissociation experiments there
appeared to be an incubation delay.
Consequently, a series experiments were
conducted using 2,10 and 20% mixtures of
CH3I dilute in krypton at reaction pressures
of 20±1 Torr and 600 < T< 2000 K to try and resolve vibrational relaxation and obtain estimates
of incubation times for inclusion in the modeling of CH3I dissociation. Below about 1400 K pure
relaxation is observed in all the experiments and above about 1400 K relaxation followed by
dissociation is observed. From these latter experiments both relaxation and incubation times and
be estimated. Above about 1700 K in the 10% and 20% experiments the contribution of
dissociation to the density gradient is too large and relaxation times can no longer be obtained.
Incubation times spanned the range 1.5 to 3 μs at 20 Torr and the ratio to the relaxation time was
incorporated into the modeling of methyl iodide experiments. Attempts were made to resolve
vibrational relaxation in diacetyl however it is simply too fast.
1,4-dioxane: In a previous abstract a discrepancy between LS and TOF-MS experiments
on the dissociation of 1,4-dioxane had been noted. The LS experiments indicated that CH3
radicals were formed in the dissociation of 1,4-dioxane and that a likely source was a
decomposition channel leading to acetaldehyde. However, the TOF-MS studies showed no trace
of acetaldehyde. Recently, in collaboration with Jasper we have explored the dissociation of 1,4dioxane theoretically and developed a reaction mechanism that satisfies both the LS and TOF-MS
observations. Currently, the model is being tested and includes the recently developed methyl
radical sub mechanism.
Future Plans
Now that sources of methyl and phenyl radicals suitable for DFST/LS and DFST/TOF-MS
experiments have been characterized it is intended to start to investigate radical/molecule
reactions involving these species particularly with respect to molecular growth reactions. It is also
planned to start studying the reactions of benzyne using particularly the self reaction and the
addition of acetylinic species to benzyne to complement theoretical work by Klipppenstein.
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A modified DFST has been designed and will be implemented. The new design should increase
the range of shock strengths available. In addition the nozzle/skimmer interface between the
DFST and TOF-MS will be redesigned to allow easier access and heating which will become
increasingly important as the experiments involve larger species.
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Variational Transition State Theory
Donald G. Truhlar
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truhlar@umn.edu
Program scope
This project involves the development of variational transition state theory (VTST) with
optimized multidimensional tunneling (OMT) contributions and its application to gas-phase
reactions. For overbarrier processes, we are employing both methods suitable for tight transition
states, employing isoinertial minimum energy paths, variational reaction paths, and curvilinear
generalized normal mode coordinates (Garrett, Truhlar 1979; Isaacson, Truhlar 1982; Jackels,
Gu, Truhlar 1995; Fast, Truhlar 1998), and methods suitable for loose transition states,
employing multifaceted dividing surfaces and Monte Carlo integration over transition modes
(Georgievskii, Klippenstein 2003). For optimized multidimensional tunneling, we employ small
curvature tunneling (Skodje, Truhlar, Garrett 1981; Liu, Lynch, Truong, Lu, Truhlar, Garrett
1993) and large curvature tunneling (Garrett, Truhlar, Wagner, Dunning 1983; Fernandez and
Truhlar 2001).
The further development of VTST/OMT as a useful tool for combustion kinetics involves
advancing the ability of electronic structure calculations (both wave function and density
functional theory) of the required potential energy surface, which we now take as an implicit
surface defined by a level of electronic structure theory (direct dynamics: Baldridge, Gordon,
Steckler, Truhlar, 1989; Gonzàlez-Lafont, Truong, Truhlar 1991). We are developing new
methods to interface reaction-path and reaction-swath dynamics calculations with electronic
structure theory, for example, multiconfiguration molecular mechanics (Kim, Corchado, Villà,
Xing, Truhlar 2000). We are developing and implementing of practical techniques and software
for applying these theoretical methods to various classes of reactions and transition states and
making applications to specific reactions, with special emphasis on combustion reactions and
reactions that provide good test cases for methods needed to study combustion reactions.
Recent progress
We have completed the major project of the incorporation of the variable-reaction-coordinate
multifaceted-dividing-surface algorithm for treating dividing surfaces appropriate of barrierless
association reactions into a new parallel version of the freely available POLYRATE program. Using
this updated program, we showed that the difficulty in efficiently generating accurate estimates for
the radical-radical interaction energies is alleviated by the new M06 suite of density functionals,
which are capable of accuracy as good as more expensive and more troublesome high-level wave
function calculations for calculating radical association rate constants. Density functional theory is
applicable to large, complex systems because of favorable cost scaling.
The diverse barrier height database DBH24 has been updated by using W4 and W3.2 data to
replace previous W1 values. We used the new database to assess 348 model chemistries, each
consisting of a combination of a wave function theory level or a density functional
approximation with a one-electron basis set. We are also developing improved electronic
structure methods and using them for rate constant calculations. One class of new methods
involves wave function theory, especially generally defined electronic wave function methods
with empirical elements; another class of methods is based on new density functionals. These
methods are then used in direct dynamics calculations or with efficient interpolation schemes.
Direct dynamics denotes that, instead of using a pre-defined potential energy function, all
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required energies and forces for each geometry that is important for evaluating dynamical
properties are obtained directly from electronic structure calculations. Density functional theory
is very attractive as an electronic structure method for direct dynamics because of its relatively
low cost and the availability of analytic gradients and Hessians. Development of improved
exchange and correlation functionals is an active research area in theoretical chemistry and
physics, but most of this research has neglected the important issues of barrier height prediction
and noncovalent interactions, and as a consequence the functionals have not been accurate for
quantitative kinetics. We have now developed new functionals, especially the M06-2X
functional (Minnesota 2006 functional with double nonlocal exchange), that are quite accurate
for these properties, and we have also developed multi-coefficient correlation methods for using
wave function theory for these properties. A test of the M06-2X functional on DBH24 yielded a
mean unsigned error of only 0.5 kcal/mol, comparable to the accuracy of CCSD(T). A key
advantage of M05-2X as compared to other density functionals is the improved accuracy for
attractive noncovalent interactions. This is important for barrierless reactions and for reactions
with low, early saddle points (like OH + H2S), where it is necessary to have a consistent
treatment of the energy along the reactant approach coordinate.
The calculation of chemical reaction barrier heights often requires multireference methods, but
well-defined and validated multireference methods for barrier height calculations have not been
available. Now we have developed three model chemistries based on multireference methods, and
we demonstrated their use and validated them for calculating barrier heights of chemical reactions
by applying them to a new database of diverse-reaction barrier heights.
In order to generate reactive potential energy surfaces with minimal computational effort,
we have introduced an algorithm called multiconfiguration molecular mechanics (MCMM).
MCMM describes polyatomic potential energy surfaces by interacting molecular mechanics
(MM) configurations (each of which is the analog of a valence bond configuration) and can thus
be viewed as an extension of standard MM to chemical reactions or as an extension of
semiempirical valence bond theory to be systematically improvable. MCMM fitting is
accomplished by combining molecular mechanics potentials for the reactant and product wells
with electronic structure data (energy, gradient, and Hessian) at the saddle point and a small
number of non-stationary points. We have now identified the key elements required both to
make MCMM more accurate and to make it more efficient, and these have been incorporated in
a new non-Hermitian version of the algorithm, with very stable analytic gradients.
Software distribution
We have developed several software packages for applying variational transition state
theory with optimized multidimensional tunneling coefficients to chemical reactions and for
carrying out MCCM calculations, density functional theory calculations with new density
functionals, direct dynamics, and MCMM applications. The URL of our software distribution
site is comp.chem.umn.edu/Truhlar. The license requests that we fulfilled during the period Jan.
1, 2007–Mar. 27, 2009 for software packages developed wholly or partially under DOE support
is as follows:
Total
academic government/DoD industry
POLYRATE
187
175
8
4
GAUSSRATE
91
85
3
3
GAMESSPLUS
62
53
4
5
MULTILEVEL
25
25
0
0
10 others
53
50
3
0
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where the 10 others are ABCRATE, GAMESSPLUSRATE, JAGUARATE, MORATE, MC-TINKER, MCTINKERATE, MFM, MLGAUSS, MULTILEVELRATE, and MN-NWCHEMRATE.
Future plans
We have several objectives for the next few years: (1) treat the stabilization of intermediate
complexes by energy transfer collisions; (2) integrate the above methods with tight transition
state methods to treat multiwell reactions and reactions with inner and outer dynamical
bottlenecks; (3) further improve our density functionals and multi-coefficient correlation
methods for potential energy surfaces, especially for saddle point geometries, barrier heights,
and vibrational frequencies at saddle points; (4) further develop the multi-configuration
molecular mechanics approach as an efficient tool for the semiautomatic fitting of complexsystem potential energy surfaces and apply it to calculate reaction rates for complex systems; (5)
develop more reliable methods for including anharmonicity at variational transition states,
especially for torsions and mode-mode coupling; (6) continue our calculations of reaction rates
of peroxides and enols; (7) perform direct dynamics calculations of temperature-dependent rate
constants for hydrogen-transfer isomerization of 1-pentyl and 1-hexyl radical as required for
combustion modeliing; (8) enhance our user-friendly computer program packages to allow more
researchers to carry out calculations conveniently by the new methods.
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Chemical Kinetic Data Base for Combustion Modeling
Wing Tsang
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Gaithersburg. MD 20899
Wing.tsang@nist.gov
Program Scope and Definition: Modern trends in technology has led to continual interest in
computer simulations. This represents a cost effective solution .to empirical physical testing.
Progress in the development of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)[1,2] has led to the
capability of handling increasingly detailed chemistry. The aim of this program is to develop the
thermodynamic and kinetics information base necessary to carry out successful simulations.
Especially important is information that is fundamentally correct in the sense that they are
transferable to all types of combustion systems and all types of organic fuels. The last is a
particularly daunting challenge. Real fuels are complex mixtures of organic compounds. Hence
the database must contain not only direct studies but also sufficient information to permit the
establishment of general rules that can be used as a basis for estimation. A particular advantage
of this fundamental approach is that it is easily extensible to all type of organic fuels. Recent
interest in alternative fuels, particularly biofuels, means that in the development of the
information base of the simulation of such mixtures one can more efficiently enlarge the
existing data base by adding the specific species that are introduced. Such an approach may be
the only feasible one when dealing with mixtures and especially for the cases where there may
be variations in the composition.
At the fundamental level for combustion kinetics applications there are only unimolecular and
bimolecular processes. The situation with regard to the latter is fairly satisfactory. There are a
large amount of data and the existence of correlations mean that satisfactory predictions can be
made. Unimolecular processes is a more challenging area and is the focus of this program..
This involves the breakdown of the fuel and fuel radicals These are key steps in the pyrolytic
breakdown of fuel molecules. It reduces the size of the fuel to the small unsaturates and
fragments that are the precursors for PAH/SOOT formation. Practically all the existing fuel
combustion models are for single component fuels and fitted to global results near
stoichiometric conditions. The present work extends the range of existing models to cover
richer systems and mixtures. Since it involves only the fuel molecule and radicals (C and H),
pyrolytic systems represent the logical first step in any chemical kinetic approach to unraveling
the detailed chemistry of combustion of real fuels.. It sets the stage to determining the nature of
the oxidation process by treating the oxygen induced reaction as a perturbation on the pyrolytic
situation.
Recent Progress:
A: Chemical activation and combustion kinetics The focus of the past years work has been
on the inclusion of data chemical activation processes into combustion kinetics databases. This
is an important but neglected element in existing models. They are particularly important in
combustion systems due to the high concentration of reactive species in the high energy
environment. Their combination with each other will lead to a vibrationally hot molecule. If
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Figure 1: Branching ratios for the chemically activated sec-butyl radical
formed from H –atom attack on cis-2-butene at 600 K and 1bar hydrogen
molecule pressure
they are not thermalized then it is this hot molecule that will fall apart. The consequence is that
the thermal rate constants usually used in combustion kinetics models can seriously under
predict the actual rate constant. In order to match target global observations, adjustments must
made to fine tune the data. The consequence is a cascade of errors The general situation is
illustrated in Figure 1. This is a plot of the branching ratio for the decomposition of sec-butyl
radical at 600 K and 1 bar pressure in hydrogen upon addition of H-atoms to cis-2-butene. It can
be seen after an initial start-up period there is a period of time where the branching ratio is
constant and therefore one can express results as a rate constants. For this situation it in simply
the high pressure rate constant for the H-atom addition reaction times the branching ratio. This
is the chemical activation process. Subsequently as more and more radicals are stabilized the
thermal reaction begin to make contributions. Thus proper description of the system with
respect to the kinetics is to add the chemically activated reaction to the thermal process. It
should be noted that these branching ratios are functions of pressure. This in turn is a function
of the bath molecule and represents an added complication.
B: Unimolecular rate constants from chemical activation studies Equally important is the
existence of a large set of data on hydrocarbon radical decomposition carried out years ago by
Rabinovitch and coworkers (3). These covered molecules with up to sixteen carbon atoms and
with many types of alkyl side chains. In addition there exist data for certain reactions
particularly, H-transfer isomerizations that have not been experimentally determined except
from chemical activation studies.. Thus with more recent high temperature single pulse shock
tube studies carried out in this laboratory with AFOSR support(4), there is the possibility of
giving a complete fundamentally based picture of pyrolytic decompositions. For the present
purposes the importance of the earlier work is that they are extremely clean experimentally. The
first results were produced a few years after the introduction of gas chromatography and shows
the importance of the capability of detecting a wide range products in dealing with complicated
reaction.
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Figure 2: Step size down[cm-1] for various bath molecules for the chemically
activated decomposition of sec-butyl radicals for exponential model.
Points are experimental results from Tardy and Rabinovitch[5]. Lines are from
master equation solution using high pressure rate expressions from Tsang[6]

The original motivation of the chemically activated study was to demonstrate the connection
between thermal and chemical activation processes through RRKM calculations(7)
Unfortunately, due to the use of the then generally accepted values for the thermodynamic
properties of the radicals the rate expressions for thermal reactions used to fit the results can no
longer be accepted (6). Furthermore the energy transfer parameter the step size down appear to
be considerably larger than modern day values(7). Thus although the connection between
thermal and chemically activated results was in fact validated, it is suspected that these are
compensating errors. This will be demonstrated to be the case. Results are plotted in Figure 1. it
can be seen that using the new rate expressions the step size down necessary to fit the results
have now been reduced to near by close to an order of magnitude. This is in line with more
recent determinations from thermal studies. The earlier chemical activation studies have
indicated that at least for alkyl radicals the step down parameter does not appear to vary with
molecular structure. We have now confirmed these results for the chemically activated
decomposition of 2-hexyl radicals With these assumptions it is now possible to project the
chemical activation results to combustion conditions and in combination with direct higher
temperature studies expand considerably the data base for fuel pyrolysis. However these
projections may have considerable uncertainties especially for larger fuel radicals where there
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are multiple reaction channels. Clearly there is no substitute for direct measurements of
branching ratios.
Future Work: We have spent considerable time on the chemically activated decomposition of
heptyl radicals. The thermal reactions have been studied earlier so that there is a complete set of
of rate expressions. There are however problems with fitting the data of Hardwidge et al[8] on
the H-transfer isomerization from the 2 to the 3 position ( 5-center transition state). Future
work will aim at tracing the source of discrepancy. Another direction will be to analyze similar
reactions for other alkyl radicals. In addition we will analyze the chemically activated
decomposition of branched alkyl radicals so as to build the chemical kinetic database for the
pyrolysis of the Fischer-Tropsch fuels. .
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Models for Surrogate Fuels", 45th AIAAAerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno,
Nevada, January 9, 2007
2. Tsang, W, Walker, J. A. and Manion, J. A., Proc. Comb. Institute, 31, 141-148, 2007
3 . Tsang, W.,Awan,I., McGovern, S., Manion, J. A., “Soot Precursors from Real Fuels: The
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(A. Sarofim, ed) in press
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Ultrafast Structural Dynamics as seen through Rydberg Electrons
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1. Program Scope
We have discovered that Rydberg electrons can serve as uniquely capable spies of the
geometric structure of molecular ion cores. As a Rydberg electron passes the ion core it
experiences a phase shift that determines the binding energy of the Rydberg electron. In
our experiments, the Rydberg electron binding energies are observed by photoionizationphotoelectron spectroscopy. Because the phase shifts are sensitively dependent on the
molecular structure, we can characterize molecular structures through photoelectron
spectroscopy of Rydberg states.
The spectroscopy of the structure-sensitive Rydberg electron binding energies has
several intriguing characteristics. Because the spectra are purely electronic in nature,
meaning that the entire Franck-Condon envelope is enclosed in a narrow band, the
spectra are quite insensitive toward internal energy. The method can therefore be used to
explore molecules at high temperatures, or those undergoing chemical dynamics. The
complexity of the spectra does not scale with the size of the molecule because the number
of Rydberg states is determined by the radial and angular momentum quantum numbers
of hydrogenic systems. As a result, the method can be applied to large molecules. And
because the Rydberg electron encompasses the entire molecule the shape specificity
covers the global molecular structure. Consequently, it is possible to distinguish isomeric
and conformeric forms even of large molecules. Finally, it is straightforward to extend
the method to the time-domain, thereby providing us with a uniquely capable tool for
ultrafast structural dynamics experiments.
To implement Rydberg ionization spectroscopy we use a pump-probe multi-photon
ionization/photoelectron scheme in which a first laser pulse excites the molecule to a
Rydberg state, and a probe pulse ionizes the molecule. We observe the photoelectron
spectrum using a time-of-flight instrument. The spectrum provides the binding energy of
the electron, and thereby reveals the molecule’s time-dependent structural fingerprint.
The ultimate time resolution of the technique is given by the duration of the laser pulses,
while the spectral resolution is limited by the bandwidth of the laser and/or the spectral
resolution of the photoelectron spectrometer. To measure structural dynamics in
Rydberg-excited states we insert a time delay in the ionization process. To measure the
dynamics in ground or excited valence states we induce the dynamics using a near UV
laser pulse, and use the entire multi-photon ionization scheme as a probe process.
2. Recent Progress
Ground state Recovery upon Electronic Curve Crossing
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Electronic curve crossing reactions through
conical intersections are important for their
ability to open or close hydrocarbon rings, and
may therefore be relevant to combustion
phenomena. Upon electronic excitation, the
molecules quickly cross over to a 2A state that
brings them through a conical intersection to the
ground state surface. We have been able to
follow this path from the initial excitation to the
ground state surface. The sensitivity of the
Rydberg spectra coupled with their narrow line
shapes even when large amounts of internal
energy are present allows us to interpret the
time-dependent spectra in terms of the structure
of the molecules.
In the cyclopentadiene systems, we find that
the crossing through the conical intersections
gives rise to a ground state signal that is
identical to the un-excited molecules. This
implies that the original molecular structure is
recovered after the crossing through the
electronically excited states.
In the
cyclohexadiene systems, we observe that the
crossing through the conical intersections leads
to a depletion of the original structure, and the
creation of a new structure. The spectral
signature of that new structure is very broad, see figure 1 (lower panel). This implies that
there is a large structural dispersion: the molecules have so much internal energy that
they can convert between different conformeric forms.1 These transformations happen
very rapidly, so that we see a broad spectrum over a large range of binding energies.
Conformer dynamics of hydrocarbon
chains
Like all
chemical
reactions,
conformeric
transitions
depend
strongly on the potential energy
landscape and the temperature at which
the system is observed. We seek to
explore conformational transformations
in model systems under varying
experimental
conditions.
Our
measurements can serve as important
benchmarks that can be compared to
computational results.
From the
conformer
distributions
at
the
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beginning and the end of a reaction one can infer the relative depths of the minima in the
potential landscape.
In tri-ethyl amine we observe a rapid internal conversion from 3p to 3s (figure 2). The
initial conformer distribution in 3p reflects the structures present in the neutral ground
state molecules (peaks at 2.25 eV). The molecules rapidly adjust their conformeric
structure to reflect the planarity of the newly formed sp2 hybridized ion core. By the time
the molecules reach 3s (peaks at 2.7 eV), a new conformeric form is created that, after 1
ps, remains as the dominant geometry. The quickness of this kinetics, which is
essentially complete within one picosecond, suggests that the barrier for the conformeric
transition is quite small.
Sensitivity of Rydberg states toward Molecular Clustering
The typical diameter of even
a low n Rydberg state such as
the 3s state is on the order of
1.5 nm, much larger than
molecular dimensions. As a
result of this large size, the
Rydberg
electron
can
encompass an entire molecular
cluster, at least for moderate
cluster sizes. In our recent
work we have found that the
Rydberg
electron
binding
energy is greatly depressed
when a molecular ion core is
clustered. For example, a 3s
level of dimethyl isopropyl
amine, with a binding of about
2.7 eV may get depressed to an
electron binding energy of
about 2.2 eV, see figure 3. This large depression arises from the shielding of the ion
core’s charge by the induced dipole moments of the ligand atoms and molecules. This
shielding of course does not reduce the total net charge, which remains +1. However, it
distributes the charge over a larger ion core volume, which has the net effect of shifting
the charge outward and the Rydberg electron binding energy downward. We have
observed the cluster binding energy shifts in several systems and are in the process of
modeling the phenomena.
3. Future Plans
We will continue our explorations on the reaction dynamics of by focusing on model
systems of relevance to combustion processes. This includes in particular the transitions
between aliphatic conformeric forms, and the study of ring closing reactions of radicals.
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We will also follow up on the solvation of van der Waals clusters by exploring the
solvation dynamic processes.
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Probing Flame Chemistry with MBMS, Theory, and Modeling
T.J. Mountziaris, substitute PI for P. R. Westmoreland
Chemical Engineering Department, University of Massachusetts Amherst
Amherst, MA 01003-9330
tjm@ecs.umass.edu (westm@ecs.umass.edu)
I.

Program Scope
Experimental and modeling research in this project is conducted by Prof. Phillip R. Westmoreland
and his students. While he is on IPA leave from the university as an NSF program officer, I am his
substitute PI, holding fiduciary responsibility during the period in which he is at NSF.
The objective of this research is obtaining kinetics of hydrocarbon combustion and molecular-weight
growth in flames. Our approach combines molecular-beam mass spectrometry (MBMS) experiments on
low-pressure flat flames; ab initio thermochemistry and transition-state structures; rate constants predicted
by transition-state and chemical activation theories; and whole-flame modeling using mechanisms of
elementary reactions.
MBMS is a particularly powerful technique because it can be used to measure a wide range of species
quantitatively, including radicals, with minimal flame perturbation. By using two complementary
instruments, we obtain remarkably complete sets of flame data that are useful for direct insights, testing of
mechanistic models, and selected measurement of rate constants. Our electron-ionization quadrupole MS
at UMass provides species profiles with high signal sensitivity and mass resolution. At the Advanced
Light Source (ALS) at LBNL, we obtain species profiles with more precise isomer resolution and
identification using time-of-flight MS with VUV photoionization. Professor Westmoreland co-developed
this system with DOE-BES contractors Terry Cool, Andy McIlroy, Craig Taatjes, and Nils Hansen.
Additional collaborators in making measurements include the group of Katharina Kohse-Höinghaus of
Universität Bielefeld, while DOE-BES contractors Jim Miller, Stephen Klippenstein, Charlie Westbrook,
and Fred Dryer have collaborated in modeling thermochemistry, kinetics, and flame structure.
II. Recent Progress
A. Data from the MBMS systems
Flames of a wide range of hydrocarbon and biomass-related fuels have been mapped by our team of
researchers at the Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in the past year:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

A series of fuel-rich ester flames, including ethyl formate, ethylacetate, methyl crotonate, methyl
methyl propenoate, ethyl propenoate, methyl propanoate, ethyl proprionate, methyl butanoate,
methyl isobutanoate, methyl isobutyrate, methyl methacrylate, and methyl crotonate as model
compounds for study of biofuel kinetics;
Methylcyclohexane at φ=2.00, positioning between our cyclohexane and toluene data;
Tetrahydrofuran (THF) in a stoichiometric mixture as a cyclooxygenate;
Dimethyl ether at φ=1.00, 1.20, 1.40 1.60, 1.75, 2.0 as a reference ether, complementing our
earlier measurements;
Ethylamine at φ=1.30, again as a biofuel model compound;
1-Hexene at φ=1.00 and 2.00, complementing our cyclohexane data;
Ethyne (acetylene) at φ=3.00, targeting this key aromatics precursor and in a flame that provides
more aromatics than the φ=2.41 flame discussed below.

Temperature measurements for some of these flames were completed in our lab at UMass Amherst
using Y2O3/BeO-coated, radiation-compensated Pt/Pt13%Rh thermocouples and others by Tina Kasper at
Sandia using LIF. Mole-fraction profiles of these and prior flames have been or are being analyzed at
UMass Amherst, Cornell, Sandia, and Bielefeld.
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B. Modeling of DME, cyclohexane, ethyne, allene, and propyne flames reveals pathways.
Similar insights were obtained with recent modeling of our dimethylether, cyclohexane, ethyne,
allene, propyne, and toluene flames. Some complementary data have been measured by Fei Qi and coworkers at the Chinese National Synchrotron Laboratory in a flame-sampling VUV-PI MBMS apparatus
patterned after ours, and these data can also be used for model comparisons.
Dimethylether. DME is of interest as the simplest model compound for ethers. Our earlier work [8]
and more recent publications [12,14] reveal that the dominant pathways are in line with what might be
expected for the analogous alkane propane, modified for lack of H on the central heavy atom. The initial
step is H-abstraction by OH, H, and O, forming a primary radical. This species beta-scissions to CH2O +
CH3, and the subsequent pathways proceed as normal for these species. Blending DME into propene or
ethanol into propene gives similar reductions of aromatics, but DME produces much less CH3CHO than
ethanol [12]. Combining data from the ALS system and an electron-ionization at Bielefeld with a model
from collaboration with Dryer and co-workers of Princeton, we successfully modeled flames with a range
of stoichiometries over φ=0.93, 1.16, 1.40, 1.63 and 1.86 [14]. Minor channels appeared like homolytic
thermal dissociation of DME to CH3O+CH3, but the dominant channels were little changed.
Cyclohexane. Benzene formation by cyclohexane dehydrogenation had been an interesting surprise
in studying our stoichiometric cyclohexane flame [1], but in a fuel-rich flame (φ=2.0), the more common
C3H3 + C3H3 route via phenyl dominated. H-abstraction from the ring gave cyclohexyl in both cases, but
the small amount of decomposition by H beta-scission to cyclohexene was much lower in the cooler
φ=2.0 flame. C2H2 thus formed more easily in the rich flame by beta-scissions and abstraction, and it
reacted with CH2 to form the C3H3.
Ethyne. Fuel-rich flame studies of classical and newly measured ethyne flames show how the
branching ratio of O+C2H2 between H+HCCO and triplet CH2+CO is critical to proper predictions, even
at fuel-rich conditions. One reason is the impact of singlet CH2, which is formed from H plus the favored
HCCO product of O+C2H2. As noted above, singlet CH2 is an important precursor for C3H3 and thus
aromatics. Growth to higher aromatics is an important part of this study. However, the uncertainties in
C3H2 destruction chemistry have become much more important. Experimentally, C3H2 was identified in
this φ=2 flame as triplet propargylene, .CH=C=CH., a finding that depends critically on the technique of
synchrotron PI-MBMS. The UMass reaction set makes triplet C3H2 by abstraction, C3H3+H = C3H2+H2,
and destroys it by C3H2+O2 = H+CO+HCCO, compared to literature models that depend on CH+C2H2 =
C3H2+H2and destroys it by two overall reactions, C3H2+O2 = CO2+C2H2 or CO2+C2H+H.
Allene and propyne. Fuel-rich flame studies [4] of these isomeric fuels have been complemented by
stoichiometric studies [in review]. While C3H3 + C3H3 dominates benzene formation in the propyne
flame, the allene flame also displays contributions from allyl + propargyl.
C. Morpholine modeling gave insights into mechanism and data.
Morpholine presented an interesting challenge: A fuel for which there was almost no kinetics or
thermochemistry for constructing a flame mechanism. We had mapped a morpholine/O2/Ar flame
experimentally as a biofuel model compound, as it has heterocyclic ether and amine linkages. We created
a reaction set that not only predicted its flame structure successfully, identifying the most important
chemical pathways, but that also yielded insights into improving our data analysis.
Our mechanism were proposed in Publ. [12], starting from the fuel’s cyclic –OCH2CH2NHCH2CH2molecular structure and constructing pathways with reactions analogous to those of alkanes. The radicals
H, O, and OH were assumed to be present, as in alkane flames. Fuel destruction ws then by H-abstraction
from the C-H and N-H bonds in morpholine, followed by beta-scissions. Successive beta-scissions and
abstraction steps would form a mix of C2H4, CH2=NH, CH2O, C2H2, HCN, CO, and their combustion
reaction intermediates, as well as cyclohexane-route analogues of cyclohexene, 1,5-hexadiene, and 1,3butadiene inermediates.
Moving beyond [12], we developed needed parameters for the reaction set. Thermochemistry came
mainly from our CBS-QB3 quantum-chemistry calculations, and kinetics came from CBS-QB3
calculations or from transition-state analogies with our earlier cyclohexane model [1].
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The initial predictive modeling of the flame was completed before the flame-profile data were
analyzed, and we were pleased to see very good agreement with the data with the unadjusted prediction.
The experimental morpholine/O2 flame was slightly rich (φ=1.3) with 25% Ar diluent, operated at 4.00
kPa and 0.33 m/s burner velocity (293 K). No temperature profile had yet been measured, so we used the
cyclohexane flame’s temperature profile for the modeling. Consider the major species (Fig. 1), which are
largely within experimental uncertainties. The predicted profiles would be shifted slightly left or right by
the position of the experimental temperature profile, which is used instead of solving an energy balance.
The shift and final mole fractions will be altered somewhat by a different temperature profile, but shape,
magnitude, and position were predicted remarkably well. Modeling also indicated important pathways.
The predicted N2 profile was quite different from the initial data report, but here the prediction was of
particular value. All fuel nitrogen had been assumed to go to N2. However, the model predicted HCN
and NO at significant levels as well as N2. The combination of these species is a much better explanation.

Figure 1. Experimental (symbols) and predicted (lines) mole-fraction profiles in a φ=1.3 morpholine /
O2/25% Ar flame. [Left] Major species. [Right] Initial data analysis (symbols), treating all N-containing
species as N2, compared with predicted levels of HCN, NO, and N2.
III. Future Work
We will conduct complementary experiments at UMass Amherst and at the ALS on flames of
acetylene, benzene, toluene, and their mixtures along with modeling at UMass Amherst. The purpose is to
establish formation and destruction chemistry of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, using these fuels to
focus on indene and naphthalene. The UMass system has a valuable role because it has higher signal
sensitivity, especially for radicals, can be run at more fuel-rich conditions, and is more suitable for the
thermocouple measurements. Professor Westmoreland will also continue to coordinate flame modeling
for the research team, and we will participate in the team objectives of improving the mass and signal
sensitivity of the ALS apparatus and of studying flame kinetics for other hydrocarbons, biofuel analogues,
and amines.
IV. Publications and submitted journal articles supported by this project 2007-2009
1. M.E. Law, P.R. Westmoreland, T. A. Cool, J. Wang, N. Hansen, T. Kasper. “Benzene Precursors and
Formation Routes in a Stoichiometric Cyclohexane Flame,” Proceedings of the Combustion Institute
31, 565-573 (2007); DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.proci.2006.07.259
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11. C. K. Westbrook, W. J. Pitz, P. R. Westmoreland, F. L. Dryer, M. Chaos, Patrick Oßwald, K. KohseHöinghaus, T. A. Cool, J. Wang, B. Yang, N. Hansen, T. Kasper, “A Detailed Chemical Kinetic
Reaction Mechanism for Oxidation of Four Small Alkyl Esters in Laminar Premixed Flames,” Proc.
Combust. Inst. 32 (2009) 221-228.
12. A. Lucassen, Patrick Oßwald, U. Struckmeier, K. Kohse-Höinghaus, T. Kasper, N. Hansen, T. A.
Cool, P. R. Westmoreland, “Species identification in a laminar premixed low-pressure flame of
morpholine as a model substance for oxygenated nitrogen-containing fuels,” Proc. Combust. Inst. 32
(2009) 1268-1276.
13. N. Hansen, J. A. Miller, T. Kasper, K. Kohse-Hoinghaus, P. R. Westmoreland, J. Wang, T. A. Cool,
“Benzene Formation in Premixed Fuel-Rich 1,3-Butadiene Flames,” Proc. Combus. Inst. 32 623-630
(2009).
14. J. Wang, M. Chaos, B. Yang, T. A. Cool, F. L. Dryer, T. Kasper, N. Hansen, K. Kohse-Höinghaus, P.
Oßwald, P. R. Westmoreland, “Composition of reaction intermediates for stoichiometric and fuel-rich
dimethyl ether flames: Flame-sampling mass spectrometry and modeling studies,” Phys. Chem.
Chem. Phys. 11, 1328-1339 (2009); dx.doi.org/10.1039/b815988b
15. T. Kasper, P. Oßwald, U. Struckmeier, K. Kohse-Höinghaus, C.A. Taatjes, J. Wang, T.A. Cool, M.E.
Law, A. Morel, P.R. Westmoreland, “The combustion chemistry of the propanol isomers investigated
by electron ionization and VUV-photoionization molecular-beam mass spectrometry,” Combustion
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THEORETICAL STUDIES OF THE REACTIONS AND SPECTROSCOPY OF RADICAL SPECIES RELEVANT
TO COMBUSTION REACTIONS AND DIAGNOSTICS
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yarkony@jhu.edu
Spectra obtained from optical and electron impact of the seams of conical intersection on
detachment methods are difficult to assign and the observed spectrum
interpret when they arise from states that are
strongly coupled by conical intersections. The
spin-orbit interaction further complicates
matters. We have recently finished simulations
of the photoelectron spectrum (PES) of
isopropoxide and 1-propynide and are working
on a similar calculation for ethoxide.
Photoelectron Spectra of States Strongly
Coupled by Conical Intersections
The approach of choice for the calculation Figure 1 Schematic of the ground 2A1 state and
of these complex nonadiabatic spectra is the excited 2E state of 1-propynyl
multimode vibronic coupling method. In order
Two experimental measurements of the
to simulate the spectra noted above we have
spectrum
of 1-propynyl are particularly
developed and used state of the art techniques
relevant:
a
PES,
Ref. 2, denoted L1-PES; and a
that greatly enhanced the power of the
imagining (SEVI)
multimode vibronic coupling method. Very slow electron velocity-map
3
spectrum,
Ref.
,
denoted
N-SEVI.
recently we have developed a normal
Fig. 2 reports the simulated PES of 1equations based method for determining the
propynide,
with the 2A1 and 2E states
requisite diabatic Hamiltonian that includes all
second order terms in both the diagonal and all uncoupled and compares the simulated
the coupling blocks and can include in the spectrum to the measured results of N-SEVI
construction ab initio data from several and L1-PES. Here the height and position of
regions of nuclear coordinate space to extend the peak labeled A is scaled and positioned to
its domain of utility. This approach has agree with the peak identified in N-SEVI as the
facilitated our inclusion of nonabelian point origin band. The lines to the red of the origin
group symmetry, which we have implemented band are identified by N-SEVI as hot bands.
The simulated spectrum is comprised of two
for our study of 1-propynyl.
parts,
one (blue lines) corresponds to the
A. 1-Propynyl1
ejected
electron leaving the molecule, 11-propynyl, CH3CC, can be viewed as
propynyl,
in its ground 2A1 state, and the
acetylene, with one hydrogen replaced by a
(green lines) corresponds to 1-propynyl
methyl group and the other hydrogen removed. second
2
in
its
E
state.
The ground electronic state, which has C3v
symmetry is X˜ 2A1 and the lowest excited state
is A˜ 2E . See Fig. 1. The X˜ 2A1 state intersects
the A˜ 2E state, near its Jahn-Teller distorted
minimum, ~2000 cm-1 above the 2A1
minimum.
This intersection, which is one of
€
three symmetry€ related seams of conical
intersections, represents the intersection of two
states of the same symmetry. The presence of
not only the 2 E x - 2 E y conical
intersection
~
2: Simulated PES of 1-propynide neglecting
seam associated with the A 2 E state, but also Figure
2
2
Here N-SEVI is denoted
the
A
1 − E coupling.
the three low-lying symmetry related 2 A1 - 2E
SEVI and L1-PES is denoted PE.
seams of conical intersection, leads to
of the spectrum
significant nonadiabatic effects. Indeed the The low energy portion
-1
cm-1, the part
principal issue in our study was to quantify the (between 22,000 cm and 23,500
2
€
due principally to the A1 state) is in
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reasonable agreement with the experimental
results, both with regard to line positions and
line intensities. This is not unexpected since
the lowest energy 2 A1 − 2E conical intersection
occurs at ~23,800 cm-1 on this energy scale.
However, beyond this point agreement is poor
reflecting the nonadiabatic effects due to the
2
intersection seams.
A1 − 2E conical
€
Figure (3) compares the full nonadiabatic
simulation with the results of L1-PES. The
improvement in the intensities in the energy
region greater than ~ 23,000 cm-1 is dramatic.
The height of the peaks associated with the 2E
state are dramatically reduced and they are
spread out over this region by mixing with
nominal 2A1 vibrational levels. This is due
principally to the interstate coupling induced
by the 2 A1 − 2E conical intersection seams. In a
time dependent picture as the wave packet
enters this region on the 2E state potential
energy surfaces, where in the absence of the
2
2
€ A1 − E conical intersection it would oscillate
"creating" the intense discrete spectrum
observed in Fig. 2, it is rapidly quenched to the
2
A1 state. This quenching is the principal
factor leading to the absence of intense peaks
in this region.

Figure 3: Simulated PES of 1-propynide including
all nonadiabatic effects compared with the L1-PES
results.

A second factor comes into play in
determining the intensity of lines in the PES,
the intrinsic photodetachment cross sections
for ionizing 1-propynide and producing 1propynyl in the 2A1 or 2E states. Comparing
the simulated and L1-PES intensities we
deduced that the photodetachment cross
section for producing the 2E state is ~1/2 that
for the production of the 2A1 state. This factor
is included in the simulation reported in Fig. 3.
In the absence of proper treatment of
2
nonadiabatic
effects
a
E
state
photodetachment cross section ~ 1/10 that of

the 2A1 state would be required to explain the
experimentally observed intensities.
Photodetachment cross sections are quite
challenging to calculate owing to the fact that
a free electron is produced. One of the goals
of our future work will be the first principles
determination of these quantities. The reliable
estimates provided by the present calculations
will provide valuable benchmarks.
B. Isopropoxy4
The isopropoxy radical, (CH3)2CHO can be
viewed as CH3O, with two hydrogens replaced
by methyl groups. In this case the 2E ground
state of methoxy is split into a pair of states,
nominally the X˜ 2A and A˜ 2A states. Two
experimental investigations are particularly
relevant to our first principles study: the
negative ion PES of isopropoxide reported by
5
Lineberger's
group
€
€ , denoted L2-PES below;
and the subsequent report of a dispersed
fluorescence spectrum of the isopropoxy
radical by Terry Miller's group6, denoted MDFS below. As noted by M-DFS, a significant
discrepancy between these two experiments is
the inference of the A˜ − X˜ splitting in the
isopropoxy radical.
Our calculations demonstrate the following:
(i) The nominal A˜ − X˜ splitting reported by MDFS is confirmed.
(ii) The A˜ − X˜ splitting
€
reported by M-DFS could not have been seen
by L2-PES owing o the resolution of that
experiment.
(iii) The designation " A˜ − X˜
€
splitting" is a misnomer.
€ That spectral feature
is the spin-orbit induced splitting of two nearly
degenerate vibronic levels. (iv) The near
degeneracy results from a pseudo
€ symmetry in
which the X˜ and A˜ states behave like the
components of a 2E state
Electronic structure calculations reveal the
minimum energy point of conical intersection
€
to€be an accidental
symmetry-allowed 2A' –
2
mex
A'' intersection, Q . On the 12A potential
energy surface, in the vicinity of Qmex, there
are found, three minima Qminj, j=1, 2, 3 and
three saddle points, Qtsj, j=1, 2, 3. Key to
understanding the significance of these
findings is the use of intersection adapted
coordinates, an orthogonal transformation of
the internal coordinates, with a conical
intersection as the origin. In intersection
adapted coordinates, the x-coordinate points
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along the direction of g, the energy difference
gradient vector, while the y-coordinate points
along h, the interstate coupling vector. These
two coordinates define the branching or g-h
plane. It is the explicit identification of the
branching plane coordinates that gives
intersection
adapted
coordinates
their
conceptual value. In the branching plane the
degeneracy at the conical intersection is lifted
linearly. Interestingly, we find || g || = 0.0211
and || h || = 0.0210. || g || = || h || is what one
would expect in a molecule with true C3v
symmetry.

and positioned to agree with the experimental
origin band. The agreement between the
simulated and measured spectrum is seen to be
excellent, except perhaps at the highest
electron binding energies (eBEs) where the
simulated spectrum somewhat over estimates
the intensity.

Figure 4(b) Contour map of the 12A potential
energy surface in the g-h plane with the (projected)
locations of the three minima ( Qminj), three saddle
points (Qtsj) and minimum energy conical
intersection (Qmex) indicated.

Figure 4(a) Cross section of the 1,22A potential
energy surfaces in the g-h plane.

Figs. (4a) and (4b) present two
representations of the adiabatic potental
energy surfaces restricted to the branching
plane. Fig. (4a) reports the energies E1(x,y)
and E2(x,y) in a three dimensional plot, clearly
depicting the conical intersection at Qmex . Fig.
(4b) presents E1(x,y) as a contour map. The
locus of the projection of the three minima and
three saddle points onto the branching plane is
presented in Fig. (4b). From Fig. (4b) it is
seen that the minima and saddle points reside (
to a good approximation ) on the vertices of
equilateral triangles rotated 60˚ from each
other. This arrangement of extrema in the g-h
plane is a signature of a 2E conical intersection
with significant second order terms. Thus we
concluded that despite the absense of true C3v
symmetry the X˜ and A˜ states of isopropoxy
closely resemble the degenerate components
of a 2E state.
Figs. (5a), and (5b) compare our computed
PES €
with the€measured spectrum of L2-PES.
As in the case of 1-propynyl, the height and
position of (only) the peak labeled a is scaled

Figure 5(a): Simulated nonrelativistic PES of
isopropoxy with lines broadened using 80 cm-1
gaussian convolution to simulate instrumental
resolution of experimental spectrum of L2-PES.
Inset gives low eBE relativistic spectrum using 80
cm-1 gaussian convolution.

A perusal of the simulated spectrum in
this region shows that the peak labeled a is
in fact two peaks separated by ~17.7 cm‐1.
It is this feature which MDFS denote as the
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€

A˜ − X˜ splitting.
While the computed
splitting is much smaller than the A˜ − X˜
splitting reported by MDFS, analysis of the
eigenvectors shows that these two vibronic
states are largely the zero phonon states
restricted to diabats 1 and €2 respectively.
Thus these two levels are indeed related to
an electronic splitting. The small separation
is expected, since the two electronic states
in question behave approximately like the
components of a 2E state whose lowest two
vibronic levels would be exactly degenerate
in the nonrelativistic approximation.

Figure 5b: L2-PES spectrum

The incorporation of the spin‐orbit
interaction
(giving
the
relativistic
spectrum) produces minor changes in the
intensity patterns except for the two lines
which comprise peak a. When the spin‐
orbit interaction is included, the separation
of the first two peaks, the nominal A˜ − X˜
splitting, increases to 60.6 (68) cm‐1 in
excellent agreement with the experimental

value of MDFS given parenthetically.
Finally we note that the A˜ − X˜ splitting
would not have been visible in the L2PES
experiment owing to the resolution
available in that experiment.
This is
illustrated in the €
inset in Fig. (5) which
shows the relativistic PES convoluted with a
80 cm‐1 gaussian to simulate the L2PES
resolution. Only a single peak is evident at
threshold in that inset.
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Experimental Characterization of the Potential Energy Surfaces
for Conformational and Structural Isomerization
in Aromatic Fuels
Timothy S. Zwier
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Program Definition and Scope
Gasoline and diesel fuels are complicated mixtures containing about 30% aromatics,
including alkylbenzene, alkenylbenzene, and alkynylbenzenes of various chain lengths. The
combustion of these molecules is influenced by their structural and conformational make-up, and
by the rates of isomerization between them. The objective of this research program is to develop
and utilize laser-based methods to characterize the spectroscopy and isomerization dynamics of
conformational and structural isomers of aromatic derivatives that play a role in soot formation.
As a first step in all these studies, UV-UV hole-burning and resonant ion-dip infrared (RIDIR)
spectroscopy are being used to determine the number and identity of the isomers present, based
on their ultraviolet and infrared spectral signatures. These structural studies then serve as a
foundation for studies of the dynamics of conformational isomerization using stimulated emission
pumping-population transfer (SEP-PT) spectroscopy (Figure 1a), a method developed by our
group to directly measure the energy thresholds separating individual A→B reactant-product
isomer pairs, thereby mapping out key stationary points on the multi-dimensional potential energy
surface for isomerization. We are using these methods to study conformational isomerization in
substituted benzenes spanning a range of types and degrees of conformational flexibility. From
near-threshold intensity measurements we hope to explore the rate of isomerization relative to
collisional cooling as a function of energy above threshold. These results can provide new tests of
RRKM descriptions of isomerization in large molecules.
We have recently extended the population transfer methods to studies of structural
isomerization, which require overcoming barriers significantly higher than those reached by SEP
excitation. In UV-population transfer spectroscopy (Figure 1b), UV excitation occurs by
counter-propogating the laser along a cooling channel affixed to the end of our pulsed valve,
thereby allowing control over the number of cooling collisions simply by changing the time delay
between pump and probe lasers. In this way, structural isomers absorbing an ultraviolet photon
(~30,000 cm-1) and their products can be cooled to their zero-point levels prior to interrogation.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagrams for SEP-PT and UV-PT spectroscopy.
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Recent Progress
Over the past year, we have expanded our studies of the spectroscopy and the conformational
isomerization dynamics of a series of aromatic derivatives of increasing conformational and
structural complexity. Many of these studies have employed our new fluorescence-based
chamber, which is pumped by a roots blower and thus is capable of the high gas throughput
needed for hole-filling studies of conformational isomerization dynamics.
A. Isomerization in 5-phenyl-1-pentene
Two papers are currently in press on the single-conformation spectroscopy and
conformational isomerization dynamics of 5-phenyl-1-pentene. Using rotational band contour and
vibronic analysis, we have assigned transitions in the UV spectrum to five conformational isomers.
SEP-PT spectroscopy (Fig. 1a) has been used to measure the energy thresholds to isomerization
between 14 of the 20 X→Y reactant-product conformer pairs. The barriers are found to fall in
one of two regimes: near 600 cm-1 for hindered rotation of the vinyl group, and near 1200 cm-1
for hindered rotation about the alkyl-alkyl C-C bonds in the pentene chain. This has the
interesting consequence that pathways connecting all five observed conformers open up at 1200
cm-1, associated with an ‘egg-carton’ like potential energy surface with many nearly iso-energetic
minima and barriers connecting these minima that are all about the same height.
B. Internal State mixing in Diphenylmethane
Two papers on the spectroscopy and excited state internal mixing in diphenylmethane (C6H5CH2-C6H5, DPM) have been completed. This prototypical flexible bichromophore (with its model
two-dimensional torsional surface) has fascinating spectroscopy associated with the two closelying excited states of the two phenyl rings (with electronic origins split by only 123 cm-1), in
which the relative energy ordering and degree of electronic localization/delocalization depends
sensitively on the relative orientation of the two phenyl rings.
We have completed a detailed study of the vibronic spectroscopy and high resolution UV
spectroscopy of DPM-d5. This is a collaborative effort with John Cable (BGSU) and David
Plusquellic (NIST). By deuterating one of the phenyl rings, we partially localize the electronic
excitation in S1and S2. This changes both the vibronic intensities and rotational structure of the
bands. The dispersed emission from the S2(v) levels again show mixed excited state character.
C. Isomerization and vibrational cooling in bis-(2-hydroxyphenyl)methane
Two papers are currently in press describing the single-conformation rovibronic spectroscopy
and SEP-PT conformational isomerization dynamics on bis-(2-hydroxyphenyl)methane, which has
four flexible coordinates, two phenyl torsions and two OH torsions.
Two conformational
isomers are observed, one that possesses an OH…OH H-bond between the two rings, and the
other two OH…π H-bonds in which the OH group on one ring H-bonds to the π cloud on the
other ring. High resolution UV data (carried out in collaboration with D. Plusquellic at NIST)
provide the transition dipole moment directions, and refine the structural assignments. Unusual
intensity patterns in the dispersed fluorescence data highlight the extraordinary sensitivity of the
transition dipole moment to the position and orientations of the two rings which cannot be
accounted for by harmonic Franck-Condon analyses, even in the presence of Duschinsky mixing.
SEP-population transfer (SEP-PT) spectroscopy has been used to measure the barriers to
isomerization between these two isomers in both directions (Ethresh ~1400 cm-1), thereby
determining the relative energies of the two minima. The π-bound conformer is slightly lower in
energy than the OH…O conformer (∆E=14-123 cm-1).
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The long Franck-Condon progressions present in the OH…O conformer have also been used
to measure the per-collision efficiencies for vibrational cooling as a function of internal energy in
the range from 30-1200 cm-1. From this data set, three energy regimes were identified, each with
a unique value of the average energy lost per collision with helium (region 1: 13 cm-1/collision for
E=300-1200 cm-1, region 2: 0.6 cm-1/collision for E=200-300 cm-1, and region 3: 7 cm-1 /collision
for E<200 cm-1). In region 1, the vibrational density of states is sufficient to support efficient loss
of energy via ∆v=-1 collisions involving the lowest frequency vibration of the conformer (with a
frequency of 26 cm-1). In region 2, the vibrational energy levels are sufficiently sparse that energy
gaps exist, reducing the efficiency of relaxation. In region 3, a combination of the quantum nature
of the helium, attractive forces, and orbiting resonances may be responsible for the increased
efficiency at lowest energy regime. Since these rates occur in competition with isomerization, we
have used this data to place bounds on the isomerization rate at threshold.
D. Ongoing work
In bis-(4-hydroxyphenyl)methane, we are in the midst of a detailed study of its conformational
isomerization dynamics, using SEP-PT spectroscopy. Three conformational isomers are
observed, which differ in the orientation of the two OH groups in the para positions on the phenyl
rings. This will be an ideal system in which to probe the barriers, pathways, and isomerization
rates under conditions in which the barriers to isomerization are exceedingly small (<100 cm-1), as
indicated by the data we are just acquiring. Under such conditions, it is clear that statistical
theories are no longer appropriate, and we will search carefully for mode-specific and
conformation-specific effects in the isomerization.
We are also in the midst of studies of the single-conformation spectroscopy on two of the
three monomers that make up lignin, one of the most abundant biopolymers on earth. Lignin is an
aromatic biopolymer that encapsulates the sugars that can serve as biofuels in plants, providing
the needed structural rigidity for the plant to grow. These lignin monomers, p-coumaryl alcohol
and p-coniferyl alcohol, are starting points for larger lignin oligomers that we think can be studied
effectively by our methods.
Finally, we have recently successfully demonstrated UV-population transfer spectroscopy
(Figure 1b) as a means to study structural isomerization, here involving isomerization between Eand Z-isomers of phenylvinylacetylene. The combined data from R2PI, UV-holeburning, UV
depletion, and UV-population transfer spectra is being analyzed to understand the photophysical
and photochemical pathways involved, and the sharp thresholds observed.
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